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ABSTRACT
ROMANCE AUCTORITAS IN LE LIVRE DU CUER D’AMOURS ESPRIS AND JEHAN DE
SAINTRÉ
Jared Scott Miller
Scott Francis

This dissertation asks whether, by the end of the Middle Ages in France, the romance
genre had gained literary authority, or auctoritas, and, if so, how it had gained it and what
the social impact of this auctoritas was. This line of questioning is executed through a
study of two mid-fifteenth-century romances: René d’Anjou’s Livre du Cuer d’Amours
espris and Antoine de la Sale’s Jehan de Saintré. These two works, written near the end
of the Middle Ages when romance was at the height of its popularity and influence,
heavily imitate and cite earlier romances, and in so doing, offer an insightful response to
the genre and its position in French courtly society. They confirm that while the genre
may not have had a traditional scholarly auctoritas, it certainly had a level of courtly
auctoritas, exemplified by the literary traditions of the Roman de la Rose and Prose
Lancelot. These literary traditions exerted cultural auctoritas as they came to functional
as behavioral and moral guides in the courtly disciplines of love and chivalry.
Furthermore, this study argues that two principle writing strategies served to establish
romance auctoritas despite the fictionality of the genre. The first, exemplified by the
Roman de la Rose and imitated by the Livre du Cuer, was to present the romance’s
fictions as allegory, with the argument that they covered hidden moral truths. The second,
exemplified by the Prose Lancelot and imitated by Jehan de Saintré, was to deny the
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fictionality of the romance, and to instead present it was a work of historia. The two latemedieval works at the center of this study each employ one of these two romance
strategies in an attempt to build their own auctoritas, even while criticizing the socially
harmful influence of romance ideology. In so doing, they confirm the genre’s courtly
auctoritas and reveal the strategies employed to achieve it.
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“Prenez paine a lire et a veoir / Le tresbel Romant de la Rose, / La ou l’art d’amours est
enclose…” (Le Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris v. 2224-2226)
“…dont sont venues les grans vaillances, les grans emprinses et les chevalereux fais de
Lancelot, de Gauvin, de Tristram, de Guron le courtois, et des aultres preux de le Table
Ronde, aussi de Ponthus…qui, pour estre vrais amoureux, et de bien servir lealement
leurs dames, sont venus en sy hault honneur, que a toujours mais en sera nouvelle…”
(Jehan de Saintré p. 48)

INTRODUCTION
For a writer in the Middle Ages in France wishing to assert the truthfulness and
utility of their work, there was perhaps no method more common, direct, or certain than
to cite the work of an auctor. In defining this term, Alastair Minnis explains the
authoritative position held by the writings of auctores : “In a literary context, the term
auctor denoted someone who was at once a writer and an authority, someone not merely
to be read but also to be respected and believed” (Medieval Theory 10). For any writer in
the Middle Ages, linking the claims and arguments of one’s text to those of an auctor
through citation was certainly among the best methods to increase one’s chances of also
being read, respected, and believed.
Studies like those of Minnis have greatly enhanced our understanding of the
medieval concept of literary auctoritas. Such studies have often relied upon medieval
literary commentaries and metaliterary defenses of poetry and fiction, especially those
produced by the Chartrian and Parisian cathedral schools of the 12th century. These are
among the richest sources for understanding the use and perception of literary authority
in the Middle Ages. Nevertheless, much remains to be said about medieval auctoritas.
This is at least in part due to the fact that while the evocation of auctores and their
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auctoritas is one of the most enduring traits of the medieval written world, this practice
was far from stagnant and uniform. Questions persist about how the concept of auctoritas
and its perception among medieval readers and writers differed across the numerous
decades, political and linguistic borders, and social or educational backgrounds of the
Middle Ages. Clearly, a complete response to such questions is far beyond the scope of
any one study. However, it can perhaps be generally asserted that over the course of time,
perceptions of literary auctoritas shifted, tending toward an increasing inclusion of
authors and works who might previously have been temporally, linguistically, or
generically excluded. It is a part of this expansion of auctoritas that this study seeks to
address. On a practical level, the reality of this shift can be most convincingly
demonstrated through an examination of citation strategies – in other words, the
evocation of auctoritas – in specific medieval literary works. While medieval scholarly
commentaries and metaliterary defenses of poetry provide us with a general and
foundational theory of auctoritas, examining its application in individual literary works
can afford us a greater understanding of how it functioned on a practical level. It is in this
spirit that this study will focus on the place of auctoritas in two mid-fifteenth century
French chivalric romances, René d’Anjou’s allegorical Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris
and Antoine de la Sale’s pseudo-historical Jehan de Saintré. While these works are not
necessarily among the most well-known in the modern medieval literary canon, they are
exceptionally well placed to offer an enhanced perspective on literary auctoritas not only
because of their highly referential content, but also due to their temporal and generic
positions.

3
A.

Auctoritas and the Romance Genre

Like virtually all forms of medieval literary writing, romances frequently
reference auctores and their works. In fact, the first works to which this generic term
“romance” was applied – the romans d’antiquité – were “pseudo-translations”1 of
authoritative epic poems by classical auctores like Virgil and Statius. Subsequent
romances were often less explicitly referential. However, even Chrétien de Troyes, the
“father” of the romance genre who reinvented it and greatly freed it from its reliance on
classical source material, continued to subtly reference and at times explicitly connect his
works to those of traditional auctores.2 Furthermore, if, compared to the romans
d’antiquité, Chrétien de Troyes and many of his successors were less reliant upon and
prone to overtly cite the auctoritas of classical poetry and philosophy, other later
romances would reaffirm the place of reference to authoritative classical literature in the
genre. The Roman de la Rose in particular, that most famous and successful of medieval
French literary works, calls itself a romance, while simultaneously functioning as a
“learned compendium,” a “reworking of material from the Latin poets and philosophers”
(Huot, The Romance of the Rose and its Medieval Readers 20, 21). While there is
certainly a significant range in the level of auctorial reference between romances like
those of Chrétien de Troyes and those like the romans d’antiquité and the Roman de la
Rose, this practice nevertheless remained a constant feature of the genre throughout the

To use Jan Herman’s term, as defined in her “Les premiers romans français, entre traduction et pseudotraduction,” (360).
2
Chrétien de Troyes’s prologue to Cligès is particularly telling in this regard. Here, he identifies himself as
one who had translated Ovid’s Ars Amatoria “en romanz,” (v. 1-4) and thus makes his readers aware of this
auctorial influence on this rather Ovidian early romance. See also Matilda Bruckner’s “Of Cligès and
Cannibalism.”
1
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Middle Ages. Like virtually all other forms of medieval writing, the romance genre could
not escape the need to call upon the authority of the auctores.
Yet initially, the romance genre itself had little or no auctoritas. Auctoritas, as
suggested before, is the written authority derived from the writings of highly respected
auctores. These were almost always authors of Latin-language texts (Minnis 1), a
category which would at times include those who, like Aristotle, had not themselves
written in Latin, but had been translated into and were generally read in Latin during the
Middle Ages. Furthermore, the term auctor would traditionally be restricted to the
ancients, for “No ‘modern’ writer could decently be called an auctor in a period in which
men saw themselves as dwarfs standing on the shoulders of giants, i.e. the ‘ancients’”
(Minnis 12). It is true that even by the twelfth century, certain highly authoritative
‘modern’ medieval writers were granted the title of auctor within the decades or centuries
following their death (Minnis 94). Such is the case of theologians and natural
philosophers like Peter Lombard, Thomas Aquinas, or Alain de Lille, as they
posthumously became unavoidable authorities on a given subject. However, these
exceptions do not mean that there was a place for romance authors. Auctores were almost
always long-dead, Latin-language writers, especially classical pagan authors or Christian
patristic fathers and famed theologians.
In contradistinction to the auctor stands the figure of the actor. M.-D. Chenu, in
particular, has described the differing origins of these two author terms. He states that in
classical texts, auctor and actor were frequently used interchangeably and even confused
by scribes. This was largely due to the fact that in the classical period, auctor, from
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augeo, “signifie, au sens large, celui qui produit, qui fait quelque chose, une statue, un
édifice, un ouvrage quelconque, très particulièrement un livre,” while actor, from ago,
“désigne aussi…celui qui fait quelque chose, au sens le plus étendu du mot et, bien que
de fait on ne l’ait pas appliqué à cette opération qu’est la composition d’un livre, le mot
reste ouvert à la signification de n’importe quelle activité humaine” (Chenu 82). Chenu
further asserts that these definitions had shifted in the Middle Ages, with actor coming to
take on the classical meaning of auctor, “auteur d’un ouvrage,” while auctor “va prendre
une valeur spéciale en direction et en dépendance de auctoritas, où se bloque l’idée
d’origine (auctor : qui prend l’initiative d’un acte) et l’idée d’autorité, de dignité” (Chenu
83).
To this it should be added that the Latin ago, from which actor is derived, could
also be read in the sense of building, putting together. More than just an “auteur d’un
ouvrage,” an actor could also be viewed as a compiler, one who, like Jean de Meun,
brought together the various teachings of different auctores and, in so doing, composed a
new text. This is confirmed by Vincent de Beauvais’s perspective on the medieval
dichotomy of auctor-actor, as found in the prologue to his Speculum maius. Here, he
complains about confusing citation practices in some texts and proposes to correct this
through a system that employs a clear distinction between the terms of actor and auctor.
For Vincent, actor refers to “modern” writers, including himself, and marks their writings
as commentary; auctor refers to ancient writers and authoritative statements (Minnis
157). Unlike the long-dead, highly respected auctor, the actor is the living or recent
scholar or clerc who has studied the auctores and who derives his knowledge and
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authority from them. While still generally highly respected, they were not, of themselves,
viewed as sources of auctoritas, nor given the same referential preference by other
“modern” actores and compilers.
If early romance authors had any place in the auctor-actor dichotomy, it was
clearly in the category of actor. As stated before, romance actores continued the
established tradition of referencing auctores as sources of literary authority. Additionally,
they often functioned as compilers – or at the very least, maintained the pretense of doing
do – beginning with the earliest works of the genre. This pattern is in part established by
Chrétien de Troyes in Erec et Enide, his first surviving romance. Here, he proclaims that
he “trait [d’]un conte d’aventure / Une mout bele conjuncture…Que devant rois et devant
contes / Depecier et corrompre suelent / Cil qui de conter vivre vuelent” (13-14, 20-22).
His work, as he describes it, is not that of auctor or originator, but of actor, one who has
compiled the fragmentary versions of the story and who from them will compose a “bele
conjuncture.” Certainly, his sources are unnamed and are not respected auctores, but this
explicit mention of pre-existing sources for the narrative – an authorial gesture so
common in romance – helps to align his work, and that of his successors, more with the
definition of actor than auctor.
Beyond this work (whether real or simply alleged) of composing by compiling
and reworking pre-existing source materials, other defining characteristics of the romance
genre separate its authors from the status of auctor, as traditionally defined. As
mentioned above, the very name of the genre references its use of the French language,
beginning with the romans d’antiquité, classical Latin-language texts “[mis] en roman”
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(Zink Introduction 63). In linguistic terms, then, French-language romans stand in
opposition to the more authoritative Latin-language livres which the auctores had written.
Moreover, the roman is a distinctly medieval genre, and even by the end of the Middle
Ages, when it was over three-hundred years old, it still could not rival classical texts in
ancientness, an important factor for auctoritas as demonstrated by Minnis’s previously
cited definition of auctor. Thus, romance authors, in addition to often presenting
themselves as compilers, remained at a distance from the title of auctor – and the
auctoritas that that title conferred – due to their use of the French language and the fact
that they were relatively recent authorial figures.
Another significant defining element of romance acted as perhaps the greatest
obstacle to the genre’s potential auctoritas: its subject matter. As Michel Zink has
explained:
En quittant l’Antiquité et le monde méditerranéen pour la Bretagne et le temps du
roi Arthur, le roman renonce à la vérité historique, référentielle, et doit se
chercher une autre vérité. Une vérité qui est celle du sens ; un sens qui se nourrit
pour l’essentiel d’une réflexion sur la chevalerie et l’amour. (65)
While this sacrifice of historical/referential truth in favor of a “verité de sens”
undoubtedly contributed to the popular appeal of the romance genre, it seriously
undermined its authoritative status. Its actores, while conveying a different sort of truth,
did so through evidently fictitious narratives. If an auctor was “someone not merely to be
read but also to be respected and believed” (Minnis 10) as seen above, then actores of
relatively recent romances, with their often unbelievable stories, could not have easily
achieved this title.
One might contest, of course, that certain accepted classical auctores had also
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sacrificed historical/referential truth for a “verité de sens.” Medieval scholars were
certainly aware of this, and engaged these issues with the concepts of historia,
argumentum, and fabula. Taken from Cicero’s De Inventione, these three concepts had,
in antiquity, functioned as categories of rhetorical narrative. Here, Cicero defines historia
as “an account of actual occurrences remote from the recollection of our age,”
argumentum as “a fictitious narrative which nevertheless could have occurred,” and
fabula as “events which are not true and have no verisimilitude” (55). In the Middle
Ages, these terms formed a sort of metalanguage which permitted scholarly discourse
about the relative authority and value of literary narratives, whether sacred or secular.
While historia was generally perceived as having a positive moral value, and
argumentum as value-neutral (Mehtonen 91), the moral value and authority of fabula was
the subject of rigorous and longstanding debate. Medieval scholars often read Church
fathers (like Saint Jerome and Saint Augustine) and respected classical philosophers (like
Plato) as having condemned the deceitful nature of fabula and its corresponding
discipline, poetry (Mehtonen 120). Others would defend poetry’s use of fabula, invoking
its relationship to integumentum. This term was famously defined by Bernardus
Silvestris: “The integument is a type of exposition which wraps the apprehension of truth
in a fictional narrative, and thus it is also called an involucrum, cover” (Silvestris 5). This
concept of integumentum allowed for the argument that poetry, even when narrating
fictitious stories, served the function of teaching ethics, so long as the fabulae contained
therein acted as a cover for some hidden moral lesson or truth. While these integumenta
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certainly remained inferior to the allegoria3 of the ultimate source of auctoritas (the
Bible), poetry could be viewed, despite the surface untruths contained therein, as having a
positive moral value, as a branch of philosophy (Mehtonen 46) with the utility of
teaching ethics (Minnis 25-26). After all, these were pagan poets who lived before the
truths of Christianity had been revealed. As Boccaccio argued in the late Middle Ages,
pagan poets, “endowed with a sort of divine intelligence and skill,” (17), had, under the
surface of fictions, hidden important natural and even sacred truths, sometimes “perhaps
without understanding” (46). While they lived in a time of pagan error, and therefore
sometimes asserted falsehoods along with the truths of their writing, “such ignorance is
an acceptable excuse and they ought not to be called liars” (66). While certainly of an
inferior auctoritas than the Bible and patristic writings, the fictions of classical poetry
could be viewed as a protecting veil cast over important philosophical and moral truths
that still had significant moral value as participants in the great whole of divine sapientia.
These scholarly debates over the moral value of poetry and fabula are essential to
understanding the relationship between auctoritas and fiction in the Middle Ages.
However, it should be noted that such debates focused on the fictional narratives of
classical poets like Virgil and Ovid, auctores who had withstood the test of time and
whose utility for teaching Latin to schoolboys was widely accepted (Mehtonen 126). The
fictitious narratives of romance actores, on the other hand, do not seem to have much
registered in these scholarly debates. This is most likely due to the fact that romance was

3

Unlike integumentum, allegoria was understood as true meaning covered by true/historical narration
(Mehtonen 54).
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a courtly (rather than a scholarly) genre, and lacked auctoritas.4 Unlike the works of
classical poets, which were studied in schools and subject to numerous commentaries on
their philosophical value, romances, while often composed by learned clercs, were
generally written for aristocratic audiences and at the behest of noble patrons (Bruckner,
“The Shape of Romance” 14-15). Of course, like classical poetry, the narratives of
romance often fall into the category of fabula (however, not to the exclusion of
argumentum and historia), and could even conceivably have been understood as
integuments.5 However, rather than using fiction as a covering for the deeper theological,
historical, and philosophical truths so valued by scholars and sought after in the works of
auctores, romances especially used fiction to teach poetic and courtly “truths” to their
aristocratic audiences. Certainly, there is often a didactic element to romances that might
be seen, by modern readers, as potentially engaging in the field of ethics. Yet, rather than
conveying the universal truths of philosophy, the didactic function of romances tended to
be much narrower in scope, generally furnishing audiences with exempla in the courtly
arts of love, polite language, and chivalry. There does not appear to be much evidence
that, throughout the great majority of the Middle Ages, romances were studied in an
academic setting as participants in any philosophical branch, including ethics, in the same

4

Many scholarly writings on fabula and integumentum come from the Chartrian and Parisian cathedral
schools of the late 12th century, at a time when the romance genre was first appearing and experiencing
rapidly growing popularity. It is noteworthy that romances are still little mentioned in these metatexts, nor
much in later reiterations of this debate, long after romance had grown to be one of the most widespread
genres in western Europe.
5
As romance texts do not much figure in scholarly writings debating the moral value of poetry and fabula,
it is difficult to know to what extent the term integumentum might have been applied to them by medieval
readers.
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way that classical works of fiction were.6 While romances might resemble certain
classical works in their use of fabula as a cover for deeper truths and corrective morality,
from a medieval scholarly perspective, they seem to differ strongly from the authoritative
works of the auctores of classical poetry.
B.

Auctoritas in the Late Middle Ages

In many ways, then, it seems that the medieval concept of auctoritas would be
inaccessible to the romance genre. However, the defining characteristics of the terms
auctoritas and auctor as set forth above are largely drawn (with the notable exception of
citations from Boccaccio) from late-twelfth and early-thirteenth-century sources, in the
early days of romance. However, as stated above, these concepts and terms were not
stagnant. By the end of the Middle Ages, in the mid-fifteenth century, the situation was
considerably altered, allowing for a shift toward increased literary authority for the genre.
On a linguistic register, the auctor/actor dichotomy, theoretically so simple
according to the thirteenth-century definitions of Vincent de Beauvais, proved to be more
complicated in practice. As writing in the vernacular became increasingly common and
encroached on the more “dignified” disciplines traditionally treated exclusively in Latin,
these terms were adopted into French as aucteur and acteur. Yet, the division between
the two was not always clear, and as acteurs wrote in the vernacular on increasingly
varied subjects and, with the passage of time, left behind increasingly aged texts, the
distinction between acteur and aucteur became understandably muddled. This is further
complicated when one considers that acteur and aucteur were not the only terms used for

6

Perhaps one notable exception being the famous and scholarly Querelle de la Rose concerning the Roman
de la Rose.
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author figures, but existed alongside additional words like compilateur or faiseur, similar
in meaning to the traditional sense of actor/acteur.
As Cynthia Brown points out, already in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
“certain writers and/or scribes,” like their classical counterparts, “seemingly employed
the terms acteur and aucteur interchangeably…especially to refer to the author-narrator
function” (203). During the fifteenth century, she continues, usage of the term aucteur
within the French language began to give way to an increasingly predominant acteur.
Finally, by the early sixteenth century, the linguistic situation was such that “Jean
Lemaire de Belges used acteur to refer to both authors of books and to classical authors
whose works were accorded a certain auctoritas. This usage suggests that a formalized
consolidation of the overlapping meanings of aucteur and acteur had taken place before
1511” (203-204).
This brief overview of the linguistic evolution of these terms by Cynthia Brown is
highly significant for several reasons. On the one hand, it seems that the distinction
between auctor and actor was not always as straight-forward for all medieval writers and
scribes as it was for Vincent de Beauvais, even in the same century when he explained it.
This is not to say that his distinction and the usage of these terms as explained by Chenu
was not a real or functionally useful one. Rather, it seems that some writers/scribes
understood and employed it in the same way as Vincent de Beauvais, while others did
not. However, the movement toward consolidation of the terms aucteur and acteur within
the French language suggests that, at least in the French-language literary consciousness,
there was some sort of shift in thinking about auctoritas prior to the beginning of the
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sixteenth century. Indeed, Brown’s analysis seems to point to the fifteenth century as a
focal moment of this shift.
Nor are linguistic changes in terminology the only hints of shifts toward greater
access to auctoritas for romance acteurs and their texts. Much of fifteenth-century
French literature has been somewhat overlooked in modern literary scholarship and
dismissed as “engagée dans des voies qui n’ont pas eu d’avenir” (Zink 122). However,
part of its great value becomes apparent as we consider its highly reflective nature, and
that of fifteenth-century romance in particular. During this century, “pour la première
fois, la littérature française joue des perspectives ouvertes par celles de son propre passé”
(Zink 149). Romance was no longer a new genre, but centuries old, with well-established
tropes, characters and themes. In fact, at this time, the genre was a the height of its
popularity and influence. Earlier works like the Roman de la Rose (and its authors,
Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun) and the anonymous Prose Lancelot had been
enormously successful and remained enduring points of reference – and would continue
to do so well beyond what we now view as the end of the Middle Ages. For romance
authors in the fifteenth century, citation of and reference to the great themes, characters,
authors, and texts of the genre from preceding centuries were essentially unavoidable.
They had undeniably gained a sort of literary authority and began to function in a way at
times reminiscent of traditional auctores and their works. However, the extent of the
similarity between these two types of literary authority remains to be seen.
These shifts in romance referentiality and French-language author-terminology
strongly suggest the possibility that there was a growing perception of romance literary
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authority by the fifteenth century. Two medieval scholarly discussions in particular
further support this possibility and bear mentioning here – even if, as previously
mentioned, romance was rarely explicitly evoked in scholarly debates about the value of
fiction and poetry. The first of these scholarly works is Boccaccio’s prologue and final
two chapters of his Genealogia Deorum Gentilium, the second, the famous Querelle de la
Rose.
We have already seen how Boccaccio defended classical auctores in his latefourteenth century Genealogia Deorum Gentilium, arguing that they had a measure of
divine inspiration and excusing their unavoidable ignorance in matters of Christian
theology. That he felt the need to defend them, using similar arguments as those put
forward by certain members of the Chartrian and Parisian cathedral schools two-hundred
years earlier, indicates that the auctoritas of classical poetry and fiction was still a subject
of debate. However, compared to the twelfth century, by the late fourteenth century,
vernacular written traditions of poetry and fiction were far more established, whether in
Italy or in France. It is of note that Boccaccio, an Italian poet who died in 1375, is at
temporal (roughly 75 years) and linguistic distance from the mid-fifteenth century texts
that are the subject of this study. However, his comments on medieval fiction and poetry
remain highly relevant, not only because they suggest an increasingly inclusive vision of
auctoritas, but also because of his obvious – and overtly recognized – influence on René
d’Anjou and his Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris.
In his prologue and final two chapters, Boccaccio evokes several “modern”
writers of (though not exclusively) vernacular texts in his defense of poetry and fiction.
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Of particular interest are his mentions of Dante and Petrarch. Both men are lauded for
their Christian orthodoxy, Dante as a “great theologian as well as philosopher” and
Petrarch as a “Christian gentleman…whose life and character we have, with our own
eyes, beheld so laudable in all sanctity” (53). If both such upstanding men could write
great works of poetic fiction, which they employed as integumenta for issues of great
theological and philosophical import, then surely, he argues, the composition of poetry is
not an occupation restricted to liars and the morally abject. Dante and Petrarch are cited
as literary authorities, not just on par with classical pagan poets, but as unimpeachable
examples that can bolster the questioned auctoritas of their morally ambiguous Latin
predecessors. Both medieval poets are repeatedly referenced in Boccaccio’s text
alongside pagan auctores as if they were their literary equals.
This does not mean that Boccaccio totally disregards the foundational principles
of traditional auctoritas. He praises Dante’s masterful and auctor-like use of integument
in the Commedia before conceding that “true, he wrote in his mother tongue, which he
adapted to his artistic purpose” (99). He later adds that “his greatness is proved by his
famous work in rime, which he wrote in the Florentine dialect with amazing skill, and
called the Commedia” (113). It seems that Dante’s use of the vernacular, rather than
Latin, is to be viewed as something exceptional in a poet, and his ability to treat such
subjects in a vernacular language acts as proof of his uncommon skill. This certainly
appears to place Dante on an equal level with Latin poets; it is less sure that it places his
Tuscan dialect on an equal level with Latin.
Boccaccio likewise confirms a continued bias – either his own or one that he
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perceived in his audience – for the authority of that which is ancient over that which is
“modern.” He defends his use of certain “moderns” as source-authors for his Genealogia,
listing each one, and taking care to detail their qualifications and vouch for their moral
character. It is in this instance that he gives his most extended praise of Petrarch. Yet, this
is not due to Petrarch’s courtly and vernacular lyric poetry for which he is most wellknown today. Instead, Boccaccio lists seven works which prove Petrarch’s status as an
authoritative poet, all of them written in Latin and modelled on classical literary forms
(116). It is for these works that Petrarch “really deserves to be counted not among the
moderns, but among the illustrious ancients” (115).
In opposition to modern writers, including Dante and Petrarch, ancient sources
need little justification as “that which has been preserved through many ages has been
approved by great lapse of time, and thence gains its authority” (Boccaccio 111). Even
unknown and obscure Latin sources are to be accepted because “their very antiquity
accredited them” (116). Boccaccio does not deny authority to writers on the basis of
“modernity” any more than he denies it to Dante because of his use of the vernacular.
However, for those who are “modern,” like those who use the vernacular to write, there
seems to be a far greater burden of proof of poetic skill and moral character required
before auctoritas is granted.
Even with these reservations, Boccaccio suggests an expanded perspective of
what it means to be an authoritative poet – one large enough to include “modern” writers
who at times use the vernacular. This represents a shift that is significant for this study,
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especially when considering that René d’Anjou was a reader of Boccaccio.7 This
expanded perspective of authoritative poetry is perhaps still not wide enough to include
the romance genre. After all, Petrarch is largely lauded as modern master of ancient
forms and language. While Dante wrote verse in the vernacular, he is praised as a
theologian and philosopher. It is these two modern poets’ similarities with traditional
auctores, both sacred and secular – rather than their more innovative contributions to
medieval literature – which are offered as proof for their auctoritas. Yet, both men were
undeniably innovators, and frequently broke with their classical models (in some texts
more than others). Seventy-five years before Le Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris and
Jehan de Saintré, modern literary innovators could be viewed as having auctoritas, so
long as some substantial parallels with traditional auctores could be drawn.
While significant to this study, Boccaccio’s treatment of Petrarch and Dante in the
Genealogia Deorum Gentilium remains, as has been said, at a temporal, linguistic, and
generic distance from mid-fifteenth-century French romance. In all three categories, the
auctoritas-related questions raised by the debate of the Querelle de la Rose are much
closer. This debate grew out of scholarly conversation about Guillaume de Lorris and
Jean de Meun’s Roman de la Rose – as this work was increasingly seen as the literary
equal of classical poetry (Valentini 109). Christine de Pizan notably disagreed with the
growing authority of and scholarly respect for this romance. She therefore engaged in an
epistolary debate with some of its most prominent defenders, and subsequently edited and

Boccaccio’s place among the poets in the Livre du Cuer’s Cemetery of Love leaves little doubt that René
d’Anjou was well versed in his work. More specifically, there is a strong possibility that René d’Anjou was
well acquainted with the Genealogia Deorum Gentilium, as it is included in the inventories of his personal
library (Bouchet “La biblothèque mentale” 108).
7
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published many of these letters from the first years of the fifteenth century. As perhaps
the most significant scholarly debate in France during the Middle Ages over the literary
value of romance, the Querelle de la Rose reveals a great deal about shifting perspectives
of auctoritas in the fifteenth century.
In a general sense, the entire Querelle de la Rose centers on the question of
whether Jean de Meun and the Roman de la Rose are, to return to Minnis’s already cited
definition of an auctor, “not merely to be read but also to be respected and believed”
(10). In other words, should Jean be treated as an auctor (in the traditional sense of the
term) and his romance viewed as having auctoritas. In Andrea Valentini’s critical
assessment of the debate, he identifies seven major points of contention between the two
opposing sides: use of vulgar words (especially by Raison), the assertion by Raison that it
is better to deceive than to be deceived, the scandalous discourse of la Vieille, le Jaloux’s
misogynistic rant, the procreation sermon of Genius, the poem’s overall misogyny, and
the narrative’s obscene conclusion (111-112). In debating these points of contention, as
we shall see, Christine de Pizan and her correspondents confirm their belief in the Rose’s
authority and therefore reveal an expanded perspective of literary auctoritas.
In the first place, the modernity of the text does not feature as an obstacle to its
potential authority. On the contrary, Gontier Col can, thanks to recent memory, defend
Jean de Meun’s character:
Jehan de Meun – vray catholique, sollempnel maistre et docteur en son temps en
sainte theologie, philosophe tres parfont et excellent, sachant tout ce qui a
entendement humain est sciible, du quel la gloire et renommee vit et vivra es
aages a venir entre les entendements par ses merites levez. (152)
Nor do the opponents of the Rose use its modernity as an argument against the text. In
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fact, Christine offers another “modern” author, Dante, as a potential remedy for Jean de
Meun (200).
Secondly, while language is among the primary subjects of debate, Jean’s choice
of French to treat scholarly matters is not criticized. Instead, the participants in the
Querelle debate whether it is better to use courtly or direct speech, whether Raison ought
to have used vulgar words, and whether courtly glosses mitigate the narration of obscene
content. The linguistic aspect of the debate, therefore, has little to say about the relative
merits of French and Latin.
The only significant exception to this is a curious defense of Ovid and Jean de
Meun put forward by Pierre Col. He argues that Italian and Roman husbands are/were by
nature far more jealous than their French counterparts, to the point of imposing excessive
and oppressive restrictions on their wives that one would not see in France. Ovid, Col
argues, wrote the Ars Amatoria to help male lovers to overcome the obstacles imposed by
these harsh restrictions, but not to encourage women to abandon chastity (in the proper,
French sense). He supports this argument with the proof that Ovid wrote in Latin, “le
quel n’entendent fammes” (341). Women, therefore, could not have been Ovid’s target
audience, his work could not have had a negative moral effect (from a French
perspective) on them, and Ovid was only (and wrongfully) banished due to the excessive
jealousy of Roman husbands. Col further compares Ovid’s use of Latin to Jean de
Meun’s use of French. If Jean de Meun had wished to help lovers secretly abandon
chastity, he wouldn’t have exposed their tactics so openly. By publicly revealing how
male lovers take the “fortress,” Col argues, Jean de Meun is in fact rendering a service to
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the defenders, who will better know how to “estouper le trou.” That this is the author’s
intention is all proven, according to Col, by the fact that Jean “escript la maniere du
prandre en langaige commun a homes et fanmes, jeunes et vielz, c’est assavoir en
franssois” (341). For Col, then, Jean’s use of French proves and increases the ethical
utility of the Roman de la Rose, rather than diminishing its literary authority. Christine de
Pizan certainly responds to this argument by Col, arguing that the Romans were just and
moral, that Ovid’s work is immoral by French or Italian standards, and that if Jean de
Meun’s intention had been to help defenders of the “fortress,” he would have written a
manual for defense, rather than assault. She does not respond to Col’s comments about
Ovid and Jean’s respective use of Latin and French (other than quoting, perhaps
ironically, his statement that Ovid wrote in Latin “le quel n’entendoient femmes” [196]8).
It seems that for her, the language used is of little consequence; what matters are the
ideas expressed by the language.
If use of French and the modernity of the Rose do not figure as prominent issues
in the debate over its potential auctoritas, other important defining features of the
romance genre remain more problematic. More specifically, the narrative’s use of
integument and its compilatory nature are heavily criticized by Christine de Pizan and her
companions as reasons why the Rose should not be read, respected, or believed. As
explained earlier, the role of an acteur – whether of a romance or another kind of written
Note that Christine’s quote of Col changes the verb from present to past tense. Col’s use of present tense
makes his assertion that “women don’t understand Latin” seem universal and atemporal. This assertion
might have seemed generally accurate in the Middle Ages, when, in the social circle of Christine de Pizan
and Pierre Col, women were seldom taught Latin, while men often were. By changing the verb to past
tense, Christine is perhaps emphasizing that Col’s argument relies on the assertion that women in the time
of Ovid – i.e. Roman women – didn’t understand Latin. While she does not directly refute this claim, her
alteration of his verb tense potentially exposes the ridiculous foundation of his argument.
8
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work – was, to a degree, that of a compiler of authoritative source material, especially
taken from auctores. Early romance writers, like those of the romans d’antiquité and
Chrétien de Troyes, often referenced auctores and claimed that their stories were drawn
from reliable historical records. However, they were not exactly scholarly compilations
or philosophical integuments. The Roman de la Rose was uniquely innovative in this
regard. Guillaume de Lorris presented his work, from the onset, as a dream with deeper
meaning – an integument. Jean de Meun, in his completion of the work, fully transformed
the romance into a scholarly compendium under the name of the miroer aus amoureus
(de Lorris and de Meun 570). The combination of these two innovations seems to have
been a point of fascination for medieval commentators on the Rose, be it from admirers
or detractors.
For the supporters of the Rose in the Querelle, its use of integument and its
compendium-like nature were essential to their defense of Jean de Meun. They serve as
proof of his skill as a poet, his status as an auctor, and his authorial intention to promote
proper Christian theology and behavior. Pierre Col, in particular, praises Genius’s
discourse, where, through the symbols in the parc de l’agneau, Jean de Meun “figure si
noblement la Trinitey et l’Incarnation” (332). On the other hand, he argues that the
“aucteur” cannot be blamed for the immoral statements and vulgar words of some
characters. His poetic skill requires that characters speak according to their nature (even
if that character is the personification of a negative trait) (337). Nor can Jean de Meun be
blamed if some unorthodox, immoral, or misogynistic philosophies are found in his work.
After all, Jean de Meun “ne mist pas tant seulement en son livre l’art d’amours que Ovide
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fist, mais de biaucop d’autres aucteurs” (342) and “s’il y a paroles qui samblent plus
baudes, ou plus diffamans le sexe feminin, il recite les aucteurs qui dient ycelles, car,
come il dit, il n’y fait ‘riens fors reciter’” (343). In the end, Col asserts, Jean de Meun has
created a fictional narrative that details many perspectives on love, even those that are
unorthodox and immoral: “il esoit poete…lassoit de tout parler par ficcion” (335). This
was Jean’s work as a scholar and an auctor. However, this poetic integument – the work
of dutiful Christian clerc – ultimately serves an ethical function. For those who correctly
discover, under the integument “a quoy tend maistre Jehan de Meung” they will discover
that his work was written “en l’onneur de celle benoite Trinitey en unite : la quelle nous
ottroit a tous toison si blanche que nous puissiens, avec le dit de Meung, brouter de
herbes qui sont ou parc a l’aignelet saillant” (347).
Of course, Christine de Pizan and her partisans had a rather opposed perspective
on the Rose’s use of poetic integument and its compilatory nature. Christine repeatedly
refers to the text as “la compilacion du Rommant de la Rose” and refers to Jean de Meun
as the work’s aucteur (155-156). While she certainly doesn’t condemn the authorial act
of compiling the wisdom of ancient auctores, she strongly criticizes the end result of
Jean’s work. She is especially concerned that he “recite opinions des ancians philosophes
contenans erreurs” in a text whose conclusion does not decidedly contradict these errors
(193-193). Without an explicit authorial condemnation of the immoral and misogynistic
statements and philosophies included in the compilation, the text can have no ethical
utility. On the contrary, even if Jean “n’en est que reciteur des autres aucteurs,” then “il
n’est mie le premier qui ait mal dit, mais il l’acroist quand il le recite” (199). Indeed, for
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Christine, one of the greatest dangers of the Rose is its ambiguous compilation of various
philosophies: “car il y a de bonnes choses et bien dittes sans faille, et de tant est plus
grant le peril, car plus est adjoustee foy au mal de tant comme le bien y est plus
authentique” (165). 9 The compilatory nature of the Rose does not excuse its inclusion of
erroneous philosophies, but, in fact, heightens the moral danger of the romance.
Likewise, Christine does not accept her opponents’ argument that the text’s
fictional and poetic narrative covers a deeper moral and Christian perspective on love.
For Christine, the end of the Rose narrative confirms the immoral depth hidden beneath
the well-crafted poetic surface of the whole romance. She asserts that “personne aucune
amant vertus et honnesteté ne l’orra qui ne soit confus de honte et abominé d’ainsi oyr
discerner et desjondre et mettre soubz deshonnestes ficcion[s] ce que honte et raison doit
reffraindre aux biens ordenez seulement le penser” (164). While Christine does thus
condemn the message hidden beneath the poetic words, she does recognize Jean’s skill as
a poet. However, this only further heightens the danger of his immoral integument, as in
the case of the figurative sexual organs at the conclusion of the work: “Il les nomme par
mos poetiques entendables, c fois plus atisans et plus penetratifs et plus deliteux, a ceulx
qui y sont enclins, que se il les nommast par leurs propres noms” (185). Jean’s use of a
poetic covering in his presentation does not excuse the sexual content of his work, any
more than his role as compiler/reciter excuses his inclusion of morally deficient citations
and philosophies.

Her concern about this danger, she assures her readers, is shared by other scholars: “je ne soye mie la
seule en la tres bonne, vray et juste oppinion raisonnable contre la complicion du dit Rommant de la Rose
(pour les tres reprouvees exortacions qui y sont, non obstant tel bien comme il y peut avoir)” (178).
9
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In the end, Christine de Pizan rejects the auctoritas of Jean de Meun and the
Roman de la Rose. She argues quite forcefully that her opponents wrongfully treat the
romance as an authoritative work on par with the Bible and the writings of Church fathers
(176), a text not to be questioned, but accepted and endlessly praised. She, on the other
hand, reaffirms the supremacy of sacred texts, and asserts her right to criticize this
secular, erotic romance. This is not to say that Christine de Pizan and her partisans reject
the appeal and literary authority of scholarly and compilatory poetry, fiction, and
integument. As previously mentioned, Christine promotes Dante (as well as Boethius) as
the corrective counter-model to Jean de Meun, as the former writes of theological and
philosophical matters “plus proufitablement, plus poetiquement et de plus grant efficace”
(200).
Yet, while Christine, along with Gerson and Deguileville reject the Rose’s
authority on the grounds of its immorality and misogyny, their own poetic works reveal a
continued fascination with the poetics of the romance. Whether in Deguileville’s
Pèlerinage de la vie humaine, Gerson’s Traité contre le Roman de la Rose, or numerous
poetic works by Christine de Pizan (including, most famously, La Cité des dames), the
literary authority of the Rose is inescapably felt. Even while condemning the Rose, all
three imitate its poetics and – at times overtly – reference the monumental romance. It is
not enough to simply condemn the Rose. Perhaps these writers knew that its authority
was too great for simple condemnation to be successful. Perhaps they themselves too
much admired the poetics of the work to simply reject it and set it aside. In any case, all
three gave in to the impulse to compose texts to correct the Rose, preserving its
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innovative combination of scholarly compendium with poetic integument, while
attempting to excise its eroticism and misogynistic content. In so doing, they confirm the
auctoritas of the Rose. They demonstrate that this romance had achieved such a level of
scholarly respect that it required, in their opinion, a corrective response. More than this,
through corrective imitation, they confirm their own respect for the poetics of the
romance, even as opponents of the work who vocally denounce its philosophical content.
Their inability to ignore or let go of the Rose and their need to salvage its innovative
features build the auctoritas of the work more than their criticisms damage it. In this way,
they offer an early example of the growing potential auctoritas of romance works in the
fifteenth century – a potential that only continued to expand throughout the century.
In both Boccaccio’s Genealogia Deorum Gentilium and the Querelle de la Rose,
one can see that, in the later Middle Ages, debates over the literary authority of poetry
and fiction were becoming increasingly applicable to “modern,” vernacular texts, as well
as those by classical poets. In the context of French-language romance, this is, as we have
seen, most obvious in the case of the Roman de la Rose, after its transformation into a
scholarly compendium by Jean de Meun. However, the Roman de la Rose’s authoritative
status, while certainly unmatched and the most visible in the romance genre, is not
entirely unique. The growing authority of other romances may not have provoked such
well-documented controversy in now-famous public debates, but it can be perceived in
the literary citations found in successive works of the genre. This is a large part of the
reason it is so important to address this question through a study of individual literary
works of the late Middle Ages, like the Livre du Coeur d’Amours espris and Jehan de
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Saintré.
C.

Choice of Texts

Metaliterary texts – from twelfth-century scholarly commentaries to the final
chapters of Boccaccio’s fourteenth-century Genealogia Deorum Gentilium to the
fifteenth-century Querelle de la Rose – provide invaluable insights to our understanding
of auctoritas and how this concept evolved and expanded over the course of the Middle
Ages. However, the knowledge gained from these sources is greatly enriched by a study
of the literary successors of potentially authoritative works. This is particularly relevant
for the romance genre. With the notable exception of the Roman de la Rose, the authority
of romances is not frequently debated or explicitly discussed in our surviving textual
record. Yet, this does not mean that they were devoid of any auctoritas. In fact, a sort of
auctoritas of earlier great romances – for the Rose as well as other important texts,
especially the Prose Lancelot – is often perceptible in the romances of the late Middle
Ages. Such works, while rarely as overt in their discussions of literary authority as their
metaliterary counterparts, often include rich and frequent references to the Rose,
Lancelot, and other great romances of the preceding centuries, in addition to more
traditionally authoritative auctores and their texts.
How these late medieval romances reference earlier romances is essential to our
understanding of the genre’s auctoritas. After all, citation is a form of reading.10 In
imitating and citing works like the Rose and Lancelot, later romances are performing
readings of the earlier texts, and in so doing, leave a record of what these readings were.

10

This idea has been thoroughly explored by Antoine Compagnon in his La seconde main, ou le travail de
la citation, where he succinctly states that “toute citation est d’abord une lecture” (21).
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To return, once more, to Minnis’s definition of auctoritas, this concept signifies that a
text was held to be “a work not only to be read, but to be respected and believed.” It is
irrefutable that romances were widely read. One of the greatest pieces of evidence of this
fact is the number of surviving romance manuscripts. The Roman de la Rose survives in
over 300 medieval manuscripts (Hult “Manuscript Transmission” 14); the Lancelot-Grail
project website list nearly 150 partial or complete medieval manuscripts of the prose
Lancelot-Grail Cycle (Stones). These numbers are remarkably high in the medieval
French-language literary tradition (Hult “Manuscript Transmission” 14), and among the
most impressive of any vernacular language. We therefore can surmise that they were
read, likely by a relatively wide-ranging audience. The question remains: to what degree
were they read as texts that were respected and believed? While the Querelle de la Rose
greatly helps to answer this question, we can discover a great deal of additional
information and uncover new perspectives about how such romances were read, in
examining how they were cited and referenced by later acteurs.
Many of the greatest writers of the French language in the Middle Ages included
references to the Rose, Lancelot, and other highly successful twelfth- and thirteenthcentury romances in their writings. This includes Guillaume de Machaut, Jean Froissart,
and Christine de Pizan (not to mention writers of other languages like Dante, Chaucer,
and Thomas Malory). The influence of the Rose and Lancelot on such authors has already
been – and deservedly so – the object of important studies. Such studies have tended to
focus on questions of influence and rewriting (corrective or otherwise). This study takes a
related, but distinct approach by turning the focus onto the question of auctoritas – that is
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to say, what these responses to the Rose, Lancelot, and other romances reveal about late
medieval authors’ perspectives on these texts’ literary authority and how that influenced
how they read them. This study, then, is as much about how René d’Anjou and Antoine
de la Sale read authoritative romance as about how they attempted to write their own.
Furthermore, this study departs from the usual norm by placing the focus on René
d’Anjou and Antoine de la Sale, rather than better-known canonical medieval authors.
This is not only because the works of these two authors are relatively understudied, but
because they offer some of the best opportunities to gain insights into the questions that
are at issue here. As previously stated, much of fifteenth-century literature, especially
romance, has long been perceived as backward-looking and lacking in innovation. While
this idea is problematic, there is certainly a significant amount of focus within fifteenthcentury romance on the great texts of the proceeding centuries. Yet, that is precisely what
makes this moment in French literary history so ideal for this particular study.
The Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris and Jehan de Saintré are both marvelously
rich in reflective reference to earlier romance. At the same time, their referential
strategies are remarkably dissimilar. Le Livre du Cuer is particularly overt in and focused
on its considerations of its literary heritage. This romance openly presents itself as a work
of allegorical fiction which cites, imitates, and responds to numerous literary works,
authors, characters, and plot points. In so doing, this romance, in many ways resembles a
patch-work quilt of medieval French literature. It is especially noteworthy in its
conscious combination of the romance traditions exemplified by the Roman de la Rose
and the Prose Lancelot. Jehan de Saintré, on the other hand, presents itself as a work of
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historia with frequent overt references to traditional, classical auctores, both sacred and
secular. Rarely does it explicitly cite or reference medieval romance. Nevertheless, as this
pseudo-historical biography and romance11 explores what it means to be an ideal knight
and courtly lover, it inevitably – and sometimes quite subtly – references the romance
authorities of these courtly disciplines in highly significant ways. Taken together, Jehan
de Saintré and the Livre du Cuer, at once dissimilar and complementary, allow the
possibility of a study that is limited in scope, while still granting the opportunity to
consider two perspectives on romance authority in a similar context (temporally,
linguistically, and generically).
The study of these two texts will be broken down into five chapters: three
concerning the Livre du Cuer and two concerning Jehan de Saintré. The first chapter,
“The Voices of Allegory: Narrative Frames in the Livre du Cuer,” will consider how
René d’Anjou creates a highly complex, highly referential narrative structure in the Livre
du Cuer. In so doing, René d’Anjou uses this narrative structure to insert himself and his
text into an authoritative lineage of allegorical romance. The second and third chapters,
“Allegorical Objects in the Livre du Cuer” and “Allegorical Characters in the Livre du
Cuer,” address the numerous referential and allegorical characters and objects that inhabit
and give voice to the dreamscape of the Livre du Cuer. These characters and objects,
which reference a great diversity of literary sources, allow for a comparative study of the
relative authority of such sources within the romance genre. This will lead to the
argument that in the courtly disciplines with which the Livre du Cuer is concerned,

Denis Lalande aptly refers to Jehan de Saintré as a “roman historique” and “biographie romancée”
(Lalande 481).
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romance literary authorities are placed on equal footing with, and even sometimes
superior to classical auctoritates. These chapters will also allow for a continued
examination of the literary tradition of allegory, and how it was appropriated by the
romance genre as a potential and ultimately successful route to auctoritas. Finally, they
will consider the possibility that while the Livre du Cuer asserts and appropriates the
literary authority of certain allegorical romances within their own generic tradition and
courtly context, it simultaneously questions their ethical utility and practical applicability.
The fourth and fifth chapters will in turn focus on Antoine de la Sale’s Jehan de
Saintré. The first of these two chapters, “Educating Saintré: The Doctrines of a Historical
Knight,” will focus on Saintré’s education within the narrative plot. This will include the
models of student and teacher that Jehan and Madame de Belles Cousines respectively
follow, as well as the authoritative, “historical” exempla and citations that Madame uses
to teach Jehan. Ultimately, it will argue that Madame educates Saintré with the goal of
forming a courtly couple with him, based on romance models. However, the fictional
origins of these models are made to look historical, in large part through this education’s
heavy use of auctor citation. Within this education, auctor citation serves to cover
romance ideals with a historical, authorizing mask. The second of these two chapters,
“Remembering Saintré: Knighthood and Legacy,” will examine the effects of Saintré’s
education and subsequent knighthood, and how this reflects the didactic effectiveness of
the auctoritas employed in his education. It will also consider the role of this education in
the disastrous conclusion of Saintré’s courtly affair with Madame. This will include
analysis of how Saintré and his career are remembered on both an extradiegetic and
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intradiegetic level, of how the narrative uses romance strategies to create a fictional
historia of the knight. Together, these two chapters will demonstrate how Jehan de
Saintré, rather than follow the path of authoritative romance allegory as the Livre du
Cuer does, instead opts for a second possible route for romance auctoritas: that of the
romance of exemplary historia.
When studied together, these two works, with their shared reflexivity and
divergent referential strategies, offer new insights into how romance was read and its
literary authority perceived by the end of the Middle Ages. Not only are the Livre du
Cuer and Jehan de Saintré worth studying on their own, but in examining their citation
strategies, we participate in their readings of some of the most canonical works of French
medieval literature. This includes not only the Roman de la Rose and Lancelot, but earlier
works, like those of Chrétien de Troyes, and later, intermediary works, like those of
Machaut, Froissart, Charles d’Orléans, Boccaccio, and Dante, through whose mediating
lens René d’Anjou and Antoine de la Sale’s readings were sometimes performed.
In the scholarly circles of the Middle Ages, “every discipline, every area of study,
had its auctores” (Minnis 13). The major themes of the romance genre, courtly love and
chivalry, were not scholarly disciplines. However, they might aptly be called courtly
disciplines, essential fields of study for the aristocratic audiences to whom romances
were destined. Overtime, these disciplines seem to have gained their own sort of written
authorities, aucteurs. However, the manner in which these aucteurs’ authority functioned
cannot be said to be identical to that of their traditional, classical counterparts, whether
pagan or Christian. René d’Anjou’s allegorical Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris and
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Antoine de la Sale’s historical Jehan de Saintré are particularly well suited to allow us
access to a greater understanding of auctoritas as it applies to the great vernacular texts
that were both authoritative in the Middle Ages and still today compose a major part of
our own modern Medieval literary canon.
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I.

THE VOICES OF ALLEGORY: NARRATIVE FRAMES IN THE LIVRE DU
CUER
In any attempt to identify individual romances that achieved a sort of auctoritas in

the Middle Ages, the thirteenth-century Roman de la Rose and the Prose Lancelot stand
out as the most obvious candidates. The surviving body of manuscripts from these two
works suggests that they were unmatched among French-language texts in their diffusion
throughout France and all of Europe. Furthermore, these works continued to exert an
exceptional level of influence on later medieval European literature for hundreds of
years, with explicit references to both works still common in the sixteenth century. Yet,
when one considers these two great romances carefully, it is remarkable that they were
and still are accepted as participating in the same literary genre. One is a pseudohistorical work in prose, intertwining the fictional religious history of the Grail with the
chivalric and amorous episodes of the life of Lancelot. The other is a work of fabula, the
narrative in verse of an erotic dream serving as a manual on courtly love, turned into a
poetic-but-scholarly compendium of love in general. Both romances were written in
French, are quite lengthy, and deal with the question of what it means to love correctly.
Beyond this, they share little in the way of structure, content and themes. However, they
do share one common element that binds them together, and which is undoubtedly one of
the sources of their unparalleled success and authority: allegory.
The Roman de la Rose famously begins with Guillaume de Lorris’s argument,
backed by the cited authority of Macrobius’s Somnium Scipionis:
Maintes genz cuident qu’en songe
N’ait se fable non et mençonge.
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Mais on puet tel songe songier
Qui ne sont mie mençongier,
Ainz sont aprés bien aparant. (v. 1-5)
While the narrative of this work might appear fictional, in reality, Guillaume argues, it
contains important, verifiable truths. Throughout the text, both Guillaume and Jean de
Meun repeatedly promise to gloss the text, reinforcing this foundational idea that truth
can be found beneath the fabula of the dream narrative if only one knows how to peel
back this poetic veil. The continuation of Jean de Meun later transformed this work into a
widely accepted and authoritative compendium of love, largely due to the brilliance of
Guillaume’s opening lines and Jean’s astute ability to build upon this initial tension
between truth and fiction in romance. Following in the footsteps of the ancient poets, the
two authors created an allegorical romance in which the poetic skill, eroticism, and
fanciful content of the surface delight the reader, who is (allegedly) simultaneously
educated and edified by the ethically useful truths that they cover.
The Prose Lancelot, while less scholarly, is similarly an innovative work in its
role of linking the romance genre to allegory. Before the Prose Lancelot, the genre
arguably already had a didactic function. The protagonists of Chrétien de Troyes’s
Chevalier de la Charrette, Conte du Graal, and other romances certainly function as
exemplary figures for their courtly readers. However, it is the Prose Lancelot that first
succeeded in catapulting these Arthurian romances into the realm of the allegorical.12

12

Robert de Boron should be credited with initiating this process, as his trilogy, written roughly a decade
before the earliest portions of the Prose Lancelot, created a larger Christian Grail history and thereby
appropriated the Grail story as a vehicle for the presentation of Christian chivalry. However, the success of
his work appears to have been relatively limited: while Joseph of Arimathea survives in seventeen
manuscript, the entire trilogy survives in just two (Bryant 1). It undeniably inspired the Prose Lancelot
(Zink “Introduction” 75), including its use of chivalric narration to create a Christian allegory. At the same
time, it was just as undeniably and totally eclipsed by the Prose Lancelot, whose own manuscript tradition,
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Unlike in earlier romances, the didactic function of the Prose Lancelot does not solely
rely on the exemplarity of its characters. Instead, the narration of fictional episodes is
often explicitly endowed with deeper, even spiritual meaning. At an intradiegetic level,
this is perhaps most frequently performed through the intervention of hermits and other
clerical figures, who arrive after the fact to dismiss the superficial appearances of
chivalric episodes and draw attention to their hidden spiritual significance.
The place of allegory in the Roman de la Rose and the Prose Lancelot deserves –
and will receive – further, more specific attention in this study. However, at this time, it is
sufficient to say that it is among the most significant and impactful commonalities of
these two great thirteenth-century romances. Both works are exceptional in their
innovative use of allegory and their strategies for combining it with the romance genre.
However, they did not long remain unique as allegorical romances. Following these
works, allegory came to act as an authoritative thread that ran through the genre (and into
other genres as well, most notably the dit) from these two foundational texts until beyond
the end of the Middle Ages. This thread is particularly visible within the narrative
structure of René d’Anjou’s Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris, a text which so openly
combines the traditions of both the Rose and the Prose Lancelot. This romance employs
an especially complex narrative structure, including four layered narrative frames, each
referential to earlier romances, especially the Rose and Lancelot. These narrative frames
are the foundation upon which René d’Anjou constructs the allegory of his text. This
chapter examines the narrative voices of the Livre du Cuer and what their referentiality

as mentioned above, strongly suggests that it was much more widely read over a much longer period of
time, and therefore had a much greater level of direct literary influence.
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reveals about René d’Anjou’s perspective on the authority of certain works within the
romance genre. Moreover, this chapter will argue that, in the case of the Livre du Cuer,
literary authority is largely derived from the tradition of romance allegory, a tradition
which heavily relies on the authoritative narrative frameworks of the Roman de la Rose
and Prose Lancelot. In referencing, imitating and combining their narrative strategies,
René d’Anjou attempts to link his romance to them and build his own literary authority,
all while creating something new that challenges them.
Before beginning this study of the Livre du Cuer’s narrative frames, it is
important to define what “allegory” might mean in the context of the romance genre. The
term “allegory” is somewhat problematic to apply to these two romances. As stated in the
introduction, Bernardus Silvestris and other twelfth-century Chartrian scholars
differentiated between allegoria – true meaning covered by historical narration – and
integumentum – true meaning covered by fabulous narration. While the former was
generally associated with the Bible, the latter was generally applied to the writings of
classical pagan poets and philosophers (Mehtonen 54). Based on the procedures adopted
by the Rose and Lancelot as briefly outlined above, it might therefore seem that the term
“integument” is more applicable than “allegory.” However, this question of terminology
is not so simple to resolve. Since the writings of the Chartrian school do not much
concern themselves with the romance genre, this scholarly term of integumentum is not
explicitly applied to romances any more than allegoria is. It is difficult to know which, if
either of these terms, might have been most commonly used among the thirteenth-century
scholarly and courtly readers of these texts when discussing their figurative nature.
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Even if we could ascertain the terminology that was employed in the thirteenth
century, it is far from certain that it would have remained operative over the course of the
more than two-hundred years until the composition of the Livre du Cuer. In fact, the
Livre du Cuer refers to this phenomenon using an entirely different term. The initial
narrative voice promises to relate his amorous sufferings, which, “comme par paraboles
en ce livret ycy vous pourrez au vray veoir, s’il vous plaist a le lire” (86). His choice of
the term “parabole” is striking, considering this particular word’s association with
figurative narration in the Bible. In the twelfth and thirteenth century, scholars associated
with the Parisian schools had debated the categorization of Biblical parables. Peter of
Poiters, for example, asserted that they could only be seen as historia (and never
argumentum or fabula), while Thomas Chobham contended that the Bible did indeed
include argumentum, and that parables were an example of this (Mehtonen 52). These
two approaches encapsulate the argument over the place of argumentum in the Bible,
centered on the issue of parables; there seems, however, to have been little support for the
idea that parables could be seen as fabulae. That two hundred years later René d’Anjou
would refer to his work of poetic fiction – a fabula – as a parable shows just how far
removed this work is from the term definitions set forth in the Parisian and Chartrian
Cathedral schools of the twelfth century. With a shift from a scholarly setting to a courtly
one, from the twelfth/thirteenth to the fifteenth century, from classical pagan poetry to
contemporary vernacular romance, it is far from certain that the distinction between and
definition of allegoria and integumentum were still operative.
These two terms, taken in their scholarly, twelfth/thirteenth-century sense, are
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therefore not necessarily appropriate terms to refer to figurative romance narration from a
fifteenth-century perspective. However, it would also be a mistake to apply René
d’Anjou’s term of choice, “parabole,” as a universal, given that this term does not seem
to be very frequently used, in this sense, in fifteenth-century texts,13 and given its
continued association with Biblical figuration. With all this uncertainty over appropriate
terminology in the context of fifteenth-century romance, this study will use the term
“allegory” not in its scholarly twelfth/thirteenth-century sense, but in a more modern one:
a fictional narrative that lends itself to interpretation and that acts as a cover for a hidden
meaning or truth.
A.

The Narrators of the Livre du Cuer

There are four principal narrative frames in the Livre du Cuer and within each one
René d’Anjou uses citation to establish his text as a continuation in an authoritative
literary lineage of romance allegory. The first narrative voice of the text identifies himself
as “je, René” (84). He first speaks in the romance’s prose prologue where, bearing the
name of the romance’s author, he addresses his writings to the “Treshault et puissant
prince, mon treschier et tresamé cousin et nepveu Jehan, duc de Bourbon et Auvergne”
(84). He complains of his suffering in love, but states that he does not know which of
three possible culprits is to blame: “de Fortune ou d’Amours ou de ma destinee” (86). He
therefore calls upon Jean de Bourbon to act as judge of the case, which, as previously
cited “comme par paraboles en ce livret ycy vous pourrez au vray veoir, s’il vous plaist a
le lire” (86). With these words, the prose prologue comes to a close, making way for the
Nor, however, is “parabole” in this sense entirely unique to the Livre du Cuer. See pg. 55-59 for a more
in-depth discussion of this term.
13
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opening of the second narrative frame.
The second section of the text is immediately distinguishable from the first due to
the shift from prose to verse. It is also quickly apparent that the je, René narrator of the
first section is not the same as the first-person voice who speaks here.14 Instead, this
narrator is a dreamer who remains unnamed. He employs the pronoun “je,” and, rather
than directly addressing Jean de Bourbon, seems to speak to a more general, unspecified
audience. He is most obviously distinguishable from the extradiegetic je, René narrator
due to his position within the promised “parabole,” which has already begun. This jedreamer explains how he had a dream “en ce mois passé” (v. 1), and how as he slept,
Amours came, took the heart from his chest, and gave it to Desir. Desir is in turn charged
with taking this heart on a quest to rescue Doulce Mercy, the desired lady, from her
villainous captors, including Dangier. This section closes with an admonishment from
Desir, speaking directly to the heart, to accompany him on a chivalric, amorous quest to
recover the lady by force of arms. Following the lines quoting the speech of Desir, the
voice of the je-dreamer closes the section with a simple “Lors mon cuer part o luy en
l’eure” (v. 56).
Following this introduction to the dream around which the plot is centered, the
text reverts to prose for the third section. Unlike the je-dreamer of the second section,
this new narrator is, like je, René, an extradiegetic figure. He begins by evoking “pluseurs
romans pour perpetual memoire,” as he explains that “ensuivray les termes du parler du

Nicholas Ealy, in his assessment of the Livre du Cuer’s narrative structure, has referred to the initial
narrator of the prologue – je, René – as the literary “alter-ego,” the “textual René,” “a perfect double of the
author” (17). He later argues that this initial narrator is subsequently split into three (the “dreamer,” the
“narrator” and the “dreamt I”) “who, despite René’s best efforts, cannot all be the same” (20).
14
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livre de la conquest du Sang Greal” (92) in narrating the events of the romance’s
allegorical quest. He then continues to give a first-person narration of the initial actions
of the two protagonist-knights, Desir and the now wholly-personified Cuer. This narrator
is decidedly distinct from both of his two predecessors. His extradiegetic position and use
of prose are enough to distinguish him from the je-dreamer. Additionally, he
distinguishes himself from his je-dreamer predecessor and the soon-to-be-introduced
protagonist of the work by referring to the heart as “le Cuer,” (p. 92), rather than
continuing to use the “mon cuer,” (verse 24) of the je-dreamer.15
On the other hand, one might assume that this third narrator is the same as the
initial je, René of the prologue. After all, both use prose and narrate on an extradiegetic
level. Je, René promises to tell a “parabole” and this narrator is, in fact, the one who
narrates it. However, upon closer examination, these two narrators are as distinct from
each other as they are from the verse-voiced je-dreamer.16 As Susanne Rinne has
indicated in her study of narration in the Livre du Cuer, this new narrator does not bear
the author’s name, unlike je, René (150). Instead, in the rubrics of the numerous prose
sections that he narrates he is repeatedly referred to as “l’acteur.” The acteur is far more
impersonal than both of the preceding narrators.17 He narrates the vast majority of the
text – all of the prose sections outside of the prologue and epilogue – and yet only
infrequently speaks in the first person, outside of narrative formulas like “et si aucun me
Daniel Poirion has notably pointed out this shift from the possessive pronoun “mon” to the indefinite
article “le” (in reference to the heart) as proof of a “glissment progressif du monde reel au monde
allégorique” that corresponds with the opening of the additional narrative frames (“L’allégorie dans le
Livre du Cuer” 52).
16
For Early, this is the “narrator,” the second of the three figures that result from the initial division of the
original narrator, je, René (20).
17
Rinne aptly refers to him as an “omniscient authority” (150) for whom je, René has made way.
15
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demandoit…je diroye” (p. 114) and “comme vous m’avez cy dessus oÿ compter” (108).
Likewise, his audience – the “vous” referenced in the preceding quote – appears to be an
impersonal general readership, as in the case of the je-dreamer, rather than the Jean de
Bourbon addressee of je, René. This is not to say that this more impersonal acteurnarrator is totally objective. As well shall see, he does occasionally offer personal
opinions about various events and narrative difficulties in the text. However, this is not
the love-sick je, René of the prologue who feels compelled to allegorize himself as a
dreamer, in order to express his own emotional turmoil.18 This is a literary narrator who
stands on the outside of the plot and, in prose, offers physical descriptions of the
allegorical word and narrates the actions of its personified characters.
At the end of the third section, which introduces the narrative voice of the acteur,
this third narrator explains how Desir armed Cuer for the quest, how Cuer raced off to
begin his journey, and how “Desir l’enflammé le suyt moult de pres en le resconfortant
tresdoulcement, et le enhorte ainsi disant:” (p. 96). With these words, the acteur
temporarily surrenders his control of the narrative voice to one of the characters – in this
case Desir – who speaks in first-person verse and directly addresses another character,
Cuer. This procedure establishes the narrative pattern that is operative throughout the
vast majority of the romance: the acteur, on an extradiegetic level, narrates and describes
in prose, and then one character (or, at times, an allegorical object) speaks, on an
intradiegetic level, in verse. The alternance between the two is both frequent and regular,

In chapter two of this work, we shall see how the description of the shield of René d’Anjou in the archway entrance to the Cemetery of Love further confirms the distinction between je, René, the acteur and
Cuer.
18
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occurring over 150 times throughout the body of the work.
These verse-dialogue sections compose the fourth narrative frame, albeit with
some key distinctions from the other three. The speech of these verse sections is not from
the voice of a single figure, but spoken by various characters or even given as the
inscriptions attached to inanimate objects within the allegorical world. The speakers of
these first-person voices are not truly narrators, and these sections are in some ways more
akin to dialogue than narration. However, they still constitute what can be called the
fourth narrative frame for several reasons. First, these sections are not truly dialogue in a
modern sense. If anything, they are monologues, since only one character speaks at a
time, and, given the lack of direct exchange, these sections often describe the setting or
narrate the plot as much as the voice of the acteur does. Second, while these verse
sections are always framed by the prose of the acteur, once they begin, each one remains
autonomous – uninterrupted by the acteur’s voice until its conclusion. Each one speaks in
the first-person as a sort of contained discourse that at times feels as much addressed to
the reader as it is to the other intradiegetic characters. Third, and most importantly, the
voices of these characters, while distinct from each other and those of the other narrators,
are nevertheless closely related to them. One of the characters who speaks most
frequently in these verse sections is Cuer himself. In modern Livre du Cuer scholarship
there seems to be common consensus that the voice of Cuer is derived from that of the
other narrators, but becomes distinct from them.19 He very clearly functions as the

Ealy calls the “dreamt I,” the third and final of the three narrative voices derived from the split of the
initial author alter-ego narrator that is je, René. Susanne Rinne sees Cuer as the fourth “mask” of René
d’Anjou, alongside what she calls the three “author figures,” “‘je René’ of the epistolary bracket, the ‘Inarrator’ of the dream frame, and the omniscient ‘acteur’” (152). For Armand Strubel, the Cuer, an
19
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allegorical avatar of both je, René and the je-dreamer. He also carries on some of their
narrative functions, especially giving voice to certain emotions of the now dormant jedreamer. However, his allegorical status and position as an intradiegetic character within
the acteur’s narration set him apart from them, and he ought to be considered the
principal component of an independent fourth narrative frame.
At the same time, this fourth frame is not composed of the voice of Cuer alone,
but by that of many other personified characters (and sometimes objects). For these other
characters who speak in the fourth narrative frame, their relationship to Cuer, to the first
three narrators, and to the author himself remains a topic of active scholarly discussion.20
The voice of many of the other speaking characters, as personified emotions and
characteristics of the je-dreamer, participate with Cuer in giving a sort of continued but
splintered voice to this sleeping second narrator. Others, on the other hand, do not
directly represent the lover-author figure’s internal being, but external elements of his
amorous experience. They give voice to his lady love and her various emotions, to
opponents and supporters of their relationship, and to general abstract forces and

allegorical representation of the je-dreamer narrator, “qui est d’abord un dédoublement du moi, acquiert
très vite son autonomie” (“Grant Senefiance” 289), making him the fourth independent voice. Viereck
Gibbs and Karczewska assert that despite the division between the dreamer and his heart in voice, “[t]he
link between [them] is nonetheless maintained through dream vision conventions” and that the two suffer
together (xxxv).
20
For Florence Bouchet, Cuer, “même s’il est au centre du dispositif allégorique…ne suffit pas à
représenter l’auteur” (“Introspection et Diffraction” 73). Daniel Poirion’s assessment of the situation
largely agrees, though with far greater emphasis placed on Cuer: “Le cœur est donc la manière d’être au
monde d’un homme amoureux. Aucun autre des personnifications n’est chargée de cette fonction
représentative du Moi…Ce sont tout au plus des ETATS du Moi, tandis que le cœur en représente l’ETRE”
(“Le Cœur de René d’Anjou” 51). For Rinne, while Cuer is the primary “mask” of the author figure, “Desir
evidences traits of an author-figure who is partially conscious of the development of the plot and who
contributes substantially to the protagonist’s features” (154). Finally, Ealy argues that the dreamt I “is split
exactly like Narcissus’s, doubled between the allegorical figure of the Heart, who represents the unfulfilled
self, and Desire, its disembodied counterpart. The two thus travel together, each one a representation of the
lover’s aspirations” (23).
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concepts within the ideology of courtly love.
The relationship between these various speaking characters amongst themselves,
as well as with the other narrator figures and the author himself, is a complex issue that is
examined in both chapters one and three of this study. It is, however, at its heart an issue
of allegory, and therefore much clearer when examined alongside the allegorical
romances upon which it is modelled, especially the Roman de la Rose. Even while
uncertainties persist about how these characters’ voices relate to the other authorial and
narrative voices, it seems clear that they are related and participate in the overarching
narrative structure of the romance and form the fourth narrative frame of the work. This
is not only the case for Cuer and Desir, but for all of the characters, and even the
inanimate objects who speak within this “parabole,” this allegorical expression of je
René’s suffering in love.
Before concluding this overview of the Livre du Cuer’s narrative frames, the
manner in which they close also bears mentioning. The last of the allegorical characters
to speak in a verse section is Cuer’s lady, Doulce Mercy. She gives voice to her hope that
her romance with Cuer will have a successful beginning, while also expressing her fear
that they will once again fall victim to Malebouche and his forces. This is followed by an
extended prose section in the voice of the acteur, the final passage in this narrative voice.
He describes how Cuer and his party are ambushed and defeated by Malebouche’s forces,
how Doulce Mercy is once again taken prisoner, and how Cuer barely escapes with his
life, journeys back to the Ospital d’Amours, and end his days in prayer and religious
devotion. In this way, these two sections in verse and prose bring an abrupt and
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surprising ending to the fourth and third narrative frames, as well as the entire dream
allegory.
This ending is followed by just two final sections, continuing the alternance
between verse and prose. The verse section immediately signals a return to the voice of
the long dormant je-dreamer narrator: “Adoncques, d’angoesse et de dueil / Que mon
cuer avoit, ouvris l’ueil / Et en tressault je m’esveillay” (v. 2472-2474). This awakening,
along with the shift back to “mon cuer” from “le Cuer,” confirms that the dream has
ended and that the protagonist has been fully de-allegorized. The je-dreamer continues to
relate in his first-person voice his panicked fear that his heart had really been removed,
only to be reassured by his chamberlain. He explains how he then went to bed and in the
morning began writing his dream. Finally, he concludes, begging indulgence from his
readers for his love-induced folly, and stating, “S’il m’en vueil taire sans mot dire, / Fors
que ce livre cy fut fet / Mil quatre cens cinquante sept” (v. 2521-2523). In this way, he
confirms himself as the author figure, whose voice and book conclude with these lines.
Yet, if the voice and book of the je-dreamer end there, they ostensibly do not
include the subsequent and final section in prose. This section is in the voice of Je, René,
as signaled by his opening address to “Mon treschier et tresamé nepveu et cousin” (p.
498), a word-for-word quote from the very first section of the romance (except for the
switch in the order of “nepveu” and “cousin”). He hopes that his dedicatee will now
understand “mon piteux cas et ma griefve paine au long considerer, laquelle m’est
advenue par tost croire et de legier suivir au rapport de mes yeulx le plaisir de mon cuer
plus tost d’assez que sa propre santé” (p. 498). This evocation of “mon cuer” is not
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incidental, and linked to rapidly succeeding references to “les cuers” that Amours
ensnares in general, and his final farewell to Jean de Bourbon, “Priant a Dieu qu’il vous
doint ce que vostre cuer desire, et autant de bien et en amours de joye comme pour moy
vouldroye” (p. 500).These statements no longer operate within the dream allegory, or
even in the general “parabole” which includes the je-dreamer, his voice, and his book.
The series of hearts that are mentioned in these lines operate in an abstract sense, as the
bodily organ which acts as the seat of desire, passion, and sexual love. Yet, they are not
fully allegorized like the protagonist Cuer, or even partially so, like the heart of the jedreamer that is removed from his chest. The allegory has gradually receded as the four
narrative frames have closed, to the point that the final sentence can mention “cuer,”
“desire” and “amours” as echoes of three of the most prominent personified characters in
the allegory, but now totally reduced to mere words in an almost banal farewell
statement. Yet the heart, desire and love are always present in the speech of all four
narrative levels in a manner that confirms that each narrator is at once distinct from and
linked to the others, all distanced representations of and voices for the work’s author,
René d’Anjou.
Le Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris begins with a prose narrator, je, René,
promising to tell of his suffering in love through a “parabole.” This “parabole” is a poetic
work in both verse, narrated by a je-dreamer, who falls asleep, dreams a dream, and later
reveals that he has written this dream down in a book. Within what we can assume is this
book, the narration is performed in prose by a first-person voice that is rubricated as
l’acteur. This acteur, in turn, routinely cedes his control over the narrative voice to make
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way for the speech of allegorical characters and objects, all of whom speak in first-person
verse. These, then, are the four layers of the narrative frames in the Livre du Cuer.
Having concluded this overview of these narrative frames, this study can now return to
the issue at its center, the question of the literary authority of romance in the midfifteenth century. More specifically, establishing these narrative frames allows for a
detailed examination of their referentiality, and how René uses these referential frames to
construct a work that seeks to participate in an authoritative lineage of romance allegory.
B.

The prologue and epilogue of Je, René

Perhaps the least obviously referential narrative voice of the Livre du Cuer is that
of Je, René. He neither cites nor explicitly mentions any specific literary works in either
the forty-two or twenty-three lines of the prologue and epilogue,21 the only sections that
he narrates. However, there are three points of interest in these sections which might be
read as literary references or signals of the work’s participation in authoritative literary
traditions. These include René’s use of a dedicatory prologue/epilogue itself, his use of
the word “complainte” to refer to his work, and his promise at the very end of this
prologue to compose a “parabole.”
A dedicatory prologue is a feature that is hardly unique to the romance genre, and
not all romances had prologues. However, dedicatory prologues are common in
romances, and tend to play a particular role when present. Matilda Bruckner has argued
that:
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These line numbers, which correspond to the modern Lettres gothiques edition of the work, are
mentioned only to give an idea of the relatively short length of these sections. In the medieval manuscripts,
the prose sections of the text, unlike those in verse, do not appear to follow any set format for the number
of lines.
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One of the most striking aspects of romance that differentiates it from
contemporary literary types is its characteristic positioning along a triangle that
links author, story, and public. Unlike the jongleur whose voice speaks for the
collectivity commemorated in the exploits of their shared heroes, the epic deeds
of Roland or Charlemagne, the romancer appears as a clerkly figure whose school
training enables him to instruct a particular segment of society by telling stories
that take place at some distance from both narrator and public, whether
chronologically, linguistically, or geographically. This shift emphasizes the role
and the specific character of the storyteller, who is simultaneously a writing
author and an inscribed narrator speaking directly to an audience of “readers.”
(“The Shape of Romance” 14)
This triangle is generally established in the prologue when one is present, as the
storyteller figure is introduced, directly addresses his audience, and hints at the story to
come. Such prologues are a feature found at the very earliest stages of the romance genre,
in two of the romans d’antiquité and in Chrétien de Troyes’s Chevalier de la Charrette
and Conte du Graal. Authors of romance and related genres like the dit continued to
employ these prologues over the following centuries to create the author-reader-story
triangle that Bruckner describes. This type of prologue was therefore a well-established
romance feature by the mid-fifteenth century. Moreover, as the case of je, René in the
Livre du Cuer demonstrates, the establishment of this triangle within such a prologue had
the utility of boosting the potential literary authority of both the author and his text.
In both the prologue and the epilogue, Je, René directly appeals to Jean de
Bourbon, imploring him to consider the work and to act as judge in a case that he, as the
author-narrator figure, will artfully put forward. This very much reads in a similar spirit
to the dedicatory pleas found in many romances and the related dit genre. In such
dedications, authors praise the virtues and wisdom of their noble patrons and ultimately
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defer to their judgement on some issue at the heart of the text in question.22 Almost
paradoxically, adopting a deferential position toward the dedicatee helps position the
romance author as the clerkly, instructional, authority figure within the author-readerstory triangle described above by Bruckner. Like many of his romance author
predecessors, je, René, all while maintaining a pretense of humility toward Jean de
Bourbon, establishes himself as an expert of his subject matter, and capable of a poetic
narration which will be edifying to him as the reader. In the most obvious sense, je,
René’s knowledge is experiential - he claims to have personally suffered in love. He
writes to Jean de Bourbon as a friend and relative seeking help in the form of a
judgement which will place blame on either Fortune, Love or his destiny. In the epilogue,
he further appeals to his dedicatee for a remedy for his suffering. Jean de Bourbon, as a
stand-in for the patron figure, is granted a position of authority to provide answers to
these questions. However, Jean cannot provide these answers on his own. In fact, these
are questions that Jean has likely been asking himself, as he has also experienced
amorous suffering (p. 500). He can find the answers for both himself and je, René, but
only if he takes the time to “long considerer” (p. 498) the text before him, which je, René
has composed. Deference, then, compels the reader to engage with the text because only
he, through his sound judgement, can extract the wisdom that the work contains –
wisdom that the author has placed there and asks the reader to help him find for their
mutual benefit.
At the same time, this is not a matter that concerns them alone. If je, René’s
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Examples of this range from Chrétien de Troyes’s Chevlier de la Charrette to Christine de Pizan’s Livre
du Duc des vrais amants.
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personal experience is overtly stated as the source of his subject matter, he is careful to
universalize his experience and hint at his scholarly knowledge of the subject. He
describes his case using common literary tropes, linking his experience with that of others
while simultaneously revealing his mastery of imagery employed by clerkly romance
authors and their auctor predecessors. Most notably, this includes his descriptions of
Fortune and destiny as unescapable forces, and of Love as an archer who, via the eye,
shoots arrows at the heart.23 Likewise, in the epilogue he transitions from a plea for a
remedy for his own personal sufferings to a more general accusation of “le dieu
d’Amours, qui embrase les cuers de tresimportun desir, lequel fait gens tant amer qu’ilz
en meurent ou si tresfort languissent qu’ilz n’ont ung seul bon jour” (p. 498-500). Taken
in conjunction with the je-dreamer’s request for forgiveness from all who read his work
for his amorous folly (v. 2511) – a request that envisions a readership beyond the initial
dedicatee – it begins to become clear that this is not a simple case of a personal, private
appeal for advice from René d’Anjou to Jean de Bourbon. Rather, this poet/patronreminiscent dedication is a literary convention, introduced into the genre by its earliest
authors and used to establish the romance author-reader-story triangle. By employing it,
je, René can present himself as a conventional romance storyteller, directly address his
nephew and general courtly audience, inform him/them of the overarching themes of
story to come, and subtly instruct him/them as to how he/they should interact with it in
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Even while employing these tropes, René does not explicitly link them to any specific source texts or
authors. It is therefore difficult to know if he intends them as specific references, or if his readers would
have read them as such. However, there can be little doubt that both author and readers were very familiar
with these tropes and their use by highly authoritative and widely-read authors, from Ovid and Boethius to
Petrarch and Jean de Meun.
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order to benefit from the lessons it contains.
In reading this narrative of je, René’s suffering, his audience will be able to
answer important questions about love-sickness, such as identifying its cause and finding
a remedy. However, in order to find these answers, the reader cannot read this narrative
as a direct retelling of je, René’s amorous past, but must approach it as a “parabole” –
hence the necessity for Jean de Bourbon, the model reader, to “long considerer” the text.
The storyteller’s narration is a fabula whose characters are personifications of emotions
and abstract concepts, and whose truth – the lessons which the audience might derive
from reading the work – are hidden beneath the fictional veil of the fabula. Not only does
this prologue/epilogue tie the Livre du Cuer to the tradition of the romance author-readerstory narrative triangle – a move that hints at a perspective that this genre has at least
some degree of literary authority – but it proclaims that this convention will function in
this work’s allegory.
In addition to establishing the author-reader-story triangle, the prologue also hints
at the literary authority operative in this text through its use of the term “complainte.”
Near the beginning of his prologue, je, René expresses his feelings of friendship and
familial solidarity with Jean de Bourbon, which he gives as the reason that “adrece ma
complainte a vous plustost que a nul autre qui vive” (p. 84). Bouchet, in her footnotes to
the Lettres Gothiques edition of the Livre du Cuer, points out that the complainte was a
popular form of lyric poetry during the Middle Ages and especially so in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries. She further suggests that je, René’s use of this term might more
specifically be a reference to Charles d’Orléans’s Songe en complainte (85f3). Indeed, the
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influence of Charles d’Orléans, and his Songe en complainte in particular, on the Livre du
Cuer is undeniable. These two contemporary prince-poets knew each other well, and
maintained correspondence that included exchanges of their own written materials
(Strubel “Grant Senefiance” 284 and Bianciotto 94). Daniel Poiron has asserted that René
was very familiar with Charles d’Orléans’s corpus of poetry written in England, and that
the Songe en complainte and the Retenue d’amours had a particular influence on the
Livre du Cuer (“Le Cœur de René d’Anjou” 56).24
Of course, one cannot be sure that je, René’s use of the word complainte is
intended as a reference to Charles d’Orléans’s poem, or that it would have been seen as
such by readers. However, the choice of that particular word so early in the romance
would be an odd choice if not referential, especially given that the complainte as a poetic
form was in vogue at the time, something of which René d’Anjou would certainly have
been aware. It is even more difficult to believe that this choice of term was accidental
when one considers the strikingly close proximity of the allegory in the Songe en
complainte and the initial moments of je, René’s “parabole.”
At the beginning of Charles’s poem, the poet explains how, after a long day of
work, he went to bed and began to dream. In this dream, the personified figure of Aage
appears to the dreaming poet. He reminds him that, even though he, the dreamer, was
long under the governance of Jeunesse, that time has ended, and that Vieillesse will soon

Poirion’s assessment is certainly correct, and deserves to be more fully investigated than the scope of his
brief article allowed. While this study cannot fully address this question to the level it deserves, it will
attempt to uncover some of the influence of Charles d’Orleans’s poetry on René d’Anjou’s work, insomuch
as this influence reveals that René imitated and referenced Charles’s work out of a perception that the
latter’s poetry held some sort of auctoritas.
24
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arrive as a replacement governor. He especially admonishes the dreamer to set aside his
amorous pursuits, which may have been appropriate in the folly of youth, but have now
become unseemly. True, the dreamer had sworn fealty to Amours in the past, and had
given him his heart as a gage of loyalty. However, Aage assures the older dreamer that by
suffering through the hardships of love with little recompense as he has, he has fulfilled
his oath and that the most honorable path is now to ask to be released from it. He also
warns against listening to Fortune, who will attempt to convince the dreamer to continue
down the uncertain path of love. At the end of the Songe en complainte, the dreamer
resolves to listen to Aage’s advice:
Et reprendray hors de ses mains mon cueur,
Que j’engagay par obligacion,
Pour plus seurté d’estre son serviteur,
Sans faintise, ou excusacion,
Et puis, après recommandacion,
Je delairay, à mon tresgrant honneur,
À jeunes gens qui sont en leur verdeur
Tous fais d’Amours par resignacion. (v. 169-176)
The dreamer will take back his heart from out of the hands of Amours and leave love to
those still in the flower of youth.
The prologue of the Livre du Cuer, even before the dream allegory has begun,
shares striking thematic similarities with Charles d’Orléans’s Songe en complainte. In
both cases, an older first-person storyteller, reflecting back on his experiences in love,
offers a complaint, especially accusing the figures of Amours and Fortune of bringing
them much suffering and little reward. Both localize their suffering in the physical organ
of the heart, with the Complainte poet expressing “La grant doleur qu’il convient que
soustiengne / Un povre cueur, pris ès amoureux las” (v. 146-148), while je, René
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complains of the “tort fait et martire que mon cuer, pour veoir, seuffre” (p. 86). This view
of the heart as the seat of lovesickness, the organ that suffers in the place of the whole
being, is a commonplace and hardly unique to these two poetic works. What is more
unique is how this shared synecdoche lends itself to allegorization. In the Complainte,
within the allegory of the dream, the heart is physically taken from the poet and handed
over to Amours. It is within the god of love’s charge that the heart suffers, and it is hoped
that if the heart were to be returned to the poet, this suffering would end. The heart itself
is not personified, but the enactment of this physical separation of heart and body, as well
as the existence of Amours as a physical being, rely on the allegory made possible by the
dream of the poet. In the prologue of the Livre du Cuer, the full heart allegory is not yet
introduced, but rather prepared for by the promise of the “parabole.” Then, in the
subsequent section narrated by the je-dreamer, Amours physically removes the heart from
the dreamer’s chest, which subsequently becomes the fully personified knightprotagonist, Cuer. As in the Complainte, the dream allows for an allegorical situation in
which the synecdoche of the lovesick, suffering heart can be literalized and considered at
some distance by the storyteller.
As has been stated before, it is impossible to know if René chose the word
“complainte” as a reference to Charles d’Orléans’s poem. However, given the certainty
that he was aware of the meaning of the word complainte in a literary context, and the
similarities between the beginning of the Livre du Cuer and the Songe en complainte
(which René d’Anjou knew well), it seems likely that this connection is not accidental.
The Livre du Cuer appears to borrow repeatedly from Charles d’Orléans’s poetry,
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especially in the construction of its allegorical world, but without ever explicitly crediting
him as a source for the romance.25 This, of course, raises immediate questions about René
d’Anjou’s perspective on the literary authority of his fellow prince-poet. It could well be
that the auctoritas of the still-living Charles d’Orléans and his works was not yet great
enough to warrant being overtly named. At the same time, René was clearly inspired by
them, found them worthy of imitation, and even perhaps intended an oblique reference to
them through this use of the word “complainte.” This does not suggest that Charles
d’Orléans was already perceived as an auctor, but it does suggest that his works had
some degree of literary authority, at least in the mind of René d’Anjou.
Of course, Charles d’Orléans’s Complainte and other poems, unlike the Livre du
Cuer, are not romances, and are therefore somewhat outside the purview of this study of
the literary authority of this genre. However, if the allegory of the Livre du Cuer borrows
from that of the Songe en Complainte, this poem is itself participating in an allegorical
tradition that is linked to the romance genre. More specifically, both the Livre du Cuer
and the Songe en complainte are participating in an authoritative allegorical tradition
initiated by the Roman de la Rose. The more direct links between the Livre du Cuer and
the Roman de la Rose will be more fully examined in subsequent sections of this chapter
and others, and the reliance of Charles d’Orléans on the Rose is beyond the scope of this
work.26 However, it can simply be stated that the Songe en complainte follows the

Charles d’Orleans’s work as a poet is evoked to a limited degree in the Cemetery of Love, an issue which
is discussed in chapter two of this study.
26
For a study of the influence of the Rose on Charles d’Orléans’s work, including the Songe en complante,
see chapter 9 of Douglas Kelly’s Medieval Imagination, “Imagination in the Poetry of Charles d’Orléans
and René d’Anjou” (pp. 204-229).
25
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allegorical model established by the Roman de la Rose, in so much as it uses a dream
setting that includes personified characters in order to explore the amorous experience of
the poet. This allegorical tradition, while certainly not exclusive to romance, is a product
of the genre and a commonplace in it. If the Livre du Cuer is indeed referencing the
Songe en complainte here, it is in part as an initial link to the allegorical tradition of the
Roman de la Rose. As for the allegorical literalization of the heart-separation motif, it
appears, as discussed above, to be uniquely borrowed from Charles d’Orléans by René
d’Anjou. Yet, this literalized synecdoche is only possible thanks to the dream-allegory
setting borrowed ultimately from the Rose. The Songe en complainte may not be a
romance, but this possible reference to it in the prologue is relevant to this study, in so
much as this poem participates in an authoritative line of romance allegory, and acts as a
link in a chain from the Rose to the Livre du Cuer. It is this allegorical tradition that is the
literary authority at work here more than anything else. Charles d’Orléans and his works
may not be explicitly cited as authorities, because it is not the authority of the name of the
author or his work that are the most powerful, but rather the authority of the allegorical
tradition in which they participate.
The final potentially referential mention of interest in the prologue is its use of the
word “parabole.” This term is a surprising choice for the allegory that is subsequently
developed, given the word’s religious connotations both then and now. Daniel Poirion
(“L’allégorie dans le Livre du Cuer” 52) has suggested that this word be read in light of
the three parables included in René d’Anjou’s earlier work, Le Mortifiement de Vaine
Plaisance. This allegorical work addresses religious matters, which “pour donner a
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entendre la matière, fictionnelement raconteray comme l’Ame devote a Seule Crainte de
Dieu et Parfaite Contriction se complaint piteusement de cuer plain de vaine plaisance
qui la tormente fort” (4). What follows is a fictional dialogue between these three
personified figures over how to control the rebellious heart, which l’Ame eventually gives
over to her interlocutors to be crucified and purged of its evil humors. The chastised and
submissive heart is returned to l’Ame, reconciled with it, and shepherded back to the path
to salvation. Within this already allegorical work, Crainte de Dieu tells three internal
parables, stories that she calls “similitudes” (46) when commenting upon their meaning.
While the Mortifiement does not use the word “parabole,” these stories and their
commentaries are certainly in the spirit of their Biblical model.
Poirion further suggests that this use of the term “parabole” is reminiscent of the
types of allegorical episodes and stories frequently found in the Queste de Saint Graal
(52). Like the Mortifiement, this text does not use the term “parabole,” either when
explaining the meaning of its own fictional episodes (hermits and other ecclesiastical
figures repeatedly offer to explain the “senefiance” of an adventure, story or object), or
when citing Biblical parables (when the text refers to the New Testament parables of the
talents and the marriage of the king’s son, it uses the noun “semblance” [212, 338,
340]).While these texts do not use the same term as found in the prologue of the Livre du
Cuer, there are certainly similarities in how fictional narration is being used to present
deeper meaning.
Nor is the Livre du Cuer totally unique in its use of the term “parabole,” even if
its use of it, right from the onset, to refer to the totality of the romance narrative is
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striking. The online ATLIF Dictionnaire du Moyen Français (1330-1500) offers several
examples of occurrences of the term “parabole” in literary works from various authors
including Guillaume de Machaut, Guillaume de Deguileville, Jean Froissart, and
Christine de Pizan. These examples demonstrate that the word could be used to refer to
fabular narration with deeper meaning (as in the case of Machaut’s, Froissart’s, and
Pizan’s uses) or to refer to Biblical parables (as in the case of Deguileville’s uses). The
Dictionnaire du Moyen Français accordingly offers multiple definitions for the word,
including both “allégorie, image, métaphore” and “RELIG. ‘Récit allégorique sous lequel
se cache un enseignement moral, parabole.’”
René d’Anjou’s use of the term “parabole” does not appear to act as a reference to
a single literary work, author, or even genre. In fact, the term seems highly ambiguous,
which is why its presence here is of such great interest. As discussed in the introduction
of this study, in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, at the time of the birth of the
romance genre, scholars debated the moral value of the fabulae employed by pagan
poets. The narrative approach of Biblical parables was seen as something distinct and
morally impeachable, containing historiae, perhaps even argumentum, but never fabulae.
This distinction is perhaps echoed in literature by the Queste del Saint Graal’s use of the
noun “semblance” for Biblical parables, but never for its own allegorical fictions.
However, by the following century, Machaut could refer to his version of the myth of
Morpheus in the Fontaine amoureuse as a “parabole” (v. 818), while only a few years
earlier, Deguileville, in his Pèlerinage de l’Ame (v. 3306) and Pèlerinage de Jhesuchrist
(v. 9017) references the New Testament “paraboles” of the ten virgins and the mustard
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seed. It seems as though, in the romance/dit traditions, this term, though not terribly
common, was applicable to allegorical narration using fabula, argumentum, or historia,
whether secular and spiritual.
In the case of René d’Anjou, he authored two allegorical heart-centered texts
within a few years of each other, the spiritual Mortifiement de Vaine Plaisance and the
secular Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris. The former includes original parables written in
the Biblical style. The entire dream allegory of the latter is explicitly categorized as a
“parable.” Both works are given as fiction behind which deeper meaning can be found.
This, it seems, is what is meant by “parabole.” This word is not a reference to one
specific work, author or genre, but to the authoritative practice of using allegory, whether
in the secular domain of the romance and dit genres, or even in that of the highest written
authority, the Bible.
In the prologue of the Livre du Cuer, je, René makes no explicit references to
specific literary works. However, the very presence of a dedicatory prologue, and his use
of the terms “complainte” and “parabole” are referential. Through them, the narrative
voice situates himself and the story he is about to tell within the authoritative tradition of
allegory, a tradition expansive enough to include the romance genre, the contemporary
poetry of Charles d’Orléans, and even the Bible itself. In the end, he is narrating fiction in
order to teach a lesson, and that is what allegory does. It is not until the voice of the
second narrator appears, that of the je-dreamer, that references to more specific romance
auctoritates are given.
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C.

The Dreamer’s Dream

With the opening of the second narrative frame and the movement from the voice
of je, René to the je-dreamer comes a shift in how literary authority is referenced. In the
opening section, as we have seen, je-René makes it clear that his narration will participate
in the authoritative tradition of allegory, but without any definite references to specific
works or authors, even if some aspects of the prologue might lead us to speculate about
the influence of Charles d’Orléans on the text. The second section of the Livre du Cuer,
likewise, does not overtly name any authors or texts; however, there is no doubt as to the
model for the allegorical mode adopted here. As the voice of the je-dreamer opens a new
narrative frame, he makes it clear that he will narrate an allegory patterned after one of
the greatest romances of the Middle Ages, the Roman de la Rose.
In modern studies of the Livre du Cuer, it is standard procedure to point out that
this work is a sort of fusion of the Roman de la Rose and the Queste del Saint Graal.
There is, therefore, nothing novel about the observation that the Livre du Cuer frequently
references and imitates the Rose. However, insufficient attention has been given to what
the Livre du Cuer’s citation and imitation of the Rose reveals about the literary authority
of the romance genre and allegory in general and the Roman de la Rose and its authors in
particular. This first verse section of the Livre du Cuer is rich with references to the Rose,
including its use of verse, indirect and word-for-word citations from the Rose, the
introduction of allegorical figures who exist in both texts, and the position of the narrator
within the text and the allegory. All of these elements suggest that René d’Anjou knew
the Rose very well, that he counted on his audience also knowing it quite well, and that,
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at least in the courtly literary sphere in which René d’Anjou lived, the Rose functioned as
one of the chief authoritative literary texts for allegory, romance, and discourse on
courtly love.
The structural shift between the first and second sections of the Livre du Cuer
establishes a tension between prose and verse that persists throughout the entire romance.
The dichotomy of prose and verse in the Middle Ages has been the subject of
longstanding and continued scholarly discussion. In the case of prose, Michel Zink has
noted “l’association du prose et du religieux” in the early Middle Ages (85), and that “ce
trait marque une supériorité de la prose” (86). Armstrong and Kay have likewise
observed “the identification of prose with factual accuracy” by medieval critics of poetry
(1). Verse, on the other hand, belong to the domain of poetry. Beginning in the twelfth
century, poetry was increasingly defined not only by its use of “speech in meter,” but its
reliance on fiction, imagination and fabrication (Mehtonen 45). Unsurprisingly. the
romance genre used verse during its earliest manifestations, following in the footsteps of
the fabulae of classical poets – less concerned with factual accuracy and spiritual matters
than with courtly considerations and refined verbal expression.
Of course, the association of the romance genre with verse would be quickly
shattered in the early thirteenth century by the Prose Lancelot, adopting the spiritual and
historical register of prose narration (Zink Introduction 84-88). The success of this work,
in many ways, marks the beginning of the rise of prose in the medieval literary world, in
which romances were increasingly written in prose and even older verse romances were
re-written into prose form (Armstrong and Kay 2). This expansion of the domain of prose
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into fictional genres would weaken the traditional dichotomy of factual prose and
fictional verse. At the same time, as Armstrong and Kay have argued, this “rise of prose”
did not lead to the disappearance of verse, but simply to verse narration taking on a new
position in the literary world.
By the fifteenth century, the old dichotomy of spiritual, historical, factual prose
and courtly, secular, fictional verse no longer stood. Prose was widely employed in many
literary genres, fabular or historical, secular or sacred. Indeed, late-medieval chivalric
romances tended to use prose rather than verse. At the same time, verse continued to
thrive in certain contexts. One of these is that of numerous texts inspired by the Roman
de la Rose including lyric poetry and dits (a romance-related genre largely formed under
the influence of the Rose [Armstrong and Kay 2-4]) from some of the Middle Age’s bestknown authors: Guillaume de Deguileville, Guillaume de Machaut, Jean Froissart,
Christine de Pizan, Alain Chartier, and Charles d’Orléans. Such works are not only
connected to each other and to the Rose by their use of verse. They also very often
participate in the Rose’s authoritative heritage of allegory, especially dream-allegory.
When the Livre du Cuer shifts from prose to verse, it is signaling a shift into the
authoritative verse register of the Roman de la Rose’s allegorical tradition. Of course,
verse was still used in many situations beyond that of Rose-inspired dream-allegory. The
presence of verse alone is not enough to signal this shift to the reader. However, given the
prologue’s set-up of the allegorical narrative to follow, a medieval reader who was wellversed in the romance and dit traditions would likely have little doubt that this shift into
verse coincided with a shift into the “parabole” promised by the prologue. That this
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“parabole” is in the authoritative dream-allegory tradition of the Rose and its successors
is immediately confirmed by the opening words of new narrator, the je-dreamer: “Une
nuyt en ce mois passé, / Travaillé, tourmenté, lassé, / Forment pensifz ou lit me mis /
Comme homme las qui a si mis / Son cueur en la mercy d’Amours” (v. 1-5). This, in
many ways, echoes the introduction of the dream allegory in the Roman de la Rose in the
verses that follow the initial twenty-line reflection on the place of truth in dreams. The
voice of the initial Rose narrator introduces his dream in this way: “Au vuintieme an de
mon aage, / Ou point qu’amours prent le peage / Des joenes genz, couchier m’aloie / Une
nuit si com je soloie, / Et me dormoie mout forment” (v. 21-25).
The five dream-initiating lines of the Livre du Cuer, while stopping short of wordfor-word citation, leave little doubt that they are referencing the beginning of the
allegorical dream contained in the Rose. Both texts reflect back on a moment of falling
asleep during “une nuit” in the past. Both emphasize the deepness of their sleep – one has
been fatigued by the experience of love, while the other “dormoie mout forment” – a state
conducive to immersive, life-like dreams. Finally, both narrators note that this sleep came
at a moment in their life when they were especially susceptible to love, an abstract
concept that already begins to take on the agency of a personified being in these lines.
These opening lines of the first verse section of the Livre du Cuer do not name the Rose,
or even include a direct citation here. Yet, the shift into verse, coupled with the dreamintroduction of the first five lines of verse, leave little doubt that this narrative is entering
into the authoritative allegorical tradition of Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun’s
masterpiece.
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Nor are these first lines alone in confirming the influence of the Rose on the verse
section narrated by the je-dreamer. They are followed by the narrator’s explanation of
how he has spent much of his life chasing after amorous pleasures, only to have
experienced great suffering. The contradictory state of existence caused by a life-long
pursuit of love is a topos of medieval descriptions of amorous love, one that is described
at length in the Roman de la Rose. In the Rose, it is Raison who gives a 42-line (42904331) list of the contradictory emotional state of lovers. Similarities between the two
texts can be best illustrated through a side-by-side comparison of the je-dreamer’s
description in the Livre du Cuer with lines selected from that of Raison in the Roman de
la Rose:
Livre du Cuer (18-21)
La inimitié aimable,
Doulce guerre, mal savoureux,
Plaisant ennui, bien deseureux
Et repos qui ahanne tant,
Lequel sans cops va combattant
Et blessant fort, sans playe ouverte…

Roman de la Rose
“Amours est hayne amoureuse” (4291)
Amours ce est pais hayneuse (4290)
Douce savor, mal savoreuse (4310)
C’est faus deliz, c’est tristour lie (4308)
Repous travaillanz en touz termes(4323)
Force enferme, enfremeté fors
Qui tout esmeut pas ses esforz (43194321)

While the full Rose passage is much longer, it includes equivalent contradictions for each
of those stated in the Livre du Cuer. None of these, except “mal savoureux,” are a wordfor-word quote, and “doulce guerre” is, in fact, the direct opposite of “pais hayneuse.”
However, many of the ideas are strikingly similar. Of course, lists detailing the
contradictory emotional state of lovers are not unique to these two texts, and René
d’Anjou may well have been equally inspired by such lists in other authors he had
certainly read (Alain de Lille or Petrarch, for example). Yet, it seems that there is a
particular effort by the author to use this passage to evoke the Roman de la Rose in the
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mind of the reader, but without ever overtly naming it or its authors. Given that this is the
case, it is likely that this list of contradictions in the Livre du Cuer is not only inspired by
this passage of Raison’s discourse, but intended as an additional clue for the reader that
this dream-allegory-introducing section is modelled on the Roman de la Rose.
While this list of contradictions in love may be read as a potential reference to the
Rose, a later choice of words leaves little doubt that René d’Anjou wished for this section
of the text and the dream allegory it introduces to directly reference it. This comes at the
moment when the heart is removed from the dreamer’s chest:
Car moictié lors fantaisie,
Moictié dormant en resverie,
Ou que fust en vision ou songe,
Advis m’estoit, et sans mensonge,
Qu’Amours hors du corps mon cuer mist. (v. 37-41)
This use of the rhyme pair “songe/mensonge” is a quotation from the opening lines of the
Roman de la Rose:
Maintes genz cuident qu’en songe
N’ait se fable non et mençonge.
Mais on puet tel songe songier
Qui ne sont mie mençongier. (v. 1-4)
Recycling the opening rhyme pair of the Rose serves as an unmistakable reference to the
Rose and an overt signal that a text will participate in the dream-allegory tradition that it
inspired. This is a variation of what Sarah Kay has called an incipit quotation. In the case
of well-known texts like the Rose, readers would recognize these incipit quotes, and
“would be expected to supply the remainder from their own knowledge” (Kay 20). In
essence, this quoted rhyme-pair is a short-hand for reaffirming the opening argument of
the Rose: that while dreams (and therefore the fabula which the narrative recounts) might
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seem like worthless fictions, they can, in fact, contain important truths. Dreams are a
place where literary allegory can occur, where fictional narration and truthful lessons can
be reconciled. This possibility was authoritatively demonstrated by the Rose and, in citing
this rhyme pair, René d’Anjou reminds his readers of this. Furthermore, the Livre du
Cuer is not alone in using this rhyme pair to cite the Rose to this same end. Some of the
most notable texts to do so are Deguileville’s Pèlerinage de vie humaine, Machaut’s La
Fontaine amoureuse, and Christine de Pizan’s Dit de la Pastoure. With this citation,
René d’Anjou is not only linking himself to the Rose, but to the entire dream-allegory
tradition that it inspired, and all of the literary authority that it carried.
Beyond quoting the Rose (either directly or indirectly), the je-dreamer also
references it and confirms that he will follow its allegorical model as he introduces the
first characters of his own dream-world. Following the explanation of how the jedreamer went to bed and what his contradictory amorous state was, he introduces seven
key personifications who will play important roles in the narrative. These are, in order of
introduction, Pitié, Dangier, Amours, Desir, Doulce Mercy, Honte, and Cremeur; this
group might also include the heart, though he, while present in this section, is not fully
allegorized so long as the voice of the je-dreamer continues to operate as narrator. The
first three of these characters and Honte have exact equivalents in the Rose who share
both the same name and function as their Rose counterparts, while the other three, as well
as the heart itself, do not.
It is not accidental that the first three of these allegorical figures to be introduced
are familiar characters from the Rose, easily recognizable to the reader. According to this
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initial presentation, Pitié retains her role as the dreamer’s (slow and somewhat
ineffectual) intercessor to both his ladylove and the jailors. Amours physically removes
and takes possession of the dreamer’s heart, a gesture that effectually abbreviates the long
process in which his Rose counterpart shoots Amant’s heart with five arrows and requires
an initial oath of fealty in exchange for relief (a scene which is further played out later on
in the Livre du Cuer). Perhaps the most easily recognizable figure of the six presented in
this section of the Livre du Cuer is Dangier :
Dangier, lequel garde le fort
Contre tous amans, a grant tort
Ou Doulce Mercy est lïens
Prise en deux paires de lÿens
Que la tiennent Honte et Cremeur. (v. 49-53)
This role as chief jailor of the ladylove is identical to what is found in the Rose. In both
texts, Dangier is also the first fully-personified villainous figure to be introduced, and
remains one of the principal antagonists.27 In the Rose, two of Dangier’s principle
companions are Honte and Paour, who appear in the Livre du Cuer as Honte and
Cremeur, with the latter experiencing a name change to a synonym, while remaining
essentially the same character.
This leaves just Doulce Mercy, Desir, and the heart, characters who do not have
an exact counterpart in the Rose. Doulce Mercy is easily identified with the actual rose as
the ladylove of the dreamer. However, in the Roman de la Rose, the rose occupies a
unique space in the allegory, as a figure for a human woman who, unlike all the other

27

Before the introduction of Dangier in the Rose, there are the descriptions of the hideous portraits on the
wall of the garden. However, the figures in these portraits are neither active antagonists nor fully
personified in the same way that Dangier is in both texts.
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characters, lacks agency and does not function as a personification of an emotional state
or abstract concept. In other words, the rose of the Rose functions somewhat in the same
manner as the heart in this first verse section of the Livre du Cuer, before it is
subsequently fully allegorized – an allegorical, but inanimate, voiceless object with
which the other characters interact. Doulce Mercy, on the other hand, is already presented
in a way that suggests that her character, while finding her narrative Rose counterpart in
the rose, will instead follow the allegorical model of the other characters – that is, as an
active, fully-personified being with a voice. When the je-dreamer first begins introducing
the allegorical characters, he states that “Pitié met tant a venir / O cueur ma dame petit
pas” (v. 26-27). Before revealing the name and allegorical state of Doulce Mercy, the
object of desire is confirmed to be an actual woman who, much like the narrator, has a
heart of her own. Only seventeen lines later, Amours names this lady as Doulce Mercy,
the allegorical figure and object of desire that must be obtained by “force d’armes” (v.
47) due to the fact that she is physically bound by Dangier and her other jailors –
implying that she has the potential not only to be rescued, but to escape. Her role in the
narrative plot as suggested here – the ladylove and object of desire held captive in a tower
by Dangier and who the protagonist must liberate and claim – marks her as an imitation
of the rose. However, as an active character that personifies an emotional state, she
follows the allegorical model established by most characters in the Rose, except,
ironically and most notably, the rose itself. She therefore functions in a way that doubly
references the allegorical model of the Rose, while simultaneously distinguishing the
Livre du Cuer from its authoritative predecessor.
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Of all the characters mentioned in the first verse section – and probably of any in
the text – Desir is the most difficult to link to a particular Rose counterpart. This is not to
say that he is not referential to the Rose. Like all the other characters, his personified
nature follows and references the general allegorical model of the Rose. In order to
understand Desir’s place in this verse section, it is first necessary to understand more
fully that of the je-dreamer. At this moment in time, the voice of the je-dreamer is still
operative as the narrator. As suggested above in the discussion of the opening verse lines,
this narrator is heavily reminiscent of the initial narrator of the Roman de la Rose. Both
speak in a first-person voice. Both explain that they are narrating a past dream, provoked
by the amorous state they formerly occupied at the time of the dream. Both, therefore,
suggest that the amorous experiences of the dream protagonists are their own, meaning
that the dream protagonists are representations of themselves, but from a former time.
Finally, both dreamers, while owning the narrative voice that initiates the dream allegory,
exist in romances with highly complex narrative structures that intentionally multiply and
confuse the narrative voices in the construction of an allegory. In both texts, the initial
first-person narrator, while identifying his experiences with that of the allegorical
protagonist, remains removed from him to some degree. In the case of the Rose, David
Hult has described the initial narrator and the protagonist Amant as two “separate ‘selfs,’”
with the latter representing the former’s “past, or fictional, self” (“Closed Quotations”
250). This doubling of the narrative self is subsequently complexified as new narrative
voices are added and the boundary lines between them are blurred, both before and after
the Jean de Meun continuation. These observations also apply to the Livre du Cuer, with
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its multiple narrative layers, and the blurred dividing line that exists between the jedreamer and Cuer, also two “separate selfs” with Cuer functioning as the je-dreamer’s
“past, or fictional self.”
Yet, in this initial verse section which the je-dreamer narrates, it must be
remembered, the heart is not yet le Cuer, but still mon cuer, an inanimate object that only
becomes distinguishable from the narrator when it is physically removed from his chest
by Amours, who “a Desir le soumist” (v. 42). Desir then speaks directly to the heart,
telling it that if it wishes to obtain Doulce Mercy, it must valiantly rescue her from her
captors. Following these instructions, the je-dreamer simply concludes with “Lors mon
cuer part o luy en l’eure” (v. 56). This final line of the section is the first sign of
independent movement or agency from the heart, and it is a rather subtle one at that,
given that he is only obediently acting under the orders of another character. The
following section fully personifies the heart, but only after the voice of the je-dreamer
has been supplanted by that of the acteur. Before this happens, it remains somewhat
unclear who will represent the je-dreamer within the allegory. The heart functions as a
physical synecdoche for him, but one that is voiceless and lacks agency. Instead, it
appears that Desir will speak, act, and think on behalf of the inanimate heart. If, as
suggested before, this initial presentation of the heart is reminiscent of the allegorical
status of the rose in the Rose, then Desir functions in a way that is reminiscent of the
Rose’s Bel Accueil. Of course, the relationship between Desir and Cuer continuously
evolves throughout the Livre du Cuer, beginning with the movement from “mon cuer” to
“le Cuer” in the subsequent prose section. However, at this point in the text, mon cuer-
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Desir seem to represent the lover in the same way that the rose-Bel-Accueil represented
the Rose’s ladylove figure. At the same time, as we have seen, Doulce Mercy represents
the ladylove of the Livre du Cuer in a way that is more closely modelled off of the
allegorical mechanics of an active character like Amant.
Most of the allegorical figures that are presented in this initial verse section have
direct counterparts who share their names in the Rose (or, in the case of Cremeur, are
essentially identical, even if the name Paour has been exchanged for a synonym). Such
characters are presented first, confirming to the reader that the Livre du Cuer will follow
the allegorical model and almost take place in the same allegorical world of the
authoritative Roman de la Rose. Having established this, the je-dreamer can introduce the
new figures, Doulce Mercy, Desir, and “mon cuer” into this model. These three
characters notably function as representatives for the lover and ladylove. Replacing
Amant, the rose, and Bel Accueil28 with “mon cuer,” Desir, and Doulce Mercy signals to
the reader that this is the amorous experience of a new, distinct couple. While much of
the experience of love may be universal (the general emotions, obstacles and forces
represented by the allegorical figures that the two texts share), there is an individual
element. This text, then, will follow the model of the Rose, but remains distinct from it
and uses it to offer what will be a different perspective on love. So much of this text
affirms and reaffirms its dependence upon and connection to the authoritative allegory
When viewing the text as a whole, the Bel Accueil of the Rose isn’t exactly replaced by Desir. The Livre
du Cuer also has a character called Bel Accueil, introduced later on by the acteur and who largely follows
the model of his Rose counterpart, with a few notable differences. Since Doulce Mercy is a fully allegorized
character with agency and a voice, she does not rely on Bel Accueil to act as her spokesman. When I say
that Desir replaces Bel Accueil, I am speaking only about this initial verse section, and only to say that he
“replaces” him in so much as he temporarily absorbs his function of speaking, acting, and deciding for an
inanimate allegorical object/synecdoche for one of the lovers.
28
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mechanics of the Rose. This is perhaps the greatest reason that Cuer’s failure at the close
of the dream is so shocking – because it defies the expectations of a readership who
anticipates a conclusion in the vein of the Rose. However, even from the beginning of
this text, there are subtle hints that the model of the Rose, while serving as the foundation
for the allegory of the text, will be ultimately undermined. This early switching of the
allegorical models for the lover and ladylove is one such hint. It confirms the Livre du
Cuer’s dependence on the allegorical mechanics of its source text, while at the same time
hinting that this love story will include some surprising reversals.
Like je-René, the je-dreamer never explicitly names any texts as literary
authorities. However, unlike je-René, he leaves ample obvious clues indicating that his
dream, and the allegory that it contains, are inspired by and in the authoritative tradition
of the Rose. It is perhaps curious, given the effort put forth to reference the Rose and the
frequency of these references in this section, that neither this text nor its authors are
openly named. The reason for this is not immediately obvious, but becomes clearer much
later in the work, when Cuer swears fealty to Amours. However, at the beginning of the
work, this lack of naming in such an obviously referential passage may surprise the
reader. This surprise is all the more likely when the narration of the je-dreamer is
immediately followed by one of the most overt name-citations in the work, in the voice of
the acteur who first speaks in section three of the Livre du Cuer.
D.

Referential “termes du parler”

The je-dreamer narrator exists within the “parabole” that je-René promises to tell.
He does not, however, exist within the dream-allegory that he himself introduces and
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links to the allegorical model of the Roman de la Rose. Instead, for the duration of this
dream that spans the vast majority of the work, the narrative voice is turned over to the
acteur. Like the narrative voices that precede his, the acteur’s narration is highly
referential, imitating and citing narrator models of authoritative allegorical works,
especially romances. However, one notable difference in his referential style and those of
his narrative predecessors within the Livre du Cuer is that he, very early on in his long
tenure as narrator, explicitly cites his primary model, the Queste del Saint Graal. Still, it
should be remembered that this is not the only model that he follows. His style and
procedures also reference other texts, including a continued reliance on the narrative
model of the Roman de la Rose. His references to such works reinforce the idea that in
the allegorical tradition to which the Livre du Cuer belongs, certain works like the Rose
and the Prose Lancelot function as auctoritates. Moreover, given that his narrative tenure
lasts for a much longer duration than that of je-René and the je-dreamer, he offers a much
wider context in which to study how René d’Anjou, in an attempt to construct an
allegorical romance, channels and cites these authoritative allegories.
Following the je-dreamer’s statement that “Lors mon cuer part o luy en l’eure” (v.
56) (that is to say, with Desir), the text abruptly switches back into prose, narrated by a
new voice, later rubricated as the acteur.29 This prose section, unlike most that follow it,
lacks a rubric to attribute the narrative voice; instead, this section immediately focuses on
the question of the narrative model that this unidentified voice will follow:
Comme jadis des haulx faiz et prouesses, des grans conquestes et vaillances en
guerre et des merveilleux cas et tresaventureux perilz qui furent a fin menez, faiz
29

I am referring specifically to the rubrication of the two author manuscripts, the Paris (Ms. BnF, fr. 24399)
and the Vienna (Ms. Österreichische Nationalbibliothek -- Manuscrit. Cod. Vindob. 2597) manuscripts.
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et acompliz par les chevaliers preuz et hardiz, Lancelot, Gauvain, Galhat, Tristan
et aussi Palamides et autres chevaliers pers de la Table Ronde ou temps du roy
Artur et pour le Sang Greal conquerir, ainsi que les antiques histoires le racontent
au long, aient esté faiz et dictez pluseurs romans pour perpetuel mémoire, aussi et
pareillement pour mieulx vous donner a entendre ceste mienne euvre, qui est de la
manière de la queste de Tresdoulce Mercy au Cuer d’amours espris, ensuivray les
termes du parler du livre de la conqueste du Sang Greal en divisant la façon
comment et de quelles armes Desir arma le Cueur. (p. 92)
The function of this narrator throughout the text largely corresponds to what occurs at the
end of this long introductory sentence: he narrates the actions of the personified
characters, in addition to describing the different environments in which they find
themselves. Remarkably, though, before he begins to perform this function, he explicitly
states that he will do so following the model of Arthurian romance in general, and the
“livre de la conqueste du Sang Greal” (or the Queste del Saint Graal, to use the modern
standardized title) in particular. He specifically mentions three knights that play central
roles in the Queste (Lancelot, Gauvain, and Galahad) and well as the two chief
companions from the thirteenth-century Prose Tristan (Tristan and Palamedes).
This, of course, provokes the question of just how the narrator follows “les termes
du parler” of the Queste del Saint Graal and other highly successful Arthurian romances.
This section of this chapter will focus on the acteur’s use of these “termes du parler” and
how, in so doing, his narrative strategy references these earlier Arthurian romances as
literary authorities. This will include an examination of the acteur’s use of prose, his use
of formulaic phrases and citation of Arthurian romance, and first-person interventions by
this narrator. It will also attempt to address some of his less explicitly-stated references to
the narrative strategies of other authoritative romances, especially the Roman de la Rose.
The focus here will remain on general patterns in the narrative strategies, rather than in-
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depth exploration of the narration of multiple individual episodes in the adventures of
Cuer and Desir. While many of these are highly referential, they will largely be examined
in chapters two and three of this study. However, there is one episode that it is perhaps
appropriate to discuss at length at this point – the first one narrated by the acteur, when
Desir arms Cuer. The narration of this scene reveals some of the key narrative strategies
that the Livre du Cuer employs both to build authority through reference to authoritative
source texts and to construct a new romance allegory.
1.

Allegorical Arms

When the narrator overtly references the Queste del Saint Graal as a source text,
he specifically says that he will follow “les termes du parler du livre de la conqueste du
Sang Greal en divisant la façon comment et de quelles armes Desir arma le Cueur.”
While the Queste, as we shall see, is a general model for the totality of the acteur’s
narration, it is introduced in a way that offers it as a model for the narration of this
specific opening episode. At this point, Cuer receives “un haubert de plaisance” built to
resist the blows of Reffus, Escondit, and Desespoir, a sword “fait et forgé tout a coups de
treshumbles requestes et prieres” and “trempé en larmes de pitié” for defense against
Dangier, “ung haume timbré tout de fleurs d’amoureuse pensées” to help him recover
Doulce Mercy, and “ung escu qui estoit d’esperance pure, large, grant et plantureux, a
trois fleures de n’oubliez-mye et bordé de doloreux souspirs” for protection from enemy
attacks (92-96).
As the narrator explicitly links this scene to the Queste del Saint Graal, the reader
might easily think back to the introduction of Galahad near the beginning of that
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romance. Galahad’s first two adventures provide him with a sword and shield
respectively, both acting as items of particular spiritual significance. The sword first
appears lodged in a floating block of stone in the river, from which only “li meudres
chevaliers del monde” (92) can draw it. Not only does Galahad’s ability to withdraw the
sword where others had failed (most notably Gauvain) mark him as the world’s greatest
knight, but it also signals that the time for the quest for the Holy Grail has begun, as
announced by the damsel sent as a messenger from Nascien the hermit. Following this
adventure, Arthur does not provide Galahad with a shield, certain that “escu vos envoiera
Dex d’aucune part, ausi com il a fet espee” (106). Indeed, this shield is provided in a
miraculous manner in the subsequent episode of the romance. A white shield with a red
cross is kept in an abbey, from which no knight can take it without punishment, save “s’il
n’est plus prodons que autres” (138). After King Baudemagus is gravely injured while
attempting to take the shield, it is successfully claimed by Galahad. The white knight who
guarded the shield later explains that it formerly belonged to King Evalach, brother of
Nascien, and that the red cross was drawn using the blood from the nosebleed of the man
who baptized them, Josephus, son of Joseph of Arimathea. Furthermore, it is revealed
that only a descendant of Nascien would be able to recover this shield, just as only
Nascien’s descendant would be able to lead the Grail quest to a successful conclusion.
This shield both reconfirms Galahad as the world’s greatest knight and also foreshadows
the eventual end of the very quest whose beginning was signaled by the withdrawal of the
sword.
While subject matter – that is to say, the arming of the protagonist – might be
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similar between the adventure-initiating episodes of these two texts, what is of most
interest here are the similarities and differences in their “termes du parler.” In the Queste
del Saint Graal, the arming episode is considerably lengthier than in the Livre du Cuer,
but the essential elements remain the same. The protagonist is given arms on a literal
level, while another character explains how these arms will empower him on a figurative
level. In the case of the Queste, the boundary-line between literal and figurative is
perhaps more distinct. After all, this romance presents itself as a work of historia which,
nevertheless, includes important lessons about the central place of Christian virtue and
spirituality in successful knighthood. The sword and shield are at once literal-chivalric
arms and figurative-spiritual symbols that mark Galahad’s place and destiny in a
chivalric/spiritual quest. In the Livre du Cuer, the boundary between literal and figurative
is less clear, a side-effect of the story’s placement in a Rose-inspired allegorical dreamworld which has no pretensions to the status of historia. However, these arms are still
both literal/chivalric and figurative/amorous, just as this is a chivalric adventure that
teaches lessons about amorous conduct. Cuer, his opponents, and the arms he carries may
all be allegorical figures with names that mark them as love-related personifications and
symbolic objects, but Cuer is still the protagonist in a chivalric tale in which he uses
these arms for physical combat that, on the intradiegetic level of the dream, literally
occurs.
As for the “termes du parler,” it should be noted that there is a level of removal
between the voice of the narrator and the exposition of the figurative nature of these arms
in both texts. On the one hand, the narrator describes what occurs on a literal level,
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including both the actions and the words of the characters – words which he at times
paraphrases and at others allows the characters to speak for themselves by directly
quoting their speech. On the other hand, the figurative meaning of these weapons and
armor is revealed through the speech of the characters, whether in direct or indirect
discourse, rather than directly by the acteur figure. More specifically, the figurative
meaning of the sword and shield of the Queste are revealed by a directly cited inscription
on the block of stone in which the sword is found and direct quotes from the White
Knight, King Arthur, and messenger damsel sent by Nascien. In the Livre du Cuer, the
acteur dutifully narrates the process of arming and the name of the weapons. Yet, he is
careful to emphasize that the more figurative function of the arms – that which makes
them more than literal weapons, their connection to emotions and abstract concepts that
guarantee their victory over opposing allegorical forces – are not his words, but Desir’s:
“voire, touteffois, ainsi comme Desir dist et loyaument promist et affirma audit Cuer.
Mais pas ne fust ainsi…comme ja pourrez oïr bien au long deviser” (94).
While the division between literal and figurative is not always clear, this episode
does give the reader a sense that the extradiegetic voice of the narrator operates on a
literal, objective level, while the interpretation of the subjective, figurative meaning
beneath this literal narration is usually given as the domain of the intradiegetic characters
and objects. Any such division is somewhat illusory. It is the acteur who narrates the
story (the historia in the case of the Queste, the fabula in the case of the Livre du Cuer)
and facilitates the exposition, through the character’s speech, of the underlying meaning.
This is one way, then, that the Livre du Cuer imitates the “termes du parler” of the
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Queste: an allegory is constructed through the interplay of the voice of an extradiegetic
acteur who narrates the literal occurrences of the plot, and those of intradiegetic
characters and objects who reveal the figurative meaning. An allegory, by nature, must
have both literal and figurative levels. The narrative division between the two in both the
Livre du Cuer and the Queste ensures that the allegorical status of either text is visible to
the reader, through the creation of a system of distinct layers of meaning. It also instructs
the reader as to how they can continue to mine the text for additional meaning hidden
behind the literal narrative, following the example of the intradiegetic characters who
“read” the events described by the acteur.
Furthermore, this intentionally visible division between the literal and the
figurative is related to the use of prose in both texts. As mentioned before, prior to the
Prose Lancelot, verse was the standard for the romance genre. However, following the
example of this enormously popular work, chivalric romance largely abandoned verse for
prose. At the same time, the Prose Lancelot played an instrumental role in allegorizing
the sub-genre of Arthurian romance. Long before the Prose Lancelot, written Arthurian
works had often asserted their historical status, including in the histories of Geoffrey of
Monmouth and Wace or the romances of Chrétien de Troyes. Nor did these narratives of
Arthurian legend lack deeper moral lessons for their readers. As Mehtonen has explained
in her study of historia in the Middle Ages, “the basics of medieval history were not
‘facts’ in the modern sense of the term but digna memoria, things made worthy of
memory by their pertinence to moral experience” (65). Even in the case of Chrétien de
Troyes’s romances, where the historical pretensions are sometimes rather thin and
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transparent, the protagonists are always exemplary as models of chivalric and courtly
behavior for readers. Despite this, these earlier works are not allegorical in the same way
as the Prose Lancelot. Within their narratives, characters, objects, and events literally
occur on an intradiegetic level and it is generally left to the extradiegetic reader to derive
behavioral lessons from them; the intradiegetic characters do not routinely explore and
overtly reveal the deeper, figurative meaning of characters, objects, and events as they do
in the Prose Lancelot. The Prose Lancelot, building off the model of Robert de Boron,
combined the historical/literal narration of Arthurian legends with spiritual/figurative
intradiegetic exposition of meaning.
It is no accident that this allegorization of Arthurian narration corresponds with a
shift of the chivalric romance genre (which genre had become the primary medium of
Arthurian narratives with Chrétien de Troyes) into prose. After all, in the Prose Lancelot,
chivalric adventures became an allegory for spiritual matters and, as Zink has argued, the
spiritual tenor of the Grail narrative aligned well with early thirteenth-century
associations between prose and the expression of the sacred – the Bible itself is a mostly
prose work, and medieval responses to the Bible, including commentaries and other
forms of exegesis were overwhelming written in prose (Zink Introduction 86). Beyond
this, the Bible does not just use prose, but a prose language that was understood to be
inherently meaningful on multiple levels. This, for some, stood in opposition to the
artistic and artificial verse of the poets, as Mehtonen has explained, paraphrasing a theory
voiced by Conrad of Hirsau: “The Bible has the power of the significant utterance (virtus
significativae vocis), but a fabulous poem has only the empty sound of the word, which
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has no significative function.” In other words, poetry is a “semantic vacuum” (Mehtonen
58) in which the sound of the language takes priority over the meaning of the words.
Conrad of Hirsau died more than half a century before the composition of the
Prose Lancelot, but his theories help to explain this romance’s embrace of prose at the
same time as its embrace of deeper spiritual meaning. The Bible uses a prose that
medieval readers viewed as true on multiple and all levels, including linguistic, historical,
or allegorical. At times, the deeper truths of the historiae of the Bible are directly
discussed in the scripture itself, as in Jesus’s expositions of his own parables. At the same
time, medieval scholars and theologians must have considered that there was a great deal
of deeper truth that remained covered. In their zeal to uncover it, they composed
countless pages of Biblical exegesis in works that sometimes far surpassed the scriptural
source-material in length. In short, educated medieval readers were accustomed to the
model of the prose narration of Biblical historiae followed by its subsequent allegorical
exposition by ecclesiastical figures. The model of prose narration adopted by the Queste
and the rest of Lancelot is, to a certain degree, specifically Biblical prose: “true”
historical events are presented on a literal level by the voice of the narrator, followed by
exegesis of these events in the voice of intradiegetic characters, usually learned
ecclesiastical figures like hermits and priests. The Prose Lancelot builds its own spiritual
authority by imitating the allegorical and exegetical mechanics of the highest written
authority, the Bible.
By the fifteenth century, the Bible retained its unparalleled level of auctoritas.
However, as discussed previously, the old dichotomy of factual/historical/spiritual prose
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and fictive/fabulous/secular verse was perhaps no longer operative. Even if it were, the
Livre du Cuer does not claim to be either a historical or spiritual work. What it does
claim to be is an allegorical chivalric romance, and in this sub-genre, there was, even
two-hundred years later, no greater authority than the Queste del Saint Graal. While the
verse sections of the Livre du Cuer – those voiced by the je-dreamer and the direct
speech of the characters – use a narrative style that imitates and references the allegorical
mechanics of the Rose, the acteur does the same thing, but with the allegorical prose
mechanics of the Queste. In such a way, the narrative voice attaches the romance to an
authoritative tradition of prose allegory that runs back to the Prose Lancelot and from
there, even further back to the Bible. This is evident in the first arming scene discussed
above. On the one hand, it is reminiscent of Galahad’s first adventure in the Queste, to
which it is explicitly linked. On the other, it is distinctively patterned after the language
used in Ephesians 6, which presents the “Armor of God.” In this letter, Saint Paul warns
the Christians of Ephesus of the need to become warriors of the Christian faith, fully
prepared for battle against the adversary by arming themselves with various allegorical
arms, like the “breastplate of righteousness,” the “helmet of salvation,” and the “sword of
the Spirit.” This is, of course, the entire conceit of the Queste that, in Galahad, presents a
knight who is both a perfect literal warrior and a perfect spiritual warrior, the latter
causing the former, the former revealing the latter. Appropriately, his first adventure is to
arm himself with these literal/chivalric and allegorical/spiritual arms, the first sense being
explained by the narrator, and the second by the various intradiegetic exegetes.
As we have seen, the first step of the adventures contained in the Livre du Cuer –
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when Desir arms Cuer – uses the same narrative pattern to build its allegorical layers.
However, there are a few key points that should be noted. First, the narrator openly says
that he will use the “termes du parler” of the Queste to narrate the arming, leading the
reader to think of the arming of Galahad – this has already been discussed above. Yet, he
uses language that is obviously similar to that of Ephesians 6, even more so than to the
language of the Queste. It is almost as if the acteur is reminding his readers that his
chivalric allegory is modelled on the Queste, whose allegory is itself modelled on the
Bible, and, in so doing, deriving authoritative status from both. Except that, of course,
unlike the Bible and the Queste, this is not a historia (or even fiction that claims to be
one) serving as a cover for spiritual allegory, but fabula covering amorous allegory. It is
therefore not the allegorical content of the Queste or Bible, but their narrative strategies,
the “termes du parler,” that are referenced and imitated.
The arming scene of the Livre du Cuer does, however, reveal one subtle
difference between the “termes du parler” it uses to construct its allegory and those of the
Queste. As previously stated, the acteur voice of both texts narrates the literal arming,
while intradiegetic characters explain the figurative significance, a distinction of voice
which both texts appear to consciously expose to their readers. However, in the Livre du
Cuer, the moment where the narrator emphasizes this distinction of voice also includes a
contradiction of the character’s figurative interpretation of the arming. Though this
passage has already been quoted in part, it bears repeating here at greater length:
[V]oire, touteffois, ainsi comme Desir dist et loyaument promist et affirma audit
Cuer. Mais pas ne fust ainsi, car depuis mainteffoiz et souvent parmy le haubert
fut blecié et nafvré, et non pas seulement parmi le haubert ; mais n’y valit ne targe
ne escu qu’il ne fust mal mené, comme ja pourrez oïr bien au long deviser. Mais
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le Cuer amoureux, qui toujours usa en ladicte conquest especialment du conseil de
Desir, tant a tort comme a droit, le cruet si de ligier que oudit haubert moult se fia
et asseura sa vie. (p. 94)
The Livre du Cuer acteur emphasizes the distinction between his literal narration and
Desir’s figurative interpretation of those narrated events by first paraphrasing Desir’s
figurative reading of the arms, then informing readers that it was Desir and not he who
said this, and then calling the truthfulness of Desir’s interpretation into question.
This is not to say that the acteur truly steps outside of his extradiegetic/literal
domain by involving himself in the business of allegorical reading. He does not, in fact,
offer an alternative figurative reading. All he really does is alert the reader that future
events of his own literal-level narration contradict the promises that Desir has made
based on his figurative interpretation of the arms. For the acteur, promises of guaranteed
protection to the user of these arms cannot be fully accepted, because, despite their
names, these are just literal arms, and literal arms sometimes fail and their users
sometimes experience defeat. For Desir, the names of these arms signify that they should
be read allegorically. According to Desir’s way of thinking, putting on the haubert de
plaisance is not just a physical act of arming, and Desespoir is not just a literal enemy.
This character and this piece of armor truly are figures for their corresponding emotions.
Wearing this haubert signifies being in a state of plaisance, a state which is incompatible
with the emotion of Desespoir, whose blows therefore cannot reach the wearer of the
haubert. In the end, then, the acteur, even in contradicting Desir, remains on his level of
literal, extradiegetic narration and does not break the distinction, modelled on the “termes
du parler” of the Queste, between his literal narration and the characters’ figurative
intradiegetic interpretation. However, it should be noted that the Queste narrator never
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contradicts his characters’ allegorical readings of events. Even when sinful knights
interpret events incorrectly, it is left to the voice of wiser intradiegetic characters to
correct their allegorical readings with proper ones. The model is followed, but with a
slight variation. As in the verse passage in the voice of the je-dreamer, René d’Anjou
uses references to link his narrative strategies and the allegory that they construct to an
authoritative thirteenth-century romance, while simultaneously foreshadowing the fact
that his work will ultimately break from this model.
The acteur’s usage of the Queste’s “termes du parler” in the arming scene
establish some of the narrative strategies that he employs throughout the totality of the
work. The distinction between the acteur’s literal/intradiegetic narration and the
allegorical/intradiegetic interpretation is maintained throughout, reminding the reader that
while the narrator might recount this story on a literal level, its events are open to
allegorical interpretation. In short, this is a work to be read in the same manner as the
Queste is read. Yet, there is a subtle warning that not all allegorical readings are correct,
that the truths hidden behind the narration might not actually be true. This work links
itself to the Queste through an overtly stated imitation of its narrative and allegorical
mechanics. This is done to build its own auctoritas, to convince its readers that this is a
work to be read and believed. At the same time, one of the great truths hidden beneath
this narration, waiting to be uncovered by the reader and hinted at in this initial episode,
is that the hidden “truths” of romance allegory, once uncovered, should not be blindly
believed.
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2.

The Acteur and the Conte

Beyond the “termes du parler” borrowed from the Queste del Saint Graal and
revealed in the arming scene, there are other important aspects of the acteur’s narrative
voice that reveal the work’s reliance on and need to reference earlier romance
auctoritates in the construction of its allegory. In order to understand these references, it
is essential to explore the relationship between the voice of the acteur and the related
voice of the conte. Up to this point, this study has, in keeping with the majority of the
rubrics, referred to the narrator of this section as the acteur. In fact, this voice is
frequently referred to as belonging to either the acteur or the conte, often in ways that are
interchangeable, in both rubrics and the body of the text. However, there are some key
differences between the two related, but ultimately distinct halves of this single narrative
voice, both in function and in referentiality. An in-depth study of their relationship
greatly enhances our understanding of the complex manner in which this text combines
both the narrative and allegorical traditions of the Roman de la Rose and the Queste del
Saint Graal.
In the second section in the work30 – the description of the arming scene as
discussed above – the narrative voice is not named. Instead, this first-person voice simply
finishes this step of his narration by temporarily surrendering the narrative voice to one of
the characters in this way: “…mais Desir l’enflammé le suyt moult de pres en le
resconfortant tresdoulcement, et le enhorte ainsi disant :” (p. 96). This is followed by a

30

For clarity, I follow the section numbering established by Florence Bouchet in the Lettres Gothiques
edition of the Livre du Cuer. The second section, therefore, refers to the first prose section of the work,
excluding je, René’s prologue.
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verse transcription of Desir’s words. After Desir finishes addressing Cuer, the prose
narration resumes with the phrase “Or dit ly contes” (98), the first naming of this
narrative voice that we have been calling the acteur. From sections three to eight, the
narrative voice is only attributed to the conte, which is explicitly mentioned eight times in
only a few pages. Though the narrative voice has not really changed, this third-person
voice narration attributed to the conte seems at odds with the earlier use of a first-person
“ge” voice who narrated the prose of section two. Nor has this first-person voice entirely
disappeared, even if it is temporarily eclipsed. Even in sections 3-8, where references to
the conte abound, this “ge” reappears twice with the phrases “comme vous m’avez cy
dessus oÿ compter” (p. 108, section VII) and “et tant chevaucherent par leurs journees
sans trouver chose qui a raconter face, ne que puisse servir a nostre matiere” (p. 110,
section VIII).
Then, in sections nine and ten, this narrator is presented in a new manner. Section
nine begins with the rubric “L’acteur” (p. 112), followed by the prose “L’acteur dit que;”
section ten begins with the rubric “Icy parle l’acteur et dit que” (114), before entering
directly into the narration of the characters’ actions. Any mention of the conte is visibly
absent from these two sections. The “ge” voice first found in section two, on the other
hand, persists with the following affirmation by the voice of the acteur: “Et si aucun me
demandoit si en l’ermitaige y avoit autre personne que la vieille nayne et aussi comment
ladicte nayne avoit nom, je diroye qu’elle avoit nom Jalousie” (114). This usage of the
first-person voice – and other such later first-person interventions – strongly suggest that
this “ge” is, in fact, the voice of the so-called acteur. However, this leaves some
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difficulty concerning the voice of the third-person conte and its relationship with the firstperson acteur, especially when section eleven begins with the heading “Icy parle l’acteur
et dit ainsi,” directly followed by the beginning of the prose with the words, “Cy endroit
dit ly contes” (116).
This contradictory attribution of voice at the beginning of section eleven is
emblematic of the confusing identity of this narrator throughout the entire text. Following
the possibilities established by sections three, nine, and eleven, nearly all of the prose
sections of the allegory begin with an attribution of the narrative voice to the conte, the
acteur, or both, either through rubrics or the first words of the prose itself. In total, this
includes 136 section-opening attributions of the narrative voice to the acteur, and 24 to
the conte, with a certain number of these overlapping, as in section eleven. On the other
hand, there are only four sections (4, 24, 131, and 138) in which, following the verse
discourse of a character or object, the prose narration of the dream-allegory is resumed
without an attribution of voice to either the conte or the acteur. In these four exceptions,
it is understood, even without attribution, that this same acteur/conte narrative voice is
speaking, thanks to the well-established pattern of alternance between the prose of this
narrator and the verse of the characters’ voices. Most other sections might just as easily
have forgone the repetitive voice attributions without causing the reader (or listener) any
confusion as to who is speaking in the prose. Given that this is the case, these four
exceptions confirm the rule established by the strong majority of other sections – that
these attributions are intentional and meaningful, even beyond simply helping the reader
keep track of who is speaking.
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Often, the initial attributions of voice use the terms acteur and conte as if they
were the same, even if there is a marked preference for the term acteur, especially in the
rubrics. Nevertheless, there are other uses of these terms outside of the section-opening
attributions, as well as certain interventions by the first-person “ge” voice, that suggest
important distinctions between the two. One of these is a formula that is frequently
employed to introduce new characters into the allegory. In this formula, the narrative
voice first describes the personality and physical appearance of the character in a way
that suggests their allegorical identity, but without naming them. They are only
subsequently named in the following manner: “Et si aucun me demandoit qui estoit ledit
poursuivant ne a qui, je diroye que c’estoit Humble Request” (p. 182). This same formula
is used to introduce Jalousie (as cited above) and can be found at several other moments
in the text. It should be noted that the narrative voice does not always use this formula to
name characters. Yet, this recurring formula of “et si aucun me demandoit…je diroye”
establishes an important link between the “ge” voice of the acteur and the act of naming.
The narrative voice is never explicitly attributed to the third-person conte when it comes
to naming a person, place, or object. One initial distinction between the acteur and the
conte, then, is that the privilege of naming is exclusively reserved for the acteur.
As Susanne Rinne explains, this formula is reminiscent of oral storytelling and
suggests an exchange between the physically present human storyteller and his audience
(150). Such an exchange, of course, becomes impossible if the immediate, spoken voice
of this acteur is replaced by the fixed, written voice of the conte. In addition to this verbal
exchange between the living narrator and the audience, it is important to note another
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important naming moment, which uses a formula similar to the Livre du Cuer’s “et si
aucun me demandoit…je diroye.” At the beginning of the Roman de la Rose, the voice of
the narrator names the romance in the following manner:
Et se nuls ne nule demande
Comment je vueil qui li romanz
Soit apelez que je coumanz,
Ce est li romanz de la rose
Ou l’art d’amours est toute enclose. (v. 34-38)
At this point in this study, this potential reference by the voice of the Livre du Cuer’s
acteur can only be mentioned, but it will be revisited at a later point. First, however, it is
necessary to establish further points of distinction between the voices of the acteur and
the conte.
A second possible distinction between the acteur and the conte might be in how
the narrative recalls events that have previously occurred in the romance. In the whole
work there is only one instance where the first-person voice of the acteur appears to
evoke a past event. Section seven recalls the discourse of Dame Esperance, as found in
the verse portion of section five, when the voice of the acteur states: “comme vous
m’avez cy dessus oÿ compter” (p. 108). Much more often, the reader is reminded of past
events following the formula first established in the prose of section fifteen. Here, Cuer
and Desir prepare to sleep on the ground, which is cold and wet due to the fact that it had
previously rained “comme vous avez ouÿ” (p. 128). This manner of recalling past events
remains ambiguous as far as the narrative voice is concerned, since, despite directly
addressing the reader, it neither attributes the narrative voice to either the acteur or the
conte, nor does it use the first-person voice of the acteur. This kind of formula appears
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nineteen times in the romance. A third variation of the formula for recalling past events –
and the one with the most occurrences, if only just – is first found in section six (it is
therefore the first usage of any of these formula variations). In this section, the narrator
returns, after a small digression, to the subject of Desir arming Cuer with a quick
reminder of this event “comme ly conte vous a devisé cy dessus” (p. 108). This variation
of the reminder formula appears twenty-one times throughout the Livre du Cuer.
In sum, when the text recalls a past event, it attributes the narrative voice to the
conte or it does not attribute it at all – with only one exception where the presence of the
first-person voice strongly implies the voice of the acteur. Given the preference to grant
this narrative function to the conte or to retain ambiguity, the reader has the impression
that since these events were already recounted – a fact which is witnessed by their
inscription in the portion of the body of the romance which has already been read – they
become henceforth part of the written memory of the conte, rather than remaining in the
present and immediate narration of the acteur.
Before pursuing this idea any further, it is necessary to explore a third and final
situation in which the narrative voice is generally attributed to the conte rather than the
acteur: in moments when there is a transition of subject in the narration. A first example
of such a transition occurs between sections six and seven. Section six ends with “Mais
atant se taist ores ly contes a parler du Cuer et de dame Esperance, et retourne à parler de
Desir, lequel conseilla au Cuer l’entreprise et l’arma et ordonna, comme ly conte vous a
devisé cy dessus.” Immediately following, section seven begins with “Or dit ly conte
que…” (p. 108). It must be noted that section 101 includes a variation of this formula by
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stating, “s’en taist l’acteur” (p. 328). Nevertheless, the fourteen usages of the standard
“mais atant se taist ores ly contes a parler de…” easily outnumber this single attribution
of narrative voice to the acteur at a moment of transition in the narration. Despite the
single exception, narrative transition, it seems, is the domain of the conte. Further, it
should be noted that in twelve of the fourteen occurrences of the “mais atant se taist ores
ly contes a parler de…” formula, a new subject is quickly evoked using its other half, “Or
dit ly conte que…”
This formula, in particular, ties the voice of the conte in the Livre du Cuer back to
the narrative strategies of the Queste del Saint Graal, and, in fact, may be included
among the “termes du parler” that are borrowed from this authoritative romance. That the
Livre du Cuer borrows these formulas from the Queste has been noted in several
scholarly works, including studies by Rinne (148) and Bouchet (“La Bibliothèque
mentale 106). In studying possible distinctions between the conte and the acteur, it is
therefore useful to briefly examine the function of the formula as found in the Queste
from which René d’Anjou borrowed it. As in the Livre du Cuer, this formula initially
appears at the first moment of significant narrative transition, from the adventures of
Lancelot to those of Galahad: “Mes atant se test ore li conte d’els toz et parole de Galaaz,
por ce que comencemenz devoit estre de la Queste. Or dit li contes que…” (134). This
formula frequently reoccurs throughout the Queste at important moments of transition.
The similarities between these formulas as found in the Livre du Cuer and the
Queste are striking, which is why they have been noted by Bouchet, Rinne, and others. In
general, references to the narrative voice of the conte are highly reminiscent of the
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narrative strategies found in the Queste – an unsurprising development, given the
narrator’s already-cited promise that “ensuivray les termes du parler du livre de la
conqueste du Sang Greal” (p. 92).31 It seems, then, that the narrative voice of the conte in
the Livre du Cuer is modelled on the narrative voice of the same name in the Queste del
Saint Graal. However, this model is not truly appropriated in its totality. After all, the
Queste presents itself as a work of allegorical historia rather than allegorical fabula.
According to the epilogue of this romance, the events that it recounts are drawn from the
eye-witness account of Sir Bohort, the cousin of Lancelot and the only one of the
successful Grail knights to return to Britain. His testimony, the text asserts, was recorded
by a scribe in Latin. This same Latin text was allegedly discovered several hundred years
later in the library of Salisbury and subsequently translated into French as the Queste del
Saint Graal by the illustrious author and scholar Walter Map for the court of Henry II of
England. This publication history is, of course, a literary fabrication and many medieval
readers probably recognized it as such. Nevertheless, it is to this “historical” Latin text
that the term conte refers throughout the Queste. The conte is the narrative as contained
in a reliable, historical document.
In the Livre du Cuer, there is no pretense of historical truth, no fabrication of a
pre-existing written source that is being translated. Yet, the Livre du Cuer keeps the
terminology of this narrative voice as if there were a conte that contained the story of the
romance. This conte is referenced in ways that at times suggest it is a written source from
which the acteur is drawing his narrative, at other times as if it was a document that the

To borrow the words of Joël Blanchard, in the Livre du Cuer, “On reconnaît la Queste à la manière de
conduire une aventure, de chercher à orienter sa voie” (“L’effet autobiographique” 18).
31
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acteur was writing as he narrates the story. Yet, it is never clear to which of these two
possibilities, if either, the conte corresponds. This lack of clarity is likely due to the fact
that, unlike in the Queste, clearly defining what is meant by the conte does not matter.
What does matter is the inclusion of the referential term. In keeping with the authoritative
narrative style for chivalric romances in prose as established by the Queste, the voice of
this principle narrator of the Livre du Cuer is, at least in part, repeatedly given as that of a
conte. Even when, without pretensions to historical matter and a written source, this term
becomes empty, a “semantic vacuum” (to return to Mehtonen’s term) when transferred
into a work of fabula and dream allegory, it remains referential and authority-granting.
On the other hand, the term acteur is never employed in the Queste, and, despite
the first-person assertion that “ensuivray les termes du parler du livre de la conquest du
Sang Greal,” this narrative voice in the Livre du Cuer is at least partially derived from
other, less explicitly identified sources. The most obvious potential source of inspiration
for the acteur facet of the narrative voice is, unsurprisingly, the Roman de la Rose. There
is an immediate, present, human side of the acteur voice that does not apply to the conte
– one that directly addresses the audience in a first-person voice and reveals names to
them. This acteur remains outside the allegory, and distinct from the other first-person
narrators of the text, including je-René, the je-dreamer, and even Cuer. This study has
already argued a parallel between the initial narrator of the Rose – the dreamer – and the
je-dreamer of the Livre du Cuer, as well as between their respective allegorical avatars,
the characters of Amant and Cuer. However, the Rose has another important narrator
figure, strongly associated with the authorial voice of Jean de Meun in his continuation of
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the romance. It is this voice that the acteur of the Livre du Cuer recalls.
In the Rose, there is no abrupt rupture in narrative voice between the end of the
Guillaume de Lorris portion and the Jean de Meun continuation. In many portions of this
continuation, the same first-person voice of the dreamer (of whose younger self Amant is
the allegorical representation) continues to narrate, including the concluding account of
how he – still in first-person voice – penetrated the rose and awoke from the dream. Yet,
there are moments where it becomes clear that this narrative voice has complexified,
sometimes narrating in a way that reveals a secondary identity that is distinct from the
character of Amant in a way that the dreamer figure is not. One example would be the
narration of events that Amant did not witness,32 most notably the discourse of Nature in
her forge. Another example occurs when Genius descends into the camp of Amours to
address his army of servants, including Amant. At first, the narrator speaks in a manner
quite in line with the voice of the original Guillaume de Lorris dreamer-narrator, as he
reminds the reader of what Amant had been doing before the digressive discourse of
Nature:
Mais faus samblant n’i trueve pas :
Partiz s’en ert plus que le pas
Des lors que la vieille fu prise
Qui m’ouvri l’uis de la pourprise
Et tant m’ot fait avant aller
K’a bel accueil me lut parler. (v. 19449-19454, bolding mine)
However, only a few lines later, the narrator speaks on quite a different register, as
Genius begins to speak to the crowd, including Amant:
Genius, sanz plus de demeure,
In the original Guillaume de Lorris section, the narrator’s account is always limited to that which is
witnessed or heard directly by Amant, through whose eyes the dreamer sees.
32
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En icele meïsmes heure,
Si com il dut touz les salue
Et l’ochoison de sa venue
Sanz en riens metre en oubli leur conte.
Je ne vous quier ja faire conte
De la grant joie qu’il li firent,
Quand ces nouveles entendirent :
Ainz vueil ma parole abregier
Pour vos oreilles alegier,
Car maintes foiz cil qui preesche,
Quant briement ne se despeesche,
En fait les auditours aller
Par trop prolixement parler. (v. 19467-19480, bolding mine)
This passage deals with questions of proper writing style, and so the narrator
appropriately adopts an explicitly authorial voice – that of a present human acteur who
engages in verbal exchange with his audience. However, in so doing, he severs himself
from the character of Amant, now lost in the crowd and in the pronouns of “les” and “il”
that are used to refer to them (as opposed to the “nous” that the reader might expect).
One might dismiss these shifts in the Rose’s narrative voice as errors of
inconsistency had Jean de Meun not furnished an explanation within the text itself, under
the guise of a prophecy by Amours. This passage explains not only the dual authorship of
the romance, but also hints at the dual identities of the first-person narrator. Here, Amours
laments the loss of Tibullus, Gallus, Catullus, and Ovid, classical poets who gave voice to
his cause. He next speaks of Guillaume de Lorris, in whom is compounded the figures of
Amant (“Et droiz fust, car pour lui meïemes / En ceste paine nous meïemes / De touz nos
barons assembler, / Pour bel acueill tourdre ou embler” [v. 10537-10540]) and of the
author whose work went unfinished due to his untimely death (“Doit il commencier le
rommant / Ou seront mis tuit mi commant” [v. 10553-10554]). Amours then prophesies
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of the coming of Jean de Meun, who will finish the work after Guillaume: “Puis vendra
Jehans Chopinel…Cist avra le rommant si chier / Qu’il le vorra tout parfenir” (10569,
10588-10589). Finally, Amours clarifies, that unlike Guillaume, whose younger self is
represented by Amant, Jean is not represented on an intradiegetic level, not yet being born
at the time of the events it contains: “…Ne par celui qui est a nestre, / Car il n’est mie ci
presanz” (v. 10612-10613).
One might therefore conclude that there are two principle facets of the Rose’s Inarrator. One is associated with the dreamer, Amant, and Guillaume de Lorris, and
narrates the events of the dream-allegory from a limited, intradiegetic and personal
perspective. The other is associated with Jean de Meun and the author, and narrates
events from an extradiegetic, omniscient, and literary perspective. The text does not often
explicitly state which aspect of the dual I-narrator is speaking. It is left to the attentive
reader to determine, a task which can be rather difficult since Jean wrote his portion of
the text using a narrative style that frequently alternates between the two. Medieval
readers were highly aware of this complex duality, and were often quick to leave traces of
their efforts to distinguish between the two aspects of this narrative voice. Among the
most striking pieces of evidence of this are the rubrics that Rose scribes and readers left
behind in numerous manuscripts. For example, Sylvia Huot has noted a telling comment
about Jean de Meun’s narrative voice, left by the fifteenth-century rubricator of Rose
manuscript Ms. BnF. fr. 805: “... et parle en representant la personne Maistre Guy en
ceste maniere, en soy complaingnant des malx qu'il souffroit pour s'amie. (f.29v)” (“Ci
parle l’aucteur” 43). Clearly this rubricator felt the need to clarify to future readers that
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Jean de Meun, while a distinct author, sometimes assumed the narrative voice that had
been used by Guillaume de Lorris.
Such comments are not uncommon in Rose manuscripts, most of which are
rubricated. Huot, who has led the charge in Rose rubrication studies, divides these rubrics
into three general categories: “those that articulate the narrative by providing brief
summaries at the beginning of each episode, those that explain the poem's joint
authorship, and those that identify which character is speaking during dialogue passages”
(42-43). It is the last of these categories that is of particular interest here. Huot points out
that the use of speaker-identifying rubrics associates this romance with the authoritative
Latin genres of learned compendia and philosophical dialogues from which Rose
rubricators most likely drew this practice. Huot further asserts that the Rose was the first
French-language literary text to use such rubrics, and that “this particular manner of
rubricating narrative voice and dialogue was designed in response to this innovative
poem” (44). Finally, she explains the important distinction that medieval rubricators
made between the two facets of the first-person narrative voice in the Rose, using the
rubrics of “l’Amant” and “l’Aucteur:”
Specifically, ‘l’Amant’ is used whenever the protagonist speaks lines addressed to
other characters within the fictional world, as well as for narrative accounts of
actions that befall the protagonist or that he directly witnessed. ‘l’Aucteur,’ in
turn, narrates action that the protagonist could not have witnessed, such as the
conversation between Bel Acueil and la Vieille within the tower, or narrative
digressions unrelated to the action of the dream, such as the account of the death
of Adonis. (45)
These rubrics, then, serve to associate the Rose with an earlier, authoritative genre and to
guide the reader in distinguishing which facet of the first-person narrative voice is
operating. They also mark the innovation of the Rose, as readers and scribes felt the need
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to draw upon an external meta-textual tool in order to navigate this new narrative style of
dream-allegory. In a literary text in which many first-person voices speak (including
intradiegetic characters unrelated to the narrator, an intradiegetic character who
represents one facet of the narrator, and a narrator with several facets), the reader might
understandably lose track of who is speaking. Indeed, I would argue that it is somewhat
by design on the part of Jean de Meun that the reader often struggles to identify who is
speaking, or rather, who is speaking for whom, and how all these first-person voices are
related. These rubrics are a response by readers to the beautiful confusion of first-person
voices that is a hallmark of the dream-allegory tradition of the Rose.
Just as the Rose was the first of many dream-allegories, it was also the first of
many French-language literary narrative texts to use dialogue rubrics. The usefulness of
such rubrics easily carries over into later dream-allegories that imitate the Rose’s
narrative style. They serve as an additional reminder to readers that such texts are
participating in the authoritative allegorical tradition of the Rose, a work which itself used
rubrics to draw upon the authority of learned Latin texts. In the case of the Livre du Cuer,
dialogue rubrics exist as an integral part of the romance and are included in the original
author manuscripts – not just as scribal inserts to guide the reader, but most likely
intentionally included by the author, René d’Anjou. Rubrics are generally placed before
each verse section to indicate which allegorical character will speak, and before each
prose section to return control of the narrative voice back to the acteur. As previously
noted, the Queste-reminiscent conte, while frequently evoked in the prose of the text, is
seldom mentioned in the rubrics when compared with the acteur (the rubrics of the Paris
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manuscript attribute the narrative voice to the conte once, and to the acteur 138 times).
The use of dialogue rubrics is a tool drawn from the narrative tradition of Rose dreamallegory, and this tradition uses the term acteur/aucteur to refer to the first-person
narrative voice. More specifically, it uses the term acteur to refer to the narrative voice of
a Jean de Meun narrator – one who is human, present, extradiegetic, who engages with
the audience (including in the revelation of names) and is detached from the protagonist.
At first glance, the distinction between the voice of the conte and the acteur in the
Livre du Cuer might seem relatively minor. After all, one can easily conclude that acteur
refers to the voice of the narrator, while conte refers to the work that he is writing/has
written or from which he is drawing his material. However, as one explores the subtle
differences between how these terms function in the Livre du Cuer, patterns of narrative
influence become clear. Both conte and acteur frequently occur in allegorical romance,
the former in chivalric-allegorical tradition of the Queste, the latter in the dream-allegory
tradition of the Rose. Both refer to a particular narrative style. By including both of these
terms to create a single, yet double-faceted narrative voice, René d’Anjou demonstrates
to what a great extent the Livre du Cuer draws on both traditions to create it allegory.
Further, these terms simultaneously serve as a constant reminder to the reader that this
work is not a simple composition of fanciful fabula, but a serious allegory that engages
with the most authoritative traditions of its genre.
E.

Viewing Characters through Rose-Colored Glasses

The final narrative frame of the Livre du Cuer occupies a fairly unique space,
since the voices contained therein are not those of narrators, but of intradiegetic
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characters and objects whose actions and physical attributes are described and whose
direct speech is authorized by the narrative voice of the acteur. Yet, as previously stated,
many of these characters and objects have a complex relationship with each other and the
other narrators. Cuer and Desir, for example, can be read as allegorical representations of
the je-dreamer narrator, and their voices as intradiegetic manifestations of his. These two
characters, who speak the most often, are therefore potentially branches of one of the
narrative voices. Other character and objects, though less closely and directly related to
the narrative voice of the je-dreamer, still maintain complex relationships with the other
narrative voices – largely due to an allegorical structure in which many of the characters
are emotions that might at times be experienced by one or both of the courtly lovers.
Additionally, the opening of this last narrative frame – the transition from the initial prose
of the acteur to the first character discourse in verse by Desir – establishes the
prosimetric rhythm that spans the entire work. The alternation between blocks of prose
and verse creates a clear distinction between the narrative prose of the acteur and
character speech in verse in a way that goes beyond the division between narrative voice
and directly quoted dialogue found in works like the Queste or even the Rose. While
these verse sections of the Livre du Cuer certainly form the dialogue of the allegory, their
distinct and formal independence from the acteur’s narration further marks them as a
separate narrative frame that deserves to be considered on its own. This final section of
this chapter will do just that: examine the verse discourse of the characters with regards
to how it, like the preceding narrative frames, references authoritative romances in order
to complete the construction of the text’s allegory. However, it is not the purpose of this
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chapter to discuss what is said and done by these characters, nor how their actions and the
content of their speech might be referential; this will largely be the subject of chapter
four. Instead, this final section will center on character/object speech as a narrative frame,
with a focus on how characters and objects speak. This will include considerations of the
work’s prosimetrum, its inclusion of inanimate object voice, and the use of first-person
narration by figures that are primarily intradiegetic characters rather than extradiegetic
narrators, but who maintain a strong and complex relationship with the narrators. These
aspects of the fourth narrative frame reveal a continued reliance on the authoritative
narrative model of the Roman de la Rose in the construction of an allegorical dream
world. At the same time, they also subtly expose how this model is repurposed, how the
Livre du Cuer creates a fictional surface that references the Rose, but which covers a
depth meaning that challenges it.
Perhaps the most striking formal aspect of the Livre du Cuer is its use of
prosimetrum. As established in the previous sections of this chapter, within the Livre du
Cuer, prose seems to act as a medium for extradiegetic narration, while verse signals
movement into the intradiegetic. This division is already present in the opening narrations
of je, René – who offers his extradiegetic dedicatory prologue in prose, promising his
“parabole” – and of the je-dreamer – who, intradiegetic to this “parabole,” narrates in
verse and introduces the dream. Yet, the prosimetrum of the romance is only truly
established with the opening of the prose-third and verse-fourth narrative frames, whose
regular alternance composes the vast majority of the romance. The acteur, like je, René,
serves as the narrator of the allegorical dream, but is not himself an allegorical figure, and
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therefore speaks “naturally,” or in prose. The characters, like the je-dreamer, are
allegorical figures, existing within a world of fabula and therefore only speaking with the
artistic and artificial language of verse. The very form of language they use marks them
as surface figures, begging to be pulled back to reveal the depth truths hidden beneath.
That the verse of the Livre du Cuer has this effect has two principle causes: first, because
it is so overtly set against and contrasted with the prose of the extradiegetic narrators;
second, because the world of the characters, their very identities, and even their speech so
frequently recall the allegorical verse of the Roman de la Rose.
It should be noted that while the alternance between prose and verse in the Livre
du Cuer is a striking formal feature of the romance, it is not unique in this regard. The
most famous example, the model of prosimetrum during the Middle Ages, was
Boethius’s Latin-language The Consolation of Philosophy (Armstrong and Kay 45), a
work whose title appears in the Saint-Maximin catalogue of books previously owned (for
the most part) by René d’Anjou (Albanès 311). While René d’Anjou undoubtedly knew
this work and its status as the prosimetrum model par excellence, it is hardly an obvious
subtext for the Livre du Cuer. The two texts treat vastly different philosophical questions,
and, unsurprisingly, the Livre du Cuer never mentions Boethius or the Consolation.
However, it is difficult not to see the influence of Boethius – and the prosimetric tradition
that his work inspired – in René d’Anjou’s choice to employ a rhythmic and structured
alternance between prose and verse, the defining characteristic of prosimetrum and what
distinguishes it from the lyric insertion format that one often finds in generic traditions
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like the dit.33 Clearly, the Livre du Cuer draws inspiration from a wide variety of
authoritative sources, including some, like the Consolation, that are far outside the
romance genre in which this text participates.
Furthermore, there is one major similarity between the Livre du Cuer and the
Consolation beyond their shared use of prosimetrum. Both texts use this mixed form as a
vehicle for effectively enunciating an allegorical world where the literal and the
figurative can interact. In the Consolation the very presence of prose and verse helps to
create this effect. The Livre du Cuer goes a step further by adopting a rigid formal
division of narrative frame by prose and verse, separating the extradiegetic from the
intradiegetic, the mostly Queste-inspired narrative voice from the voices of the mostly
Rose-inspired characters. In short, René d’Anjou brings together the models of three
authoritative and allegorical texts, employing the formal alternance of the Consolation to
effectively bring together – while at the same time, maintaining a clear distinction
between – the prose narrative voice of the Queste and the extended verse discourse of
allegorical dream-characters as found in the Rose.
If the Boethian model allows for the combination of prose and verse into a single
work, the verse sections of the Livre du Cuer are most obviously indebted to the Rose just
as much as the “termes du parler” of the prose are largely drawn from the Queste. The
Roman de la Rose, especially in the Jean de Meun portion, largely reads as a series of
extended discourses by the allegorical characters, punctuated by brief bursts of progress
in the narrative plot, offered by the narrator. In the Livre du Cuer, characters often speak
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For a more comprehensive definition of prosimetrum and an explanation of how it differs from other
mixed-form genres, see Armstrong and Kay, p. 160.
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in the same manner. These Livre du Cuer characters use octosyllabic couplets to speak in
long strings of uninterrupted discourse that generally read far more like the presentational
speeches one finds in the Rose than the typical dialogue exchanges of chivalric romances.
True, the prosimetric form of the Livre du Cuer draws a far more distinct line between
character and narrator voice, and the alternation between them is much more regular than
what one finds in the Rose. However, these differences do not much obscure the fact that
in both texts, allegorical figures who populate the world of an erotic dream speak in a
presentational mode, using only verse to instruct the dreamer in the art of love and guide
him through the complex process of courtly sexual conquest.
In addition to its prosimetrum, another remarkable feature of the Livre du Cuer as
found in the fourth narrative frame is the prominent role of direct speech by inanimate
objects. Throughout the text, some fifty-six different objects “speak,” including a
column, a fountain, shields, tombs, a mirror, and tapestries. When these objects “speak,”
it is because the characters read an inscription attached to the object, which the acteur
sees fit to transcribe and allows the audience to read directly. These inscriptions are
sometimes attributed to the artist who created or the patron who commissioned the object,
sometimes they are in the voice of allegorical figure that the object depicts, and
sometimes there is no indication of who is speaking in the inscriptions. In any case, these
objects speak on behalf of individuals – including allegorical figures whose presence in
the dreamscape of the Livre du Cuer would be otherwise quite natural – who should not
be able to speak to Cuer as they are physically and temporally absent at the moment of
his arrival. However, through the inscriptions and even while maintaining their function
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in the plot as inanimate objects, they retain a living voice that speaks to both Cuer and the
reader in a manner that, on a formal level, is indistinguishable from the speech of the
characters. Since, due to the alternance of the prosimetrum, the characters of the Livre du
Cuer only speak in discourse blocks using a presentational mode, and since true
exchanges of dialogue are paraphrased by the acteur rather than directly quoted, these
inanimate objects have a vocal presence equal to that of any of the living characters.
The Roman de la Rose also contains many inanimate objects that play a
significant role in its allegory. Among these are the first allegorical figures that Amant
encounters in the dream, the portraits of the ten uncourtly vices on the external wall of
the garden. Other inanimate objects play a similarly important role, including the five
arrows of Amours, the fountain of Narcissus, and, of course, the rose itself. Yet, even if
these objects are central to the allegory of the Rose, they do not speak as the allegorical
characters do. Indeed, the rose’s lack of voice, when it plays such a key role as the
representative of the ladylove, is one of the great and enduring difficulties of this text.
Yet, there is one important exception to the silence imposed on inanimate objects
in the Rose. When Amant first discovers the fountain, the narrative digresses into a
version of the story of Narcissus. This digression begins when Amant discovers an
inscription attached to the fountain:
Dedanz une pierre de marbre
Ot nature par grant mestrisse
Sous le pin la fontaine assise,
Si ot dedanz la pierre escrite
Ou bort amont lettre petite
Qui devisoient qu’anqui desus
Se mori li biaus narcisus (v. 1429-1435).
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These lines are immediately followed by seventy-two lines of verse dedicated to
Narcissus’s story, in turn followed by the conclusion in the voice of Amant, “Quant li
escriz m’ot fet savoir / Que ce estoit trestout por voir / La fontaine au bel Narcisus…” (v.
1508-1510). While there is no formal distinction between the story of Narcissus and the
narration of the dreamer, it is clear that these seventy-two lines are drawn directly from
the fountain’s inscription or might even be a direct quote of them. In either case, this
fountain, through its inscription, speaks directly to Amant on an intradiegetic level, which
allows the extradiegetic narrative voice of the dreamer to relay the object’s voice to the
reader.
As mentioned before, the Livre du Cuer is filled with speaking objects, a stark
contrast to the Rose’s single example of this. Yet, one of the most significant and one of
the first examples of “speech” by an inanimate object in the Livre du Cuer suggests, once
again, René d’Anjou’s reliance on the Rose as an initial model for the creation of his
allegorical world, even if he subsequently builds it into something at odds with this very
model. The second time that Cuer encounters a speaking object is at the Fountain of
Fortune.34 Following the night when he unwittingly unleashes its torrential powers, the
morning light allows him to examine the fountain and to see that, “ou perron avoit lectres
entaillees et escriptes, lesquelles il leut, qui disoient ainsi” (p. 130). As in the Rose, this
introduction to the fountain inscription is followed by its “speech,” revealing the origin
and significance of the object. This is followed by another similarity, the return to the
narrator’s voice with a confirmation that the protagonist had read what was written: “Or

The first “speaking” object of the Livre du Cuer is the Column of Amours, discussed more thoroughly in
chapter two.
34
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dit ly contes que quant le Cueur eut leues les lectres qui estoient entaillees ou perron
comme vous avez ouÿ…” (p. 132).
There are, then, striking similarities in how these two romances grant a voice to a
central allegorical object, the only such speaking object in the Rose and the second of
fifty-six in the Livre du Cuer. It is hard to imagine that René d’Anjou was not drawing
inspiration from the narrative model of the Rose. However, just as notable as their
similarities are the very different developments initiated by these two fountains in terms
of allegorical object voice. Narcissus was, of course, a living, speaking human, who was,
thanks to his fountain, transformed into a voiceless flower. It is in this same fountain that
the Rose’s Amant first discovers his own voiceless flower, the most prominent and
conspicuously silent of the allegorical objects of the Rose. The Livre du Cuer, on the
other hand, uses the model of the Rose to attach voice-granting inscriptions to dozens of
objects, while at the same time elevating the ladylove figure to the status of an allegorical
being on equal footing with her suitor, Cuer.
Just as with the speaking objects, René d’Anjou also crafts his allegorical
characters and their voices off of the model of the Rose; and once again, he builds upon
this model to create something that is distinctly independent and even challenges its
authoritative predecessor. As in the Rose, the intradiegetic, allegorical characters of the
Livre du Cuer maintain a complex relationship with the true narrator figures, creating a
situation where character dialogue and narrative voice are not always distinct. This is
perhaps most notable with the character of Cuer and his Rose counterpart, Amant. Both
act as the allegorical avatar of the dreamer, with protagonist and dreamer-narrator
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composing two – to return to David Hult’s phrase – “separate selfs” of the same
individual. One lives the experiences that the other dreams, the speech of both necessary
to creation of the written allegory.
The relationship of dreamer-narrator and protagonist is further complicated by the
mediating voice of the distinct-but-related acteur-narrator, as well as those of other
characters. In the Roman de la Rose, the distinction between the first-person narrative
voice of the Guillaume de Lorris dreamer and the Jean de Meun acteur is not always
clear, and, as we have seen in section D of this chapter, pushed readers and scribes to
adopt speech rubrics and insert marginal comments to distinguish between the two. In the
Livre du Cuer, the je-dreamer and the acteur are more clearly distinguished. However,
their relationship is complicated by the fact that the acteur is narrating the je-dreamer’s
dream. At the same time, the acteur frequently references the conte in ways that suggest
the he is either drawing his narration from a written source, or writing it down as he
narrates it. The je-dreamer, on the other hand claims in the epilogue to have written down
his dream, while je, René writes a letter to Jean de Bourbon containing a “parabole.”
While the three true narrator figures of the Livre du Cuer are certainly distinct, they are
just as certainly related in their mutual work of composition – one writing hand with
three voices, or perhaps four. While the voices of the protagonist and acteur might seem
quite distinct from each other in both the Livre du Cuer and the Rose, both are blurred
with that of the dreamer. Even in moments when it is easily to determine which narrator
is speaking, it is not always clear to what degree that voice is related to that of the others.
As for the other characters, their voices are hardly easier to totally separate from
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those of the narrators. In their respective romances, Cuer and Amant may be the obvious
allegorical avatars of the dreamer, but other characters are certainly related to him as
well, representing his various emotional states or general abstract concepts with which he
is concerned in his amorous state. Others represent the voice of the lady and her
emotions, as well as other participants in the game of amorous conquest (gossips, friends,
guardians). While these additional figures might not represent the figure of the dreamer
quite so directly, they certainly add to an already confusing array of interconnected
voices. As with the narrative voices, Rose readers frequently resorted to speech rubrics to
distinguish between the speech of different characters. Unsurprisingly, the Livre du Cuer
also employs this practice. However, even when the reader does manage to sort out which
narrator or character is speaking at any given moment, one central question persists:
“who is speaking for whom?”
The Roman de la Rose opens with Guillaume de Lorris’s assertion that while
dreams might appear as lies or fabulae on the surface, they can ultimately contain
important truths. The je-dreamer of the Livre du Cuer, as we have seen, references this
argument with his citation of the opening rhyme pair of the Rose. This passage is key to
defining the allegorical model of the Rose that the Livre du Cuer adopts, one with the
promise that important truths about the art of love can be found beneath the fabulous
surface narration of a dream. Yet, in both works, the enormous multiplication of voices
from narrators and characters – and the often unclear relationships between them –
greatly impede the reader’s ability to determine who is supposed to be the voice of these
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hidden truths, if indeed anyone is.35 Both works offer a myriad of perspectives on love,
some of which are openly contradictory. The multitude of voices that speak on the
surface of the fabula of the dream certainly ensure that the truth, if truth there is, remains
hidden deep beneath. This was certainly part of why the Rose’s allegory enjoyed so much
popular success, as readers very willingly accepted the task of digging through the voices
for the truth. The Livre du Cuer skillfully adopts this model of multiplied voices,
culminating in the fourth narrative frame with the addition of direct speech by dozens of
characters and objects. In so doing, this work ensures that it will not be a simple treatise
on love, but an allegory written after the manner of the Rose, where truth is promised, but
never fully uncovered.
F.

Chapter Conclusion

Taken together, these four narrative frames establish a clear pattern. All of the
narrative voices of the Livre du Cuer borrow from the allegorical traditions of the
romance genre, most frequently and openly from the Roman de la Rose and the Queste
del Saint Graal. Even when these texts are not explicitly named, the Livre du Cuer
narrators reference and imitate them so frequently that the reader can never, even
momentarily, forget to which authoritative literary traditions this work belongs. The Livre
du Cuer builds an allegory by combining the authoritative traditions of these two works,
and the text includes significant evidence that the author wished his readers to take note
of this very early on and to not forget it at any point in the romance. In this way, the Livre
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As mentioned in the earlier discussion of the arming scene, this voice sometimes questions the figurative
interpretations performed by the voices of the characters. While the acteur does not truly position himself
as the voice of truth, he does subtly urge the reader to question the figurative truths of characters and
perhaps even the existence of the authoritative truth of the amorous dream-allegory romance.
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du Cuer not only asserts the authority of these two great romances, but also builds the
case for its own authority as a work that is modelled on them. However, even while the
Livre du Cuer derives authority for itself and uses the narrative strategies of these works
to build its own beautiful allegorical structure, it questions the very allegorical models on
which it is based. Throughout much of the text, these hints are rather subtle, to the point
that they might pass unnoticed, were it not for the shocking ending of Cuer’s quest. This
ending has long left readers of the Livre du Cuer asking the very question that romance
allegory always promotes: “what is the meaning behind this story?” Or, in other words,
“what truth is covered by and hidden beneath the allegorical fabula of the Livre du
Cuer?” It seems likely that René d’Anjou, like Jean de Meun and so many other skillful
allegorical writers before him, designed a text that does not give any single possible
answer to this question. Yet one thing does seem clear: René d’Anjou is actively and
openly participating in a tradition of authoritative allegorical literature through the
narrative structure of his work, while at the same time challenging it. However, it is not
just the narrative structure of the work that imitates, references, and challenges the
allegorical models of the Rose, Queste, and the romance tradition in general. This is also
true of the plot, filled with referential episodes, objects and characters that have only been
touched upon in this chapter. Chapters three and four will examine these more fully, and,
in so doing, attempt to better understand what aspects of romance allegory are most
imitated and referenced, and how they are ultimately challenged in the Livre du Cuer
d’Amours espris.
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II.

ALLEGORICAL OBJECTS IN THE LIVRE DU CUER

When the titular protagonist of the Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris first lands on
the island of the god of love, he and his companions immediately visit the Ospital
d’Amours. While the castle is their ultimate destination, they decide to first visit this
hospital cemetery in order to see the remains of the faithful lovers buried there. Cuer is
particularly interested in visiting the tomb of the great poet Alain Chartier whom, he
explains to his companions, he had met in France as a boy (v. 1200-1202). During this
visit, the allegorical nun Courtoisie leads Cuer, Desir, and Largesce on a guided tour of
the hospital cemetery, in which they see thirty shields of great lovers with attached
inscriptions, six tombs of famous love poets, and four relics of love martyrs. This scene,
then, details forty referential objects, each explicitly attached to a named historical,
Biblical, literary, or contemporary political figure.
The visit to the Cemetery of Love is perhaps the most significant digression in the
Livre du Cuer. This guided tour has little to do with the narrative plot, and essentially
amounts to a distraction for Cuer during his quest to reclaim Doulce Mercy. For the
reader interested in the outcome of this quest, the length, detail, and repetitive nature of
this scene are potentially frustrating. Yet, this scene is so much more than a digressive
lull in the action of the romance before the climatic resolution in which Cuer attempts to
rescue his lady. In this scene – as well as in the succeeding one, the description of
Amours’s palace – René d’Anjou prepares his readers for the ending with a veritable
bombardment of referential objects. This includes not only the description of the forty
objects in the cemetery, but also those found in the palace. These, in turn, are prepared by
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two significant referential objects that precede the visit to Amours’s island: the Column
of Amours and the Fountain of Fortune.
This chapter will focus on these referential and allegorical objects, which the text
itself presents in eight groups: the column, the fountain, the lovers’ shields, the poets’
tombs, the relics in the chapel, the trophies in the palace entry hall, the statue and mirror
at the entrance of the palace, and the tapestries in Amours’s hall and Venus’s bedroom.
These objects will be studied with regard to their referentiality, and its implications for
both allegory and literary authority in the text. Some of these objects – the column, the
fountain, and tapestries – are directly allegorical, or rather, represent abstract concepts
that only take on the status of beings within the allegorical dreamscape of the Livre du
Cuer. Others – the shields, tombs, relics, and trophies – represent non-allegorical figures,
whether literary or historical. In this sense, these objects are not directly allegorical, but
rather symbolic or simply representational.
If not all these objects are truly allegorical by themselves, this section is
nevertheless titled “allegorical objects” in so much as they all serve an important and
similar function within the allegory. In reality, these are all “representational objects,”
some of which represent allegorical figures. On an intradiegetic level, most of these
objects “speak” to Cuer and his companions through attached inscriptions – which are
transcribed for the reader by the acteur – to reveal whom they represent. Whether they
represent allegorical beings or not, the objects act as guides for Cuer, teaching him
lessons about which behaviors are to be emulated or avoided in the quest for a successful
courtly love affair. On an extradiegetic level, these objects are just as much referential as
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they are representational. They connect this romance to the auctoritates of the referenced
works. René d’Anjou employs the referential power of these objects to derive authority
for his own romance and, in so doing, suggests a perceived authority of the referenced
written works. However, beyond this, he also performs his own reading of the referenced
texts, as he reinterprets them, calls their moral conclusions into question, and contrasts
their outcomes with that of his own protagonist, Cuer. As the plot of the Livre du Cuer
unfolds, these objects push the reader to confront how the hidden “truths” beneath René
d’Anjou’s allegorical romance support and/or contradict the lessons on love that one
might derive from the texts that the objects reference. These objects, then, function as
surface guides in relation to the protagonist, and as depth guides in relation to the reader.
In so much as they are to be read on both the intradiegetic and extradiegetic level,
through their referentiality, they can all be appropriately deemed as “allegorical objects,”
whether they represent allegorical figures or not.
A.

The Column of Amours and Fountain of Fortune

Early on in their journey, Cuer and Desir meet two women who become key
recurring and opposed figures in the narrative. The first of these is the beautiful and
courtly Esperance, who seeks to aid them in their quest. The second is the hideous and
rude Jalousie, a minion of Malbouche who dedicates her efforts to thwarting Amours and
his followers. The meeting of each of these women is associated with the first two
“speaking” objects of the Livre du Cuer, the Column of Amours and the Fountain of
Fortune. Like the two women, these objects are allegorical; they represent and give voice
to a respectively positive and negative abstract concept associated with the amorous
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experience. As the first speaking objects in the work, they play an important role in
establishing how such objects function within the romance and what they contribute to its
allegory. Both the Column of Amours and the Fountain of Fortune act as references,
pointing back to earlier romance tradition. In so doing, they seemingly affirm the values
and tropes of the genre. At the same time, they lay the groundwork for a pattern adopted
by nearly all such objects in the Livre du Cuer. Even as they recall the messages of the
most authoritative works and traditions in romance, they hint that despite the appealing
surface of these literary conventions, they should not necessarily be believed.
The Column of Amours remains one of the least studied “speaking” objects in the
Livre du Cuer. It plays a relatively minor role in the plot, its “speech” is fairly short and
conventional, and – unlike virtually all other speaking objects in the romance – it doesn’t
contain any explicit or obvious references to any specific written source texts. However,
it does deserve some attention, as it is not only the first allegorical/speaking object, but
also as the first point of interest for Cuer and Desir during their quest. Following the
initial arming scene, the companions swear, in the fashion of typical wandering knights
of Arthurian romance, that they will not stay more than one night in a single place until
completing their quest (p. 98). Then, “…il esra tant, ses journees faisant sans ce que
aventure trouvast nulle que a raconter face” (p. 100), until they encounter a luxurious tent
with a jasper column in front of it. On the column is engraved the following inscription:
O vous tous, cueurs gentilz et gracïeux
Qui conquerir voulez, pour valoir mieulx,
Du dieu d’Amours et de vo dame aussi
Doulce gracë et eureuse mercy,
N’ayez en vous changement de pensee
Pour delaissier vos premieres amours.
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Soiez loyaulx sans varïer toujours ;
Pitié pour vous ne sera ja lassee. (v. 75-82)
Soon after reading this inscription, Esperance appears, and, in answer to Cuer’s
questions, informs him that Amours himself commissioned this inscription – and is
therefore ostensibly represented by and speaking through it – with the intention of
comforting amorous adventurers like himself (v. 115-120).
This column is important for several reasons. First, it establishes the formal
pattern upon which all speaking objects in the text function: the acteur first gives a
physical description and introduces an attached inscription. He then directly transcribes
the inscription within the body of the romance, allowing the object to “speak” for itself.
As for what the column says, it hardly references any specific romance, because it
essentially references them all. The exhortation to remain faithful in love despite all
difficulties – and the promised success that surely results from such faithfulness – is one
of the pillars of the courtly love system.36 It is little wonder that this ideal is literalized in
the form of a column within the allegorical dream world of the Livre du Cuer. While the
column doesn’t seem to reference any specific text, it certainly ties the Livre du Cuer, its
character of Amours, and his amorous doctrines back to the traditional ideologies of
courtly love literature. In a way, it is an affirmation of the authoritative principles of
courtly love, rather than of the authority of any individual text or author.

36

A well-known example of a presentation of this ideal in courtly literature would be the last of Amours’s
ten commandments in the Rose. In giving this commandment, Amours warns Amant of the trials his love
will face, but promises him success if he loves faithfully. He notably exhorts Amant to give his whole heart
to one lady, rather than cutting it into pieces to give to many. The central metaphor of the Livre du Cuer
and its protagonist certainly recall this aspect of the Rose injunction to remain faithful and therefore keep
one’s heart whole in the pursuit of love.
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This affirmation of the importance of loyalty and the promise of success attached
to it are so commonplace in courtly literature that the reader might think nothing at all of
their repetition here. At the same time, when one considers the plot of the Livre du Cuer
in its entirety, it becomes clear that, at least with regard to Cuer, the message of the
column is a lie. Cuer never wavers in his devotion to either Amours or Doulce Mercy.
Yet, when he first meets them, both are hesitant to grant him the aid and love that he
seeks. Even if they do both finally grant his request, he ultimately fails. Just as the reader
might, Cuer unquestioningly accepts the promise of the inscription on the column as
established truth. However, he is ultimately disillusioned.
Unlike the column, the Fountain of Fortune represents a negative concept, and
serves as a warning to Cuer. Still, like the column, it ultimately references the courtly
literary tradition while subtly undermining its values. The fountain appears soon after
within the narrative. Once they take their leave of Esperance, Cuer and Desir reach a
hermitage where they encounter the hideous dwarf Jalousie. Unbeknownst to them,
Jalousie is not a hermit, but a vassal of Amours’s sworn enemy, Malbouche. She
vehemently denies the companions’ request for lodging in the hermitage, due to her
uncourteous and inhospitable nature as well as her desire to hide her prisoner, Bel
Accueil, from their view. In her attempts to be rid of them, she directs their path toward
the nearby forest de Longue Actente where, she promises, they can find the manoir de
Bon Repos. There, she continues, they will find comfortable lodging for the night (p. 118120). The gullible companions fall for this ruse and, despite the quickly fading light,
venture into the dense forest. It is only hours later that they realize that they have been
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duped. In the dark, they find lodging, not in a comfortable manor, but beneath a large
aspen tree. Underneath this tree they discover a block (perron) of marble from which a
fountain flows and to which a cup is chained. Unable to see the details of this fountain in
the dark, Cuer uses the cup to drink from the fountain, before pouring the excess water
back onto the marble block. This action unleashes a terrible storm, and the two
companions, battered and discouraged, are obligated to spend the night on the drenched
ground. In the morning, Cuer – following a dream that foretells his impending defeat in
combat against Soussy – inspects the mysterious marble block and discovers that the
water pouring forth from it is black and cloudy, and that there is an inscription engraved
in it. The inscription reads as follows:
Droit cy devant soubz ce perron
De marbre noir comme charbon
Sourt la fontaine de Fortune,
Ou il n’y a qu’elle nesune,
Et la fist compasser et faire
Ung grant joyant de faulx affaire
Qui de cest pais cy fut seigneur.
Jamais ne fut homs veu grigneur
De couraige ne de faicture,
Et fut orrible creature.
Ce joyant ycy fut nommé
Desespoir, par tout renommé.
Femmes et hommes il mengeoit,
Bestial et tout qu’il tenoit ;
Et qui bura a la fontaine,
Il en souffrera puis grant paine,
Car faicte fut par artifice
De Virgile ou d’un sien complice,
Par quoy, quant aucun tastera
De ladicte eaue et gictera
L’avance sur ce perron cy,
Tantost sera l’air tout nercy,
Car quelque beau temps que face,
Couvient qu’a coup y se desface. (v. 303-326)
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The previous chapter examined how the voice of this fountain, as one of the first
“speaking” objects of the Livre du Cuer, recalls the voice of the only object to “speak” in
the Roman de la Rose, the fountain of Narcissus. While the narrative voices of the
fountains in these two romances contain important similarities, in terms of function
within the plot, they are very different. In this regard, the Fountain of Fortune is far more
reminiscent of the fontaine des merveilles, a recurring romance trope that was especially
popular in the thirteenth century following its appearance in Chrétien de Troyes’s
Chevalier au Lion. While the details of the fountain vary from text to text, it always
remains, as in the Livre du Cuer, a magical source of water with an attached cup, which
can be used to pour the water on a nearby block (perron), thereby unleashing a
devastating storm.
As Le Chevalier au Lion popularized the trope of the fontaine des merveilles in
the thirteenth century and continues to act as the primary referent for this fountain to
many modern readers of medieval literature, it is not surprising that several critical
studies have noted this fountain in the Livre du Cuer as a possible reference to Chrétien
de Troyes.37 Yet, there is no definite evidence that René d’Anjou knew Le Chevalier au
Lion, let alone intentionally imitated and referenced it with this scene. Neither Chrétien
de Troyes nor Yvain is ever mentioned in the Livre du Cuer. René’s most obvious and
consistent point of reference for Arthurian legend is the Prose Lancelot, especially the
Queste del Saint Graal. This is unsurprising, given this work’s enormous and enduring

The most notable in-depth study of this question is Jean-Claude Mühlethaler’s article “Récriture et
parodie : l’idéal chevalresque et l’idéal politique à l’épreuve du Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris de René
d’Anjou,” in which he compares the two fountains at length.
37
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popularity. In the case of Chrétien de Troyes, who was quite popular in his own time,
David Hult notes – in his study of the Chrétien de Troyes manuscript tradition – that
“Chretien’s popularity dwindled to such an extent that his name seems virtually to have
disappeared by the year 1300, and his romances ceased to be copied after about 1350”
(“Manuscript Transmission” 13). He further points out that reproduction of Chrétien’s
work was not revived until the first printed edition in 1838.38 It is therefore probable that
René drew this scene from intermediary sources, rather than directly from Le Chevalier
au Lion.39
The most likely direct source for René’s version of the fontaine des merveilles is
the thirteenth-century Prose Tristan. This work was, much like its formal model, the
Prose Lancelot, widely distributed and celebrated throughout the late Middle Ages.
Given its continued popularity in the fifteenth century, it is likely that a bibliophile and
avid reader of romance like René would have been familiar with this work. Indeed, he

38

Of course, it is not impossible that René drew from Chrétien de Troyes directly in the creation of his
fountain. After all, manuscripts of Le Chevalier au Lion remained in the libraries of important nobles and
relatives of René d’Anjou (Mühlethaler “Récriture et parodie” 237). While Le Chevalier au Lion is
nowhere to be found in the inventories of René’s own libraries, this is hardly definitive evidence of
anything, as other important romances that René more obviously used as source texts for the Livre du Cuer,
including the Roman de la Rose and the Prose Lancelot, are equally absent from the inventories (Bouchet
“La biblothèque mentale” 107).
39
Mühlethaler notes the presence of the fontaine des merveilles in Huon de Méry’s mid-thirteenth-century
Torneiment Anticrist, the late-thirteenth-century Claris et Laris and Livre d’Artus, and the encyclopedias of
Alexander Neckam, Gossuin de Metz, and Vincent de Beauvais (p. 239-241). Certain unique similarities
between the Torneiment Anticrist – which explicitly cites Chrétien de Troyes’s Chevalier au Lion (v. 2223) – and the Livre du Cuer suggest the possibility that the former may have served as a source of
inspiration for the latter’s depiction of the fontaine. In particular, in the Torneiment Anticrist the hero
stumbles upon the fountain at night (“Récriture et parodie” 241-242). When the Torneiment fountain’s
defender, Bras-de-Fer, defeats the protagonist, he takes him back to the city where he and the armies of the
Antichrist reside, Desesperance (de Méry v. 348-349). This association of the fountain and allegorical
hopelessness is likewise found in the Livre du Cuer, where it is said to have been built under the orders of a
giant named Desespoir. Finally, Mühlethaler suggest that perhaps the greatest similarity between the
fountains in the Torneiment Anticrist and the Livre du Cuer is that both parody the motif as originally
found in the Chevalier au Lion as part of a critique of the ideals of chivalry and courtly love (243).
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seems to confirm this early on in the Livre du Cuer, when the narrative voice of the
acteur is first introduced. Before stating that he will employ the “termes du parler” of the
Queste del Saint Graal, the acteur references the exemplary deeds of “Lancelot, Gauvain,
Galhat, Tristan et aussi Palamides et autres chevaliers pers de la Table Ronde” (p. 92).
Lancelot, Gawain and Galahad are the most prominent chivalric figures of the Queste and
of the entire Prose Lancelot. Tristan and Palamedes, on the other hand, are the two
central knights of the Prose Tristan. Even if this work is not named in the same overt
manner as the Queste, René d’Anjou’s list of knights acts as an evocation of the
auctoritas of both of these two great thirteenth-century chivalric romances in prose. Not
only does this list allow René d’Anjou to link his romance to both of them, but it also
gives him the opportunity to demonstrate to his readers his familiarity with the most
preeminent works of the sub-genre that is prose chivalric romance.
Given this direct reference to the Prose Tristan in the Livre du Cuer, it is the
worthwhile to consider how the latter references and rewrites the episode of the fontaine
des merveilles as found in the former. Within the Prose Tristan, Tristan and Isolde
journey on a magical, self-navigating boat, which brings them to the Isle de la Fontaine.
Here, beneath a magnificent pine tree, they find a fountain flowing from a silver vase
toward the sea. Next to this fountain is a marble block (perron), to which a silver cup is
attached by a golden chain. Upon this block are engraved the words “qui voudra
merveilles veoir si giet de leau de ceste fontainne a ce ba[c]in sur ce p[er]o[n]” (Roman
de Tristan f. 72r). Tristan has already heard of this fountain at Arthur’s court and does not
wish to test its awesome powers. However, Isolde, in her curiosity, causes the water to be
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poured out, unleashing a terrible storm. When the fountain’s defender appears and
challenges Tristan, Tristan fights and kills him, and becomes, in turn, the temporary
defender of the fountain when Arthur and his party arrive to try its powers as well
(Löseth 248).
As previously mentioned, there has been an impulse in modern critical studies to
analyze René’s fountain as a rewriting of Chrétien’s. However, the fountain in the Livre
du Cuer shares several important similarities with the fountain of the Prose Tristan which
are not found in the Chevalier au Lion, therefore strengthening the case that this episode
was written as a reference to the former. Materially, the fountain of the Livre du Cuer is
an object of brass, iron, and marble under an aspen tree, and from which murky water
flows.40 In the Prose Tristan, the fountain is made of silver and gold as in the Chevalier
au Lion, but the emerald of the perron has been traded for marble, as in the Livre du
Cuer. Likewise, Tristan, unlike Yvain but like Cuer, does not intentionally unleash the
storm in an attempt to prove his bravery and chivalric prowess. Finally, In both the Prose
Tristan and the Livre du Cuer, there is a warning about the fountain’s magical powers
inscribed on the perron, something that is instead orally transmitted in most other
versions of the fontaine des merveilles, including the Chevalier au Lion.
With the exception of the Torneiment Anticrist, the fontaine des merveilles does
not tend to appear in allegorical works,41 but in non-allegorical chivalric romances. Even

40

Mühlethaler sees in this a degredation of materials when compared to the Chevalier au Lion, and reads
this fountain as an ersatz fontaine des merveilles, just as Cuer is an ersatz knight/romance protagonist
(“Récriture et parodie” 248-249). If, as seems quite likely, René d’Anjou’s fountain is borrowed more
directly from the Prose Tristan rather than the Chevalier au Lion, then this degradation of materials seems
less severe.
41
Even in the Torneiment, the fountain itself is not truly allegorical. Rather, the storm caused by the
fountain acts as the allegory-initiating event, much like falling asleep in the typical dream-allegory.
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if we can theorize that the Prose Tristan was René’s most direct inspiration, this scene,
with its inclusion of a popular romance trope, serves to reference the larger subgenre of
chivalric romance. René has taken this trope, as he has taken this subgenre, and he has
allegorized it:42 the fontaine des merveilles becomes the “fontaine de Fortune.” It is no
longer a simple fountain that unleashes storms on rash and foolish knights, but a
literalization of the unpredictable dangers that await those who place their trust and fate
in the hands of Fortune. In other words, it functions as a literal fontaine des merveilles on
an intradiegetic surface level, but contains a deeper meaning that the reader must uncover
(since it is clear that Cuer does not much bother to perform this exegetical work on the
reader’s behalf).
Curiously, the success of this allegorization relies on the imitation of a feature of
the fontaine des merveilles found specifically in the Prose Tristan: the inclusion of an
inscription in the marble block of the fountain. In the Prose Tristan, as noted above, the
inscription, states: “qui voudra merveilles veoir si giet de leau de ceste fontainne a ce
ba[c]in sur ce p[er]o[n].” In the Livre du Cuer, the inscription is much more expansive.
The previous chapter of this study considered how the narrative voice of the Livre du
Cuer’s Fountain of Fortune references that of the fountain in the Roman de la Rose. This
remains true – in both of these cases the fountain includes an inscription which, departing
from the voice of the acteur-narrator, narrates its origin story. However, the Rose

This procedure is similarly applied to the “other” figures associated with the fountain, the giant and the
dwarf. Such characters are common in romance as markers of alterity – in the Chevalier au lion, Yvain
nearly fails to return to the fountain on time to save Lunette, due to a battle with a giant named Harpin le
Montaigne and his dwarf servant who guards and tortures his prisoners. Naturally, René’s romance
includes “other” giant/dwarf characters in association with the fountain, but recast as the allegorical beings
Jalousie and Desepoir.
42
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fountain is not a fontaine des merveilles, but “la fontaine au bel Narcisus” (v. 1510), and
its inscription therefore does not include a warning about its destructive powers.43 This
warning, is, however, a prominent feature of the Livre du Cuer fountain, and one that is
quite probably borrowed directly from the Prose Tristan. In a way, the inscription on the
Fountain of Fortune reveals how this object is a sort of combination of these two
fountains from two separate and highly authoritative romances and the traditions that they
represent. It is a fontaine des merveilles, which causes a storm and serves as the central
object in a chivalric episode for Cuer and Desir. It is also an allegorical Fountain of
Fortune whose message relates to the romance’s overall deeper message that can be
derived from the study of the amorous experience of Cuer, the dreamer, and the author. It
is the inscription that brings these two fountain traditions together, simultaneously
imitating both the Rose and the Prose Tristan, but without naming either of them.
Before pursuing the allegorical meaning of the fountain any further, it is
important to address one final aspect of its referentiality. While the inscription on the
fountain says that it was commissioned by the giant Desespoir, its marvelous powers are
the result of the fact that “faicte fut par artifice / De Virgile ou d’un sien complice” (v.
319-320). It is curious that, in the context of a fountain that tacitly references two rich
romance traditions, Virgil is the only explicitly named author. This mention of Virgil is
perhaps even more significant when one considers that he is the first traditional auctor to
be named in all of the Livre du Cuer. Florence Bouchet notes that this particular mention

Instead, the inscription on the Rose’s fountain concludes with a surprising warning to women, informing
them that the story of Narcissus is an example of the harm that a lady’s bad treatment can cause a lover (the
masculine ami), and that God will punish those who let their lovers die.
43
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of Virgil is likely a reference to the medieval legend that, in addition to his work as a
poet, he had been a magic-using artificer. The legend became a commonly held belief,
accredited and disseminated by the authoritative writings of men like Gervase of Tilbury,
Alexander Neckam, and Vincent de Beauvais (Livre du Coeur 133fn1). Virgil, then, is
not referenced here so much as a literary authority or auctor, but as an authority in the
more general domain of artifice. His skill as an artificer is confirmed by the functioning
mechanisms of the fountain, which prove his ability to create artificial wonders.
However, he simultaneously becomes associated with the dubious activity of serving the
giant Desespoir in the construction of an object designed to cause suffering. Clearly,
successful artifice is not always a positive accomplishment.
The Livre du Cuer’s full perspective of Virgil is only complete with the second
mention of him, when Cuer examines a trophy associated with him in the entrance hall of
Amours’s palace. These trophies will be considered at length at a later point in this
chapter. However, the manner in which the fountain’s inscription evokes his name is
already indicative of what the “deeper meaning” of this allegorical fountain might be.
Virgil is undoubtedly an auctor whose creative skill is confirmed by this scene. At the
same time, the very success of this skill is a cause of destruction. This is not unrelated to
the fountain’s other, less explicit literary associations. In the tradition of chivalric
romance, the fontaine des merveilles might be destructive, but it allows for an
opportunity for the hero to prove his worth as he weathers the storm and then defeats its
defender. In the Roman de la Rose, the fountain of Narcissus allows Amant his first
glimpse of the rose, initiating what is ultimately a successful campaign of sexual
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conquest. In the Livre du Cuer, this fountain is still an object of wonder capable of
unleashing an otherworldly storm. Yet, this product of creative, artificial genius does not
elevate the chivalric status of Cuer or portend eventual success in his quest. No defender
appears to challenge Cuer, beyond the bull in his dream that throws him into a river – a
prefiguration of his later defeat at the hands of Soussy.
Romances and the fabulae that they contain are a literary form in which their
authors can create artificial wonders, like the recurring fontaine des merveilles or the
fountain of Narcissus. Whether in the Prose Tristan or the Roman de la Rose, these
marvelous fountains are at the center of key episodes which contribute to the timeless,
authoritative love narratives that their romances contain. It is not surprising that such a
fountain appears in as referential a work as the Livre du Cuer. What is surprising is the
manner in which this fountain functions on both a literal and allegorical level. On the
literal level, it is simply an object of accidental suffering. As Cuer neither intentionally
activates the fountain, nor vanquishes its defender, it in no way proves his bravery or
willingness to confront danger in order to win the heart of his lady. He learns virtually
nothing from the fountain, and instead is simply drenched in rain and drinks dirty water.
On an allegorical level, this is the “fontaine de Fortune.” Cuer, in taking up this amorous
quest, has placed his fate in the hands of Fortune, an act that will ultimately end in failure
and place him, so to speak, under the dominion of Desespoir. When Cuer and Desir first
stumble across this fountain in the dark of the night and unleash the storm, the reader
might believe that this is the fontaine des merveilles of the great romances, that in placing
himself in the hands of Fortune, Cuer will now have his chance to achieve chivalric
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greatness. However, the light of day reveals a fountain of dirty water which eventually
becomes the river into which the defeated Cuer will be thrown. Cuer fails to see the
significance of this, and continues on his quest. He fails to see that the romance trope, a
reference to the larger and widely popular genre of chivalric romance, is only appealing
when obscured by the darkness of night and to those who suffer the desperation of thirst.
In the light of day, it remains a skillfully crafted artifice, but one that offers a path of
destruction, humiliation, and defeat, rather than one of chivalric glory.
B.

Shields on the Archway

Following the episode at the fountain, Cuer and Desir make a great deal of
progress in their quest before they encounter any other “speaking” objects. In fact, all
other such objects in the romance appear on the island of Amours, whether in the hospital
and on its grounds or in the palace. The visit to the hospital is an especially unique scene
within the narrative of the Livre du Cuer. During this episode of considerable length –
accounting for roughly a fifth of the romance – the narrative plot essentially comes to a
halt. Likewise, the protagonists nearly disappear behind an extensive parade of shields,
tombs, and relics, each referencing different figures from history, literature, and
contemporary French politics. In a sense, René d’Anjou’s decision to include such a
unique and extended digression from the plot is perhaps the greatest confirmation of the
importance of reference within his literary project. These shields, tombs, and relics create
a referential catalogue of figures and texts, both historical and fictional. In examining the
manner in which they are described by the acteur and speak for themselves, it becomes
clear that René d’Anjou is compiling a list to represent the authoritative corpus of
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exempla which Cuer specifically and the reader of chivalric/courtly romances generally
might follow. At the same time, the allegorical context in which this list appears
challenges the moral authority of this very list, even while confirming that such authority
existed and was highly influential in mid-fifteenth century aristocratic society.
As previously mentioned, Cuer first asks to visit the cemetery within the hospital
out of a desire to see the grave of Alain Chartier, a poet he claims to have met in France
as a boy.44 However, the romance does not immediately proceed to the visit of this
particular tomb. As Courtoisie guides the companions into the cemetery, Cuer’s attention
is arrested by the archway-entry, “soubz laquelle estoient contre le mur clouez blazons
assez riches, grans et beaulx, et les devises de plusieurs de ceulx la a qui estoient les
dessusdiz blazons avec les noms, tiltres et seigneuries et la cause pourquoy ilz estoient la
passez et venuz en voyage” (p. 292-294). With only one exception, all of the shields are
presented in the following manner: first, the narrative voice of the acteur gives a physical
description in prose of the heraldic blazon. This sometimes includes a statement naming
the owner of the shield and/or indicating the language used in the shield’s inscription.
Second, this physical description is always followed by a rubric, which introduces the
direct transcription of the shield’s inscription and names its owner. These rubrics use
varied formulas, all similar to the most regularly recurring, “Telles sont les armes de ---,
et les vers qui soubz estoient escripz disoient ainsi” (p. 328). Third, the romance gives a
direct transcription of the inscription – or, ostensibly, a translation, as all are recorded in

Alain Chartier died in 1430 when René d’Anjou was 21 years old (Bouchet Livre du Coeur 291fn1). It is,
in fact, quite possible that René d’Anjou actually did meet him, in which case this statement associates the
protagonist with the author. This is of particular note when compared with how Cuer reacts to the shield of
René d’Anjou later on in this same episode.
44
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French. The inscriptions are all in the first-person verse voice of the shield owner, who,
though absent, speaks to explain the circumstances in which he became a vassal of
Amours and consequently came to place his shield upon the archway in an act of
submission. It is heavily implied that each of these men, some living and some dead, all
came in their own lifetime to Amours’s island and wrote the inscription themselves
before nailing it upon the archway with their shield.
Before proceeding to analyze the implications of these shields for the romance’s
allegorical project and its use of reference to authority, it is necessary to consider the
group of individuals which they represent. It should be noted that the shields form, in the
words of Jean-Claude Mühlethaler, an “énumération,” an open-ended list that leaves
room for and even invites additions within the mind of the reader (“Liste des poètes” 68).
The text itself is quite clear that the acteur’s descriptions follow Cuer’s gaze, itself
guided by his efforts to recognize any of the numerous shields (p. 294). Furthermore, his
examination of them ends not because he has had time to consider them all, but because
he fears than any longer a delay might upset his guide, Lady Courtoisie (p. 354). The
openness of this group offers a significant contrast to the tombs of the poets that follow.
The procession of shields begins with five belonging to historical figures from
antiquity, four Roman and one Jewish. They are, in order of appearance, Julius Caesar,
Caesar Augustus, Nero, Mark Aurelius, and King David. Next comes the only shield that
does not follow the same formal pattern as all the others. This particular shield is “fait
freschement et de nouvelle painture” and found “ou lieu plus honnorable” on the archway
(p. 302). While the acteur, relying on Cuer’s vision, is able to give a detailed description
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of the blazon on this shield, he is not able relay the inscription or name, “tant hault estoit
la painture faicte” (304). Using the detailed and highly accurate description of the
heraldry on this anonymous shield, Bouchet has identified it as belonging to Charles VII
(Le Livre du Coeur, 305fn1, 3).45 After this exceptional shield, the standard formal
pattern resumes with twelve literary figures, including eight from classical mythology,
and four from medieval works. These are, in order, Theseus, Aeneas, Achilles, Hercules,
Paris, Troilus, Diomedes, Demophon, Lancelot, Tristan, Ponthus, and “little” Arthur of
Brittany. The final wave of shields is comprised entirely of René d’Anjou’s
contemporaries from the high political spheres of France – a group that especially
includes his closest and/or most powerful relatives and friends, as well as the author
himself. In the Paris manuscript, these are Louis d’Orléans, Jean de Berry, Louis de
Bourbon, Philippe de Bourgogne, Charles d’Orléans, Charles de Bourbon, René d’Anjou,
Louis du Viennois (the future Louis XI), Charles d’Anjou, Gaston de Foix, Louis de
Luxembourg, and Louis de Beauvau. In the other and later author manuscript (Vienna),
this list varies slightly, including Pierre de Brézé, but excluding Charles d’Orléans, Louis
XI, and Louis de Beauvau.
Ancient and “modern,” historical and fictional, this list includes a wide range of
individuals. Yet, the very pattern that the romance employs to present the shield owners
emphasizes the dual identity they all share. The acteur, in describing their shields,
focuses on their prowess as warriors, their greatness as rulers. In short, each blazon acts

Given the detailed description of this shield’s blazon, it seems likely that any contemporary midfifteenth-century reader well-versed in heraldry would also have seen through this anonymity, employed in
a manner so as to allow the King to participate as a member of this list of illustrious contemporary men
without openly exposing the his private amorous affairs.
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as a short-hand inventory of the battles its owner won, the lands over which he has/had
dominion. On the other hand, the verse inscriptions all remind the reader that, despite
their shared history of victory and conquest, each individual represented could not resist
the subjugating force of Amours. In other words, each shield and inscription acts as an
additional piece of evidence in the overall argument that Amours, as the greatest of
conquerors, subjugates even the indomitable.
While this message about the power of Amours is somewhat obvious, it is
essential to this study in so much as it is reliant on the exemplarity of the historical and
literary figures associated with the shields. While the archway is adorned with many
shields, these are the ones that draw Cuer’s interest, which he recognizes, and that are
therefore included in the list. They are those that are worth remembering, both in the
sense that Cuer remembered them enough to recognize them, and that the acteur felt the
need to include them in his narration. This is related to the concept of “digna memoria,
things made worthy of memory by their pertinence to moral experience,” which, more
than the modern concept of factual accuracy was the primary concern of historia in the
Middle Ages (Mehtonen 65). In a sense, then, this list of shield owners is, despite its
inclusion of literary figures, historical in nature. These are men to be remembered as
exemplars due to their status as great warriors, statesmen, and conquerors. It is
worthwhile to note that the narrators of chivalric romances (like the ancient poets before
them) frequently assert the historical veracity of their narratives in spite of their
obviously fictitious elements.46 Many medieval readers were undoubtedly aware that
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such claims amounted to little more than a self-authorizing narrative strategy. However,
within the allegorical dreamscape of the Livre du Cuer, it seems that the historicization of
fiction has been literalized. In this world, Hercules and Lancelot literally visited the
cemetery just as Julius Caesar or Charles d’Orléans did, leaving essentially identical
physical evidence of their visits in the form of an emblazoned shield.
In terms of written authority, this historization of fiction has a surprisingly
equalizing effect. The written record is the primary vehicle of authoritative historical
memory.47 With the potential exception of the contemporary political figures, the shield
owners and their martial/amorous exemplarity are remembered through the written record
of source texts. While it would be difficult to identify a single and specific source text for
each shield owner, it can be positively asserted that these sources span a range from the
Bible (King David) to classical histories and poetic fictions to medieval romances.
However, all source texts remain unnamed in this section of the Livre du Cuer, effaced
but for their function of conveying feats of digna memoria. In other words, the source
text disappears in favor of – and is only referenced by – the memory of the protagonist.
Moreover, these protagonists, the shield owners, are essentially equal – no individual or
group appears to have a greater level of authority or exemplarity than the others in the
domains of chivalry and courtliness. The hierarchy of literary reference – which would
traditionally place the Bible at the top, followed by the classical histories, then the
classical poetic works, then the medieval romances – seems to have been suspended.
Whether the chivalric feats that these men accomplished actually occurred or are simply
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literary fabrications has no effect on their exemplarity. Digna memoria in the domains of
martial prowess and courtly love are the only requirements for a place on the archway.
Nor do the relative positions of the shields establish a hierarchy of exemplarity
any more than the traditional literary authority of the source texts for the shield owner’s
memory. The only shield that is granted a physically privileged position on the archway
is the anonymous shield of Charles VII. This exception likely reflects considerations of
political rather than literary authority. As for their positions within the acteur’s narration,
it has already been noted that the shields are presented in groups, beginning with figures
from classical history, then classical literature, then medieval literature, then
contemporary French politics. One might arguably read this ordering as following the
descending authority of source texts. At the same time, the shields in the center position
might be read as having an enhanced authority. It is in this spirit that Mühlethaler and
Poitral have noted the central position of the Arthurian figures (Lancelot, Tristan,
Ponthus and “little” Arthur of Brittany) among the entire body of shields (“Liste des
poètes” 75), as well as René d’Anjou’s central position among the contemporary shields
(Poitral 65). The order of the shields, then, allows for different and contradictory
potential readings, without rendering any definitive conclusions that would disrupt their
relative equality in terms of authoritative exemplarity.
Before further examining the literary references and implications of the historical
and literary shields, it is necessary to consider, as a whole, the final group on the
archway: the blazons of René d’Anjou’s contemporary French political figures. Much can
and has been said about the list of men that René chose to include on his list of
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contemporary shield owners. This study will largely avoid discussion of the significant
political implications of this list,48 and will instead focus on issues of literary reference
and authority. In regard to politics, it is perhaps sufficient to say here that this episode
associates René and his relations/friends with men from history and literature who have
been immortalized by their acts as both rulers/warrior and lovers. With this association in
mind, the reader might understand that these fifteenth-century nobles are – and will be
remembered – as equals to their fellow shield owners from history and literature in terms
of chivalry and courtliness. In such a way, all of the figures represented here would
function as additional exempla for the reader. As the work that lists these men and details
the circumstances by which their shields came to be placed on the archway, the Livre du
Cuer would be among the “historical” works in which their digna memoria would
survive.
Conversely, one might interpret the exemplarity of this list of contemporary men
– or even the whole list of shield owners – in a more limited way. Perhaps these
contemporary figures are not themselves exempla, but simply proof of the continued
impulse in fifteenth-century courtly society to ape the examples of great warriors and
lovers from history and literature. Perhaps they are a warning to Cuer, alongside the other
groups of shields, of what befalls those who unquestioningly submit to Amours. In her
article on the Livre du Cuer archway, Catherine Jones states that “far from being an
ornamental digression, these thirty star-studded examples of amorous suffering are

For some of these political implications, see Sophie Poitral’s “L’empreinte des hommes illustres : lecture
des blasons royaux du Livre du Cuer d’Amour espris de René d’Anjou” and Jean-Claude Mühlethaler’s
“Récriture et parodie : l’idéal chevaleresque et l’idéal politique à l’épreuve du Livre du Cuer d’Amours
espris de René d’Anjou.”
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clearly intended as exempla to be contemplated by the inexperienced protagonist” (198).
This insightful comment is meaningful as much for what it does not say outright as what
it does. If these shields are intended as exempla for Cuer, who exactly intends them to
have this function? On an obvious, extradiegetic level, the answer would be the author –
that same author who chose for Cuer to follow the example of the men on the shields,
and, in so doing, ultimately fail in his quest. On an intradiegetic level, the answer to this
question would be Amours, the lord of this island, where everything, including this
archway, is consciously and carefully designed to declare his supremacy and encourage
all to submit fully to his authority with little thought for what the final consequences
might be. At the same time, in Jones’s appropriately narrow assertion that these shields
are meant as exempla for the “inexperienced protagonist,” one might also read the
unstated implication, “but not for the better-informed reader.” For, as the reader considers
the body of shields and inscriptions more carefully, their exemplarity quickly becomes
problematic.
If these shields are indeed exempla, then the collective body ought to teach some
sort of moral lesson. Yet, the composition of the group and the messages about love that
it conveys are highly inconsistent. The only true commonalities one finds among the
shield owners are these: they all have an aristocratic background, all are remembered as
exceptional warriors and/or rulers, and all proclaim, through the inscriptions spoken in
their own voice, their submission to Amours. On the other hand, the differences between
the shield owners and their amorous experiences are often quite significant, even
contradictory. The list begins with Julius Caesar and Caesar Augustus. Both are cast as
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great rulers and conquerors who gave up martial and political concerns for the love of
Cleopatra and Livia, and in so doing, became subject to Amours. These two shields are
followed by that of Nero. He likewise presents himself as a powerful, albeit cruel, leader,
who was conquered by Amours through the person of “Chrispine” (v. 1237). The
inclusion of Nero is the first significant challenge to the potential exemplarity of this
group. After all, in the fifteenth century as today, Nero was generally remembered as a
tyrannical emperor with a history of violence and aberrant sexual encounters. Though
perhaps not among the most scandalous of these, the memory of his relationship with
Calvia Crispinilla could hardly offer inspiration or moral instruction as an exemplum. It
seems that the lesson to be learned from Nero’s shield is less that one should submit to
Amours than that the god of love is capable of conquering all men, no matter how great or
cruel. While the inclusion of Nero certainly aggrandizes Amours’s power, it hardly
enhances the appeal of submission to him. This shield, placed near the beginning of the
group, acts as a potential signal that the shield owners are perhaps not all examples to be
followed.
While none of the other shield owners offers a quite so obviously negative
example as Nero, there are certainly others that reduce the appeal of submission to
Amours or confuse the idea of what appropriate love service to him might be. Several of
the romantic relationships mentioned, though iconic examples of intense love, were the
cause of great and widespread tragedy: David and Bathsheba, Paris and Helen, Lancelot
and Guinevere, Tristan and Isolde. Yet these lovers, while morally dubious, were at least
devoted to each other, a basic requirement for service to Amours as he is portrayed in the
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Livre du Cuer. 49 Others were not, in which case one might question their very place on
the archway. This includes Theseus, who, according to his own Livre du Cuer inscription,
loved both Ariadne and Phaedra, and was consequently conquered by Amours. However,
his presence on the archway would be problematic for any familiar with Theseus’s
abandonment of both women as recorded in the classical and authoritative mythological
literature that these names reference. Likewise, Aeneas proclaims his enduring love for
Creusa and Lavinia, but conspicuously fails to mention his infamous love and betrayal of
Dido. This contrasts deeply with the portrayal of Aeneas and Dido in Achille Caulier’s
Hospital d’Amours, which the acteur openly tells the reader to consult for more
information on this cemetery, and in which Aeneas’s rotting corpse is found on the heap
of unburied unfaithful lovers, while Dido is depicted as the sympathetic victim of
amorous betrayal. The archway of the Livre du Cuer similarly includes Demophon, who
became the vassal of Amours, he claims, “Par l’amour ma femme, qui ot a nom Philis” (v.
1358). Once again, his inconstancy is not mentioned. This is particularly striking since, as
Bouchet points out, Demophon was well known in the Middle Ages thanks to the
negative portrayal of him in Ovid, which inspired his presence as an example of
unfaithfulness in both the Roman de la Rose and Achille Caulier’s Hospital d’Amours
(Livre du Cœur 319-321fn2). The traditional inconstancy of these three classical heroes –
Theseus, Aeneas, Demophon – would likely be quite well-known by many medieval
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readers of the Livre du Cuer. It is even explicitly declared in two of these cases within a
work that the acteur tells the reader to consult later on in this same episode. It therefore
seems odd that they, among so many potential choices, are included on the archway,
unless of course we accept that this archway essentially amounts to monumental
propaganda on the island of Amours. This, then, is a monument meant to convince
visitors of the inevitability and desirability of submitting to the god of love – especially
when these visitors, like Cuer, know the literary and historical references well enough to
recognize the authority of names and the written sources from which they are drawn, but
without realizing that the archway inscriptions are rewriting the stories as contained in
these sources.
Perhaps one on the most significantly inconsistent shields on the archway is that
of René d’Anjou himself. René d’Anjou’s shield and its inscription have received a
relatively high amount of critical attention for obvious reasons. On the one hand, this
shield offers insight into the relationship of Cuer as protagonist and René as author.
Clearly these two figures are not identical, but they are related.50 As previously
mentioned, when the acteur mentions that Cuer initially visited the cemetery out of a
desire to see the tomb of Alain Chartier, whom he had met as a boy, this creates a sort of
parallel between the author and the protagonist. However, when Cuer sees the shield of
René d’Anjou on the archway, there is no indication of any special personal connection.
As with all the other shields, the voice of the acteur offers a detailed, highly-accurate,
and ultimately impersonal description of the blazon. This is done without the slightest
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commentary on Cuer’s thoughts or reaction upon seeing this shield – something that must
have happened, as the acteur makes it generally clear that the shields which are described
are included because Cuer spent time examining them.
With regard to the inclusion of René’s shield upon the archway and his potential
exemplary status, both his physical shield and the attached inscription offer a possible
explanation. His blazon, as described, corresponds to what René used in reality. It
includes the emblems of the kingdoms of Hungary, Sicily, and Jerusalem, and the duchies
of Anjou and Bar. Superimposed over these emblems is an image of a tree stump from
which a single green branch has sprouted. Bouchet has argued that this plant imagery was
used by René to indicate his loss at the death of his first wife and the mother of his
children, Isabelle de Lorraine (the stump) and his newfound love with his second wife,
Jeanne de Laval (the green branch) (Livre du Cœur 343fn1). This discrete evocation of
spousal love and fidelity is at odds, however, with the inscription attached to the shield:
Je suis René d’Anjou, qui se vieult acquiter
Comme conquin d’Amours, servant de caymander
En cuidant mainte belle a moy acoquiner
Et ma caymandrïe conquinant esprouver
De maintes qu’ont voulu mon cueur racoquiner
Par leur conquinans yeulx, de plain bout emporter
Et par leur doulx langaiges atraire et enorter
D’estre leur serviteur, dont sans nulle nommer,
Dames et demoiselles et bourgeoises, donné
Leur ay du tout m’amour pour o la leur changer.
Pour ce le dieu d’Amour m’a fait cy adjourner
Pour mon blazon y mestre ; si l’ay fait apporter. (v. 1483-1494)
René’s portrayal of his own amorous history is surprisingly at odds with what one might
expect. His proclaimed love affairs with “mainte belle” and “dames et demoiselles et
bourgeoises” conflict with the courtly ideal of unflinching fidelity to one lady. Jones has
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further pointed out that this is not only in contradiction with the general rules of courtly
love, but the overtly-stated amorous ideology of the Livre du Cuer itself. This includes
the Column of Amours’s injunction, “Soiez loyaulx sans varïer toujours” (Livre du Cœur
v. 81) near the beginning of the romance, as well as je, René’s prologue and epilogue
complaints about his life-long suffering for the love of a single lady called “ma dame”
(Livre du Cœur 87) (Jones 202-203). In a way, this presentation of René is nearly the
opposite of what occurs with the shields of Theseus, Aeneas, and Demophon. In their
case, their names reference traditional and authoritative narratives, which are distorted to
present examples of amorous fidelity consistent with the courtly ideal. In the case of
René, a version of him as a faithful lover is hinted at in the referential imagery of the
stump and branch, but ultimately obscured by the surprising declarations of the
inscription. Unlike with the ideal of courtly love, René’s blazon and inscription present a
more nuanced, but potentially more honest perspective on love. They portray a man who
was frequently swept up in his sexual attraction to and dalliances with many women of
different social stations, but whose political and dynastic legacy (as represented by his
noble blazon) is defined by his relationship with just two, the women to whom he was
married. The reality of his life did not always respect the courtly ideal of love, no matter
how much this system appealed to him, and his shield on the archway is a surprisingly
frank admission of this reality.
While René’s blazon might reveal his inability to live up to the ideals of courtly
love, they simultaneously suggest to what degree this ideal appealed to him. In the initial
lines of his verse inscription, he self-defines himself as a “coquin d’Amours.” His
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inconstancy, if anything, is portrayed as the result of his repeated attempts to engage in
relationships that initially corresponded to the forms of courtly love. René explains how
many different women captured his heart using their eyes, and called upon him, using
their “doulx langaiges,” to be their “serviteur” (v. 1488-1489). The innamoramento of the
heart via an exchange of the eyes is a recurring theme of courtly love literature, as is
discourse on the importance of courtly language. In the Roman de la Rose, in return for
his oath of fealty, Amours promises Amant three comforting aids: douz pensers, douz
parler, and douz regardz (v. 2635-2717). René, similarly, associates two of these with his
formal act of submission to the god of love – both that of exchanging his heart with a
woman (or, rather, numerous women) and of hanging his shield on the archway.
Ostensibly, he never quite found the enduring, faithful courtly love that the douz regardz
and douz parler of these women seemed to promise, as evidenced by his numerous
attempts to engage in such a relationship. However, this René seems slow to learn that
the promises of sweet looks and words are ultimately empty illusions. Continuing to
respect at least some of the courtly rules, René expressly does not name any of his ladies,
and is enduringly, stubbornly faithful to the god of love and his quest for his desired lady.
Even to the point of total unfaithfulness as each relationship ostensibly fails to live up to
the courtly ideal and he turns to a new woman. Even as he realizes that Amours will never
truly grant him the reward that he promises to his vassals.
René’s shield, while key, is not the only one to offer criticism of the ideal of
courtly love, even in the act of submitting to Amours. A rather scathing criticism is
potentially present in the last shield of the archway (at least in the earliest surviving
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author manuscript, the Paris manuscript), that of Louis de Beauvau. As with René
d’Anjou – as well as with Louis de Bourbon, Charles de Bourbon, and Louis XI – Louis
de Beauvau’s shield contradicts the courtly principle of fidelity by proclaiming, in its
owner’s first-person voice, submission to Amours for the love of many women. Louis de
Beauvau’s shield ends the entire series of shields and “exemplary” lovers on a rather
pessimistic note. He introduces himself as a warrior,
Qui en amours toudis m’avance
Des dames querir l’aliance
En promectant a tout oultrance
D’estre loyal sans variance,
Et jurant par ma conscience
Que tel suy ; mais pas ne le pance,
Congoissant estre leur plaisance
Si muant que n’y ay fiance.
Neantmoins mets sans deleance
Mon blazon cy en ordonnance. (v. 1545-1554)
This final inscription transcribed from Cuer’s visit to the archway casts a rather somber
pall over the whole episode. Louis de Beauvau’s inscription admits that the external
forms of courtly love are an act – a courtly façade used to enter into rather uncourtly
sexual relationships. Nevertheless, he recognizes that this is the socially accepted – even
required – pretense that one must adopt to engage in certain sexual relationships. He
therefore, in his cynicism, publicly proclaims his submission to the personified god of
courtly love by placing his shield on the archway. While Louis de Beauvau is the only
shield owner to express such an openly cynical view of courtly love and admit his
disingenuous appropriation of its forms, his final position in the acteur’s presentation of
the shield calls his predecessors’ assertions into question.
The reader cannot help but wonder how many of the other shield owners privately
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share Louis de Beauvau’s cynicism or René d’Anjou’s stubborn fidelity to an ideal that is
manifestly impossible to realize. René’s shield suggests the idealistic lover taken in by
the promises of courtly love and only disillusioned by the failure of repeated attempts.
His shield is a symbol of his continual, but unrewarded service to Amours. Louis de
Beauvau is the other side of the coin, the astute, but dishonest lover with a penchant for
exploiting the forms of courtly love for uncourtly ends. His shield seems less an act of
internal submission to Amours and more an external performance of such submission in
order to conform to social norms and gain access to certain sexual relationships. Between
these two examples, so critically placed at the center and end of the group of
contemporary shields, there seems to be little room for true attainment of the ideals of
courtly love for those who live in the time and circumstances of René d’Anjou and Louis
de Beauvau – that is to say, the noble courts of mid-fifteenth-century France. Perhaps this
ideal can only be successfully attained by men who populate the written records of
history and literature.
When viewed together, the shields on the archway do not form a corpus of
exemplary men, no matter how much Cuer might read them as such. Instead, they
function more as a memorial to the power of Amours with subtle hints that while his
dominion is inescapable, the rewards that he offers are often illusions. Between the
variations in the Paris and Vienna manuscripts, there are thirty-one men represented on
this archway. However, as mentioned before, the text implies that they are just a few
chosen examples out of many. As Mühlethaler points out, the represented shields are
synecdoches (“Liste des poètes” 75), meant to evoke a wider, limitless, and anonymous
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body of the great men of history, classical mythology, and romance. Those who are
explicitly described in the Livre du Cuer are those who live on in the most authoritative
texts – texts whose “doux laingages” entice their readers, like the “mainte belle” of René,
to follow their example and submit to the god of love. Through this archway, both René
d’Anjou – as the extradiegetic author – and Amours – as the intradiegetic lord of the
island – evoke the auctoritas of written history, classical mythology and medieval
romance, which, though three very distinct genres, all agree on the supreme power of
romantic love.
While many of the men referenced on the shields come from fictional works, the
power of their literary authority seems to have been quite real in the time of René
d’Anjou. The effect of reference to this literary auctoritas is on full display, both through
the shields of René and his contemporaries, as well as the example of Cuer as he admires
and reacts to the archway. Some, like René and Cuer, genuinely seem to trust in the
authoritative examples of the shields. They seek to emulate their example through serious
submission to Amours and endure quests to achieve the ideal of courtly love. Others, like
Louis de Beauvau, recognize this authority as well, but from a more cynical position.
They adopt the external forms of courtly love, but without internalizing its principles. All,
however, ultimately hang their shields in recognition of the authoritative position of
Amours in their courtly society. The Livre du Cuer says little about the amorous fate of
men like Louis de Beauvau. Instead, its commentary seems primarily focused on those
like René and Cuer, on both the journey and outcome that awaits those who seriously
consider the courtly examples of history, classical mythology, and romance as exempla.
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As previously mentioned, these shields are not allegorical in the same sense as the
fountain. In fact, in terms of allegory, the shields remain relatively uncomplicated
objects. While the heraldry of the blazons is certainly symbolic, it is not truly allegorical.
In the case of the contemporary political figures, the descriptions of blazons are highly
faithful to historical reality (Jones 195). These objects might “speak,” but they do not do
so as personifications of abstract concepts, but simply as men, both historical and
fictional, who left behind their own words in writing. Yet, taken as a whole, the archway
certainly plays an important role within the overall allegory of the Livre du Cuer’s dream.
It greatly informs the reader’s interpretation of the deeper meaning of Cuer’s quest.
Furthermore, like all allegorical objects, the archway itself has both a literal/intradiegetic
meaning, and a figurative/extradiegetic one. The literal is that of a monument built to
proclaim the power and supremacy of the island’s lord, to assure viewers of the futility of
resistance, and to imply that to submit to Amours is to be a great and memorable man.
The figurative is harder to pin down; as is often the case with allegory, the deeper
meaning is open to interpretation. However, it can at least be concluded that this is not
simply an archway covered in shields, but a representation of and reference to the famous
warriors/rulers and lovers whose memory lives on in the written word of histories,
classical mythology, and medieval romances. Each of these men speaks for himself,
confirming in his own immortal voice the message that is not truly his, but that of
Amours: that the god of love is the greatest conqueror of them all. Amours employs the
authority of these figures and that of the written sources from which they derive to drive
the message that submission to him is not only inevitable, but also a potential path to
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memorable chivalric greatness. Cuer seems to accept this, without any attempt to look
beyond the surface narrative. He does not look beyond the archway’s evocation of
authority and remember that these inscriptions sometimes contradict the very auctoritates
through which they are remembered, or that even when they do not contradict, they
certainly do not always tell the whole story. This is an allegory, and, as such, there must
be hidden meaning behind the surface narrative, something that Cuer never seems to fully
realize. Perhaps one of the hidden lessons of the archway – one that Cuer, like René
before him, fails to recognize – is that even if Amours is a powerful lord, he is not always
a kind or just one, and that the example of his past servants might serve as a warning
more than an encouragement to whole-heartedly submit to his rule.
C.

Memorial Tombs of Love’s Poets

Following his inspection of the archway, Cuer passes through it and into the
cemetery, which is, after all, the intended destination of this particular tour. As was the
case with the archway and its shields, the cemetery is filled with tombs, most of which
remain anonymous and are not described in the acteur’s narration. Instead, Cuer’s
attention is drawn to a group of six tombs, “non pas loing des autres mais comme mises a
part et environnees de mur pour plus grant excellence et especialité” (Livre du Cœur p.
354). Cuer carefully examines each of these six tombs, presented within the text
following the same format as with the shields – an initial prose description in the voice of
the acteur, followed by a speech rubric and a transcription of an attached verse
inscription in the voice of the tomb’s occupant. Yet, while the tombs adhere to the same
narrative structure as the shields, while the tombs resemble the shields as “speaking
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objects” that represent the servants of Amours and are found in his cemetery, they
deserve separate consideration, for, in the case of these tombs, historical exemplarity is
much less of a concern, especially on an intradiegetic level and as regards Cuer. Instead,
these tombs offer a much more overt consideration of literary authority and reference and
their relationship to the courtly ideals of love and chivalry. These tombs offer a sort of
literary lineage of courtly literature, an examination of its social contributions. In so
doing, they help illuminate the literary project of René d’Anjou. They contribute to a
greater understanding of his allegorical project, one in which the auctoritas of courtly
literature is confirmed, even with the suggestion that its principles lead its adherents to
failure and misery. These tombs, allegorical objects themselves, are not just the literal
tombs of the poets within the dream narrative, but also an external reflection of the
memorial, sepulchral status of authoritative romance masterpieces in the mid-fifteenth
century.
When Cuer first sees the enclosed area containing the six tombs of the love poets,
the voice of the acteur is careful to differentiate them from the other numerous and
anonymous tombs in the cemetery. This cemetery, as a whole, is the burial place for all of
Amours’s most devoted servants. This is especially emphasized near the end of Cuer’s
cemetery tour. After having examined the tombs of the six poets, Cuer “regarda aval le
semetiere et vit maints beaulx epitaphes et maintes belles sepultures” (d’Anjou 368)
before being shown the heap of naked and rotting bodies outside the hospital belonging to
unfaithful lovers (370). Unlike with the six tombs of the poets, little description is given
for these others. The curious reader who might want to know the names of those buried
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there is referred to “le livre de l’Ospital d’Amours, que jadis fist ung jeune clerc né de
Tournay” (p. 368-370). Achille Caulier, the author of the Ospital d’Amours, is not openly
named, even if his text is. That he is qualified as a “jeune clerc” is perhaps indicative that
his name does not carry the authorial weight of the tomb poets. Rather, his text is
mentioned as a source where one might find details about this cemetery which are
relevant to the Livre du Cuer, though not essential to the point of inclusion within its
pages.
Curiously, Caulier’s text does not much fulfill the very function for which it is
referenced, i.e. identifying those buried in the cemetery. The Ospital d’Amours only
explicitly names four of its occupants: Tristan, Lancelot, the Seneschal des Hainuyers,
and Alain Chartier (Caulier 362-364). On the other hand, the heap of unfaithful lovers
includes six named characters: Jason, Demophon, Aeneas, 51 Narcissus, La Belle Dame
sans Mercy, and Briseida (366-368), most of whose unfortunate lovers’ remains had
already been seen strewn along the dreary path leading to the hospital. Thus, while
Caulier’s work is rather enlightening in terms of the heap, it gives us little further
information about the cemetery beyond what was already found in Le Livre du Cuer,
especially when one considers that the only tomb and epitaph that receive prolonged
attention in the Ospital d’Amours are those belonging to Alain Chartier. Yet, there are a
few ideas one can gleam from this list of four and René d’Anjou’s reference to it. First,
beyond the exclusive plot of six poets, the rest of the cemetery is reserved for faithful
lovers – especially the kind of literary exempla found among the central group of René’s
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shields: the Arthurian figures, like Tristan and Lancelot – and for minor love poets who
did not qualify to rest among the six, like Jean de Werchin, the Seneschal des Hainuyers.
Second, Cuer was already familiar with Caulier’s account, hence his desire to see the
tomb of Chartier that Caulier so eloquently described. Third, Caulier’s and René’s
hospitals are one and the same, in spite of obvious contradictions between how they are
depicted, most notably in the description of the tomb of Chartier, which is, in Caulier’s
account, much more like that of Ovid in René’s (Poirion “Les tombeaux allégoriques”
327). Nevertheless, the reference to Caulier is a reminder of René d’Anjou’s place within
the cycle of La Belle Dame sans Mercy, linking him not only to Caulier, but to Chartier
as well.
By contrast, the enclosed plot with the six poets is reserved for a very special few,
those who have rendered the elite service to the god of love of exceptional poetic
production. As Mühlethaler explains, in opposition to the open-ended “énumération” of
the shields, these six poets form a closed list (“Liste des poètes” 70, 72). Moreover, the
men included on this list, unlike those whose shields hang on the archway or are buried
elsewhere in the cemetery, are quite unlike Cuer. The shield owners are all great
noblemen and warriors in the service of love. Cuer might hope, through emulation of
them, to one day be counted among their number and place his shield alongside theirs. He
might likewise hope to one day be buried in the cemetery, alongside the countless faithful
lovers. However, there is little indication that he would seek to be buried in the enclosed
plot, for this is not a burial place of courtly knights, but of exceptional love poets. While
Cuer certainly seems to honor them, he shows little interest in emulating them.
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At this point, it is worthwhile to consider the six tombs, one-by-one, with regard
to which poets are included, what elements of their legacy are most memorialized, and
which of their literary works are referenced. The first tomb is that of Ovid, “la plus
grande, d’or pur” (p. 354), covered with a silver canopy in the form of a chapel and
garnished with “osteaulx.” On top of the tombs sits “ung personnaige d’un philozophe
avec un grant barbe, enbeguiné, et dessus son beguin avoit ung gent chapelet d’or a
fueilles de lorier, lequel estoit noblement enrichy de pierres et de perles…et estoit son
corps vestu, couvert et affublé d’un manteau jusqu’aux piez” (p. 354-356). Finally,
“estoit enmaillé tout autour de la tombe tout l’art de rethorique fait par personnaiges” and
an angel holds his inscription, which bears transcription here in its entirety, as it sets the
tone and form for those that follow:
Ovide fu mon nom, ycy posé et mis.
Nez fu de Sermonna et si fuz moult amis
Au dieu des amoureux, et l’art d’amours volz mectre
Bien au long tout pour voir en tresbeaulx vers et mectre
A la fin qu’exaulcé fust l’art d’amer par moy.
Et pour ce, tous amans, quant serez en esmoy,
Aiez tousjours memoire de mes faiz et mes dis ;
Si en aurez merite au tresbeau paradis
Des gentilz amoureux, et si saurez comment
Se porra gouverner vers sa dame ung amant
Tresbien et saigement, proprement et a point.
Or vous avisez donc, que vous n’y faillez point. (v. 1555-1566)
Many elements of this tomb’s description and inscription are striking, but our
most pressing question is what they might reveal about Ovid’s place and inclusion in this
group of six. As in the case of the shields, the list of poets begins, through Ovid, with
antiquity, a period from which he is the only representative. As the only classical figure,
he is notably the only one of the six to fit the traditional definition of auctor. In fact,
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positioned at the beginning of the poetic chronology, he acts as a sort of auctorial
patriarch among the love poets, hence not only the largest size of his tomb, but also the
pure gold, silver canopy, and crown of laurels and jewels. Unsurprisingly, he seems to
hold a greater amount of authority than his companions thanks to his primacy among the
group. As concerns his work as a poet, his epitaph’s incorporation of the phrases “l’art
d’amours” and “l’art d’amer” indicate his Ars Amatoria as the reason for his inclusion in
the cemetery, a reference further strengthened, as Daniel Poirion points out, by the
repetition of the letter M (“aime”) throughout the initial lines (“Les tombeaux
allégoriques” 22). Indeed, the Ars Amatoria seems to function as a sort of Gospel of love,
a reminder to the reader to remember Ovid’s words and deeds. Thus, as concerns the
paradise of love, Ovid becomes almost prophetic, a man whose teachings and actions,
recorded in this sacred book of love, will instruct the reader on how to live in order to
gain Amours’s salvation. Poirion further points out that Ovid’s hometown is stated as
Sermonna, rather than Sulmona, associating “à l’art d’aimer l’art de dire, de ‘sermonner’”
(29). Ovid is at once the original preacher and the initial source of the saving “art of
love.” As such, he is also the founder of “tout l’art de rethorique,” that is to say, a
complete rhetoric, combining the trivium of grammar, dialectic and rhetoric (Livre du
Cœur 357fn1) and employed fully and correctly in the higher service of love, rather than
in the baser service of politics or religion (Poirion “Les tombeaux allégoriques” 22). Not
only is true rhetoric in the service of love, but also true philosophy. If Ovid is portrayed
as a philosopher, it is because his was a role “du conseiller et du consolateur” (“Les
tombeaux allégoriques” 22) in bringing the art of love to otherwise lost individuals.
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Yet, while Ovid’s teachings are to be remembered, so also are his deeds. One
might imagine that this is in reference to the sacrifices Ovid made to Amours: his exile is
commonly believed to have resulted from his authorship of the morally harmful Ars
Amatoria52 and/or a sexual encounter with Augustus’s daughter, Julia. Both seem to be
factors in this portrayal of Ovid’s tomb since not only his words but also his actions are
stated to teach how “Se pourra gouverner vers sa dame ung amant.” Ovid’s writing and
his life seem somewhat conflated in this epitaph, a suggestion that they are the same
thing. Having lived in service to love and having taught others – seemingly the first to do
so – how to do so as well, his place as at the head of the six love poets in the cemetery is
fully justified. At the same time, his exile is yet another subtle warning that faithful
service to love often leads to misery as much as to glory.
Following Ovid is the much more contemporary Guillaume de Machaut, who died
only thirty-two years prior to René d’Anjou’s birth. While still quite ornamented, his
tomb is markedly less sumptuous than that of Ovid. It is explicitly “sans tabernacle nul”
(p. 358), though made of silver and covered in colored inscriptions “a chanczons bien
notes, a virelaiz aussi, a serventoys, a laiz et a motetz, en diverses faczons faictes et
composees.” In addition to these uncited inscriptions is the epitaph, where, in similar
form to Ovid’s, a first-person voice begins by identifying himself as Machaut and stating
his place of birth. He continues by asserting that he was well known “D’estre fort
embrazé du penser amoureux / Pour l’amour d’une, voir, dont pas ne fuz eureux” (v.
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1569-1570). Struggling his whole life for the return of this unrequited love, he states that
he spent his days composing love poems until “je rendy a Dieu l’ame, / Dont le corps gist
ycy en bas soubz ceste lame” (v. 1577-1578).
Unlike in the case of Ovid, no one single poetic work is explicitly mentioned, but
rather, his body of love poetry as a whole is the point of focus. This corresponds to what
one might well expect, as Machaut considered his body of poetry to have been dedicated
to the service of love, as he indicates in the Prologue he wrote for his own compilation of
his “collected works” (Prologue 2). The lists of different poetic forms not only recall
Machaut’s renowned technical mastery of all kinds of popular poetry, but imply that love
inspired this artistic ability within him. Therefore, his poetic work as a whole is
referenced. However, as both Poirion and Bouchet have argued, the continued and varied
usage of the word “voir” in the epitaph suggest a more precise reference to Machaut’s
masterpiece, the Voir Dit (“Les tombeaux allégoriques” 330, Livre du Cœur 359fn1).
While perhaps not as influential and foundational as Ovid – hence the grand, but
somewhat lesser tomb – Machaut also served the cause of counseling and consoling
lovers, both by the teachings of his poetic writings and the example of his actions. Once
again, his life and his writings are conflated and memorialized in the cemetery of the
poets. As with Ovid, his amorous experiences led him to produce literary works and
achieve poetic glory. At the same time, these experiences were the sufferings of
unrequited love. Machaut therefore was able to produce great poetry, not as a reward for
his service to Amours, but because Amours always failed to deliver the promised reward
of amorous bliss for faithful service. However, there is no indication that Cuer, true to
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form, takes any notice of this potential warning.
Next comes perhaps the most surprising inclusion of the six poets, Machaut’s
Italian contemporary, Boccaccio. If Boccaccio is surprising, it is because he is best
known for his Decameron, De Mulieribus Claris, and Genealogia Deorum Gentilium,
none of which are primarily concerned with the art of love and the condition of lovers.
However, it is to other poetic works that Boccaccio’s tomb points. This tomb is described
as being made of gold-plated silver, with the epitaph inscribed directly on the tomb and
encircled by crowns of laurels. Inside these crowns is written “en lectre antique le nom de
Boucasse, sans plus, environné de petites flamectes” (p. 360). In the epitaph, after
identifying himself as Boccaccio and as a poet, he states that he had his body placed here
“affin qu’on sceust que j’ay eu du soucy / Par une dame au cuer qui s’appeloit Flamecte”
(v. 1580-1581). The flame of his desire, he explains, drove him to write many volumes
“dont encores est memoire / Des beaux faiz que je fis,” leading him to be “mis de pensee
entiere” in the cemetery (v. 1585-1586, 1589).
While the Elegia di Madonna Fiammetta is not Boccaccio’s best known or most
influential work, it is certainly the one most explicitly referenced here (Bouchet Livre du
Cœur 361fn2, Poirion “Les tombeaux allégoriques” 77). This might also reference Il
Filostrato, dedicated to Fiammetta. In any case, it seems clear that Boccaccio is included
in large part for his poetic authority, established by the reputation of his other, nonamorous works. In the opening line he confidently identifies himself as a “poet,” a title he
claims authoritatively enough to grant him the power to choose for himself to be buried
in the cemetery. Additionally, it is of note that René d’Anjou seems to have particularly
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enjoyed Boccaccio’s work. After all, Louis de Beauvau, René’s friend whose shield is the
last described on the archway, was employed by René as his translator of Boccaccio
(Bouchet Livre du Cœur 361fn2, Mühlethaler “Liste des poètes” 77, Poirion “Les
tombeaux allégoriques” 330). It is perhaps unsurprising that the author would then seek
to include Boccaccio in this collection of the greatest love poets, even if love is not the
principal subject of much of his poetic works. Thus, the first-person Boccaccio voice of
the epitaph explains that all his writings, amorous or not, were fueled by the fire of his
love. In fact, this Boccaccio voice states that, under love’s inspiration, “maintes volumes
fis, plus que nul autre acteur” (v. 1584). The entire genius of his extensive literary corpus
can therefore be explained in the (presumably) autobiographical elements found in
Fiametta. His work is a testament to a poetic life in the service of Amours, which, taken
as one, words and deeds, qualify him for a tomb among the six. Of course, if taken as
autobiographical, Fiametta suggests that Bocciccio’s amorous experience was hardly
more rewarding than that of Ovid and Machaut. This narrative, much like the Livre du
Cuer, concludes with the suffering caused by the separation of two lovers.
The next poet, Jean de Meun, is as expected as Boccaccio is surprising, even if his
placement as fourth is perhaps unusual. While the other poets’ tombs appear to be
presented in chronological order, Jean de Meun seems out of place following Boccaccio.
However, this might be due to some confusion on the part of René d’Anjou, as the text
states that compared to Boccaccio, Jean de Meun’s work was “chose advenue en ung
mesmes temps mais non pas ung lieu” (p. 363), whereas Jean de Meun died, in reality,
eight years before Boccaccio’s birth. In any case, his tomb is right next to Boccaccio’s,
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and also made in gold-plated silver. The laurels have been replaced by flowerless rose
bushes, with the exception of a single rosebud, all of which surrounds a scroll upon
which is written the name Jean Clopinel. As for the epitaph, it follows the usual format of
first identifying its voice as that of Jean de Meun and giving his place of birth. He then
states that “Qui entre autres amans puis dire que fuz l’un / Des poëthes regnans qui plus
parla d’amer” (v. 1592-1593). He further explains that his goal in writing was to “les
amans en bien amer conforte” (v. 1595) which is why he, like Boccaccio, decided to have
his body buried in this cemetery. He ends by explaining that all lovers must eventually
“Gesir a l’ospital en ce point que g’y gis : / Tous amoureux n’auront en fin autre logis”
(v. 1601-1602)
The poetic reference in the description of the tomb is, of course, the Roman de la
Rose. This inclusion, then, as stated above, in highly expected. What is unexpected is the
inclusion of Jean de Meun, by the epitaph’s voice, as one “entre autres amans.” Within
the Roman de la Rose, it is Guillaume de Lorris who is conflated with the lover, and
whose love will lead him to, in the words of Amours, “commencier le rommant / Ou
seront mis tuit mi commant” (v. 10553-10554). As for Jean de Meun, “Cist avra le
rommant si chier / Qu’il le vorra tout parfenir” (v. 10588-10589).53 Guillaume de Lorris
is consistently presented as serving Amours as a lover whose desire led him to begin
writing, while Jean de Meun’s service is in writing and perfecting the unfinished
romance. He is never, however, presented as being a lover himself. Yet, in the cemetery
of René d’Anjou’s Livre du Cuer, Guillaume de Lorris is forgotten, and Jean de Meun
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seems to become both author and lover, even l’Amant of the Roman de la Rose. If, as a
writer, he is the poet “qui plus parla d’amer,” it would be not only for the length of his
romance, but also for its popularity (both in number of copies and subsequent literary
imitations) and function of rendering accessible the ideas contained in works like the Ars
Amatoria to French-speaking readers. However, like the other poets alongside whom he
is buried, his ability as a love poet seems inseparable from the act of loving itself. Thus,
he is not only among fellow poets, but “entre autres amans,” both requirements to receive
a place in the cemetery. Yet, unlike his fellow poets, his epitaph doesn’t seem to
reference amorous failure in the service of Amours. Instead, if Jean de Meun is conflated
with l’Amant, his seems to be the sole example that promises Cuer the conclusion he
actually seeks: amorous success, rather than poetic glory alone. Of course, this is in line
with the presence of the Rose throughout the Livre du Cuer: the source text that promises
success as a reward for service to Amours, which Cuer unfailingly believes, even when
everything else seems to suggest that this is the exception, rather than the rule.
The description of the tomb of the fifth poet, Petrarch, appears to grant him a
special place of honor in the cemetery. His tomb of silver is “moult haulte plus que
nesune, fors que celle d’Ovide” (p. 364). While, like all the others except Ovid, he lacks a
“tabernacle,” his tomb is topped with an “ymaige d’un homme habillé en docteur de
vaisture,” and upon whose head a laurel crown is placed by two winged and crowned
maidens. On a jasper pillar is fixed his epitaph, identifying him as Petrarch, “florentin,
poëthe renommé.” His voice in the epitaph recalls his reputation as a servant of love,
“Lequel pour ma dame Laurëa, gente et blonde, / Ay fait maint dit gentilz et maint livret
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ou monde” (v. 1605-1606). He further asserts the greatness of his verse: “Moult de
beaulx vers, telz que puis que Jhesucrist / Fut mis en croix ne fut de moy veu le pareil /
Pour mectre rime ou vers, au vray, en appareil” (v. 1608-1610). For this was he buried in
the cemetery, both as Amours’s “serf” and as his “secretaire” (v. 1614).
Like Machaut and Boccaccio, with whom he was a contemporary, Petrarch had
died within less than a hundred years of the time of the composition of the Livre du Cuer.
The memory of his authorial skill was still very alive in France in 1457. However, as both
Bouchet and Poirion point out, this was mostly due to his De viris illustribus (Livre du
Cœur 365fn2, “Les tombeaux allégoriques” 332). In praising and primarily focusing on
the Canzoniere and Trionfi, René d’Anjou seems to be a precursor of a Renaissance
perspective on Petrarch. However, as this is the Cemetery of Love, such a choice makes
sense, especially when one considers that a similar approach was taken with Boccaccio.
Like his Italian contemporary, Petrarch might have been renowned at that time for nonamorous writings, but his passionate love is put forward as the inspiration for the entirety
of his literary skill.
As concerns the description of his tomb, the laurel crown marks him as both a
poet from the Italian peninsula – laurels also mark the tombs of Ovid and Boccaccio –
while simultaneously strengthening the reference to his love for Laura, and how this love
granted him poetic genius. As for the height of his tomb and the inclusion of a statue,
these elements clearly echo those of Ovid’s tomb, for, like Ovid, Petrarch is marked as a
great innovator in love poetry. While Petrarch may not have said the most about love –
this honor remains with Jean de Meun – it appears that René d’Anjou believed that he
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said it with more poetic skill than anyone since antiquity.54 It would seem that René
d’Anjou was not alone in this opinion, as the Petrarchan sonnet would quickly become
the preeminent form of love poetry in France for the next several centuries. Petrarch
might therefore be accurately called Amours’s secretary in that he developed the poetic
form that would allow love to be best expressed in writing. But in matters of the heart,
Petrarch, desperately in love with Laura, was but a serf of love. As this term aptly
implies, Petrarch’s service to Amours and love of Laura famously did not result in the
reward that Cuer seeks with Doulce Mercy. As with Ovid, Machaut, and Boccaccio,
Petrarch’s tomb suggests that service to love can result in poetic genius, something that
Cuer does not seek, but it offers no example to promise a happy conclusion to his quest.
The final poet, Alain Chartier, one must recall, is he for whom Cuer first desired
to visit the cemetery. His tomb, however, is much less glorious than the others. Not in
stone, his “sercueil” (p. 366) is made of wood, yet still covered by a golden and velvet
sheet, upon which is found a large white cross. Finally, at one end sits a blue satin pillow
upon which the epitaph is embroidered. On the epitaph, he identifies himself as Alain
Chartier, but rather than giving his birthplace, which Cuer has already identified as
France before coming to the cemetery, he states that he was secretary to Charles VII. He
then notes how, surprised and overcome by love, he led a life of sorrow after the death of
his lady. Because of this, he spent his days “Voire, faisant chançons, ballades et dictiez /
Telz, comme croy, n’en furent oncques puis nulz dictiez, / Ne si bien aornez, selon mon
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dolent cas” (v. 1621-1623). For this, he was, he states, placed in the cemetery alongside
the five other poets.
As Poirion asserts, the much less glorious tomb of Chartier might suggest his
relatively inferior social status, or perhaps simply a recent death and as of yet incomplete
tomb (“Les tombeaux allégoriques” 328), as Chartier had died within living memory. The
imagery of the pillow and sheet, suggesting a recent falling asleep, seem to support the
latter possibility. As for his epitaph, the description of his tragic love story echoes that of
his Complainte contre la mort, which, though perhaps fictitious (Bouchet Livre du Cœur
369fn1), René d’Anjou does not hesitate to cast as autobiographical. This figure of a
sorrowful lover after the loss of his lady could also be a reference to the poet at the
beginning of La Belle Dame sans mercy, though it certainly does not apply to the case of
the main character and his titular lady (Strubel “Le Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris” 403).
In any case, the Chartier of the epitaph, like his fellow poets, appears to have found
inspiration and material for his poetic writings in his personal experiences with love.
Both a lover and a poet, he becomes a true love poet and so Amours “O les autres poethes
m’a mis par sa doulceur” (v. 1625). At this same time, this reward does not mask what he
did not receive from Amours in exchange for his faithful service. Placed at the end of the
group, Chartier and the poetic corpus that his tomb represents should warn Cuer that
faithful service to Amours is not always rewarded with Doulce Mercy. Cuer, however,
remains blind to the message of the authoritative love authors, and instead sees their
presence in Amours cemetery simply as further proof of the god of love’s greatness and
therefore ability to fulfill his promises to faithful lovers.
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This enclosed cemetery plot and the six tombs that it contains are a remarkable
commentary on courtly literature auctoritas in mid-fifteenth-century France. As
previously noted, these poets are separated from any others in the cemetery due to their
“plus grant excellence et especialité” (p. 354). They are honored for their memorable
written contributions – or, at least, perceived contributions – to the science of love,
whether initiating the practice of writing poetic treatises on love (Ovid), developing
numerous and varied poetic forms to write about love (Machaut), writing more loveinspired volumes than any other (Boccaccio), writing the most about the art of love (Jean
de Meun), creating the amorous sonnet which allows for the best written expression of
love (Petrarch), or acting as the most recent representative of the great love authors and
composing poetic works “telz, comme croy, n’en furent oncques puis nulz dictiez” (v.
1622) (Alain Chartier). This cemetery seems to present the foremost auctores of the
discipline of courtly love, even if this term is never used within the text to describe the
men who are instead granted titles like “philozophe,” “acteur,” and especially “poëthe.”
In studying the auctoritas of these love poets, it is as important to consider the
group as a whole as it is to examine their individual perceived contributions. One striking
detail is the number of them, six. Mühlethaler argues that while this is a closed group, the
imperfect number of six suggests one final spot left to be filled. While still living, René
d’Anjou can only have a shield on the doorway, but this is only a waiting point for him to
enter the cemetery after death (“Liste des poètes” 72-73). However, while one can – as
this study later will – argue that there is a place for René d’Anjou among the poets, the
number six alone is not convincing evidence. In fact, groups of six poets – especially
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dead poets – seem to have been a sort of norm in some medieval literature. This is a
phenomenon that Piero Boitani has noted in the writings of Dante, Jean de Meun,
Boccaccio, and Chaucer (150-151), among the most influential and well-known authors
of Western European medieval literature, both in their own time and today. When Dante
enters Limbo in Canto IV of his Inferno, he is received as the sixth poet alongside
Homer, Horace, Ovid, Lucan, and Virgil (Dante pp. 33-34, v. 82-102). In the Filocolo,
Boccaccio places himself at the end of a lineage that includes Virgil, Lucan, Statius,
Ovid, and Dante (Boitani 150). In Troilus and Criseyde, Chaucer likewise casts himself
as the sixth poet in a group that includes Virgil, Ovid, Homer, Lucan, and Statius (Boitani
151). Perhaps most relevant to René d’Anjou’s cemetery, in Amours’s speech to his
barons in the Roman de la Rose, the god of love laments the death of his greatest
servants, Gallus, Catullus, Tibullus, Ovid, and even Guillaume de Lorris, before
foretelling the birth of the sixth, Jean de Meun (v. 10511-10594). Given these examples
from the works of highly respected medieval authors, it is not surprising that René
d’Anjou also creates a group of six poets. On the contrary, in a work filled with reference
to authoritative literature, both classical and medieval, it is almost expected that René
would follow in the footsteps of Jean de Meun, Dante, Boccaccio, and Chaucer, and
create a group of six.
The aspect of this group of poets in Le Livre du Cuer that is surprising, then, is
not their number, but their composition. For Jean de Meun, Dante, Boccaccio, and
Chaucer, the authoritative body of poets is comprised almost exclusively of classical
auctores, with only a few notable medieval inclusions. Jean de Meun makes an exception
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for Guillaume de Lorris, as does Boccaccio for Dante – understandably so in both cases,
given Guillaume de Lorris’s co-authorship with Jean de Meun and Dante’s unrivalled
position in Italian and even Western European medieval literature. Beyond these two, for
each of these lists, the author lists himself as the final poet, a medieval representative in
whom resides the promise of the rebirth of great, authoritative, classical poetry.
From this tendency to create classical-focused groups of six poets, it follows that
most of those included were Roman authors of Latin-language texts. Even Homer, the
classical Greek poet that both Dante and Chaucer include in their list, was most
commonly read in Latin translation in Western Europe throughout the Middle Ages. In
the lists of both Dante and Chaucer, they, as the sixth poet, represent a radical change
from Rome and Latin to Florence/Italian and England/English respectively. While
Boccaccio and Jean de Meun both allow a single vernacular forerunner – Dante and
Guillaume de Lorris – they are still largely separated from their authoritative
predecessors by language and nationality. In a way, in each of these lists, the author, by
adding himself as the sixth in the group, positions himself as an initiatory figure in a kind
of translatio studii or, more precisely, a translatio poesis.
In his selection of poets, René d’Anjou breaks significantly with Jean de Meun,
Dante, Boccaccio, and Chaucer in terms of period, language, and nationality. Like all of
them, René includes Ovid in his list. However, he then completes his list with five
medieval writers. It is perhaps unsurprising that René’s selections would differ from the
rather similar lists of Dante, Boccaccio, and Chaucer and exclude classical poets like
Homer, Horace, Virgil, Lucan, or Statius. These auctores, unlike Ovid, were not and are
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not primarily remembered for writing about love and sex. It is René d’Anjou’s departure
from Jean de Meun’s list that is perhaps the most unexpected and instructive. While
dealing with the same “discipline” as René d’Anjou – that is to say, courtly love – Jean
de Meun localizes written authority exactly where one expects it to be in the thirteenth
century, in the writings of the ancients. By placing himself and his co-author at the end of
his list, Jean de Meun is, as stated before, preforming a sort of translatio studii and
making the case for the authority of his (and Guillaume de Lorris’s) own work. The
Roman de la Rose, though not ancient, is treated as the first and only recent addition to a
lineage of poetic works of the same discipline, all written by widely accepted classical
auctores.
René d’Anjou, in creating his own group of six poets, is doing something that is,
in some ways, quite different from not only Jean de Meun, but also Dante, Boccaccio,
and Chaucer. After all, his list of poets does not especially focus on the authority of
antiquity, the prominent place of Ovid’s tomb notwithstanding. Further still, René
d’Anjou, unlike not only Jean de Meun, but also Dante, Boccaccio, and Chaucer, does
not cast himself as the sixth poet. In fact, the author’s name is totally absent from this
presentation of the tombs of love’s greatest poets. While Cuer, potentially a distant standin for René d’Anjou, is present, there is certainly nothing authorial about him, nor
anything to suggest that he might one day join the ranks of the six entombed poets.
Neither the characters nor the acteur ever offer the slightest indication that there is space
for another tomb, or foretell the arrival of any later additions in the style of Amours’s
Roman de la Rose prophesy. On a surface level, the text offers no place for René d’Anjou
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– a notably curious exclusion, given that Jean de Meun, Dante, Boccaccio, and Chaucer
all include themselves in their own lists.
Yet, this cemetery, like all locations in the Livre du Cuer, is allegorical. So, too,
are the tombs within it. Hidden beneath the surface of literal signification, the six tombs
begin to take on another form and, in so doing, hint at the possibility of a tomb for René
d’Anjou. While these allegorical tombs do not necessarily argue a sort of author-centered
translatio studii as one sees with Jean de Meun, Dante, Boccaccio, and Chaucer, they do
form an authoritative lineage of poetic works and authors to which the present writer,
René d’Anjou, might be attached.
As we consider the deeper meaning of these tombs, it is important to note some
features that they all have in common, especially those that distinguish them from earlier
lists of six poets. As we have seen, in the Livre du Cuer cemetery, Ovid serves as the
patriarch of the love auctores; he acts as a sort of synecdoche for all classical love poets,
of whom he is the only representative. The others are all medieval, and while some of
them wrote in Latin at times, the episode especially references works written in Italian or
French. In fact, even Ovid’s status as a Roman auctor is somewhat obscured. With the
ordering of Ovid, Machaut, Boccaccio, Jean de Meun, Petrarch, and Alain Chartier, Ovid
stands out less as a Roman and functions more as the first Italian in an alteration between
Italian and French poets. This alteration ensures that unlike what a reader familiar with
previous lists might expect, any suggestions of translatio studii are absent. René does not
present himself as the author through whom the great poetic skill of Roman antiquity will
be reborn in France. Rather, at least in the domain of love, the cemetery suggests that
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literary authority and greatness is something that has always been shared, equally divided
between Italy and France. It is also noteworthy when one considers René’s primary
political aspirations, and that these centered upon presenting himself as at once a French
duke and an Italian king. In other words, these two authoritative and potentially rival
poetic traditions find political union in the person of René.
Another important trait that all of the tomb authors share – one that has already
been mentioned – is that they are all not only love poets, but also lovers. In all six
epitaphs, the concerned poet is careful to emphasize in his own first-person voice, that his
service to Amours, i.e. composing love poetry, is the result of his personal amorous
experience. For some of the six, this insistence on the essential inspiration of personal
amorous experience corresponds well to the legacy of the concerned author; for others, it
does not. Petrarch’s sonnets, for example, frequently cite his love of Laura as the
inspiration for his work, and so it is not surprising for his epitaph to state that, “Suis ung
servant d’Amours, car voir tel renom é, / Lequel pour ma dame Laurëa, gente et blonde, /
Ay fait maint dit gentilz et maint livret ou monde” (v. 1604-1606). In the case of Jean de
Meun, a declaration of personal amorous experience is, as mentioned above, more
unexpected.
Still, the literary inspiration of all six poets is attributed, to some degree, to
personal amorous experiences. There is a clear effort to associate these poets with the
lover-protagonists of their literary works, regardless of whether such an association exists
in these works themselves. This personal link is further heightened by the fact that these
associations in the Livre du Cuer epitaphs are expressed in the first-person voice of the
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poet. The writing of courtly love poetry, it seems, must be experiential and, to some
degree, auto-biographical. While René d’Anjou is not mentioned during the cemetery
scene, this perspective on the production of great love poetry is reminiscent of the Livre
du Cuer’s prologue. Here, it should be remembered, the narrative voice of je, René
reveals, in his own first-person voice that his allegorical love poem is the product of his
own amorous experiences. Further, he establishes the groundwork for the “parabole”
wherein Cuer functions as a distant avatar of the author-figure. In short, the six cemetery
poets’ reliance on experiential inspiration and their relationship with their loverprotagonists are presented as functioning in a rather similar manner to what is seen in the
prologue of the Livre du Cuer. René d’Anjou’s composition model therefore follows that
of his authoritative predecessors as presented in the cemetery scene, even if René is not
buried among them.
Another important similarity between the six tombs is the shared manner in which
they reference literary works. For each author, the presentation of his tomb references
specific literary works. This includes, at the very least, the Ars Amatoria for Ovid, the
Voir dit for Machaut, the Elegia di Madonna Fiammetta for Bocaccio, the Roman de la
Rose for Jean de Meun, the Canzoniere for Petrarch, and the Complainte contre la mort
for Chartier. However, none of these titles is ever overtly named. Instead, references to
them are integrated – sometimes rather subtly – into the architecture of the stone tomb
and the language of the epitaph. It is almost as if these referenced literary works are part
of the physical and structural form of the tombs and inscriptions.
On this note, it is worthwhile to pause and briefly consider the question of voice
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in the in the epitaphs. At first glance, these epitaph voices seem very similar to the voices
of the shield inscriptions on the archway, since they follow the same formal structure.
However, the first-person voices of the shields are all given a careful, logical explanation
within the allegorical world of the text, something that is quite absent in the case of the
tomb inscriptions. According to the text, the shield owners came to Amours’s island
during their lifetime in order to show their submission to him through the act of hanging
their shields on the archway. In so doing, they wrote their explanatory inscriptions in
their own voice and with their own hands. The inscriptions are therefore an enduring
record of their living voices. Yet, this explanation fails to account for the use of firstperson voice in the tomb inscriptions. Each is written for the purpose of explaining who
is in the tomb and why he is included in the cemetery, and the usage of the first-person
voice seems to be employed to give an effect as if each were speaking from the grave.
Lest the reader conjecture that each poet had written his epitaph before death, all six
either contain a past-tense reference to being placed in the tomb or a present-tense
reference to being inside the tomb. No room is left for ambiguity: these verses are in the
voices of dead men. Is the reader then to believe that the specters of these men are
speaking from the grave in a sort of prosopopoeia? And if not, who wrote them?
There are two moments in this episode that especially hint at the answer to these
questions. The first is a phrase from Boccaccio’s epitaph, already partially quoted above,
when he states that he had given himself over to Amours to the point “Que me retint de
ceulx qui l’ont si bien servy, / Qui sont au derrenier mis de pensee entiere / A l’ospital
d’Amours, dedans la semetiere” (v. 1588-1560). The second, is when Cuer, after his
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inspection of all six tombs, promises to pray for their souls, to which “dame Courtoisie
lui dist qu’elle avoit ferme creance qu’il n’estoit ja besoign, car leurs esperilz estoient en
grant joye et repos pardurable ou paradis d’Amours” (p. 368). The first of these quotes
appears to suggest that while the body of the poet is dead and perhaps even decayed, the
mind is placed, intact and yet living, inside the tomb. The second quote, might, at first
glance, contradict this by placing the spirits of the poets elsewhere, in paradise. However,
one must remember that the “paradis d’Amours” is that very same island on which the
cemetery is found. This perhaps explains Courtoisie’s certainty about the state of their
“esperilz,” for she is in daily contact with them. Lacking a corporal body, the
spirits/souls/minds of the poets are now housed in their tombs, physical and artistic
representations of their body of poetic works. Through the “body” of a stone structure,
the poet’s spirit lives on and continues to speak. These tombs are, then, at once
monuments, physical manifestations of poetic works, physical bodies capable of speech,
and, in short, the poets themselves.
The Cemetery of Love creates what we would today call a canon of love poets
and poetry. In medieval terms, it is a list of the greatest auctores of love poetry, or at least
the poets whose love poetry has the greatest level of auctoritas. Surprisingly, René does
not primarily draw literary authority from traditional classical, Latin-language sources.
Instead, he relies upon relatively recent writers who wrote during what we today call the
Middle Ages, were French or Italian, and wrote in the vernacular. This cemetery seems to
suggest that from the perspective of the mid-fifteenth-century René, literary authority did
not need rely on the ancients, at least in the domain of courtly love. While the term
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auctor is not applied to these medieval poets, it seems that their works nevertheless have
achieved auctoritas.
As for René, he might not be buried alongside them, but there is nothing
preventing him from achieving their status. Like them – with the exception of Ovid – he
is not ancient, but “modern.” He is also French/Italian and writes in the vernacular. He
also composed love poetry that is informed and inspired by his personal amorous
experiences, and in which the protagonist functions as a distant representation of himself
– a version of himself that will live on forever within the pages of the romance. It is true
that René, obviously not yet dead at the time of the Livre du Cuer’s composition, could
not be entombed in the Cemetery of Love and could not be a member of the canon of six.
However, René knew well that he would eventually die. He also knew that the voice,
even the soul of the great love poet never truly dies, but continues to live on and speak
through the physical memorial that is his written works. On the surface level of the
allegory of the Livre du Cuer, the poets’ remains are housed within stone tombs. On a
deeper level, these tombs are the allegorical literalization of the idea that memory and
voice live on in literary works. René does not have a tomb within the cemetery of the
Livre du Cuer, but he does have one. The Livre du Cuer is this tomb.
As for Cuer, connected to the intradiegetic dreamer and the extradiegetic figure of
the author, these tombs offer a glimpse of how he will be rewarded for faithful service to
Amours. His amorous suffering, an allegorized account of the sufferings of the author,
will serve as the personal experience required to fuel great poetic production, even if this
is not what he currently seeks. At the same time, they all, except the Roman de la Rose,
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belie Amours’s explicitly stated and repeated promise that the reward for faithful service
will be the successful liberation of Doulce Mercy. They warn him of the probability that
he will fail to obtain what he seeks, hint at the reality that most courtly auctoritates agree
that amorous pain is the most likely outcome of the courtly love affair. Yet, for Cuer, the
Roman de la Rose, the Livre du Cuer’s primary source text and the only one that Amours
actually commands him and the reader to study, outshines all the rest, blinding him to the
final outcome of his quest and the warnings of the five other tombs. He fails to realize
that this is, after all, a cemetery: perhaps a place of memorialization, but also of death and
sorrow for the victims of Amours.
D.

Relics and Trophies from Amours’s Victims

The tombs of the six love poets form an essential commentary on the auctoritas of
courtly literature, which René primarily localizes, Ovid notwithstanding, in key French
and Italian medieval writers and their texts. However, the memorialization of the six
poets does not efface the important role of reference to classical poetry and its amorous
narratives in the Livre du Cuer. Just as classical and medieval literary/historical figures
appeared side-by-side on the cemetery archway, René continues to reference both
throughout the text, albeit using sometimes distinct methods. The preceding section of
this chapter focused on the tombs of primarily medieval authors, and what that episode
reveals about René’s view on medieval literary auctoritas in the domain of courtly love.
This section will focus on two subsequent groups of objects and how they both primarily
reference classical literature: the relics of the love martyrs and Amours’s trophies of
conquest. These relics and trophies follow a rather different pattern of presentation in the
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text than what is seen with the shields and tombs. Most notably, these objects do not
speak for themselves. Instead, it is the acteur and the characters who guide the reader in
interpreting these silent but referential objects. In such a way, the Livre du Cuer is able to
evoke classical auctoritas while controlling its meaning. Frequently, these characters and
the acteur either distort classical narratives to support the ideology of courtly love or
ridicule classical authors and protagonists when they obviously contradict or resist the
doctrines and power of Amours. In so doing, René d’Anjou subtly encourages his
audience to read his work against well-known and authoritative classical poetry and
exposes the contradictions between it and the socially authoritative ideology of courtly
love.
The preceding section of this chapter already suggested that, at least with the
archway shields of Theseus, Aeneas, and Demophon, the Livre du Cuer already distorts
certain narratives of classical poetry. This further continues with some of the relics in the
cemetery hospital. In order to understand these relics, it is important to consider the
context in which they appear. After their visit to the tombs of the love poets, Courtoisie
takes Cuer, Desir, and Largesce to see the bodies of the cemetery’s dead. As they pass
through the general cemetery, the group does not stop to inspect any individual tombs.
Instead, Courtoisie responds to Cuer’s questions about their identities with the
admonition to read the Ospital d’Amours written by a “jeune clerc de Tournay” (p. 368370) – the unnamed Achille Caulier – if he wishes to know more about those buried in
the cemetery. This reference allows her and the text to avoid another lengthy digression.
She then leads him outside the cemetery walls to see a heap of rotting corpses. Once
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again, she does not point out any specific bodies. Instead, Courtoisie generally identifies
the dead both within and without the cemetery. She explains that, within the cemetery
walls, “N’y gist que loyaulx amoureux / Tous enseveliz selon eulx” (v. 1629-1630). As
for those in the heap, “Il n’y gist fors que truandailles / Qu’excommunïez sont d’Amours
/ Par leur faulx et deloyaulx tours” (v. 1634-1636). It seems that Courtoisie’s reference to
the Ospital d’Amours – as a reference book for individually identifying the dead – is still
in force here, as Caulier’s text includes a detailed description not only of the cemetery for
faithful lovers, but also of the corpse heap for the unfaithful. Caulier’s Ospital names
Lancelot, Tristan, the Seneschal des Hainuyers, and Alain Chartier as the buried faithful
(v. 401-428), and Jason, Demophon, Aeneas,55 Narcissus, La Belle Dame sans Mercy,
and Briseida as members of the heap (v. 457-480). Caulier’s work also identifies other
sympathetic victims of tragic love affairs, whose remains or gravesites are found on the
path to the cemetery. This includes the bodies of Phyllis, Leander, and Hero, the ashes of
Dido, and the fountain and meadow where the couples of Narcissus and Echo and
Pyramus and Thisbe respectively died. Overall, Caulier’s program of literary references
does not promote an optimistic outlook for lovers. Even the narratives associated with the
buried faithful mostly end in amorous tragedy and failure. Of the seventeen literary
figures and authors whose remains are found in and around Caulier’s cemetery, only the
Seneschal des Hainuyers is not especially associated with a tragic love story. Even if the
Ospital d’Amours ends on an optimistic note for the protagonist, this is not supported by
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As previously mentioned, Demophon and Aeneas have shields on the cemetery archway in the Livre du
Cuer, where, in their own voices, they present themselves as faithful lovers. By explicitly citing Caulier’s
text, René d’Anjou is inviting his readers to discover this contradiction.
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the work’s literary references in a story that is entirely localized in a cemetery where
wounded lovers go to die. This work, therefore, sends an ambiguous message about
courtly love to any reader who follows the suggestion of Courtoisie to Cuer and consults
its list of dead.
In the Livre du Cuer, Courtoisie simply refers Cuer and the reader to the Ospital
d’Amours, rather than identifying the dead individually. Between the two works, the only
repeat corpse is that of Alain Chartier, who has been moved into the exclusive plot
reserved for the six great poets. In fact, in contrast to the Ospital d’Amours, the Livre du
Cuer’s cemetery scene is much more concerned with objects that contain and
memorialize the memory of the dead than with identifying actual bodies.56 During the
entire visit to the hospital in the Livre du Cuer, the acteur and characters only once focus
on an individual pair of dead bodies, and even these are unnamed. After viewing the heap
of corpses, Courtoisie leads Cuer, Desir, and Largesce back to the hospital chapel to
participate in a Mass for two dead lovers whose bodies have just arrived on the island for
burial. While Courtoisie does not name these lovers, she does say that they were German.
She also tells how their love affair had recently been discovered by médisants, who
exposed them to Jalousie. Jalousie, in turn, killed them, fatally piecing both of their
bodies with a single stroke of a sword. After narrating this story, Courtoisie then pulls
back a sheet to reveal these two bodies, still in their final embrace and pieced by the
sword. The companions then listen to the Mass and pray on the relics of love martyrs for
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Even in the case of tombs, the Livre du Cuer dedicates much greater focus to the physical structure and
written epitaph, whereas the Ospital d’Amours says little about the actual tomb and instead focuses on
identifying the dead body within.
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the souls of the deceased.
In contrast to the visit to the general cemetery grounds and the heap, covered by a
single reference to Achille Caulier’s Ospital d’Amours, the chapel scene is rich with
references to various literary works, especially Italian and classical poetry. While the
bodies themselves are not named, Bouchet has identified their story as a rewriting of that
of Francesca da Rimini and Paolo Malatesta as found in Canto V of Dante’s Inferno
(Livre du Cœur 373fn1). In addition to this reference, there are four specifically identified
relics in this episode: a crystal vase filled with the sea water in which Leander drowned
during his attempt to reach Hero, the still bloody sword used to kill Coroebus during his
defense of Cassandra, the sword used to kill Turnus during his defense of Lavinia, and
the cup from which Ghismonda drank poison after Tancredi had killed Guiscardo. The
text also asserts that there are many other relics in the hospital which are not described
because Cuer and Desir did not kiss them.
Within this scene, emphasis is placed on objects that convey memory and which
act as references to well-known amorous narratives. Even the bodies of the two lovers act
as a memorial object: they are more statues than bodies, frozen in the position of the
moment of their martyrdom. These narratives are given as authoritative examples of
tragic love. At the same time, the presentation of these relics does not name the literary
works that contain their stories or the authors that wrote them. They are almost divorced
from their literary context, as if they were historical or religious figures. In this respect,
they are very unlike the tombs of the poets, and perhaps more like the literary shields on
the archway. They become part of Amours’s system of propaganda as martyrs glorified
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by their death in service to him. The presentation of the two bodies and the four relics
does not offer a full view of the concerned love story, but only a snapshot of the moment
of their passion, their death. These objects are presented in a way that does not reference
their classical source texts or authors,57 precisely because that might allow for additional
context and interpretations of their stories that are beyond Amours’s control.
In the case of the cemetery plot, literary authority is centered on the figure of the
author, whose written words take on the physical form of a memorial tomb. They are
authors who have gained an authoritative immortality through the act of writing in the
service of Amours. In the case of the relics, the figure of the author is eclipsed by that of
the protagonists and their love story, neatly condensed into a physical object associated
with their deaths. With the exception of Ovid and his tomb, Amours’s cemetery does not
directly name any classical auctores and/or their specific texts at any point during the
cemetery scene. In fact, traditional auctores are rarely named throughout the whole of the
Livre du Cuer, and when they are, as we shall see, it is not generally in a laudatory way.
As in Caulier’s Ospital, classical literature becomes an important well from which to
draw examples of tragic love, but classical authors and their texts are rarely openly cited
as love auctoritates.
The case of the two bodies, whose funeral rites are the cause for the presentation
of the relics, demonstrates a similar tendency within the cemetery to efface traditionally
authoritative authorship to the advantage of Amours’s self-promoting propaganda

The most likely sources include Virgil’s Georgics or Ovid’s Heroides for Leander and Hero, Virgil’s
Aeneid or Pausanias for Coroebus and Cassandra, Virgil’s Aeneid or the Roman de Troyes for Turnus and
Lavinia, and Boccaccio’s Decameron for Ghismonda and Guiscardo (Bouchet Livre du Cœur 375fn1, 3-4,
377fn1).
57
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campaign. As previously stated, Bouchet identifies their story as that of Paolo and
Francesca in Canto V of Dante’s Inferno. Dante, while not a classical poet, was
indisputably among the most authoritative authors of vernacular fiction in all of medieval
Europe. However, in the Livre du Cuer, these lovers are not named, nor is their story
attached by an explicit reference to a specific author or literary work. Instead, they are
only identified as “ung amoureux et une amoureuse du païs d’Almaigne” (p. 372). It
seems that while Amours wishes to employ the tragic story of Francesca and Paolo as
examples of glorified martyrs in his service, he intentionally excises it from its Dantean
origins by removing the names and changing their nationality. Of course, there is a very
obvious reason to efface this story’s origins. In the Divine Comedy, Dante places the
lovers in Hell. When the poet meets them, the damned lovers explain that their fall into
sin began with a shared reading of an erotic scene in a French romance, the Prose
Lancelot (Inferno V 127-138). The morality of this scene is obviously at odds with that of
Amours and his followers in the Livre du Cuer. Here, the two anonymous lovers are not
in Hell, but honored as martyrs in an amorous recasting of Catholic funerary rites and
Mass. Amours, then, appropriates Dante’s courtly love story, but rewrites it in order to
change its moral message. In this text, such lovers do not dwell in Hell, but are taken into
repose in Amours’s paradise island, rewarded for their attempts to follow the example of
Lancelot and Guinevere, even if they died in the process.
While the story of the martyred lovers remains anonymous in the Livre du Cuer, it
is hard to believe that René, as author, genuinely intended to totally mask the Dantean
reference from his readers. Given the enormous popularity of the Divine Comedy in
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general and the story of Francesca da Rimini in particular, surely some readers would
have recognized this story’s origins, and René would have known that that would be the
case. As with some of the shields on the archway, one wonders if René might have meant
for his readers to recognize the contradictions between how the love story and its
characters are presented in the Livre du Cuer and their authoritative source texts. This
same concept could be operative for some of the relics and the stories that they reference,
most of which were very well known and widely read. Three of the four relic stories
might be traced back to Virgil, and the swords used to kill Coroebus and Turnus most
likely reference the Aeneid. However, Virgil himself is not named here, and when he is
openly named in other scenes, it is only ever as a negative example of authority. Virgil’s
poetry, especially the Aeneid, tends to set up contests between love and duty/destiny,
where the latter is given preeminence – a value system quite at odds with courtly love
ideology. Within the Livre du Cuer, Amours attempts to take control of these well-known
stories and rewrite them in a way that is favorable to him, perhaps in part because they
are so well-known that he cannot simply ignore them. He recasts them as positive
examples of sacrifice in the name of love, something that Cuer seems to accept without
question. René d’Anjou, on the other hand, by including these references, trusts that his
better-informed readers will remember their authoritative sources. He subtly invites his
readers to contrast the contradictory interpretations of the stories against each other, to
question Amours’s propaganda in a way that Cuer does not.
Similarly, these relics also reference stories that are told by Ovid and Boccaccio,
two of the authoritative poets in the cemetery. These are “good” authors, whose works
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were inspired by and written in service of the god of love. Yet, as with Virgil and Dante,
Amours attempts to take control of certain love stories away from these authors, to
present them in a way that ensures a “correct” interpretation of their tragic outcomes.
Tragic love stories like these potentially allow for the conclusion that authors like Ovid
and Boccaccio were perhaps not as supportive and dedicated to the promotion of courtly
love as their tombs suggest. Amours uses the relics in this scene to stifle any suggestion
that might interrupt the coherence of his propaganda message. He effaces the connection
between these authors and potentially disruptive, well-known tragic love narratives, while
also rewriting these narratives in a way that makes them fit within his larger message that
to serve him is to reach a glorious conclusion.
The work of correcting auctoritas through the presentation of objects, while
subtly performed in the relic scene, becomes much more direct within the palace of
Amours. Following the Mass at the hospital chapel, Cuer, Desir, and Largesce continue
their journey to the palace. At the threshold, they are greeted by Bel Acueil, who leads
them into an entryway where marvelous objects hang from the ceiling. These entirely
capture Cuer’s attention, who has by now learned how all objects in this place tell a story
of Amours’s power, greatness, and generosity. However, he fails to decipher their
referentiality unaided – especially since these objects, unlike the shields and tombs, do
not have inscriptions through which they can explain themselves. Cuer therefore asks Bel
Acueil, who is only too happy to furnish both Cuer and the reader with an exposition of
these objects and to explain how the narratives to which they are attached should be
properly interpreted in favor of Amours.
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There are six of these objects, or, as one might call them, Amours’s trophies of
conquest. At first, just a physical description is given for each, following Cuer’s gaze, but
given in the prose voice of the acteur. They are then explained by the verse voice of Bel
Acueil. First is a simple wicker basket suspended by a long golden chain in which Virgil
was suspended and publicly humiliated after being tricked by a young woman that he
loved. Second, there is a pair of large, rusted iron shears, used by Delilah on Samson’s
hair. Third are the bit, bridle, saddle, and spurs that a young woman used to humiliate
Aristotle by riding him like a horse. Fourth are the distaff, linen, and spindle that
Sardanapalus used to spin, a pastime he adopted in order to spend more time among the
women he loved. Fifth is the idol that Solomon worshiped for the love of a pagan woman.
Sixth are the loom and weavers’ tools that Hercules took up in submission to Omphale.
While these trophies represent a somewhat diverse group of men, they all share
the similarity of being “ancients” who were frequently referenced throughout the
medieval period, thanks to their associations with authoritative texts. Three of them are
auctores: Virgil as a Roman poet, Aristotle as a Greek philosopher, and Solomon as a
Biblical author. The other three, while not remembered for their own writings, are
memorable protagonists from classical texts, including, in the case of Samson – as with
Solomon – the work with the greatest auctoritas, the Bible itself. In addition to their
shared association with authoritative classical works, they also all share the experience of
humiliating submission at the hands of Amours. This is decidedly different from the
submission marked by the shields on the cemetery archway. The nailing of the shields on
the archway as described in the epitaphs is clearly coded in feudal terms, following the
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example of Amant’s oath to Amours in the Roman de la Rose. Those men, in their own
voices, assert their own personal greatness while recognizing that Amours is greater still.
Amours’s archway therefore aggrandizes the god of love by aggrandizing the men that
serve him as feudal vassals. In this Amours does not humiliate them so much as
conquered and emasculated enemies, but as participants in an act of submission that was
part of a widely accepted contractual system practiced between men of the highest social
standing. The shields, as objects, are markers of this contract.
The objects in the palace entryway, on the other hand, are trophies of conquest,
reminders of Amours ability to humiliate and emasculate those that oppose him. This
emasculation is perhaps the most immediately obvious in the case of Sardanapalus and
Hercules, who gave up the masculine pursuits of war and combat for the feminine
activities of spinning and weaving. While Samson might not have so directly taken up
feminine activities, he did lose his famous hair – and therefore the favor of God, his
superhuman strength, and his invincibility in battle – due to his love of a pagan woman.
In the cases of Virgil, Aristotle, and Solomon, Amours humiliates and emasculates
them in a way that attacks their moral and intellectual – rather than martial – reputation.
Virgil is said to have been deceived “Par une dame moult subtille” (v. 1872), and that
“Amours ainsi le desprisa / Pource que tousjours peu prisa / Virgille le pouoir d’Amours”
(v. 1885-1887). Once suspended in the basket for all the world to see, “Ne lui valut
alleguer droit / N’estre clerc, nigromant ne saige” (v. 1890-1891). Bel Acueil does not
offer any details about how Virgil had so undervalued and therefore offended the god of
love. Perhaps Virgil did not prioritize amorous pursuits in his own life, instead preferring
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a life of study and reflection. Perhaps his writings are the object of offense, prioritizing,
as they often do, the call of duty over the desires of the heart. More likely, it is a
combination of both. It should be remembered that the six poets in the cemetery are
portrayed as both dedicated lovers and great love poets, one acting as a necessary
prerequisite for the other. Virgil potentially presents a sort of counterexample, as one
who did not serve Amours either as a lover or as a writer. Worse, his writings serve as
authoritative texts that assert the primacy of certain values – like duty and wisdom – over
that of love.58 For this reason, Amours publicly humiliates and emasculates him. In that
very domain in which he is an authority, he is bested by a woman who proves to be more
cunning than he.59 By entering into the basket, he forgets himself, while the woman
carefully executes Amours’s plan for vengeance. In other words, Virgil, like the Dido of
the Aeneid, abandons duty and reason for passion. The woman, on the other hand, like
Aeneas, retains her reason and acts in service of a higher, divine power, the god of love.
Of course, this episode in Virgil’s life, so inconsistent with the ideology of his writings,
calls his authority into question. Unlike the six cemetery poets, it seems that he did not
practice what he preached. At the very least, this story ridicules the weakness of a man
whose actions, despite whatever his authoritative writings might assert, prove that the call
of love will eventually overpower any amount of devotion to wisdom and duty. The
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That Virgil was an enemy of Amours is further confirmed by the other explicit mention of him in the text,
during the Fountain of Fortune scene examined above. The inscription claims that the fountain is the work
“De Virgile ou d’un sien complice” (v. 320), made for the giant Desespoir. Virigil therefore employed his
ingenuity, his “artiffice” (v. 319) to make an object designed to weaken the resolve of those who drink
from it – ostensibly knights in the service of Amours.
59
It is true that Virgil had a reputation of being “saige,” which has a positive connotation, while the woman
is called “subtille,” a more morally ambiguous term. However, the fact remains that he was intellectually
bested by a woman, traditionally held to be more subject to passion than reason when compared with men.
Here, that dynamic has been reversed.
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basket is Amours’s trophy of this victory over competing ideologies and values.
The presentation of the Aristotle trophy details a similar sort of victory for the god
of love. “Aristote le saige” (v. 1913), as he is called, is totally humiliated:
Tant blasma le bien d’amer doulx
Et tant le desprisa qu’Amours
S’en vengea par les subtilz tours
De celle la qui lui bouta
La selle, puis dessus monta
Et des esperons lui donna,
Et tellement si l’ordonna
Que sa science peu valut :
Amours son sens lors lui tolut,
Car lui qui estoit tant honneste
Fut chevauché comme une beste. (v. 1916-1926)
As with Virgil, Aristotle is presented in the inscriptions as having a reputation for
wisdom and authority, ostensibly due, at least in part, to his condemnation of love in both
word and deed. He also was bested by a woman, whose cunning proved greater than his
wisdom. Amours once again proves his superiority, neutralizing Aristotle’s “science,”
taking away his “sens,” and undermining his reputation as an “honneste” man. These
qualities are the very basis of Aristotle’s auctoritas, the very authority he used to
condemn love. Yet, in the end, any condemnation of love by Aristotle is ultimately
meaningless. If he has any remaining authority, then his example simply confirms that
even the wisest and most resistant are ultimately subject to the whims of love, and that to
resist only sets the stage for humiliation.
The final auctor referenced in this hall of trophies is Solomon, the Biblical king
of Israel and, from a fifteenth-century perspective, the undisputed author of several Old
Testament books. The Biblical figure of Solomon is a complex one, remembered as a
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king blessed by God himself with wisdom, wealth and power, but who eventually sinned
against that same God by taking many pagan concubines and worshipping idols (1 Kings
11). Unsurprisingly, Bel Acueil carefully constructs his presentation of Solomon in the
Livre du Cuer so as to fit him into Amours’s conquest narrative, but without contradicting
the Biblical tradition. He faithfully asserts that Solomon worshiped idols in order to gain
the love of a woman:
Amours en ce point si l’oultra
Et ravala son dure couraige,
Car il cuidoit bien estre saige.
Aussi estoit il pour certain,
Mais il n’est nul, tant soit haultain,
Plain de science ou bien apris,
Qui d’Amours souvent ne soit pris. (v. 1940-1946)
Unlike with Virgil and Aristotle, Solomon is not said to have openly challenged Amours.
He simply believed himself to be wise, something that Bel Acueil quickly confirms –
“Aussi estoit il pour certain” – so as not to contradict the Bible. That God granted
Solomon unparalleled wisdom cannot be challenged. The auctoritas of the work that
asserts this is simply too great. The Livre du Cuer therefore uses the Biblical auctoritas to
its advantage. Yes, Solomon was undeniably wise. Yet, his wisdom was also undeniably
insufficient to protect him from the whims of Amours, who wished him to abandon his
wisdom for the foolishness of amorous pursuits. This trophy is a reminder of Solomon’s
fall and the fact that even the most authoritative and non-courtly text of all, the Bible,
confirms Amours’s ability to reduce the wisdom of the wisest to nothing.
All six men represented by these trophies are chosen due to their reputation of
greatness, either in strength and combat, or in wisdom and intellect. At the same time, all
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the trophies act as reminders of the moment when the very quality that made each of
these men great was undone by the power of Amours. Moreover, and quite unlike the
authoritative individuals represented by the cemetery shields and tombs, they are not
allowed to speak for themselves. This creates a stark contrast, especially between the six
tomb poets and the three author figures represented by the trophies. In both instances, the
men concerned are great writers who are remembered for their voice. The words they
composed are the primary vehicle for their enduring memory and authority in various
fields of study. Within the world of the Livre du Cuer, the tomb poets are presented in a
way in which they live on; they seemingly retain their voice and control over their legacy.
The authors referenced by the trophies, on the other hand, used their voices, in life, to
speak out against love, or at least believed themselves to possess qualities that put them
beyond his power. Yet, in life they were defeated and in death they are silenced. Instead,
it is Amours himself who, with the help of Bel Acueil, controls their legacy. The only
reference to them that remains is a ridiculing reminder that their actions undermined what
they might have said or implied about love in their authoritative writings and actions.
Amours’s reason for decorating his palace entrance with these trophies seems
twofold: first, they are intended to assert his power and superiority over other ideologies
and abstract forces; second, they act as a warning to visitors about the futility and even
foolishness of resisting Amours. They are part of a campaign of memorial propaganda
that covers the entire island and includes all the objects in the cemetery that this study has
already examined, as well as the others in the palace which will be studied hereafter. As
with the shields, tombs, and relics, the success of the propaganda program relies on
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recognition. These individuals and their stories are cited with the assumption that both
Cuer and the reader will recognize them and their commonly held position of authority.
In the case of the shields, tombs, and relics, the individuals were presented – sometimes
with significant alterations from their source text by Amours – as servants of love and
examples to be followed. Here, the message is quite the opposite. Through these trophies,
Amours reminds both Cuer and the reader that while they may have heard of and trusted
the words and examples of these men, in so much as they criticized Love, or resisted his
power, or valued other pursuits above his, they are not to be believed or emulated. These
trophies are a warning from Amours of the ridicule that awaits his opponents and an
attempt by him to undermine the very real threat of their authority. This scene might
laugh at Virgil, Aristotle, and Solomon, but just by including them, it reveals to what an
extent their writings were authoritative and threatened the system of courtly love.
Having considered these objects and how they evoke, ridicule and even confirm
the auctoritas of traditional auctores and ancient protagonists, it is important to think
about how they contribute to the overarching allegory of the Livre du Cuer. While it is
clear how these trophies fit into Amours’s propaganda campaign, as we have already seen
with the shields, tombs, and relics, the Livre du Cuer contains hints that the reader should
be wary, even if Cuer is not. Through the different objects this study has addressed so far,
the Livre du Cuer consistently displays Amours’s readiness to distort classical narratives
in order to make them correspond to the morality of courtly ideology. At the same time,
he attempts to take control of and impose a favorable interpretation of tragic love stories
when possible, sometimes effacing specific auctores and their versions of the narrative in
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the process. The trophy scene is the only instance in the romance where other classical
auctores are explicitly named – in addition to the evocation of Virgil at the fountain – and
the objects that represent them are conspicuously voiceless. One can only wonder what
these objects might say if they were allowed to speak for themselves. Might they express
regret for their momentarily lapses which led to their humiliation at the hands of Amours?
Might they warn Cuer that, despite his faithful and willing service to Amours, he is no
more guaranteed a happy ending than were they?
The relics at the cemetery and the trophies in the palace cannot truly be called
allegorical. Like the shields and tombs, they are simply representational. However, they
play a significant role in informing the deeper meaning of the romance’s allegory. They
help to more fully establish the ideology of courtly love, in which, through the
presentation of numerous referential examples, Amours promises success and happiness
or, if not, at least glory to his faithful and ridicule and failure to his detractors. They also
reveal the structure of literary authority upon which this ideology rests. Amours willingly
draws upon love-centered literature, especially poetic works, from both the medieval and
classical periods to corroborate the ideology of courtly love. At the same time, there
seems to be an awareness that some of the greatest authorities, whether in theology (the
Bible), philosophy (Aristotle), or even in classical poetry (Virgil) do not support the ideal
of the courtly love system. Nor could such authorities be ignored. Instead, the Livre du
Cuer – or, at least, Amours’s program of monumental propaganda – recognizes their
authoritative status and seeks to undermine or rewrite it. On the surface level, these
objects proclaim the supremacy of Amours and the discipline of courtly love. Yet, this is
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an allegory, and so these objects necessarily have additional, deeper meaning. As the
romance gradually exposes the unreliability of Amours, the reader cannot help but begin
to question the monuments he has built out of his dozens of referential objects. These
very objects, then, risk turning against him. These texts and authors might be silenced,
effaced, distorted, or ridiculed in the Livre du Cuer. Yet, the Livre du Cuer also reminds
the reader of their authority, of the need to reread or reconsider their messages, what they
say in their own voice. If this happens, the reader might begin to see past Amours’s
propaganda and suspect the unfortunate ending that awaits Cuer and his companions.
E.

Statues, Mirrors, and Tapestries

The shields, tombs, relics, and trophies constitute a sort of body of objects on
Amours’s island. These objects are primarily representational. In other words, while they
inform the allegorical significance of the narrative, they are not themselves allegorical.
Instead, each, as we have seen, represents a different individual or couple from history,
literature, or contemporary politics. In so doing, they invite the reader to compare the
Livre du Cuer with the usually authoritative written works in which these individuals’
deeds are recorded. Additionally, there is a second body of objects in Amours’s domain:
the purely allegorical “speaking” objects of the island. This body of objects is composed
of three groups. These are the statues and mirror at the palace entrance, the ten tapestries
in Amours’s hall, and the eight tapestries in Venus’s bedchamber. Like the earlier
Column of Amours and Fountain of Fortune, each of these objects represents an abstract
concept associated with courtly love, and allows, through attached verse inscriptions, for
the concept to have a voice that speaks directly to the adventurers and the readers. Unlike
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the first body of objects on the Island, these objects do not rely quite so heavily on direct
references to outside authoritative texts. In the case of the shields, tombs, relics, and
trophies, the references to authors, protagonists, and narrative episodes can often only be
understood by the reader who is already quite familiar with the texts or stories from
which these references are drawn. For the purely allegorical objects, this is not
necessarily the case, linked as they are to concepts that are not intrinsically associated
with a specific narrative. However, that is not to say that the allegorical statues, mirror,
and tapestries do not reference textual authority. They do, in fact, serve to further
associate the Livre du Cuer with the Roman de la Rose tradition of allegorical dream
romance. While the surface meaning of these objects can be understood without an
awareness of the Roman de la Rose, their referentiality is key to understanding some of
their depth meaning. As these objects evoke the allegorical romance tradition of the Rose,
they remind the reader of its appeal and that of the doctrines of courtly love that it
teaches. At the same time, they also suggest the unfortunate lesson that Cuer will learn at
the end of his journey: that as appealing as the idea of courtly love is on the surface, a
deeper inspection of its ideology reveals that its ultimate outcome, when put into action,
is usually failure and suffering.
After viewing the relics in the hospital chapel, Cuer, Desir, and Largesce make
their journey up the hill to the magnificent palace of Amours. This palace is described at
length, with special focus placed on the gems out of which it is made, and the blinding
light they reflect back upon the three knights. With the repeated refrain that “mieulx
sembloit chose celestielle ou espirituelle que terrienne” (p. 394), the palace itself is
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strongly reminiscent of other medieval literary representations of the heavenly kingdom,
whether that be the celestial Jerusalem of Deguileville’s Pelèrinage de vie humaine or the
Queste del Saint Graal’s château de Corbénic, where the Grail is housed (Nievergelt 147148, Bouchet Livre du Cœur 395fn1). After a difficult journey up the path, the three
companions finally reach the entrance of this promising and magnificent structure. Here,
they discover “deux grandes ymaiges d’ambre jaulne, aornees d’or d’alquimye fait de la
quinte escense et de pierres precieuses, moult richement entaillees et eslevees, qui
tenoient ung mirouer d’une table de dyamant…la ou on se pouoit mirer des la premiere
barriere du chastel” (p. 400). At the feet of each statue there are inscribed labels,
identifying them as Fantaisie and Ymagination, “lesquelles deux avoit devisé le
bastiment dudit chastel comme maistresse d’euvres” (p. 400). Above their heads there is
another inscription, explaining the mirror. It solemnly warns that if any unfaithful lover
were to look at himself in the mirror, then all of his disloyalty would be plainly revealed.
The acteur then notes Cuer’s great interest in these objects, and how he examined each of
them carefully and read the inscriptions. This moment of study is only interrupted by the
arrival of Bel Acueil, who emerges from the palace and leads the companions inside to
see the trophies in the entrance hall.
Marco Nievergelt has appropriately deemed this scene “a metonymy for René’s
entire allegory” (146). After all, this romance is presented as a dream, one which the
dreamer constructs and into which he enters through Fantaisie and Ymagination. In other
words, as je, René explains in the prologue, this whole allegory is a mental representation
of the authorial figure’s past experiences, an attempt to reconstruct them. Moreover, the
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very statues of these concepts, as found at the palace entrance, are created from
alchemical gold. For Poirion, this material is reminiscent of the same transmutation that
occurs in allegory, where one must analyze the current “substance littéraire” to discover
what it used to be, and what it now means (“L’Allégorie dans le Livre du Cuer” 57).
Rather than a direct retelling of je, René’s past experiences, the dream is recounted as a
“parabole,” a transmuted narrative that the initial narrator offers up as a space for
reflection on courtly love – both for his personal reflection on his own experience and for
the general reflection of readers who might consider his case and apply its lessons to
themselves. In other words, this alchemical romance holds up a mirror for the reader. As
he examines the statues and mirrors and then steps across the threshold and into the
palace of Amours, Cuer’s actions reflect those of the dreamer as he falls asleep or of the
reader as he begins to study the text. In all three cases, the involved individual enters a
world that was created through mental reconstruction and which allows him to analyze
his own amorous state.
With these considerations in mind, it seems appropriate to dwell at length on what
Cuer sees in the mirror, as a potential key to understanding the meaning of the allegory
and the lessons that this work holds for the reader. Yet, as Nicholas Ealy has correctly
pointed out, the text never actually offers any details on what Cuer sees (Ealy 31-32). It
only states that, despite the inscription’s warning, Cuer could not keep himself from
examining the mirror so attentively that Desir knew “que le Cueur estoit bien happé et
qu’il n’avoit garde d’eschapper a Amours” (p. 402). The reader might well assume, given
the inscription’s dire warning, that if Cuer had been disloyal, he would have suffered the
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predicted consequences, which would have been mentioned in the text. The lack of
mention of any suffering on his part seems to therefore suggest that the mirror has
deemed Cuer loyal. In fact, there is no definitive statement either way. The outcome is
hidden beneath the language of the text and left to the judgement of the reader.
Yet, even if the reader cannot know with certainty what sort of judgement the
mirror renders, it seems clear that, at the very least, Cuer sees some version of himself.
Both Bouchet and Ealy have drawn attention to the fact that the mirror is made of
diamond, a reflective stone that can be read as “dy-amant,” the doubled lover (Bouchet
Livre du Cœur 401fn3, Ealy 35). This material confirms the reflective nature of the
mirror, doubling the image of the lover who looks at himself. At the same time, this
reflection, as the inscription warns, might not show an image of the lover that is identical
to the one looking into it. This mirror has the potential to reveal any duplicity. In other
words, it can reveal a less-pleasant version of the lover, hidden beneath the veil of the
original’s appealing exterior. This is the danger of looking into the mirror – it can expose
the illusions potentially created during the mental reconstruction process of Fantaisie and
Ymagination. Between the statues and the mirror, there is an interplay that is nothing
short of allegorical – the potential creation of illusions, which act as surfaces, and the
exposition of what is hidden beneath those surfaces for the edification of those who take
the time to consider it.
In this same line of thinking, it is noteworthy that these objects – the mirror and
the statues – contain potential references to the Roman de la Rose. In this earlier
romance, there is an extended exchange between Nature and Genius during which they
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discuss optics and illusions at length. Notably, they give special attention to the subjects
of alchemy and mirrors. These discussions consider the place of truth in illusion. Mirrors,
in particular, are said to be able to deceive the eye with false illusions while at the same
time revealing realities that the naked eye alone cannot perceive (v. 18048-18290). They
allow for the reconstruction of imagery, sometimes faithfully, sometimes not. In this way,
they are like dreams, the very sort of mental constructions that the opening lines of the
romance defend against accusations of inherent falsehood. Guillaume de Lorris uses the
imaginations of dreams to create an allegorical narrative of the dreamer’s personal
experiences. Jean de Meun, on the other hand, famously transformed the unfinished
dream allegory into a compendium of love, which he renames “Le miroer aus amoureus”
(v. 10655). With this term, he associates his romance with scholarly speculum – a genre
of encyclopedic works that seek to offer a full survey of a topic, often with the aim of
providing moral instruction. Some of these, like the famous specula principum acted as
mirrors in so much as they depicted the figure of the prince as he should or should not be
– allowing for corrective reflection on the part of the princely reader. Jean de Meun’s title
suggests that his romance shares this function, only intended as a behavioral guide for
lovers, rather than princes.
Throughout the Livre du Cuer, the Roman de la Rose is so frequently referenced
that it is difficult to forget its influence even momentarily. In both works, alchemy and
mirrors are mentioned in quick succession, as sciences whereby the boundaries between
illusion and truth are blurred, much the same as in dreams. In both these texts, it is this
same blurring that permits the narrative’s foundational allegory to function. True, unlike
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in the Rose, the science behind mirrors and alchemy is only briefly mentioned in the
Livre du Cuer. Here, they do not require further exposition, so long as they remind the
reader to remember what is said about them in the Roman de la Rose during the
discussion between Nature and Genius. The reference, even without overt citation of the
source, acts as a sufficient paraphrase for the ideas.
At the same time, the Livre du Cuer’s mirror also potentially references Jean de
Meun’s “miroer aus amoureus” title, literalized into a physical object by René d’Anjou.
This is not to say that the mirror in the Livre du Cuer is meant as a physical
representation of the Rose as text. Rather, it suggests that the Livre du Cuer is, like the
Rose, repurposing the speculum genre’s central metaphor and applying it to itself.
Bouchet has argued that the allegory of the Livre du Cuer itself is a sort of speculum. The
whole of the work uses allegory to place the various forms of the lover’s self on display
for examination, and “offre à l’autoportraitiste un biais pour se décrire.” She adds that
this reflective allegory “ne prétend pas à la mimesis (et donc pas au portrait ou à
l’autoportrait réaliste) mais vise plutôt à révéler l’essence du moi” (“Introspection et
Diffraction” 73). The mirror at the entrance to Amours’s palace is therefore a
literalization, or even a mise-en-abyme of the entire work’s allegorical processes. We
should not forget that these allegorical processes are largely inspired by the Rose,
including the use of allegory to display the self of the lover-protagonist in a mirror for
reflective examination. The difference is that, where the Rose maintains the speculum
genre’s metaphor whereby the text is called a “miroer,” in the Livre du Cuer, the mirror is
a literalized physical object. The Livre du Cuer never openly classifies itself as a member
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of the speculum genre. However, it does include a physical “miroer aus amoureus,”
which literalizes the allegorical mechanics of the Livre du Cuer, borrowed, in turn, from
a different “miroer aus amoureus,” the Roman de la Rose.
The reader can never be sure of what Cuer sees in this mirror that exposes that
which is veiled by artificial appearances. As in all successful allegories, the depth
meaning remains somewhat obscured and requires analytical effort on the part of the
reader in order to be uncovered. Of course, not all readers will arrive at the same
conclusion, either about the meaning of the entire romance or what Cuer sees in this
particular “miroer aus amoureus.” Regardless of what he sees, however, this scene makes
one thing clear: that Amours’s realm is the product of mental representation and
reconstruction, where truth and illusion are potentially mingled together. One can look
into his revelatory mirror, but only after being blinded by the sight of his palace and then
immediately facing Fantaisie and Ymagination. The surfaces may indeed hide important
truths for those who are willing to consider them attentively, but they are not themselves
entirely trustworthy. It well may be that there is no mention of what Cuer sees in the
mirror because he may not see anything of significance at all. After all, Cuer repeatedly
demonstrates that one of his biggest failings as a protagonist is an inability to see past the
surface imagery that surrounds him. It is this very shortcoming that causes him to adhere
faithfully to the rules and doctrines of courtly love, blindly ignoring the reality that he is
headed for a disastrous failure. Perhaps Cuer, still blinded by the light of the palace and
taken in by the statues’ imagery, sees nothing of the mirror’s depths, but only his surface
reflection staring back at him.
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Following Cuer’s moment of reflection at the mirror, he enters the palace and
soon discovers many of the wonders that it holds. These include the before-mentioned
conquest trophies, a cage of parrots, a fountain with two sirens, and, most notably, two
series of allegorical tapestries. Like the statues and mirror structure at the entrance, these
tapestries are artistic renderings of allegorical beings with attached verse inscriptions to
help the character-viewer to “read” them (or, perhaps, the reader of the romance to
“view” them). The tapestries further resemble the statues and mirror in allegorical
function. They represent Amours’s court and constitute, on the surface, a beautiful
assembly of personified courtly ideals. However, on closer inspection, these works of art
hint at some of the more troubling aspects of the courtly system hidden beneath its
appealing, but illusory surface.
There are eighteen total tapestries in the palace – ten in Amours’s hall and eight in
Venus’s bedchamber. These tapestries are somewhat exceptional in that their presentation
interrupts the otherwise rhythmic alteration between verse and prose that characterizes
the rest of the text. In all other circumstances, the prose narration of the acteur separates
the individual blocks of verse that represent character/object discourse, with brief speech
rubrics generally preceding both verse and prose sections. With the tapestries, however,
the acteur only gives a rather short group description of their material composition: “En
la salle avoit dix grans tapis de soye et tous batuz a or de l’ouvraige d’Arras” and “La
tapisserie de sa chambre estoit toute de satin cramoisy, brodé de fin or et de perles” (p.
436, 452-454). Following these general and brief physical descriptions, the ten and eight
verse inscriptions of the tapestries follow in rapid succession, only separated by repetitive
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speech rubrics along the lines of: “Telle esoit la .iii.e piece de tapisserie et les vers qui
soubz estoient escriptz disoient ainsi” (p. 438). The voice of the acteur does not reappear
until all the tapestries have spoken (unless we assume that it is the acteur who is speaking
in the speech rubrics), nor is any other physical description given beyond what can be
derived from the inscriptions themselves. In both series, most of the tapestries depict two
figures. For nine of the ten tapestries in Amours’s hall, one of the depicted figures speaks
in the first-person through the verse inscription, mentioning the presence of the second in
their shared artistic representation (the exception is Raison in the tenth tapestry, who does
speak in the first-person voice, but appears alone). The inscriptions for the first six of the
eight tapestries in Venus’s bedchamber use an initially unidentified third-person voice to
name the two depicted figures and describe their habitual activity – mostly their
involvement in the symbolic activity of bird-catching. The final two figures in the Venus
series appear alone and use their own first-person voice in the inscriptions to offer their
perspective on the preceding tapestries.
As previously mentioned, the tapestries mostly depict figures that are
personifications of courtly ideals, usually two-by-two. In Amours’s hall, the ten tapestries
show Oyseuse and Jeunesse, Regart and Beau semblant, Plaisir and Foul Cuider, Ardant
Desir and Vaine Esperance, Souvenir and Pensee, Cuïderie and Abus, Voulenté and
Pouoir, Lÿesse and Dueil, Folie and Entendement, and Raison. In Venus’s bedchamber,
Cuer sees representations of Plaisant Maintien and Gente Contenance, Jeunessë and
Beaulté, Deport Joyeulx and Gracieux Recuil, Chiere Amiable and Courtoise Maniere,
Foul Cuider and Esperance, Dueil and Tristesse, Rogier Bon Temps, and le viellart.
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Among this list of figures, most do not appear as characters in the text outside of
these tapestry inscriptions. Some resemble other characters in name, but are not exactly
the same. Ardant Desir, for example, tells his viewers that he is blind, a trait which
distinguishes him from the character of Desir. There are, however, a few exceptions
where the tapestries portray characters that physically appear in other episodes of the
romance. Esperance, from the fifth tapestry in Venus’s bedchamber, for example,
physically appears on three separate occasions to guide Cuer and Desir. Whether the
Vaine Esperance of the fourth tapestry in Amours’s hall is the same individual remains
unclear.60 The three companions also meet Oyseuse in the palace hall, near the siren
fountain and the parrot cage, not long before they find her tapestry. Finally, Tristesse, one
the romance’s antagonists, has already tricked Cuer and trapped him in the dungeon of
her fortress of Deveé de Liesse, before he encounters her once more in tapestry form.
Still, other figures have never before appeared in the romance in physical form, but are
represented twice in the tapestries. Jeunesse, Foul Cuider and Dueil are each the
companion figure in the first set (meaning that they are not the one who speaks in the
inscription), but the first named in the second tapestry in which they appear, in the second
group.
As previously stated, most of these figures are personifications of courtly ideals.
This makes sense in two series of tapestries that decorate the palace of the personified
god of courtly love. In the first series of tapestries, the primary speaking figure in each of
the nine doubled portrayals tends to represent a positive courtly being. However, these
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For a more complete discussion of the character of Esperance in the Livre du Cuer, see pp. 224-230 of
this study.
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speakers often appear alongside less-than-courtly figures, beginning with Foul Cuider in
the third tapestry and continuing with Vaine Esperance, Abus, Entendement, and perhaps
Dueil. In the case of Entendement and Dueil, their inclusion is logical. Dueil appears
alongside Lÿesse, forming a couple whose struggle and contradictory cohabitation is a
hallmark of courtly love. Entendement only appears as a being who is conquered and
undone by the other figure in the same tapestry, Folie. This also is a common theme in
courtly love literature, and is, in fact, the subject of several of the trophies displayed in
Amours’s entryway and discussed in the previous section of this chapter. The presence of
Foul Cuider, Vaine Esperance, and Abus is harder to explain. Foul Cuider appears
alongside Plaisir. Plaisir freely admits that it is because of Foul Cuider that she willingly
sacrifices her freedom and becomes a prisoner of Amours. Vaine Esperance appears as
the guide of the blind Ardant Desir, who proclaims his full confidence in the former
because Amours wills it so. Abus appears with Cuïderie, where the two of them attempt
and consistently fail to catch birds under the orders of Amours. However, their
proclaimed faith that they will be rewarded for their obedience in spite of their failure
recasts these negative terms in a potentially positive courtly light. In short, Foul Cuider,
Vaine Esperance, and Abus all appear as figures acting in the service of Amours. At the
same time, all are associated with false hopes, deceptive illusion, and error. The presence
of these three beings suggests that, along with all the other positive courtly ideals,
Amours seduces followers with false promises. These tapestries warn both Cuer and the
reader that Cuer’s faith in the promised reward for faithful service to Amours, the
successful conquest of Doulce Mercy, might be driven by his own internal harboring of
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Foul Cuider, Vaine Esperance, and Abus.
The second series of tapestries also includes negative beings, but not just as
secondary figures. In order to understand these figures, it is necessary to first address the
symbolic activity in which most of them are engaged, that of bird catching. Birds are a
common feature of courtly literature. They naturally inhabit the garden settings where
courtly affairs so often happen and their song lends itself well to courtly and poetic
metaphor. Particularly relevant in this regard is the beginning of the Roman de la Rose.
The first figure that Amant encouters is Oisseuse, whose name may well refer to leisurely
idleness, but also sounds a great deal like oissiaus. It is she who grants Amant access to
the garden, where the first thing he notices is the variety of birds and their heavenly song.
It is this birdsong that indicates to him that he has arrived at the “paradis terestre” (v.
636). In the Livre du Cuer, it is Bel Acueil that greets the heroes at the entrance of the
heavenly palace, but he quickly takes them to an interior courtyard, where they meet none
other than Oyseuse. She shows them the sirens in the fountain, these half-bird/half-human
creatures whom she asks to sing their other-worldly and seducing song. She also shows
them a bird cage filled with parrots. A surprised Cuer remarks that the flesh of pigeons
and doves is certainly better to eat, and asks Oyseuse for an explanation. She replies that
Amours only eats parrot hearts, after which Cuer is absorbed in thought, while the others
adopt an uncharacteristic silence. It is almost as if too much has been said, that Cuer risks
discovering something he should not. 61 Luckily, his reverie is soon interrupted by the
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Cuer should see this eating of parrots as a stark warning, as this bird is an apt metaphor for his own
approach to courtly love: ever one of imitating the examples set before him, the embodied parroting of the
ideology of courtly love. Moreover, he is the allegorical avatar of the authorial figure, who has created a
work crafted from citation and mimicry of authoritative romances, especially the Roman de la Rose. In the
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arrival of Soupir, and no more is said about this discomfiting bird cage or its possible
meaning.
This context is helpful in order to fully understand the figures of the second series
of tapestries, both those that appear positive and those that are obviously negative. The
first four tapestries explain the diverse tactics employed by eight courtly figures for
catching a variety of birds that are, in fact, “cueurs vollages” (v. 2267). Jeunessë and
Beaulté are notably said to follow the example of Oyseuse – the companion of Jeunesse
in the first series of tapestries – in using a net. The fourth tapestry includes the
reappearance of the less-than-ideal courtly figure of Foul Cuider, who joins the others in
their labor. This time Foul Cuider accompanies Esperance, the noble lady who has
helped and guided Cuer and Desir throughout the romance. While the companions have
always trusted her completely, this tapestry explains that she and Foul Cuider “Ont
englué ung hault arbre d’abus” (v. 2280) in their attempt to catch the flying hearts. This
glue is said to be particularly efficient: “S’il y a cueur qui d’y venir s’avance / ja ne sera
certes en sa puissance / Qu’il n’y laisse quelque plume a la glus” (v. 2281-2283). The
sixth tapestry portrays the reappearance of Dueil, now accompanied by Tristesse. While
Dueil’s presence in the first series of tapestries makes sense when paired with Lÿesse, it is
harder to explain him here with Tristesse, one of the sworn enemies of Amours who has
previously imprisoned Cuer. Yet, in this tapestry they work with the rest of the birdcatching party of courtly ideals. More specifically, the two have “de soucÿes cages / Et
d’ancolies aussi pareillement” (v. 2284-2285) in which they imprison the caught hearts,

poetic opposition between parrots and nightingales (see Kay Parrots and Nightingales 22-23), Cuer is
certainly a parrot, and this revelation about Amours’s diet should alarm him.
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“Lesquielz ils font, en doloureux langaiges, / En souspirant chanter piteusement” (v.
2287-2288).
The first six tapestries, with their bird-catching metaphor, should serve as a dark
warning for Cuer. He himself wears a helmet topped with the symbol of a winged heart,
as portrayed in the Barthélemy Van Eyck illuminations of the Vienna author manuscript.
If this isn’t enough for Cuer to realize that he is one of the “cueurs vollages” depicted in
the series, then the fifth tapestry ought to alert him. Certainly, Esperance has always
reappeared in times of difficulty to urge him on in his service to Amours with promises of
future success and happiness. Yet, if these tapestries are to be believed, these promises
might not be more than bird-catching glue, a trap to deliver to Amours another parrot
heart that he might consume. Even if the fifth tapestry is not warning enough, the sixth,
with Dueil and Tristesse, should be. Cuer should remember that he was defeated and
nearly killed by the knight Soussy, whose helmet was topped by “fleurs d’encolies” (p.
142). With the encouragement of Esperance, Cuer followed Soussy into Tristesse’s castle
of Deveé de Liesse, where she, Tristesse, imprisoned Cuer. In the tapestries, Tristesse has
reappeared, but with Dueil. Dueil is also making her second appearance after the first
series of tapestries, but she is now separated from Lÿesse. She is literally Deveé de Liesse,
and she and Tristesse are imprisoning the hearts that they have caught in cages made of
soucÿes and ancolies. It could not be clearer that this tapestry is a symbolic rendering of
what happened to Cuer when he was captured and imprisoned while acting under the
advice of Esperance. Only these tapestries imply that these antagonists are actually
working in the service of Amours, assisting him in capturing hearts for consumption.
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Fortunately for Cuer, he escaped his physical prison. Yet this artistic rendering warns
him that he is heading for a second, emotional prison.
In addition to what should be the alarming presence of negative figures in the
tapestries, Cuer ought to pay greater heed to the final figures that appear in each series.
The tenth tapestry of the series in Amours’s hall, and the only one to be depicted alone, is
Raison. She opens her inscription with a revelation about her tapestry’s physical
placement: it is behind the door, hidden from sight. It was placed there, she says, by
Amours, Jeunessë, and Oyseuse so that she would be forgotten. With her out of the way,
the other tapestry figures – in addition to the three already mentioned, she names seven
others – can occupy the space, “en menant la leurs deduis” (v. 2180). Courtly pleasure, it
seems, is only possible if reason is shunted aside and forgotten.
The last figures of the second series of tapestries also conclude on a similar,
though more ominous note. In Venus’s bedchamber, the six bird-catching tapestries are
followed by two that portray Rogier Bon Temps and le viellart. Rogier Bon Temps is the
first of the second tapestry series where the depicted figure speaks, through the
inscription, in his first-person voice. His inscription offers a surprising perspective on the
catching of the “cueurs vollages”:
Quant je regarde simples cuers ainsi prendre
Et mal baillir, par leurs tresgrans folies,
Et nul n’est pris a mercy pour soy rendre,
J’en ay mon cuer repris sans plus actendre
Pour cy le mectre avecques les oublies. (v. 2289-2293)
His opening lines demonstrate that he has observed the other tapestries and offer the
possibility that it is his voice that narrates their third-person inscriptions. As an attentive
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observer, he models what others should take away as they view the tapestries. The hearts,
it seems, are only captured through their own foolishness. Furthermore, this foolishness
appears to stem primarily from their erroneous belief that they will be better treated if
they willingly give themselves up to capture. In the end, they are just as badly treated,
and willing submission guarantees no reward. Roger Bon Temps, however, is not taken
in. As his name implies, he has profited from his external observation of hearts and the
courtly ideals. He finds contentment and serenity by avoiding such foolishness,
withdrawing his heart from amorous pursuits, and then forgetting them.
The final tapestry of the second series is that of le viellart. Like Rogier Bon
Temps, le viellart looks back at the preceding tapestries and offers a judgement on their
actions. More specifically, he approves of Rogier Bon Temps’s decision, stating that he “a
sceu retraire son cuer de si bonne heure / Que point il n’a en l’amoureux boucage / Esté
croqué, ne laissé du plumaige” (v. 2295-2296). Not only does his inscription support
Roger Bon Temps’s assertions about the foolishness of the birds, it also seems to confirm
that the “cueurs vollages” are indeed the same as the parrots that Amours keeps in a cage
in order to eat their hearts. Anyone wishing to avoid the fate of the parrots would be wise
to escape from the influence of the god of love as quickly as possible.
Cuer, it seems, does not understand the lessons of the tapestries in Venus’s
bedchamber. Not until the very end of the romance does he finally follow the example of
Roger Bon Temps and the guidance of le viellart. He seems incapable of understanding
that these tapestries represent an allegorical and artistic depiction of his own adventure,
itself an allegorical and artistic rendering of the youthful experiences of the romance’s
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author figure. He cannot see past the surface beauty of the tapestries and the courtly
figures that they represent. Perhaps he would understand, but as is the case with all
foolish lovers, love leaves him little time for serious contemplation. This is beautifully
illustrated by what happens after the inscription of le viellart. Rather than a discussion of
what Cuer thinks of these tapestries, both his and the reader’s contemplation is cut short
by the return of the voice of the acteur, who immediate states that “ne tarda gueres que
Amours commanda que les tables fussent drecees” (p. 458). With the announcement of a
meal – where the god of love will presumedly consume parrot hearts – consideration of
the tapestries is cut short before Cuer or the reader can move from surface to depth
meaning. The nuances of the figures that they depict are obscured, leaving only the
superficial preexisting notions that one might have of these allegorical figures.
Such preexisting notions exist, of course, due to the authoritative tradition of
romance dream allegory stemming from the Roman de la Rose. There is no question that
both series of tapestries recall the Rose. The first series, with its ten tapestries mostly of
couples occupied, to return to the description given by Raison, “en menant la leurs
deduis,” is highly reminiscent of the carole in the Rose’s Vergier de Deduit. This carole,
one of the first sights that Amant observes after entering the garden, is a dance involving
ten courtly beings, Deduit, Leesce, Amors, Biaute, Richece, Largesce, Franchise,
Cortoisie, Oisseuse, and Joenesce. Few of these figures appear in the Livre du Cuer’s
initial series of tapestries. However, the final two members of the Rose’s carole make up
first pair in the initial tapestry in the Livre du Cuer. It is almost as if these tapestries are a
continuation of the Rose’s carole, enumerating other figures who might also join the
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courtly dance.
These additions, however, include, as we have seen, less-than-courtly figures,
who, while out of sight in the Rose’s carole, are exposed in the Livre du Cuer as
participants in the courtly dance and essential servants to the god of love. Their presence,
it seems, is necessary to the tapestry scenes of Deduit, even if Amant never sees them in
the Rose’s Vergier de Deduit. In fact, as uncourtly figures appear in the tapestries, these
works of art that initially seem to recall the carole become potentially reminiscent of
another feature of the Vergier de Deduit, the portraits on the outer wall. These portraits
depict beings that are the allegorical embodiments of uncourtly vices that are excluded
from the garden in the Rose. None of them shares an identity with the Livre du Cuer’s
tapestry figures. Yet, as these tapestries move more from the courtly tenor of figures
borrowed from the Rose carole to the less courtly presence of several of the new
additions, the memory of the Rose’s wall portraits looms large. With their representation
through artistic portraiture, in material terms, the tapestries resemble the uncourtly vices
more than any other allegorical figures in the Rose. Surely, some of the uncourtly figures
in the tapestries ought to be excluded from Amour’s entourage and placed on the outer
wall with the other vices. Yet, they join the virtues in their dance of Deduit as essential, if
sometimes unmentioned members of Amours’s court.
The Rose also notably includes the figure of Raison. In the Rose, Raison is among
the most significant opponents of Amours’s ideology, and attempts, during a lengthy
discussion, to convince Amant to abandon courtly love. Despite her portrayal as a
potentially vulgar and somewhat hypocritical figure in the Rose, she ultimately offers a
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fairly convincing argument. Amant, unable to combat her reasoning, simply asks her to
leave, stating that he prefers the folly of courtly love to the sanity of a love of wisdom.
Never does the Rose offer any indication that Amant comes to regret this decision. In the
Livre du Cuer, Raison symbolically remains right where the Rose and Amant sent her:
banished from the Vergier de Deduit. Those who adhere to the teachings of the Rose and
its tradition, like Cuer, will accept her portrayal in this authoritative work, as well as
Amant’s example of how to treat her. Stuck behind the door, she is no longer visible, no
longer able to offer up her arguments against courtly love. Were she able, she might warn
Cuer of his impending misery, and offer him an alternative path that would lead to
enduring tranquility. However, the Rose has cut off her arguments and trapped her behind
a door, where she can only complain about her unjust fate.
The second series of tapestries also relies upon preconceived notions of
allegorized courtly figures based on the tradition of the Rose dream allegory. It does not,
however, evoke the carole as the first series does. Instead, this series links itself to the
Rose through the figure of Oyseuse and her relationship to birds. In the Rose, this is a
benevolent relationship, and the singing birds are a marker of the eternal springtime that
rests upon the garden. As we have seen, in the Livre du Cuer, Oyseuse is cited as the
exemplar for the bird catchers, the teacher of those who will deceive and trap lovers in
order to deliver their hearts to Amours for consumption. The scenes in these tapestries are
rather sinister and should alarm Cuer, but they do not. As previously stated, he remains at
a surface level, unable to access the deeper meaning behind the allegory. This block,
however, is not just the result of his own inability to analyze the images, or Amours’s
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efforts to deny him time for reflection. Like the reader, Cuer is taken in by the repeated
references to the Rose and its allegorical tradition. He recognizes many of these figures
and the general allegorical model upon which they are built. They are part of enduring
tradition, in which they play a role as positive embodiments of aspects of an authoritative
ideology. He cannot see past their beautiful surface aspect, because he has already been
trained to thoughtlessly associate that surface with the well-established depth doctrines of
courtly love. The authority of the courtly romance allegorical tradition is so strong that no
effort is made to see what should be very obvious: that there are other ways to interpret
the figures before him.
F.

Chapter Conclusion

The Livre du Cuer is filled with numerous referential and allegorical objects, not
all of which can be individually examined in this study. Given these limitations, this
chapter has devoted special attention of the romance’s “speaking” objects (the Column of
Amours, the Fountain of Fortune, the shields, the tombs, the statues and mirror, and the
tapestries) and groups of objects that explicitly link the text to established literary
authority (the relics and the trophies). All of these objects confirm the continued power of
auctoritas in the fifteenth-century literary conscious – an auctoritas that includes not only
classical authors and texts but also those of the medieval romance genre. It is clear to see
how much sway the ideologies of these auctoritates have, not only over Cuer, but also
over the author figure and potentially the reader. Yet, even as the Livre du Cuer confirms
this authority, it consistently calls it into question. It pushes the reader to reject Cuer’s
example and to look past the appealing surface of the allegory and (re)consider and the
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important and potentially uncomfortable truths that they cover. These objects confirm just
how much René d’Anjou creates the surface aesthetics of the Livre du Cuer through
imitation of some of the most authoritative literary works of the Middle Ages in France.
They also reveal his readiness to criticize the ideologies that they promote, even as he
recognizes their appeal and the difficulty of resisting them, whether for himself, his
protagonist, or his readers.
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III.

ALLEGORICAL CHARACTERS IN THE LIVRE DU CUER

At the beginning of the Livre du Cuer, as the dreamer recounts how he fell asleep,
he introduces his dream world by naming some of the principal characters that will
inhabit it: Pitié, Dangier, Amours, Desir, Doulce Mercy, Honte, Cremeur, and mon cuer.
As we saw in chapter one of this study, the naming of these characters is among the first
and greatest indications that this work will participate in the tradition of allegorical
romance. Beginning with characters who appear in the Roman de la Rose, René d’Anjou
links his work to this authoritative romance. To this he adds other characters, who, while
they do not appear in the Rose, are clearly cut from the same allegorical cloth. As with
the narrative frames and objects of the Livre du Cuer, the referentiality of these
characters forms an important part of the “deeper meaning” behind the romance’s
allegory. Not only do they affirm the auctoritas of the texts that they reference, but they
also serve as a response to these texts and the effects of their literary authority within
mid-fifteenth-century courtly society.
Because the Livre du Cuer’s first introduction to these characters so clearly ties
them to the model of the Rose, this chapter will organize its study of characters according
to their relationship with the Rose. Following the presentational order used by the
dreamer, first we will examine characters that are directly lifted from the Rose’s Vergier
de Deduit, then those that do not have a direct counterpart in the Rose, and finally those
that strongly resemble certain characters in the Rose within the narrative plot, but who are
distinguished from them in name and ultimately allegorical function. As with objects, it
will be impossible to study every character of the Livre du Cuer within these three
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sections. Instead, special attention will be given to significant characters that best
demonstrate this work’s referential relationship with the Rose and other allegorical
romances. For characters that are directly lifted from the Rose, these are Pitié, Dangier,
Amours, Bel Accueil, and Largesce; for those that do not appear in the Rose, Esperance
and Desir; for those that resemble but are distinct from their Rose counterparts, Cuer and
Doulce Mercy. Given the key role that these characters play, they best demonstrate how
the Livre du Cuer participates in and draws authority from the Rose-based tradition of
romance allegory, while at the same time challenging its ideology and those who blindly
adhere to it.
A.

The Return of Rose Characters

Of all the allegorical characters that the Livre du Cuer directly lifts from the
Roman de la Rose, Pitié, Dangier, Amours, Bel Accueil, and Largesce are perhaps the
most significant. Each of them plays an important and highly visible role in the Rose. As
such, when they reappear in the Livre du Cuer, where they are once again featured as
prominent figures, they are easily recognized. On the one hand, they help to establish a
link between the worlds of the two texts. While the Livre du Cuer obviously does not
take place in the Rose’s Vergier de Deduit, the presence of shared characters hints that
the two stories exist within the same allegorical dreamscape. On the other hand, this use
of shared characters invites the reader to compare the two texts. At times, their actions
and words confirm their depiction in the Rose and encourage the reader to expect this
newer romance largely to maintain the course established by its authoritative predecessor.
It is all the more disruptive, then, when these characters participate in discourse and
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plotlines that break with the Rose and its ideology. These five characters are among the
best case-studies for the complex relationship between the Rose and the Livre du Cuer,
allowing us a glimpse into one fifteenth-century reading of a monumental thirteenthcentury text.
As the dreamer narrates how he fell asleep at the beginning of the Livre du Cuer,
he blames his suffering, at least in part, on two beings who will later reappear as key
characters in Cuer’s quest. First, he accuses Pitié, who took so long to reach his lady’s
heart that he can no longer be certain of his own ability to endure. In the same breath, he
speaks against Dangier, who, “sans cause” (v. 33), seems set on ending his life. These are
the only two allegorical figures that are named and presented as personified beings before
the physical arrival of Amours and Desir and their removal of the dreamer’s heart. It is
surprising that these two characters are the first named, given that they themselves do not
physically appear until much later in the romance, with their roles primarily centered on
the concluding events on the Island of Amours.
Cuer, Desir, and Largesce first meet Pitié at the Hospital, where she is the
prioress and works alongside the nurse, Courtoisie.62 It is Courtoisie who welcomes the
companions and guides them through the cemetery, as Pitié is largely occupied with
caring for those “malades de blesseures que Dangier et Reffus leur avoient faictes” (p.
284). It is not until after the lengthy tour of the cemetery that Pitié begins to take a more
active role in the narrative. She first asks Cuer to make an oath: “prist dame Pitié ung
livre et fist jurer et faire serement au Cueur de bien et loyaulment servir Amours

The depiction of Pitié as the prioress of the hospital is an idea clearly borrowed from Achille Caulier’s
Ospital d’Amours, where she occupies the same role.
62
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doresenavant et garder ses commandemens, lesquielz il lui commanderoit quant il
parleroit a lui” (p. 378). Cuer, so the acteur explains, willingly accepts out of his desire
for a successful conclusion of his quest to claim Doulce Mercy. Following this oath, Pitié
speaks to the companions at length, suggesting that they first visit Amours himself and
then set out for the manor where Doulce Mercy is imprisoned. She especially offers
advice on how to defeat Dangier, Reffus, and the other guards, and on how to persuade
Doulce Mercy to allow Cuer a kiss. All of this is given in a rather optimistic tone that
suggests eventual success. In particular, she cites the example of those that have
attempted such a quest before Cuer:
Si l’ont bien d’autres entrepris
A qui depuis bien en est pris.
Mais or laissons tout ce langaige –
La fin si nous fera saige –
Et revenons a ce point cy,
Comment aurez Doulce Mercy. (v. 1681-1686)
Following this optimistic oath scene, the narrative exceptionally departs from the
perspective of Cuer to follow Pitié as she visits the imprisoned Doulce Mercy. This visit
is also the occasion for the first physical appearance of the other first-named character,
Dangier. Though he guards the manor where Doulce Mercy is imprisoned, he
nevertheless respects the authority of Amours enough to allow Pitié to enter and speak
with the lady. He cannot, however, keep himself from insulting her as she passes and
muttering that Doulce Mercy would be foolish to listen to her council. Unsurprisingly,
Pitié proceeds to tell Doulce Mercy about Cuer and his quest in the most favorable light
possible, and advises her to grant him his request. In response to this, “Si commença
incontinent Doulce Mercy a amer le Cueur en sa pensee” (p. 392). At this point, the
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narrative returns to the companions and their arrival at the castle. Pitié and Dangier are
left behind, and do not play much more of a role until Cuer arrives at the manor-prison
for the concluding confrontation.
These initial depictions of Pitié and Dangier in the Livre du Cuer correspond to
and confirm their Roman de la Rose portrayal. In this earlier romance, Dangier is, of
course, the memorable guardian of the rose, who initially repels Amant after his first
request for a kiss, which Bel Acueil rejects. It is only with the help of Ami, Franchise, and
Pitié (the latter two being brought to Amant by Amours) that Dangier is calmed enough
to allow Amant to approach a second time and receive his first kiss – at which time
Dangier is joined by other antagonists to repel Amant once more, and the tower is built to
protect the rose. In both works, Pitié initially acts as a sort of advocate for the male
protagonist, working to calm Dangier’s defensive anger and the lady’s hesitation. In both
works, this advocacy succeeds until the moment of the first kiss, where Dangier attacks
the lover. In both works, then, Pitié and Dangier initially act in the same way, and have a
similar relationship with one another.
These similarities, which strongly suggest that the characters in the Livre du Cuer
begin as copies of their Rose counterparts, put Pitié’s first words and actions in a new
light. When she asks Cuer to swear loyalty to Amours on an unnamed book – an implied
sort of “Bible of love” – the reader cannot help but wonder if this book is the Roman de
la Rose.63 Similarly, when she assures him that “Si l’ont bien d’autres entrepris / A qui
depuis bien en est pris” (v. 1681-1682), she seems to be referencing a lineage of
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This seems to be confirmed by the oath that Cuer takes before Amours himself, as discussed on pp. 210213 of this study
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successful amorous dream-allegory protagonists, of which the Rose’s Amant is the first
and best-known. In the case that the reader might have missed the connection forged
between the Rose and the Livre du Cuer by their shared use of these two first-named
characters, the oath and advice offered by Pitié serve to make the reference more
obvious, if still not explicitly stated.
At the same time, Pitié’s words and actions at the hospital also hint at the fact
that, despite all appearances, Cuer is not in the idyllic world of the Rose. In the Rose,
Pitié duels with and defeats Dangier in the psychomachia, an essential step in the
ultimate victory of Amours’s forces and of Amant’s quest. In the Livre du Cuer, she
might cite the promising example of past successes, but her time at the hospital is largely
dedicated to caring for those gravely wounded by Dangier. Clearly, not all encounters
with this antagonist end well. She also tempers her optimism, immediately following her
citation of past successes with: “Mais or laissons tout ce langaige – / La fin si nous fera
saige” (v. 1683-1684). Of course, neither the first-time reader of the romance nor Cuer
know what the end will be, and therefore cannot much understand this comment. In the
end, Pitié does not fight and vanquish Dangier. Instead, it is Cuer who fights him and
expels him from the manor, thereby claiming a kiss from Doulce Mercy. Dangier,
however, survives and plans the ambush in which Cuer is defeated, his companions killed
or wounded, and Doulce Mercy recaptured. It is Pitié who finds the gravely injured Cuer,
who treats his wounded body, and brings him back to her hospital to “finir le remenant de
ses jours en prieres et oraisons” (p. 496). Cuer does not achieve success like those cited
by Pitié, but instead joins the ranks of those she is so diligently occupied with treating,
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but of whom she never speaks. In the struggle between Pitié and Dangier the outcome is
not always a successful courtly affair. True, Pitié, like many romance authors, prefers to
speak only of the success stories. This tendency, however, risks promoting a false
optimism and an unrealistic, even foolish outlook on love. To this, the Livre du Cuer
responds, with Pitié, “Mais or laissons tout ce langaige – / La fin si nous fera saige.”
Pitié and Dangier may be the first named allegorical characters in the Livre du
Cuer, but the first to materialize physically is Amours. While he does not speak in a way
that is visible to the reader during his first appearance, he performs the essential function
of initiating the allegory, as he removes the dreamer’s heart from his chest and entrusts it
to Desir for the duration of the quest for Doulce Mercy. Like Pitié and Dangier, Amours
does not reappear or speak until near the end of the romance. However, the figure of the
god of love looms large over the entire quest. The acteur, characters, and speaking
objects repeatedly hint that success in the quest will largely depend on Amours’s fickle
favor, which may be won through Cuer’s fidelity to him and his commandments. Early
examples of this include the inscription on the Column of Amours and Esperance’s
admonition to endure hardship, “Car Amours seult ainsi partir / Ses biens et ses maulx
repartir, / Soit a desserte ou sans desserte” (v. 131-133). Most notably in this regard, it
becomes clear near the mid-point of the romance that the companions need to sail to the
Island of Love and seek an audience with Amours to request his help if they are to have
any chance of success.
This depiction of Amours is highly reminiscent of the Roman de la Rose, with its
fickle, but ultimately benevolent god of love. Here, he issues commandments to Amant
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which, he assures him, will guide him to a successful conclusion. Of course, this
character – like his mother, Venus – has a storied literary history that long predates the
Rose, and that can notably be traced back to ancient poets like Ovid, whom René d’Anjou
clearly knew well. It would therefore be wrong to imply that René d’Anjou created his
Amours solely from the Rose. Yet, his depiction of this character is certainly in line with
and indebted to Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun. It is also clear that René d’Anjou
uses this character to recall and respond to the Roman de la Rose. This is nowhere clearer
than when Cuer visits Amours’s palace, meets with the god of love, and swears an oath of
loyalty to him.
Even after his arrival on the Island of Love, Cuer does not immediately meet
Amours. There is significant build-up and delay before he encounters the very being who,
curiously enough, gave him allegorical life. Cuer first visits the cemetery and hospital,
journeys to the palace, and then meets Bel Acueil and Oiseuse who respectively show him
the trophies in the entrance hall and the sirens and parrots in the courtyard. Finally, Cuer
is admitted before Amours, where Bel Acueil introduces him and Desir presents his case.
After hearing Cuer’s plea for authorization to seek Doulce Mercy and aid to overcome
her captors, Amours sends him to wait while he confers with his advisors. It is at this time
that Cuer examines the first set of tapestries. Amours then readmits him, conditionally
offers him his authorization and help, and has Loyaulté administer an oath. This is
followed by a description of the tapestries of Venus’s bedchamber, after which all the
companions retire to bed, only to rise and depart early in the morning. Amours does not
reappear in the romance following the oath, nor is there any indication that Cuer ever
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sees him again.
There are three principal elements of the oath that Cuer takes before Amours: to
serve him loyally and forever, to obey his commandments, and not to kill Dangier,
Reffus, Honte, and Crainte in his attempt to claim Doulce Mercy. As previously stated, it
is Loyaulté who gives voice to the conditions of the oath and states that Cuer should
signal his acceptance by kissing the knees of the enthroned Amours. These formalities
strongly resemble those of an oath of feudal vassalage, which would certainly resonate
with aristocratic figures like René and his readers. This scene likewise recalls the oath of
Amant in the Rose, which also includes a sealing kiss and similar obligations for the
protagonist – except that of not harming certain antagonists.
In addition to the resemblance in the formalities of the oath ceremony, the
language of the oath includes the Livre du Cuer’s most explicit reference to the Rose. As
such, the beginning of the oath bears repeating here:
Cueur, vous promectez et jurez
Que loyaument vous obeyrez
Et servirez le dieu d’Amours
Desoresmais et a tousjours,
Et fuirez tousjours Chasteté
Soit en yver, soit en esté,
Et que bien selon vostre sens
Garderez ses commandements,
Lesquielz, si les voulez savoir,
Prenez paine a lire et a veoir
Le tresbel Romant de la Rose,
La ou l’art d’amours est enclose,
Et la les trouverez tous dits.
Prenez paine a l’estudïer,
Car il sert bien a ce mestier. (v. 2215-2230)
Nowhere is the link between the allegorical worlds of these two romances so clearly
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enunciated. The Amours of the Livre du Cuer is not portrayed as an imitation of
Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun’s character, but as the very same being who has
simply reappeared in another text. Loyaulté explicitly names the Rose, exhorts Cuer to
read and study it, and then further strengthens his reference by citing one of its most
famous couplets: “Le tresbel Romant de la Rose, / La ou l’art d’amours est enclose.” He
also evokes the figure of Chasteté for the first time, in a manner that recalls her presence
in the Rose.64 In so doing, the voice of Loyaulté reminds the reader how well René knew
the Rose, and that he is responding to it here.
At the same time, this oath reminds the reader that they, too, must study the Rose
if they are to understand the Livre du Cuer. The Livre du Cuer, for example, has no need
to detail the ten commandments of love at issue in this oath; it can simply mention them
and refer the reader back to the Rose, which they have already read in all likelihood.
Here, as in so many other instances, we are reminded that the best reader of the Livre du
Cuer is one who has taken the time to study the Rose and understand its version of the
“art of love.”
Such a reader would notice inconsistencies between the two texts, especially in
places where they might expect the greatest similarities. Amours is the prime example of
this. Even in the oath scene, differences between the texts are visible. In the Rose,
Amours has no stated affiliation with Dangier, Reffus, Honte, or Crainte, these beings
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In the Rose, Chasteté is the stated leader of the antagonistic forces opposed to Amours. However, while
her servants (including the likes of Dangier, Honte, Malebouche) are routinely abused and ultimately
defeated, she herself is not much criticized or attacked, quite probably to avoid issues of theological
orthodoxy. She never physically appears and is only seldom mentioned, and therefore only exists as a
distant and powerful figure whom servants of Amours should flee. The use of her name in the oath of the
Livre du Cuer maintains this same attitude toward Chasteté, and, juxtaposed with the naming of this
romance, serves as another link between the two texts.
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that attempt to block the efforts of lovers like Amant and Cuer. In the Livre du Cuer,
Amours reveals that they are his own servants, that he could save Cuer and future lovers a
great deal of pain if he so wished. Yet, Amours protects these villainous figures as
necessary elements in the quest for love – beings that force lovers to turn to him for help
and therefore become his vassals by oath. The villains, it seems, are an integral part of the
courtly love system.
Likewise, the act of the contractual kiss reveals the distance between the texts as
much as it links them. In the Rose, Amant first attempts to signal his submission by
kissing Amours’s feet. Amours prevents this and, after explaining some of the most basic
conditions of the contract, instead seals the pact with a kiss on the mouth. This kiss on the
mouth evokes some level of mutual obligation, even equality. The Livre du Cuer’s kiss
on the knees, however, is decidedly closer to the feet than to the mouth. This contractual
kiss may recall the Rose, but there is clearly a shift in status and obligations between the
two parties. Cuer may promise the same obedience that Amant does, but he receives no
assurance of victory in exchange. Instead, he is only authorized to attempt to claim his
lady with some limited help from some of Amours’s host. When Cuer ultimately fails,
Amours does not rush to his aid or encourage him to try again, as in the Rose. He is
absent at the end and leaves Cuer to his own devices once he has claimed him as his own
through the feudal oath.
In the Roman de la Rose, Amours promises Amant eventual victory if he will
serve him faithfully and adhere to his commandments. Amant does, of course, succeed in
the end, but only after committing to dubious alliances with the rather uncourtly Faus
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Samblant and La Vieille. Cuer is arguably more faithful to the courtly ideals that Amours
preaches and yet, his quest ends in failure. As it turns out, Amours’s favor depends less
on fidelity to him than on his fickle whims, just as Esperance admits near the beginning
of the text when she says that “…Amours seult ainsi partir / Ses biens et ses maulx
repartir, / Soit a desserte ou sans desserte” (v. 131-133). The Amours of the Livre du Cuer
might seem to be a harsher version than his Rose counterpart, but as Loyaulté’s words
reveal, he is the same. The Livre du Cuer simply shows him when his inconstancy leads
him to withhold his gifts from one who seems to deserve them, rather than to grant them
to one who arguably does not. The Rose shows Amours at his kindest. In the Livre du
Cuer, we see a different side of this allegorical figure. He is a being who uses public
displays of his own power and promises of sweet success as a veil to cover his true
motive: to capture winged hearts for consumption. In the end, he cares little for the
success or failures of these hearts so long as they are his, parrots locked away in his cage
for when he needs them.
The final two characters lifted from the Rose that this study will examine are Bel
Acueil and Largesse. Both of these characters play highly visible roles in the Livre du
Cuer and, given their prominent place in the Roman de la Rose, serve to strongly evoke
this earlier romance and its authority. However, the function of these two allegorical
figures differs greatly between the two texts. By repurposing these allegorical characters,
René redefines the role of two key ideals within the courtly love system. These characters
act as both a corrective to and a criticism of certain failings and misguided beliefs within
this system, as codified in the authoritative Roman de la Rose.
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The Bel Acueil of the Rose is among the most complex, and therefore most
studied characters of the Rose. Michel Zink astutely voices two of the most significant
contradictory aspects of the Rose’s Bel Acueil. First, that while he is initially presented as
but one of many aspects of the lady’s personality – “les bonnes dispositions de la jeune
fille à l’égard de l’amant” (Zink “Bel-Accueil le travesti” 32) – after being imprisoned in
the tower with the rose, he at times appears to be her primary, even sole representative –
“l’assimilation de Bel-Accueil à la jeune fille est complète en bien des endroits de
l’oeuvre de Jean de Meun” (33). Second, Bel Acueil’s gender identity continually shifts
according to the changing needs of the narrative. At times, he is masculine, especially to
allow him a non-sexual male-to-male friendship with Amant, where the two can
appropriately meet and talk together according to the social norms of the thirteenth
century (Zink “Bel-Accueil le travesti” 32). At other times (and in spite of the
grammatical gender of the noun), he is feminine (33), allowing him to act as the animate
mouth and ears of the inanimate rose, and to appropriately share a prison room with her
as a non-sexual companion. In these contexts, he is the being to whom Amant can offer
his pleas for amorous, even sexual favors from the rose.
The complexities of the Rose’s Bel Acueil are as problematic as they are
fascinating. It is Bel Acueil who ultimately grants Amant permission to penetrate the rose
in the final scene. However, the reader might well wonder if Bel Acueil can consent for
the rose. Perhaps so, if Bel Acueil does truly represent the totality of the lady. However,
this is only sometimes the case, and there are other characters, like Reffus and Crainte for
example, who also seem to represent aspects of the lady’s personality, and whose refusal
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is entirely disregarded in favor of Bel Acueil’s consenting voice. Given the trait that Bel
Acueil represents, it is unlikely that he can do anything but consent, just as Reffus cannot
help but refuse. How can such a one-sided and limited being represent a real woman?
Amant may choose to believe that Bel Acueil can alone speak for the rose, but for the
reader, it is hard to accept that this single part can speak for the whole when other parts
so vigorously disagree with it – and when Amant uses force of arms to silence these
dissenting parts.65
Bel Acueil’s shifting gender in the Rose similarly complicates his ability to speak
for the rose. His sometimes feminine identity makes his role as spokesperson more
believable for both the reader and Amant. However, his sometimes male-to-male
relationship with Amant causes uncertainty. One is left to wonder which version of Bel
Acueil is speaking when he consents for Amant to penetrate the rose. In either case, Bel
Acueil does not share a body with the rose, and it is not he who will be penetrated. This
alone is problematic enough, without the consideration of a sometimes-male character
speaking for and consenting to another male body on behalf of a voiceless female one.
This understanding of Bel Acueil in the Rose puts the character in stark contrast
with his Livre du Cuer counterpart despite initial appearances. Bel Acueil is first
mentioned within the Livre du Cuer when Cuer and Desir meet Jalousie, whom they
mistake for a simple, hideous old woman and hermit. Although the companions do not
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Modern scholarship has increasingly read the ending of the Rose as an allegorical depiction of sexual
assault, or argued that this is one of several viable readings, often in response to Christine de Pizan and
Guillaume de Deguileville’s own readings of this concluding scene: see Gravdal (68), Hult (“The Roman de
la Rose, Christine de Pizan, and the querelle des femmes” 185), Kelly (Internal Difference 39), Lamy
(201).
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learn it until much later, the omniscient acteur already informs the reader of Jalousie’s
identity, and that she is hiding “le tresbeau jouvencel” (p. 114), whom she has taken
prisoner, within the hermitage. This carries obvious echoes of the Rose, where Bel Acueil
is similarly described and imprisoned with the rose in Jalousie’s tower under the
watchful eye of another unsavory old woman, La Vieille. With this episode as the first
introduction to Bel Acueil, the reader might easily believe that this is the same figure as
the one in the Roman de la Rose.
Yet, subsequent encounters with Bel Acueil serve to push the character away from
the very Rose-reminiscent version this first introduction establishes. The Livre du Cuer
never introduces any serious ambiguity with regards to Bel Acueil’s gender. Instead, he is
always referred to in masculine terms consistent with the grammatical gender of the
noun. Nor does he appear to fill the same narrow function of representing only the lady
and her good will and warm reception. On the contrary, Cuer first encounters him inperson at the entrance to Amours’s palace. Here, he performs his natural duty of
welcoming the adventures into the palace, greeting them, admitting them, and answering
their questions. However, the lady is as of yet absent and Bel Acueil is ostensibly acting
on behalf of Amours. Clearly, this version of Bel Acueil does not represent a personality
trait of the lady alone, but the trait of fair-welcoming as it might be found in any
circumstance. Later, Cuer requests Bel Acueil’s presence in the party that will accompany
him to recover Doulce Mercy, a request that Amours grants. During this mission, Cuer
initially sends Bel Acueil to Doulce Mercy to ask that she agree to admit and talk with
him. She then sends Bel Acueil back to Cuer to welcome him into her presence. This is
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the only time that Bel Acueil speaks for the lady. In fact, soon after this, his character
disappears, last mentioned as a participant in the successful battle to expel Dangier and
the others from the manor – though he is assumedly still with the party when they are
ambushed during their attempted return to Amours’s palace with Doulce Mercy. Bel
Acueil, then, only represents the lady when she welcomes Cuer into her residence,
exactly as he had represented Amours. Further, while he speaks for her in a message, he
only does so to relay words that she, as an animate being, first spoke with her own voice.
When the Livre du Cuer first introduces Bel Acueil, it is in such a way as to evoke
his allegorical representation in the Rose. However, the Livre du Cuer subsequently
drains the character of all ambiguity, both in terms of gender and voice representation.
His function is largely reduced to that which his name implies: fair welcoming. This
change, on the surface, might seem rather minor. However, for the overarching message
of the romance’s allegory, it is monumental. The reader who accepts the ideology of
courtly love as represented by the allegorical mechanics of the authoritative Roman de la
Rose might come to believe that the courtly lady’s true voice can only be one of consent.
On the other hand, any utterance of refusal from the lady would be false voice: an
insincere utterance required as part of the courtly game or even an imposed and enemy
occupant that must be dislodged by force if necessary. By imitating, citing, and then
altering the Rose’s allegorical mechanics, and those of Bel Acueil in particular, the Livre
du Cuer counters this perspective of courtly love. As this romance shows, the lady may
well speak through Bel Acueil, but this is by her choice, and he is not her only possible
voice.
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Just as the Livre du Cuer rewrites the Rose’s character of Bel Acueil, it also
imitates and then alters the allegorical figure of Largesce. In the Rose, Largesce appears
early on, but subsequently has a fairly limited role. She first appears in the carole,
appropriately in the couple that follows Richesse and her aristocratic partner. Her
generosity and ability to win over others are emphasized and she is partnered with an
unnamed knight from the court of King Arthur. In including Largesce as a member of the
carole, the Roman de la Rose identifies this concept as one of the principal and
foundational ideals within the doctrine of courtly love.
This is further underscored within the discourses of the various speech characters
who repeatedly assert the necessity of Largesce for the success of Amant’s quest. The
ninth of Amours’s ten commandments is to avoid avarice, as he notes that “Il avient bien
que li amant / Doignent dou leur plus largement / Que cil villain antulle et sot” (v. 221122130). Raison, while promoting alternative forms of love, including true friendship and
a love of learning, speaks at length about the evils of amassing wealth. She goes so far as
to state that, as much as God hates avarice, “Tant li est largece plaisant, / La courtoise, la
bien faisant” (v. 5243-5242). Even in her rejection of courtly love as a system, Raison is
careful to retain this particular virtue. Ami also comments on the utility of Largesce,
though with perhaps a less noble perspective, when he advises Amant to overcome la
Vieille with gifts – in other words, through bribery. To this, he adds, “Et se vous ne povez
donner, / Par promesse estuet sermonner : / Promectez fort sans delaier, / Comment qu’il
aille dou paier” (v. 7447-7450). This idea of simply adopting the external appearance of
generosity without actually committing to the practice is likewise espoused by Faus
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Semblant, under whose guidance Amant does indeed bribe la Vieille with false promises
of gifts.
For all the talk of the importance of the concept of Largesce to the system of
courtly love, the actual personified being does not play any significant role in the Rose
following the early carole. However, she does have a sort of “evil twin,” as revealed by
the character of Ami. Ami explains to Amant that the fastest and surest way to the rose is
the path of trop donner, founded by Fole largece. To find this path, “Largece laisserez a
destre / Et vous torrez a main senestre” (v. 7905-7906). Despite being short and sure, this
path also leads to financial ruin, except perhaps for the wealthiest of lovers. When Amant
attempts to take it, Richece stops him due to his lack of funds. From this point forward,
Amant adopts the advice of Ami and Faus Semblant, making promises of gifts but without
ever giving them. He maintains the appearance of obedience to Amours’s ninth
commandment, but without actually practicing it. Little wonder, then, that the character
of Largesce does not reappear or aid him, despite how often the concept that she
personifies is evoked.
Compared to the Roman de la Rose, the Livre du Cuer takes a markedly different
approach to this character. Largesce does not appear until near the mid-point of the
romance. She is among the forces of Honneur that rescue Cuer from the prison of
Tristesse. Cuer quickly takes to Largesce and asks Honneur to allow her to join their
party, which Honneur grants. Largesce subsequently acts as a key facilitator during
moments of difficulty in the quest. Most notably, she repeatedly mediates between Cuer
and Desir when they argue, she stuns Danger by violently throwing a purse full of coins
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at his ear at the entrance of the manor where Doulce Mercy is imprisoned so that Cuer
can enter, and she participates in both of the battles against the forces of Malebouche.
Unlike her Rose counterpart, this version of Largesce does not fade from being into a
simple abstract concept, but enters as and remains an important allegorized figure within
the narrative.
The other great difference between the two versions of this character is that of
gender. Unlike in the Rose, where Largesce is unequivocally described as a lady, this
figure’s gender is rather ambiguous in the Livre du Cuer (Bouchet Livre du Cœur
213fn1). On the one hand, the word itself is grammatically feminine, which easily
explains the tradition of this figure as a feminine being, as in the Rose. Consequently,
feminine pronouns are used to refer to this character in both texts. On the other hand, the
role of the character within the Livre du Cuer often requires a masculine identity.
Largesce is, after all, a member of the companion trio – with Cuer at its center – that
represents the male lover on a quest to claim the love of his lady. Furthermore, Largesce
appears to be a knight, a member of Honneur’s army, and shares a bed with her two male
companions in a non-sexual capacity. None of these things absolutely excludes the
possibility of a female identity; however, they do align her characterization far more with
the other definitely masculine characters than with the feminine ones within the allegory.
Despite the use of feminine pronouns, in the miniatures of both author manuscripts of the
Livre du Cuer, Largesce is consistently portrayed as a masculine figure. This ambiguity
is notable because it recalls the Bel Acueil of the Rose, while the Livre du Cuer’s Bel
Acueil and the Rose’s Largesce do not have such gender ambiguity. Perhaps this
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ambiguity in the Livre du Cuer’s Largesce is accidental, a “difficulté à maîtriser
totalement, à la fin du Moyen Age, les procédés pourtant les plus élémentaires de
l’allégorie” (Bouchet Livre du Cœur 215fn1). Yet, as the case of Bel Acueil demonstrates,
this “difficulté” was not restricted to the end of the Middle Ages, nor was it necessarily a
difficulty. It is entirely possible that René d’Anjou, familiar as he was with the Roman de
la Rose, had simply learned the lesson of Bel Acueil: that when grammatical gender and
the demands of the plot upon a character’s role seem to create a conflict within the
allegorical structure, gender ambiguity remains a viable resolution strategy. In this
ambiguity, we can see once more René d’Anjou’s reliance upon the allegorical
mechanics of the Rose, repurposed to the needs of his own work – in this case, taking an
identity of gender ambiguity from one character and transferring it to another.
While it is clear, then, that the Largesce of the Livre du Cuer relies upon the
allegorical mechanics of the Rose and that she shares a figurative identity with her Rose
equivalent inasmuch as they share a name and both personify the same abstract concept,
René d’Anjou has rewritten this character in a way that makes her his own. In so doing,
he sets up a definite contrast between the experience of his protagonist and that of Amant
in the Rose. This contrast seems to reflect the auto-biographical leanings of two works in
which the authorial voice narrates an allegory that he presents as a representation of his
own amorous experience. As we have previously seen, Jean de Meun’s discourse of
Amours associates the figure of Amant with the romance’s original author, Guillaume de
Lorris. As concerns the present study, whether Guillaume intended this association or not
is somewhat irrelevant. Marginal commentaries and glosses provide ample proof that the
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Guillaume-Amant association endured in the consciousness of the Rose’s medieval
readership. René d’Anjou would certainly have been aware of this and similarly uses his
prologue to associate his protagonist with himself as author-figure.
In light of these auto-biographical claims, we can better consider the contrast
between the versions of Largesce presented in both romances. Modern scholarship knows
little to nothing of the life of Guillaume de Lorris beyond what is said about him by Jean
de Meun in the voice of Amours. Medieval readers, particularly those in the mid-fifteenth
century, have left no reliable indication that they knew any more than we do. However, if
the Guillaume-Amant association is to be accepted literally, then Guillaume was wealthy
enough to not be excluded from the garden with the wall mural of Povretez, but poor
enough that Richece forbids his entrance onto the easy path of Trop donner. As
previously mentioned, this rejection by Richece acts as a turning point for Amant, as he
adopts only the appearance of generosity without the substantive act – in other words,
this leads to the literal disembodiment of Largesce, who does not reappear in the army of
Amours that will help Amant claim the rose. This turn of events, however, would not
work well for a protagonist who represents René d’Anjou – a duke, the claimant of
several kingdoms, a cousin of the king of France, and one of the wealthiest and most
powerful men in Europe. Few would be better positioned to take the Rose’s restricted
path of Trop donner. Given the auto-biographical assertions of the prologue, it is hardly
surprising that Largesce is included within the core trio of companions of the Livre du
Cuer.
In the Roman de la Rose, Amant struggles through many failed attempts to claim
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the rose before his final success. This struggle is opposed to the impossible alternative,
the path of Trop donner that leads to a quick and easy success for those wealthy enough
to access it. This is, in a way, the path taken by Cuer and René d’Anjou. The Livre du
Cuer somewhat confirms the Roman de la Rose’s statements about the place of wealth in
courtly love. As soon as Largesce joins the other two companions, their journey is fairly
easy and quick, despite the lengthy narrative digressions to describe the wonders of the
Island of Love. This is perhaps nowhere better illustrated than when Dangier tries to
prevent the party from entering the house where Doulce Mercy is imprisoned, and
Largesce easily stuns him with a coin purse to the ear. Yet, for all the help that Largesce
brings, Cuer ultimately fails, while Amant succeeds. Clearly the ability to travel with
Largesce does not alone guarantee success, as she is vanquished along with all of Cuer’s
other companions in the final ambush. Cuer, in keeping Largesce as a faithful
companion, demonstrates his enduring faithfulness to the ninth commandment of Amours
as outlined in the Roman de la Rose and referenced in the Livre du Cuer. Yet, he is
ultimately not rewarded for his obedience to the laws of courtly love. Amant, on the other
hand, slowly abandons the substance of obedience to the laws of courtly love, merely
using its appearances to deceive and achieve success. A comparison of the role of
Largesce in the two works is but one proof of a larger theme, as one reads the later
romance against the earlier: that courtly love is far more effective as a false and
illusionary pretense than as a seriously applied code of behavior. Amant learns this and
succeeds. Cuer does not, and fails.
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Non-Rose Characters

In addition to the characters that exist and share a name in both the Rose and the
Livre du Cuer, it is important to consider characters who, while built upon the allegorical
model of the Rose, do not have an exact counterpart in it. Perhaps the two most
significant such characters are Esperance and Desir. Even so, both characters participate
in the referential nature of René’s allegory. Most importantly, Desir serves to tie René
d’Anjou’s conception of complicated idea of the authorial self into the authoritative
allegorical structure of the Rose tradition. Esperance, on the other hand, acts as a
reminder of the Livre du Cuer’s participation in an allegorical tradition that may be
largely based on the Rose, but which includes many important works which act as vital
and mediating links between the Rose and the Livre du Cuer.
While Esperance does not physically appear as a character in the narrative of the
Rose, she is not totally absent from this romance. Near the end of their first meeting,
Amours promises to give four comforts to Amant to help him endure the sufferings of
lovesickness. The first of these is hope, a concept initially described in terms that lack
any definite personification. However, Amours does ultimately refer to her in way that
suggests some level of personhood, some elevation from the simple status of abstract
concept: “Benoite soit esperance / Qui les amanz ainssint avance. / Mout est esperance
courtoise” (2627-2629). The idea that hope can be blessed and can have a courtly
personality allows for the possibility that this concept can enter into the allegorical
mechanics of the Rose as Esperance. While she never does physically manifest herself to
Amant, leaving the process of personification and allegorization somewhat incomplete,
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Amours’s description of her lays a foundation for her status in future works, including the
Livre du Cuer.
Beyond the additional connection that Esperance establishes between the Rose
and the Livre du Cuer and their respective allegorical mechanics, she also serves as an
important reminder of the greater and authoritative allegorical tradition in which these
two works participate. Adrian Armstrong and Sarah Kay’s Knowing Poetry: Verse in
Medieval France from the “Rose” to the “Rhétoriqueurs” is particularly instructive in
this regard, documenting, as it does, the major milestones in the literary and poetic
evolution of the medieval allegorical character of Esperance. Between the Rose (the
earliest allegorical iteration of Esperance that they mention) and the Livre du Cuer (one
of the latest), they also cite allegorical representations of Esperance in Nicole de
Margival’s Le Dit de la panthère (c. 1290-1328), Guillaume de Machaut’s Remede de
Fortune (c. 1340s) and Voir dit (c. 1363-1365), Jean Froissart’s Prison amoureuse (c.
1361), Christine de Pizan’s Mutacion de Fortune (c. 1400-1403), Deguileville’s
Pèlerinage de vie humaine (c. 1330-32, 1355), Alain Chartier’s Livre d’Esperance (c.
1429), Martin Le Franc’s Champion des Dames (c. 1441-1442), and René d’Anjou’s
earlier Mortifiement de Vaine Plaisance (c. 1455) (Armstrong and Kay 146-150).
It would be difficult to ascertain which of these works or others René d’Anjou had
in mind as he created his own version of the character of Esperance. Still, it is important
to remember that in the creation of his allegory, René was not responding to and building
off of the Roman de la Rose alone. On the contrary, it is difficult to believe that the minor
presence of Esperance in the Rose served as the sole inspiration for his character, when
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so many other vital romances and dits had much more prominently featured this
allegorical being, including those of authors that the Livre du Cuer explicitly includes in
the cemetery of the poets. In fact, as far as the character of Esperance is concerned,
Machaut’s Remede de Fortune, rather than the Rose, should probably be viewed as the
medieval literary authority. This work provides “the most thorough treatment of hope in
an amatory setting” through a character that “is in part a recasting of Boethius’s
Philosophy” (Armstrong and Kay 147). Machaut’s version therefore draws upon the
Rose’s allegorical mechanics, amorous subject matter, and setting and combines them
with the characterization found in another highly authoritative, but non-courtly
allegorical work, Boethius’s De consolatione philosophiae. This combination creates a
character – or, at the very least gives full allegorical life to a character merely hinted at in
the Rose – that, we have seen, subsequently became a staple of the allegorical romance
and dit tradition. It seems almost inescapable that René’s version of Esperance carries
some influence from her foundational Remede de Fortune counterpart.
The influence of the Remede de Fortune and the entire allegorical tradition of
Esperance cited above is further confirmed by certain elements of her portrayal in the
Livre du Cuer. Throughout most of the Livre du Cuer, Esperance appears as a trusted and
noble lady who gives Cuer essential advice on how to proceed, offers guiding
predictions, and even saves him from drowning when he is tossed into the river by
Soussy. However, as we have seen, her depiction in the tapestries of Venus’s bedchamber
– working with Foul Cuider to cover trees with “abus” in order to catch winged hearts for
Amours (v. 2279-2283) – seriously undermines the positive portrayal that dominates the
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first half of the romance. This undermining is finally consummated at the conclusion of
the work with the failure of Cuer’s quest. Despite all his fidelity to both Amours and
Esperance, all of the latter’s promises and predictions fail, and Cuer is left alone, gravely
wounded and near death. In the end, Esperance proves herself to be one and the same
with the figure leading along the hapless and blind Ardant Desir66 in the tapestries of
Amours’s hall: Vaine Esperance.
Disillusionment with the love-related version of Esperance is a long-term feature
of the allegorical tradition spanning from the Rose to the Livre du Cuer and beyond. As
Armstrong and Kay point out (146), in the Roman de la Rose, Amant calls Esperance’s
reliability into question after the imprisonment of Bel Acueil. He states, that despite all
her goodness, courtliness, and pleasant promises, “Ele n’est de nule rien certaine” (v.
4069). However, to this it should be added that the Rose does not include any serious
challenges to the positive portrayal of the courtly Esperance. In the end, her promises
come true and Amant’s doubts retroactively appear to be little more than momentary
faithlessness on his part, rather than any real failing from her.
The Remede de Fortune similarly casts Esperance in a positive light, as a figure
to whom the lover must be unfailingly faithful. However, it does redefine her role and
relationship with the lover in such a way as to allow for increased doubt in her reliability.
Channeling Boethius’s Philosophy, this version of Esperance is set in opposition to
Fortune, and teaches the lover to weather the inconstancies of courtly love by converting
his sufferings into poetic production. Writing poetry is offered not only as a way to win
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over and retain the lady’s affections, but as an exercise of self-comfort in times of
difficulty. At the end of the dit, the long-term success of the courtly affair between the
poet and the lady remains uncertain, especially after the former’s inability to perform
well in courtly activities “D’armes, d’amours, de festoier, / De jouster, et de tornoier, / Et
de toute autre bonne vie” (v. 4121-4123) – in short, a sweeping failure. All of this seems
to chill the lady’s affection for him. Nevertheless, he continues to hope without certainty,
which same hope has inspired the composition of this very dit and all of its intercalated
poems. In the Remede de Fortune, the promises of Esperance are not always sure to be
realized. However, she is the “Remedy for Fortune,” the only way to withstand the
moments of despair that are inevitably tied to courtly love. Furthermore, it is hope that
pushes the lover toward the production of courtly literature – arguably a more noble and
enduring product than the courtly love affair itself.
The Remede’s portrayal of Esperance is indisputably more positive than that of
her final appearance in the Livre du Cuer, catching winged hearts with glue in the Venus
tapestry. Yet, Machaut’s version is an essential step in introducing the fully allegorized
lady that reappears over the following centuries: beautiful, noble, whose promises of
success bring comfort and inspire poetry, but might ultimately fail. Moreover, by
building upon the model of Boethius, Machaut’s Esperance somewhat combines the
registers of courtly and religious hope into one allegorical being. As Armstong and Kay
have pointed out, this did not escape the attention of later poets, who often sought to
distinguish between the two kinds of hope while maintaining the basic allegorical
features of Machaut’s model. Of particular note is Martin Le Franc’s Champion des
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Dames in which the allegorical Hope has been split in two: Espoir, the unreliable servant
of Venus, and Esperance, the trustworthy servant of the holy Virgin (Armstrong and Kay
150). René d’Anjou, it seems, followed a similar path, though not in one single work
(Armstrong and Kay 150). His Mortifiement de Vaine Plaisance includes the allegorical
Esperance, a personified manifestation of the Christian principle of the sure hope that one
can find in Jesus Christ. On the other hand, as we have seen, the Livre du Cuer offers the
other version of this lady, the personification of courtly hope, who is in equal parts
comforting and unreliable/deceptive.
René d’Anjou’s Esperance, in either of his texts, is necessarily informed by the
work of Machaut and the tradition that followed him. In some ways, it is almost as if
René attempted to separate the Boethius and Jean de Meun models that Machaut had
combined into one character, and place them, respectively, into the Mortifiement and the
Livre du Cuer. However, such an operation is inescapably messy, and there remains a bit
of Boethius in the Esperance of the Livre du Cuer, and a bit of Jean de Meun in the
Esperance of the Mortifiement. Once separated from sacred hope, it is possible for René,
like Martin Le Franc, to criticize more fully the duplicitous nature of this courtly ideal. At
the same time, as the initial je, René author explains, he writes this romance in the hope
of discovering who, between Fortune, Amours, and his destiny, has caused him such
great suffering. In particular, he writes to his trusted relative, Jean de Bourbon, “en
esperant que bien et seurement m’en saurez conseillier” (p. 84-86). He does so with the
belief that, as Jean studies this exposition of his sufferings, he will be able to offer him
the “singulier remede” (p.498) that he so desperately desires. While it is not the
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allegorized Esperance who encourages René to write, his poetic production is not so
different from that of Machaut’s poet-lover. He composes in the desperate hope of
achieving self-comfort, as a way to withstand the sufferings of love and to find a remedy
to the cruel whims of Fortune.
The Remede de Fortune is never named in the Livre du Cuer, nor are any other
texts which include the personified figure of Esperance, with the one obvious exception
of the Roman de la Rose. 67 Yet, even if important intermediary texts like the Remede are
not mentioned, their influence – conscious or not – is still present. The character of
Esperance serves as an important reminder that the Livre du Cuer is not just responding
to the Rose, but to an entire allegorical tradition that stems from it. Certainly, as the
foundational, the most authoritative, and most recognizable work, the Rose is the most
often and most explicitly referenced member of this tradition. However, the Rose alone
does not make up the entire tradition of allegorical courtly romance, nor is it the lone
written source of the authority of its ideals. Works like the Remede de Fortune had also
helped to construct the world of romance allegory, to build upon and add to the
authoritative status that the Rose had first given it. The Livre du Cuer is participating in
and responding to this entire tradition. Esperance is not just an imitation of and a
response to the barely present figure that Amours promises to send to Amant in the Rose,
but a response to the very ideal of hope within the courtly system, a being who first fully

Another possible exception is the rather subtle reference to Machaut’s Voir dit in his epitaph at the
cemetery. In this work, Esperance reappears and largely adheres to her portrayal in Machaut’s earlier
Remede. If I have chosen to dwell on the unreferenced Remede rather than the referenced Voir dit, it is due
to the Remede’s earlier and foundational role in establishing this personified character within the French
literary tradition.
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entered the allegorical romance tradition as a central figure after the Rose, in Machaut’s
Remede de Fortune.
In addition to Esperance, another central and highly referential character who
does not have a fully realized allegorical counterpart in the Rose is Desir. Compared with
Esperance, however, Desir plays a far lesser role in the tradition of allegorical romance
preceding the Livre du Cuer. René’s most likely source of inspiration for this character
would be Achille Caulier’s Ospital d’Amours. The opening lines of this work present the
idea of Desir as an allegorical guide: “Assés joyeux, sans l’estre trop, / En la conduite de
Desir, / Le jour de l’an sourvins a cop / En l’assemblee de plaisir” (v. 1-4). As René
explicitly cites Caulier’s text in the Livre du Cuer, it seems reasonable to guess that his
version of Desir is modelled on the idea of him contained in these opening lines. Yet,
following these opening lines, Desir plays a very minor role in Caulier’s work (his name
is mentioned only twice more). This being the case, it is difficult to see René’s use of
Desir as an attempt to evoke the authority of Caulier’s narrative. Rather it seems to
simply be a case of inspiration from a character mentioned in a few lines who is
subsequently developed into a key allegorical figure in a later work.
In fact, the referentiality of this character does not so much evoke the authority of
the written word as that of the politically authoritative author himself, René d’Anjou. As
several critical Livre du Cuer readers have noted, one of René’s personal mottos was
“D’ardent Desir” (Bouchet “Introspection et diffraction” 74, Rinne 153). Desir is easily
the most important character in the Livre du Cuer that neither has an obvious counterpart
in the Rose nor appears as a major reoccurring personification within the tradition of
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courtly romance allegory. In a way, he is among the most innovative of René’s
characters, and it seems more than coincidental that he also shares a name with the
author’s motto, a phrase used to mark and define personal identity. In referencing René
d’Anjou’s motto, Desir becomes somewhat associated with the author-figure, and
therefore the entire attached je René-dreamer-Cuer narrator structure.
This connection also adds meaning to the fourth tapestry in Amours’s hall,
wherein Vaine Esperance deceptively leads a trusting and blind Ardant Desir. We have
already established that there is a certain distinction between this Ardant Desir and the
character who is Cuer’s companion in that one is blind and the other is not. However, if
we accept that Desir, as well as Cuer, is a representative of the dreamer-narrator-lover,
then this tapestry takes on new meaning. Throughout the text, both Cuer and Desir have
been guided by and trusted Esperance. When Cuer later sees this tapestry, he does not
recognize either his companion or his guardian-lady. After all, this tapestry depicts Vaine
Esperance and Ardant Desir, not Esperance and Desir. However, on closer inspection,
might not these artistic representations be them, or rather, portraits of their true selves, of
that which lays hidden beneath the external and deceptive surface that Cuer has seen
during his adventures? Might not the dreamer-narrator-lover be metaphorically blinded
by his desire, which causes him to trust in a hope that is vain in reality? Cuer however,
does not see this, demonstrating a level of blindness that associates him with Ardant
Desir, as much as this tapestry figure’s name associates him with the character of Desir
and René d’Anjou himself.
Beyond this connection between the motto and the tapestry, Desir’s role
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throughout the quest suggests his participation in the representation of the lover’s
identity. While Cuer is the obvious allegorical avatar of the lover-narrator, he only gains
his fully personified status and defining quest once he is placed into Desir’s hands by
Amours. Similarly, Cuer only accepts the permanent failure of his quest after the loss of
his constant companion when Dangier “lui donna sur la teste de son gros baston…ung tel
coup qu’il lui fendit la teste jucques a la cervelle, et Desir cheut comme mort de celui
coup” (p. 492). While Cuer exists as the allegorical representation of the narratordreamer’s amorous feelings – which have become the defining, even all-consuming
identity trait – these feelings themselves are only sustained so long as he remains the
companion of Desir. It is for these and similar reasons that Nicholas Ealy argues that “the
desire of René’s dreamt I is…doubled between the allegorical figures of Heart, who
represents the unfulfilled self, and Desire, its disembodied counterpart. The two thus
travel together, each one a representation of the lover’s aspirations” (23). Ealy is not
alone in reading Desir as a co-representative, with Cuer, of the lover-author-narrator.68
This reading complicates the question of self-representation through allegory based on
the model of the Rose. In the Rose, the very name of the protagonist, Amant, suggests that
while this character may represent the author-figure, his identity is inextricably tied to
that of a lover. Desir may not directly reference any specific character in the Rose, but in
a way, he corresponds to Amant as much as Cuer does. It is Desir – with his name and
character – whose identity and allegorical life depend on the continued amorous state of
the author-figure. In a way, René has split the Rose-based allegorical representation of
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the self between two characters. In so doing, he allows for the possibility of allegorical
survival after the end of the courtly love affair. The part of the self, of Amant, that is
represented by Desir can die, while another part of the self, Cuer, can survive courtly
love and redefine his allegorical identity by devoting himself to a life of prayer and
religious devotion.
At the same time, the reader should be cautious not to overidentify Desir with the
narrator. In opposition to Ealy, Rinne, and Bouchet, Daniel Poirion offers a different
reading of self-representation in the Livre du Cuer:
Le cœur est donc la manière d’être au monde d’un homme amoureux. Aucune des
autres personnages n’est chargée de cette fonction représentative du Moi : Desir,
Franc Vouloir, Espérance, Mélancolie, Soussi, Déduit, Courroux, Tristesse,
Paresse, Honneur, Renom, etc. n’appartiennent pas à la personne amoureuse, mais
au monde de l’aventure amoureuse, de la fortune, des évènements. Ce sont tout au
plus des ETATS du Moi, tandis que le cœur en représente l’ETRE. (“Le cœur de
René d’Anjou” 51)
Specific comments about Desir throughout the romance seem to confirm that he cannot
represent the narrator-dreamer in the same individual way as Cuer does. Cuer, after all, is
literally taken from the chest of the dreamer in the same scene where a fully formed Desir
appears from some undisclosed but external location. While the quest around which the
romance centers allows the newly-born Cuer to learn Amours’s laws during his first
amorous experience, Desir is not quite so new to this. In fact, it is often he who teaches
Cuer, who guides his path through the landscape and over the sea, who introduces him to
new characters that they meet along the way. His ability to perform all these functions is
based on previous experiences that Cuer, limited to the amorous experiences of the
dreamer-narrator, has not had. This is most explicitly stated when the three principal
companions prepare to cross the sea. Desir explains that they should leave in the early
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hours, as the morning star appears, “et qu’il le savoit bien pource que autreffoiz avoit
navigué et allé par mer en compagnie d’autres cueurs que celui la” (p. 262). Similarly,
when Bel Acueil presents Cuer to Amours, he recommends him based on his
companionship with Desir:
Bon servant avez en Desir,
Car tousjours met il tresgrant paine
D’amener gens en vo demaine,
Et si a fait a sa requeste
Entreprendre au Cuer ceste queste. (v. 2050-2054)
Clearly, Desir does not belong solely to the identity of this particular lover, but to all
lovers who, like Cuer or Amant before him, have gone on a quest for their ladylove in the
service of Amours.
At the end of the quest, Desir receives a seemingly mortal wound. In fact, it
seems that the whole company is dead, something that Pitié leaves her hiding place in the
bushes next to the battlefield to verify. Yet, when she approaches, “Si trouva que tous se
relevoient et tiroient au chastel de Plaisance…excepté seulement le Cueur, car tellement
fut blecié qui sembloit estre mort” (p. 494). Despite his brain-exposing head wound,
Desir is perhaps not dead. However, he is dead for Cuer, who has quite literally lost his
desire to continue his pursuit of Doulce Mercy. While both Desir and Cuer can at times
be seen as co-representatives of the lover-dreamer-narrator’s identity, in the case of
Desir, this connection has been severed by this crushing defeat. Desir has accompanied
other hearts before Cuer, and he will likely accompany others after. Desir still exists in
the allegorical world, but he is no longer Cuer’s companion, guide, or friend.
The role of Desir greatly enhances the allegorical message of the Livre du Cuer’s
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shocking ending. This is in large part possible because Desir is at once such a traditional
and innovative character. He is traditional in that the allegorical mechanics upon which
he is built correspond to those of the authoritative example of the Rose. At the same time,
René d’Anjou builds upon the Rose’s use of allegory for identity representation and
innovatively adds the complicating figure of Desir. This allows for a representation of the
self in a figure – Cuer – that follows the basic rules of allegory: the heart is always a
heart, the seat of love and emotion. Yet this identity is one that can change, as he shares
his representative functions with Desir for much of the novel, before ultimately finding
himself alone. Unlike Amant, he is not bound to always remain in the identity of a courtly
lover. For most of the work, he is the amorous heart, the companion of desire. In the end,
he is the broken heart who has lost desire and who seeks comfort and healing though
dedication to religious devotion.
C.

Rose-Reminiscent Characters

Between characters lifted directly from the Rose and those that don’t have a clear
Rose counterpart, there is an intermediary space. This space includes characters who,
while clearly corresponding to and resembling a specific Rose character in many ways,
remain distinct from their Rose counterpart. In other words, they are not like Amours,
who is portrayed as the same being from the Rose who has simply reappeared in another
text. Rather, these are distinct individuals with distinct identities, but who fill the same
general narrative function. The most notable of these characters are Cuer and Doulce
Mercy, who respectively correspond to the Rose’s Amant and the rose/Bel Acueil. Like
them, they act as the representative of the two primary human participants in the courtly
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love affair, the male and female lovers. Unlike many of the other allegorical characters,
they do not only represent personifications of abstract courtly concepts, but also the
identities of individual people. It is here, however, that they most differ from their Rose
counterparts. These characters, while in many ways recalling the auctoritas of the literary
model from which their allegorical being is derived, ultimately offer a new perspective.
They portray an experience of courtly love that is individual, distinct from the template
experience of the Rose lovers. In this way, they offer the reader the important insight that
the courtly love experience does not always live up to the idyllic model of the Rose,
despite the best attempts to follow it.
This and the previous chapters have already explored some of the most important
differences between Cuer and Doulce Mercy and their respective Rose counterparts of
Amant and the rose/Bel-Acueil. In the case of Cuer and Amant, this includes Cuer’s
stricter adherence to the laws of courtly love (rather than to the appearance only), his
implied wealth and ability to travel with Largesce, his unique sharing of identity
representation with Desir, and above all else, his failure in love and final acceptance of
an identity outside of that of courtly lover. Another notable difference between Cuer and
Amant is Cuer’s status as a knight. In fact, one of the greatest differences between the
dream allegories of the Rose and the Livre du Cuer is that the former is simply an
amorous quest, while the latter is also a chivalric one. Throughout the Livre du Cuer, the
models of the Rose and of Amant are ever-present, from the quoted rhyme pair of
“songe/mensonge” (v. 39-40) in the dreamer’s verse introduction to the allegory, to
Loyaulté’s exhortation near the end of the romance to “Prenez paine a lire et a veoir / Le
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tresbel Romant de la Rose” (v. 2225-2226). If the ending of the Livre du Cuer is so
shocking, it is because it disrupts the expectation built within the reader through the text’s
continual references that this work will follow the Rose. Yet, this ending is not quite as
surprising when the reader remembers Cuer’s other model, Lancelot.
In chapter one of this study, we saw how Cuer’s initial appearance as a fully
personified character coincides with heavy doses of reference to the Prose Lancelot in
general, and the Queste del Saint Graal in particular. This includes not only the acteur’s
specific naming of several Arthurian knights of the “Table Ronde” and of the “livre du
conqueste du Sang Greal” (p. 92), but also the entire arming scene that follows.69 As with
the Rose, references to the Queste and the Prose Lancelot persist throughout the Livre du
Cuer. This includes additional explicit references to Lancelot and other Arthurian
knights,70 as well as a continued reliance on structural elements borrowed from the Prose
Lancelot, like the transitional phrases of “Or dy ly conte” and “Mais atant se taist ores ly
conte.”71
To this list of textual elements that recall the Queste and the entire Arthurian
tradition could also be added Cuer’s two internal dreams. The first of these dreams
occurs during the night when the companions sleep next to the Fountain of Fortune. In it,
Cuer sees himself on horseback, fighting with a black bull on a bridge. The bull defeats
him and tosses him into the water below, where Cuer nearly drowns until rescued by a
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siren. The very next day, the predictive nature of this dream is revealed when Cuer
encounters and fights an evil knight wearing black armor, Soussy. As per the events of
the dream, Soussy defeats Cuer and tosses him into the river, and Cuer is only saved from
drowning by the timely arrival of Esperance.72 The second dream happens during Cuer’s
time in the prison of Tristesse. Here, he dreams that a turtledove leads three nightingales
and “pluseurs autres oyseaulx” who, all singing, come to where he is imprisoned. These
birds beat their wings so forcefully that it causes the prison tower to fall, allowing Cuer
to escape “sans mal ne sans mehaing” (p. 198). Immediately following this dream, Desir,
leading Renom, Plaisir, Deduyt, and other unnamed knights from Amours’s army, arrives
and liberates Cuer.
At face value, these dreams are already remarkable. After all, the entire allegory is
the product of the dreamer-narrator’s dream. That Cuer – the allegorical dream-avatar of
this narrator – experiences allegorical dreams for himself acts as a striking mise-enabyme. On the one hand, these dreams further the connection of the text to the Roman de
la Rose. After the first internal dream (but before its realization within the external
dream-allegory) Desir makes this connection, quoting the Rose to his companion:
“Cueur, on peult tel songe songier / Qui n’est pas trouvé mensongier !” (v. 327-328). 73
Yet, if these dreams reinforce the Livre du Cuer’s connection to the Rose, they
also recall its place in the tradition of chivalric and Arthurian romance. Dreams are a

See S.T. Carden’s “Forment pensifz ou lit me mis” (pp. 26-31), where she argues that this dream is a
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Troye’s Chevalier de la Charrette.
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common feature of Arthurian romance, and the Queste del Saint Graal is particularly rich
in this regard. As Sally Tarline Carden has explained in her study of dreams in the Livre
du Cuer:
Dans les romans arthuriens traditionnels de ce type, les songes des protagonistes
exercent presque toujours une fonction prémonitoire, étant donné la présence
d’une autorité apte à les interpréter. De même, pour le Cueur en tant que
protagoniste et surtout pour le lecteur, les deux songes insérés qui ponctuent les
aventures ont une valeur prophétique. (22)
While Cuer does not have anyone to interpret his dreams, there is little need, as the
events of the narrative themselves reveal their prophetic nature with surprising speed.
Still, as Carden suggests, the very nature of these dreams associates Cuer with the
protagonists of Arthurian literature. The reader is reminded in particular of the acteur’s
promise to use the “termes du parler” of the Queste. Surely, the use of symbolic, even
allegorical dreams is part of these “termes du parler.” In the Queste (and the entire Prose
Lancelot), various protagonists have dreams in which prophetic messages are couched in
allegorical language. The dreaming knights rarely understand what they have dreamed
without some help, and sometimes only become conscious of their true meaning after
they have been realized. Cuer clearly follows this model. As a dreamer, then, Cuer is not
just a rewriting of Amant, but also of Lancelot and other Arthurian protagonists.
In keeping with these references – the explicit naming of Arthurian characters,
object, and texts, the use of Arthurian narrative strategies, the inclusion of plot episodes
like the fountain, the perilous bridge, and the internal dreams – Cuer registers to the
reader as a sort of allegorical Lancelot. Armand Strubel, for example, has significantly
compared the companionship of Cuer and Desir to that of Lancelot and Galehaut (“Grant
Senefiance a” 288). This comparison is particularly apt, since, like Lancelot, Cuer’s
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chivalric quest and actions are all motivated by a desire to win the favor of his lady,
Doulce Mercy, all while supported by a faithful friend and companion, Desir, who
facilitates the meeting and union of the two lovers.74
Nor is Strubel alone in comparing Cuer to Lancelot. In fact, a growing number of
scholars have read Cuer as a failed Lancelot, a reflection of René d’Anjou’s and other
late-medieval authors’ – to borrow the phrase Marco Nievergelt applies to the Livre du
Cuer – “sense of the ‘waning’ of the chivalric ideal” (p. 137). This common reading75 of
the Livre du Cuer is based on Johan Huizinga’s famous The Waning of the Middle Ages
(1924), which presents a view of the fifteenth century as a time of cultural nostalgia for
and despair over the loss the chivalric ideals contained in the histories and romances of
the preceding centuries. There is certainly merit in such a reading of the Livre du Cuer.
This is undoubtedly a romance that heavily reflects on the literary history of the chivalric
ideal, and especially the way in which it had been depicted in the authoritative Arthurian
romances of the thirteenth century. Furthermore, Cuer does not always cut a very
impressive figure when compared with a knight like Lancelot, something that the text
constantly pushes the reader to do. This is most apparent during Cuer’s two moments of
defeat in combat, in his bridge battle with Soussy and in the final ambush.
However, this reading of Cuer as a failed Lancelot has sometimes been pushed
too far. After all, Cuer does have moments of great chivalric valor, and even when he is
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defeated, it is always in moments when he is greatly disadvantaged through
circumstances beyond his control. One of the most frequently offered proofs of this
failed-Lancelot reading is Cuer’s ultimate failure at the end of the romance. I would
argue, however, that this ending – while certainly surprising and serving to distinguish
Cuer from Amant – actually strengthens the ties between him and Lancelot. In fact, while
the Rose references push the reader to expect amorous success (and therefore make the
ending a shocking surprise), the references to Lancelot might well serve the opposite
purpose: to prepare the reader for Cuer’s failure and turn toward religion. This is doubly
possible given that it is the Queste that is explicitly referenced, rather than the Lancelot
Propre portion of the Prose Lancelot. Unlike the Lancelot Propre, the Queste does not
depict the courtly love affair between Lancelot and Guinevere in a positive or appealing
light. In fact, Guinevere is essentially absent from the Queste, and Lancelot, who remains
one of the principal characters, spends much of the romance suffering the consequences
of this sinful affair and ultimately repenting. The Queste also prepares the cycle’s finale
in the Mort le roi Artu. Here, Lancelot and Guinevere relapse into their affair, which is at
the base of the collapse of the Kingdom of Logres. The couple, among the very few
characters to survive the final war, realize the gravity of their errors, part ways, and enter
into religious orders to await death in states of pious devotion and repentance.
It is true that Cuer does not exactly measure up the Lancelot, the so-called perfect
knight. Sometimes he loses in combat, sometimes his temper and over-seriousness make
him appear ridiculous (though, while not necessarily defined by them, Lancelot also at
times falls victim to these faults). However, it is difficult to reduce Cuer to the figure of a
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failed Lancelot when his final failure and turn toward religion actually mirror the ending
of Lancelot’s story. Both realize after a disastrous military conflict that the cost of courtly
love is too high and turn their heart toward a more rewarding pursuit, that of religious
devotion.
Rinne has captured a prevailing view of the Livre du Cuer in defining it as
“allegory, after the model of the tradition of the Roman de la Rose, and romance, on the
model of La Queste del Saint Graal” (146). She further clarifies that what the Livre du
Cuer truly borrows from the Queste is the romance “decor, the detailed description of the
knight’s armor and his combats, and the romance landscape” (p 147). There is a great
deal of insight in this view of the Livre du Cuer; however, this prevailing view has led to
a specific and limited approach to reading the romance. Too often, such readings are
neatly split, comparing the Livre du Cuer’s allegory only with the Rose, its décor only
with the Queste. Certainly, the ending of the narrative places this allegory in stark
contrast with the Rose, whose allegorical model and message has, up to this point, been
so faithfully followed. Certainly, the décor sometimes reads as an ersatz version of that of
the Queste, supporting a “waning chivalry” reading. In terms of allegory, Cuer may well
be a failed Amant, and in terms of décor, a failed Lancelot. However, we should not
forget that the Queste and the entire Prose Lancelot also participate in the allegorical
romance tradition, even if not as completely and overtly as the Rose. Perhaps the most
significantly allegorical moments of the Prose Lancelot are the internal dreams, most
frequent in the Queste. The “hidden” meaning of the Queste’s dreams all point to the
same message: that knighthood in the service of courtly love ultimately leads to failure
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and weakness, and that knighthood in the service of religious devotion leads to success
and strength. The great lesson that Lancelot must learn is that he chose the wrong path – a
choice he must correct in the end. In a way, this is arguably the same message that Cuer
finally learns at the end of his allegorical adventure. Perhaps Cuer is not a failed
Lancelot, but rather he fails like Lancelot. Perhaps the ending, surprising as it is, shows
René d’Anjou’s preference for his protagonist/allegorical avatar, for the allegorical model
and message of Lancelot over that of Amant, for the perceived “deeper truth” of one of
the great authoritative romance of the thirteenth century over the other.
Like Cuer, Doulce Mercy seems, for most of the romance, to follow the model of
a specific character within the Rose, even if she does not share her name. This Rose
model is, of course, the rose itself. Other sections of this study analyze some ways in
which Doulce Mercy varies from this model toward the end of the Livre du Cuer.76
Above all else, unlike the rose, she speaks for herself, taking on the agency of a fully
personified character, rather than remaining a mute object. In this way, she combines the
mechanics of both the rose and the Rose character of Bel Acueil, while not truly
corresponding to either one. As an allegorical representation of the ladylove with her own
voice, she ultimately serves as a significant challenge to the model of the Rose, all while
being built according to its basic allegorical mechanics.
Yet, like the final failure of Cuer, this full personification of the ladylove is not
revealed until the end of the romance. While there are earlier hints about Doulce Mercy’s
status as a fully personified character, for most of the work she is not too different from
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the rose: a distant, voiceless figure, the object of desire that motivates the actions of the
male protagonist. It is only at the end of the romance that she becomes a truly disruptive
character. She gives voice to concerns about courtly love from a feminine perspective,
concerns that the rose could never speak. She worries that Cuer’s promises and amorous
discourse are not genuine and that he desires more of her than what he says. She worries
about her captors, especially Honte, Crainte, and Malebouche, and what will happen to
her if they should reclaim her from Cuer. In the end, most of these fears are validated,
and while Cuer ends his life in “prieres et oraisons” (p. 496), Doulce Mercy has to live
with the shame, fear, and gossip that surround a woman whose participation in a courtly
love affair has been exposed. That the Livre du Cuer gives voice to this potential outcome
for a woman already separates this work from the Rose.
It is also worth noting that Doulce Mercy, like Esperance, Cuer, or any of the
other allegorical characters, is not responding to the Rose alone. One potential point of
reference for her character, as a sort of foil, might be Alain Chartier’s Belle Dame sans
Mercy. As previously mentioned, Chartier seems to have held a significant place in René
d’Anjou’s literary consciousness. Cuer first evokes Chartier when he expresses his
wishes to visit the cemetery at Amours’s hospital. In a comment that appears to
strengthen the biographical connection between the author and the protagonist, he
formulates his request to Courtoisie for this visit by saying, “Que me vueillez monster
demain / La sepulture feu maistre Alain. / Autreffoiz l’ay veu des m’enfance, / Car il
estoit du pais de France” (v. 1199-1202). Other references to Chartier help to confirm the
aspects of the poet that René considered most important. At the tomb of Chartier, his
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epitaph states that his poetic production was inspired by the sudden death of his ladylove.
This statement associates Chartier with the poet-narrator figures of both his Complainte
contre la mort de sa dame and of the Belle Dame sans Mercy. Later, when Cuer visits the
heap of unburied dead outside the cemetery walls, Courtoisie, rather than naming any of
these, refers the reader to Achille Caulier’s Ospital d’Amours for a roster of these bodies.
Caulier notably lists these bodies over the course of three octaves, with the central one
entirely dedicated to “La dicte dame que l’en dit / Sans mercy” (v. 466-467).
René d’Anjou makes it clear that, from his perspective in the mid-fifteenth
century, Alain Chartier was the most recent writer who could be numbered among the
great love poets. Special emphasis is placed on the freshness of Chartier’s grave when
compared with the five other poetic tombs. At least according to the presentation of the
cemetery, Chartier’s is, in a way, the last truly authoritative word on courtly love. There
is, therefore, to some degree, an imperative to respond to Chartier when writing on this
subject. Nor was René alone in his time in his opinion of Chartier’s literary greatness and
his impulse to respond to this literary giant. Even during his own lifetime, Chartier’s
writings, especially the Belle Dame sans Mercy, had provoked extensive debate and
multiple literary responses dealing with the question of appropriate female behavior in
courtly love. In a way, any depiction of a woman in courtly love in the mid-fifteenth
century would necessarily have to reckon with the Belle Dame. This is doubly true for an
author like René d’Anjou who so overtly proclaims the authority of this recently
deceased and greatly admired literary predecessor.
Although no explicit connection is ever made in the Livre du Cuer between its
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character of Doulce Mercy and Chartier’s Belle Dame sans Mercy, the name of the
former acts as an unmistakable reference to the latter. Doulce Mercy’s name implies that
she embodies the very quality that the Belle Dame so famously lacks: mercy for the
suffering male lover. She is a full correction of the most recent great leading lady of
courtly literature. In the Livre du Cuer, unlike in the Belle Dame, it is not the lady who is
to blame for the protagonist’s tragic failure in courtly love. Doulce Mercy, in fact, in
accordance with her name, accepts Cuer’s love, and it is only the intervention of outside
figures that tears the two apart.
Yet, when the reader considers the antagonists attentively, these “outside figures”
are perhaps not all totally external to the portrayal of the ladylove. Malebouche, Dangier,
and Jalousie are likely external, representing people outside of the courtly relationship
and their emotions. Crainte, Honte, and Reffus, on the other hand, seem related to the
representation of the woman. Doulce Mercy herself expresses her fears, worries about
potential future shame, and certainly considers whether she should accept or refuse
Cuer’s advances. In the end, the allegory suggests that the affair fails not only because of
the danger, jealousy, and gossip of others, but also because of the fear and shame that
ultimately lead to the lady’s refusal to continue. Despite her name, there are limits to
Doulce Mercy’s mercy. Despite her name, she is not a lady who accepts all without
reserve, nor the polar opposite of the Belle Dame. While her rejection certainly involves
less mockery than that of the Belle Dame, the outcome is hardly less brutal for the male
lover. When Doulce Mercy is ultimately reclaimed by the antagonists – some of which
are undoubtedly representatives of her own misgivings – it leaves Cuer severely
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wounded, almost to the point of death.
If Doulce Mercy, then, is a correction of the Belle Dame as her name implies, it is
not because she represents a fantasy woman who eventually and willingly grants all of
the male lover’s desires after duly resisting as part of a courtly game. Rather, she
represents a correction of the Belle Dame in terms of blame for failure and suffering in
courtly love. Yes, she is ultimately subject to fear, shame, and refusal – feelings that are
likely her own and who, when personified, literally assault and wound the male heart.
However, within the allegorical narrative, they do not directly perform the role of
representing the lady – their connection to her is only visible to the external reader.
Within the allegory, they are external antagonists, negative fixtures in the struggles of
courtly love. In other words, it is not Doulce Mercy’s fault that she is subjected to these
beings or reclaimed by them. They are unavoidable parts of courtly love imposed upon
the lady by the system itself.77 In courtly love, the woman, unlike the man, runs the risk
of terrible societal shame and must constantly fear exposure. Refusal is, for her, a path
back to safety. In the Livre du Cuer, there is no blame for her when her Doulce Mercy is
withdrawn, no condemnation of the lady as cruel. In the initial prologue of the romance,
je, René appeals to Jean de Bourbon to decide who is to blame for his suffering, between
Amours, Fortune, or ma destiné. Whatever the answer, the lady is not offered up as a
possible culprit. Rather, it is the cruelty of the system, or just bad luck, that leads to the
tragic ending for both lovers.
In naming his character Doulce Mercy, René pushes his reader to compare her
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with Chartier’s Belle Dame sans Mercy and all the authority of that text and author.
However, Doulce Mercy is so much more than a correction of the perceived bad behavior
of Chartier’s lady. She is a correction of the very idea that a lady’s cruelty/sweetness
should be defined by her acceptance or refusal of the man’s requests, that a woman who
refuses is to blame for the man’s sufferings. The lady of the Livre du Cuer is defined by
her mercy, even as she hesitates to accept his requests, and ultimately returns to her
prison-manor. The separation of the two lovers certainly causes the male heart to suffer,
but this is blamed on a system where a woman’s decisions are necessarily influenced and
even coerced by the presence of backbiters, jealousy, fear, shame, danger, and refusal.
This complex response to the Belle Dame sans Mercy is only possible through
René d’Anjou’s carefully constructed allegory. As with Cuer, the allegory allows for a
system where the lover (male or female) is represented by a single character within the
surface narrative. At the same time, as the reader attempts to uncover the hidden truths
that are necessarily veiled by the allegory, they come to realize that these lovers are in
fact represented by a much wider group of characters. This is not unique to the Livre du
Cuer, and was, in fact, the case in the Rose. What is unique in the Livre du Cuer is how
these mechanics work when the character who acts as the primary representation of the
lady is a fully personified, voiced figure, who interacts and sometimes struggles against
other characters who represent her own emotions. She becomes a complex character who
invites the reader to reconsider the place of the lady in the courtly love system – a place
that, at this time, was largely defined by the authoritative characters that Doulce Mercy
seems to reference, especially the Rose’s rose/Bel Acueil and Chartier’s Belle Dame sans
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Mercy.
D.

Chapter Conclusion

Most, if not all, of the many characters that populate the dreamscape of the Livre
du Cuer are in some way referential. It would be impossible here to perform an
exhaustive study that includes them all. In lieu of this, the nine figures included in this
section of this chapter act as a sort of shorthand for the whole and reveal some of the key
aspects of character referentiality in the romance. First and foremost, all of the characters
within the dream of the Livre du Cuer are built upon the basic allegorical mechanics of
the Roman de la Rose. These mechanics were an authoritative feature of courtly
literature, beginning with the Rose in the mid-thirteenth century and extending through
many romances and dits all the way through the sixteenth century, well after the Livre du
Cuer. René d’Anjou uses his allegorical characters to anchor himself in this authoritative
tradition, beginning with the introduction of characters lifted directly from the Rose, and
only then introducing non-Rose characters that follow the same basic allegorical
mechanics. The very use of these characters reveals, asserts, and helps to maintain the
authoritative status of dream allegory based on the model of the Roman de la Rose.
Yet, use and implied affirmation of the authority of courtly dream allegory
mechanics does not necessarily constitute support of the perceived “deeper meaning”
behind this literary tradition. The characters of the Rose exist in a world where the
behavioral and social norms of the courtly love system are just as authoritative as the
allegorical mechanics of the literary works that have established them. The reader might
initially believe that this allegorical world confirms the authority of courtly love
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ideology. In a sense, it does, in so much as it demonstrates how great a hold it has over all
who inhabit this world and defines their existence. In another sense, the Livre du Cuer
employs its characters and their referential natures to challenge this ideology. These
characters, with their short-comings, deceptions, worries, and failures – especially the
final failure at the end of the narrative – undercut the belief system of courtly love and
suggest its potential to weaken and cause suffering to those who adhere to it without
offering any real guarantee of success. In short, the Livre du Cuer challenges the idea that
courtly love is an ideology that one should believe and practice, one of the central pillars
of auctoritas. These characters, constructed through an imitation of the authoritative
allegorical mechanics of the Rose, accept the authority of the ideology that this earlier
romance and the literary lineage that it inspired had set forth. However, as the ending
suggests, no matter how appealing the surface of the ideology might appear, it is
ultimately a veil covering empty hopes and promises. Courtly love ideology may be
authoritative, but perhaps it should not be.
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IV.

EDUCATING SAINTRÉ: THE DOCTRINES OF A HISTORICAL KNIGHT
René d’Anjou’s Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris demonstrates the level of

auctoritas that the tradition of romance dream allegory, centered on the Roman de la
Rose, had achieved by the mid-fifteenth century. Yet, as we have seen, this tradition and
the Roman de la Rose were not the only sources of the romance genre’s literary authority
at the end of the Middle Ages in France. Another significant source of romance literary
authority – one that is also heavily featured in the Livre du Cuer – is the tradition of
Arthurian or chivalric romance, centered on the Prose Lancelot. As a whole, the Prose
Lancelot certainly uses allegory and its authoritative mechanics at times. This includes
not only the clearly allegorical dreams studied in the previous chapter, but also a certain
push within the text itself for the reader to approach this romance in the same way that
one would an allegory. This is most obviously felt in the Queste del Saint Graal portion
of the text. Here, many episodes within the narrative have an initial, literal, chivalric
meaning and a deeper, hidden one that deals with spiritual and moral lessons to be
extracted from a figurative reading of the literal events.78 Nevertheless, the revelation of
the deeper meaning of an event does not negate the reality of its literal occurrence within
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An example of this would be the tournament between the black and white knights. On a literal level,
Lancelot encounters two groups of knights in combat, and chooses to help the more numerous black
knights, who appear to be losing. However, Lancelot and the black knights are defeated, and Lancelot is
only freed once he has promised to accept the will of the white knights (366-369). This moment stands out
as one of Lancelot’s rare defeats in combat, and helps to illustrate that he has been eclipsed as the best
knight in the world by the undefeated Galahad, his son. Later, however, he meets a recluse woman who
explains the true meaning of these events: “Lancelot, [Lancelot], tant com vos fustes chevaliers des
chevaliers terrienes, si fustes vos li plus merveilleus hom del monde et li plus aventureus,” (p. 372).
However, this, she reveals, is a quest of spiritual chivalry. The black knights represent “li chavalier
terrien…qui estoient en pechié mortel,” while the white knights are “li chevalier celestiel…qui n’estoient
pas en ordure de pechié,” (372). Long before encountering this tournament, Lancelot had chosen to align
himself with the black knights through his sinful affair with Guinevere. Though he might be the greatest of
“li chevalier terrien,” “li chevalier celestiel” are stronger still in this holy quest.
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the narrative. In other words, chivalric episodes exist as such while simultaneously
containing hidden moral significance. This coexistence of distinct registers of meaning is
surely allegorical, and quite similar to what one sees in the Livre du Cuer. Little wonder,
then, that René d’Anjou so frequently references the Prose Lancelot and directly names
the Queste del Saint Graal as one of his models.
Despite the prominent place of these allegorical episodes, they certainly do not
account for the entire success or authoritative position that Arthurian and chivalric
romance seems to have occupied in the French medieval consciousness, whether in the
mid-fifteenth century or before. Many of the most widely-read and frequently cited
chivalric romances, from Chrétien de Troyes’s works to Froissart’s Meliador could
hardly be called allegorical even by the broadest definitions of the term. While the Livre
du Cuer might rely on the model of episodes like the dreams in the Queste or Lancelot’s
participation in the battle between the white and black knights mentioned above, the vast
majority of chivalric episodes within the Prose Lancelot are not nearly so allegorical. In
short, the Prose Lancelot can be broadly defined as a chivalric romance which sometimes
includes allegorical episodes and mechanics – especially with the Queste – rather than as
an allegorical romance. The heavy use of allegory undoubtedly boosted the authority and
success of the Queste. However, given the essentially equal standing of the far less
allegorical Lancelot Propre and Mort le roi Artu, this sometimes sparse inclusion of
allegory cannot be held as the sole or even primary source of the Prose Lancelot’s
success or authority.
Yet, if the Prose Lancelot’s authoritative status cannot be fully attributed to its
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use of allegory, it does seem to be connected to a perception of the work as having the
dual function of providing instruction and delight. This adherence to the Horatian
Platitude, in turn, is related to the historical pretensions of both the Prose Lancelot
specifically and of the general tradition of chivalric and Arthurian romance with which it
is affiliated. In this regard, it is useful to return to Päivi Mehtonen’s definition of historia
as drawn from her study of academic writings in the Middle Ages. As she explains:
In the Middle Ages the basic materials of history were not “facts” in the modern
sense of the term but digna memoria, things made worthy of memory by their
pertinence to a moral experience…Uplifting exemplification, rather than factual
accuracy in the modern sense, was then one important function of history. This
value-laden conception of exemplary res gesta had been established in the ancient
traditions of historiography and rhetoric. The study of history was thought to
function as a stimulus to virtue, both in the sense of preservation of the great
deeds from oblivion, and as a storehouse of practical and moral examples for the
individual in public and private life…Moreover, the value-laden character of
“historical” res gesta already implies that the emphasis does not simply lie in the
external validation, or verifiability of “facts” but more so in authors’ authority and
in the methods of telling: the connections and sequences of things. (65-66)
This definition of medieval historia allows us to better understand not only the
“historical” aspect of the chivalric romance, but also the question of how their authority
is derived from it.
As one considers this definition, it should be remembered that chivalric romances
were never seriously studied as scholarly histories. However, historical claims are a
common and recurring element of the chivalric romance, and one that separates it from
the allegorical romance tradition of the Rose.79 In a way, from a medieval perspective,
there was something “historical” – even in a modern sense – about the Matter of Britain
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notably distinct method for achieving the Horatian Platitude.
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upon which Arthurian legend was based. Before written poetic works like Chrétien de
Troyes’s romances and Marie de France’s lais, the legends of King Arthur and his
knights circulated in oral tradition alongside the similarly “historical” legends of the
Matter of France, centered on the figure of Charlemagne (who, by modern standards, is
accepted as a historical figure in a way that King Arthur is not). These oral legends were
held to be “historical,” at least to some degree. On one end of the spectrum, in the courtly
realm of poetry, Marie de France introduces the first of her late-twelfth-century lais with
an assertion of their veracity: “Les contes que jo sai verais, / dunt li Bretun unt fait les
lais, / vos conterai assez briefment” (Guigemar v. 19-21). At the other end of the
spectrum, Geoffrey of Monmouth and Wace drew upon both written and oral Matter of
Britain sources for their respective Historia regum Britanniae and Roman de Brut. Both
of these works adhere far more to the historical and scholarly genre of the chronicle than
to that of the courtly romance (despite the presence of the word “roman” in the title of the
latter, indicating the language of the work rather than its genre). True, Michel Zink has
argued that in the Arthurian tales, Monmouth and Wace “ne voyaient que des ‘fables.’
Tout le monde était séduit, mais personne n’y croyait” (Introduction 64). Yet, they still
included Arthur and elements of Arthurian legends in their histories. Clearly, there was
some degree of belief in the factual/historical basis of Arthurian legend, despite the
numerous and transparently fabulous elements of these very legends.
Even more important than the factual accuracy of these stories – as Mehtonen’s
definition reminds us – is the fact that these stories were worth preservation and
contained the digna memoria of great lords, ladies and knights. This was a point of focus
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for Chrétien de Troyes far more than the issue of factual accuracy. It is Chrétien de
Troyes who was largely responsible for the genre-defining shift, in the words of Zink,
from a “vérité historique, référentielle” to a “vérité qui est celle du sens ; un sens qui se
nourrit pour l’essentiel d’une réflexion sur la chevalerie et l’amour” (Introduction 65).80
Zink further explains Chrétien de Troyes’s approach as opposed to those who had gone
before: “A la différence de Wace, Chrétien ne prend pas pour sujet l’Histoire, génération
après génération, règne après règne. L’action de chaque roman est concentrée dans le
temps et autour d’un personnage central” (66). Chrétien’s focus on a certain time, place,
and characters, is, in turn, related to the idea of digna memoria, as the prologue of Le
Chevalier au Lion suggests. Here, the narrator laments the current state of love,
especially compared to what used to be, adding,
Pour che me plaist a renconter
Chose qui faiche a escouter
Du roy qui fu de tel tesmoing
C’on en parole pres et loing ;
Si m’acort de tant ad Bretons
Que tous jours mais dura ses nons. (v. 33-38)
These stories of the past, then, offer “historical” examples that serve as a behavioral
guide for the medieval reader/listener. Nor did Chrétien entirely neglect the pretense of
asserting historical verifiability, through reference to authoritative written sources, as
seen in Cligès:
Ceste estoire trovons escrite,
Que conter vos vuel et retraire,
En .I. des livres de l’aumaire
Mon seignor Saint Pere a Bauvais.
De la fu cist contes estrez
Dont cest romanz fist Chretiens.
80
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Li livres est molt anciens
Qui tesmoigne l’estoire a voire :
Por ce fet ele meulz a croirre.
Par les livres que nos avons
Les faiz des anciens savons
Et dou siecle qui fu jadis. (Cligès v. 18-29)
It may well be true that few medieval listeners/readers were duped by these assertions of
historical truth. Nevertheless, in shifting from the register of the historical chronicle to
that of the poetic and courtly narration of the exemplary deeds of the individual, Chrétien
carefully retains the authority-building gesture of an assertion of historical truth,
transparently false though it may be.
This overview of the origins of chivalric and Arthurian romance helps us to
understand how much this genre relied on the evocation of history as a self-authorizing
technique from the very beginning. Even if everyone knew that assertions of historical
truth and of reliable written sources were false, such claims were necessary to prepare the
more significant argument of these texts’ “historical” value: that they contain imitationworthy exempla for the reader/listener. Due to their masterful poetic language and
exciting content, these works certainly entertain. Yet, they are also useful to the reader.
From the very beginning, romance authors appropriated the historical register in order to
achieve auctoritas, to present their works as texts worth reading, remembering, and
heeding.
Of course, the place of “history” within chivalric and Arthurian romance was not
static over the course of the Middle Ages. To return to the Prose Lancelot, this work
enjoyed such enduring popular success, at least to some degree, because of how it
reinvented the relationship of the romance genre and historia. This includes the shift from
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verse to prose,81 the assertions that the work was composed as a translation of a found
Latin text in the library of Salisbury, and the repeated false attributions of this
“translation” to the famed and highly-respected author Walter Map. The whole of the
Prose Lancelot is filled with recurring phrases like “or dit li contes” in reference to the
supposed historical and authoritative source text.82 Perhaps the Prose Lancelot’s attempts
to assert its own historical verifiability are and were just as transparently fictitious as
those of Chrétien de Troyes. However, they are certainly more carefully crafted, more
frequently repeated, and, in fact, affect the very narrative language of the text in a way
that they did not for Chrétien de Troyes. Similarly, the Prose Lancelot further deepened
the relationship of romance and historia by placing a greater emphasis on the idea of
using the genre as a behavioral guide. As with Chrétien de Troyes, this is a courtly work
focused on the deeds of an exceptional individual. However, the lessons are not so
narrowly focused on the subjects of courtly love and chivalry. This text also addresses
questions of spiritual import, including how chivalry can be used in the service of
Christianity, and how amorous and spiritual duty can come into conflict. While still a
work that “delights,” the Prose Lancelot is decidedly more serious with regard to its role
as a work that “instructs” than the earlier romances of Chrétien de Troyes. Filled with
numerous exempla, counter-exempla, and decidedly ambiguous characters, the Prose
Lancelot shows courtly readers how they ought to behave. Furthermore, the work often
tells readers how to behave and what lessons they should derive from the examples set
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before them. The repeated inclusion of characters – especially religious figures – who
offer internal moral commentary on the other characters’ actions, makes it clear that this
is a work that ought to be read and remembered for its moral lessons. These moral
lessons are, once again, primarily derived from the consequential examples of good, bad,
and ambiguous characters. In short, this is a romance whose authority is derived from the
inclusion of the digna memoria of certain characters, and the opposing example of others.
This is all done with the constant, if perhaps obviously false reminder that this all truly
happened. In other words, the Prose Lancelot is not simply a romance that occasionally
nods to historia in order to build authority, as Chrétien de Troyes did. It is a romance that
in many ways breaks with its predecessors in order to present itself fully as a history.
This is undoubtedly one of the causes of both its enduring popular success and its
unrivaled authoritative status within the tradition of Arthurian and chivalric romance.
This background finally leads us to the mid-fifteenth century and Antoine de la
Sale’s 1456 Jehan de Saintré. For modern readers, the “historical” elements of this text
have become a primary point of focus. As Roberta Krueger and Jane Taylor explain in
the introduction to their English-translation critical edition of Jean de Saintré: “It has
been hailed as one of the first historical novels for its account of what purports to be the
chivalric biography of a historical knight” (vii). Or, as the summary on the back cover of
this same edition states: “Jean de Saintré has been called the first modern novel in French
and one of the first historical novels in any language.” This moniker of “first historical
novel” is problematic, given the differences between the medieval concept of historia and
the modern idea of history, as discussed above. This idea is further complicated when one
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considers that the fusion of history (even from a modern perspective) and fiction has been
a feature of French literature from the very beginning. This is true even outside of
romance, whether in saints’ lives, chronicles, or chansons de geste – one only has to think
of another famous “first,” the Chanson de Roland. On a closer level, Antoine de la Sale’s
historical approach was undoubtedly informed by the “biographies héroïques de
personnages célèbres” (Blanchard “Introduction” 7) popular around the time of the
publication of Jehan de Saintré, including the Livre des faits du bon messire Jehan le
Maingre, dit Boucicaut and the Livre des faits de Jacques de Lalaing (Blanchard
“Introduction” 7, Krueger and Taylor xv, Szkilnik 13-18).83 From either a modern or a
medieval perspective, Jehan de Saintré is far from the first work of historical fiction in
French literature, but rather an exceptional late-medieval participant in a long tradition of
such works.
On the other hand, the title of “first historical novel” may have less to do with its
historical aspects and more to do with the generic qualification of the work as a “novel.”
French literary criticism, using a language in which the word “roman” can be read as both
“romance” and “novel,” has been far less apt to call Jehan de Saintré the “premier roman
historique” in French. This is despite the fact that the “first historical novel” claim was
popularized by Julia Kristeva’s 1970 book Le Texte du roman. Kristeva’s book, which is
centered on Jehan de Saintré, unequivocally states: “‘Jehan de Saintré’ est le premier
roman français écrit en prose” (22). Unsurprisingly, when Kristeva says “roman,” she
does so in a way that means “modern novel” and absolutely excludes medieval romance
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The Livre des faits du bon messire Jehan le Maingre, dit Boucicaut was published in 1409, half a century
before Jehan de Saintré, while the Livre des faits de Jacques de Lalaing likely appeared a few years later.
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(the very genre from which the word “roman” is derived), which does not meet her
definition of the genre in the modern sense. Kristeva’s book significantly revived interest
in Jehan de Saintré within French literary studies, both within and outside of medievalist
circles. Given the influence of Kristeva’s name and her book, her reading of Jehan de
Saintré as a genre-initiating text has endured as a critical perspective and marketing tool,
problematic though it may be.
Another important reason for the enduring references to Jehan de Saintré as a
generic “first” is the continued difficulty the modern critical reader has in any attempt to
pin down its exact genre. To refer to this work as a romance without further reflection
ignores many of its features that are drawn from other generic traditions. Certainly, in its
focus on the individual deeds of one knight and his lady and the narration of their story as
a springboard for the consideration of the ideals of courtly love and chivalry, Jehan de
Saintré seems to participate in the romance genre. The work’s length and use of prose –
by this point the generally standard medium for romance – further the work’s association
with the genre. At the same time, the ending, filled with elements of overt comedic satire,
including the stock figure of the lusty monk, seems to drift into the generic territory of
the fabliau. The text’s relationship to the chronicle has already been noted, and the
generic similarities between Jehan de Saintré and the decidedly non-romance
“biographies” of Boucicaut and Jacques de Lalaing are unmistakable. In this same vein,
Jehan de Saintré, like these works, is also something of an educational manual. Saintré’s
childhood education is the subject of focus for a considerable portion of the work, and the
text is rich in didactic discourse on proper comportment for a student in Saintré’s
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situation, and even includes lists of reading material and behavioral rules. As such, this
work can certainly be read, as a piece of conduct literature and a guide for potential
educators and students alike. This reading is further supported by the fact that Antoine de
la Sale was himself an educator who spent much of his career as the tutor of high-ranking
noble boys and future knights. Jehan de Saintré itself is dedicated to one of Antoine’s
most famous and powerful former students, Jean de Calabre, the son and heir of René
d’Anjou.
Romance, fabliau, chronicle, conduct literature, novel: these are but some of the
genres to which modern literary critics have attempted to assign Jehan de Saintré. As
Jehan de Saintré, unlike many medieval texts, does not self-categorize,84 we are left to
debate its genre without any definite answer. However, a sort of consensus among
scholars of medieval literature has formed that this is a work of mixed genre, with
romance being one, if not the primary genre for the bulk of the work – excluding the
ending, perhaps.85 At the very least, the influence of the romance genre is palpable within
this work that has been consistently and justifiably read as a response to the genre. In
keeping with the current scholarly consensus, this study will refer to Jehan de Saintré as
a romance. However, this will be done with the conscious observation that while much of

In his concluding remarks, Antoine de la Sale simply refers to the work as a “livre”: “j’ay fait cest livre,
dit ‘Saintré,’” (530).
85
Many literary critics – including Blanchard (“introduction”), Caron (“Le Petit Jehan de Saintré dans la
tradition des fabliaux), Cherpack (“Le Petit Jehan de Saintré: the archetypal background”), Krueger and
Taylor (“Introduction”),– overtly explore the genre of the Jehan de Saintré and arrive at a conclusion
similar to this. Others – Mühlethaler (“D’Enée à Jehan de Saintré”), Dubuis (“Saintré ou les Illusions
perdues de Lancelot”) – tacitly accept the work as a romance and routinely refer to it as such. Others –
Emerson (“No Way to Treat your Mother”), Taylor (“The pattern of perfection,” “Courtly Patronage
Subverted”) – reject this work as a true romance, while defining it on romance terms as a sort of “antiromance.”
84
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the work adheres to the norms of the genre in both form and content, the conclusion is
highly disruptive of these norms and strengthens the argument that the work, taken as a
whole, might indeed be called an “anti-romance.”
Whether a romance or not, this is certainly an “educational” text, perhaps even an
“Entwicklungsroman,” to borrow the term employed by Elisabeth Caron (79). Yet, in a
way, the educational function of Jehan de Saintré ties it back to the romance genre. This
is a work that instructs and delights through the presentation of the digna memoria of an
exemplary individual. Moreover, this instruction and delight are centered upon the very
ideals that have always been at the heart of medieval romance, chivalry and courtly love.
Like so many romances before it, this is a work that employs historia for the purpose of a
courtly education. True, Jehan de Saintré is more explicitly didactic than many romances
– though, as we shall see, its educational discourse strongly recalls educational episodes
in other romances – in a way that makes this work resemble an educational treatise. True,
Jehan de Saintré does not blend fabula and historia in the traditional manner of medieval
romance. Gone are the miracles and magic that alert the reader to the work’s fictionality
despite its historical truth claims. These fabulous elements are instead replaced by the
more realistic but equally fictitious historical fabrications of Antoine de la Sale: for
example, Saintré’s participation in the very fictional fourteenth-century crusade to expel
the Saracens from Lithuania. The fifteenth-century reader of Jehan de Saintré may well
have been more easily duped by this romance’s historical pretensions than the twelfthcentury reader of Cligès was. One might argue that in a classical, Ciceronian sense,
traditional romances are fabulae, while Jehan de Saintré is more of an argumentum. The
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lack of fabulous elements is a clear distinction between Jehan de Saintré and traditional
medieval romances and even sixteenth-century “romances” like Rabelais’s Gargantua.
Yet, in the end, this is a work that uses a fabricated version of historical events, presented
to the reader as historia. This “history,” in turn, is not the genealogies of a kingdom in the
manner of chronicles, but the narration of the exemplary deeds – exemplary, above all
else, in the domains of both courtly love and chivalry, for at least most of the story – of a
single knight. This is the essence of the medieval chivalric/Arthurian romance, a genre to
which Jehan de Saintré is certainly responding. Despite similarities with other genres and
moments of ambiguity, Jehan de Saintré is still a romance. Antoine de la Sale pushes the
historical claims of his romance further than most of his predecessors did – to the point
that modern readers can view this as a generic breakthrough, as the “first” historical
novel. In reality, Antoine is simply carrying on the work of romances like the Prose
Lancelot, imitating and building upon the authority-building methods of one of the most
authoritative romances. Like the unknown authors of the Prose Lancelot, Antoine de la
Sale finds new ways to strengthen his romance’s ties to historia, and thereby attempts to
increase the authority of both his own work and the genre as a whole.
As with the case of the Livre du Cuer, Jehan de Saintré participates in the highly
reflective tone that is a common characteristic of mid-fifteenth-century French literature.
It is a work that looks back on the success and enduring authority of a particular medieval
genre – the romance – and reflects on its place in society. This is more subtle in Jehan de
Saintré than in the Livre du Cuer, in large part because the former masks its fictionality
in a way that the latter does not. This is unsurprising, as the Livre du Cuer takes and
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reflects upon romance’s authority-endowing path of allegory, while Jehan de Saintré
takes the path of historia. Nevertheless, much like the Livre du Cuer, Jehan de Saintré’s
highly reflective nature allows significant insights into the literary authority of the
romance genre in the mid-fifteenth century. As we study how Antoine de la Sale borrows
from and then uses Jehan de Saintré to respond to the romance genre, we gain a better
understanding of which works were authoritative, how that authority was built, and what
the effect of this authority was. More concretely, Antoine’s response to the romance
genre demonstrates the important place of the concept of historia in the authority of the
romance genre. Furthermore, his response, disruptive as it is, reveals a perspective of a
genre that held enough authority and social influence that it required correction.
However, the very form of this correction recognizes the efficiency of romance’s use of
historia as an authority-building strategy, which the work itself appropriates and
strengthens even as it challenges its content.
This fourth chapter will examine the relationship of historia, exemplarity,
education, and the authority of the romance genre in Jehan de Saintré. In particular, this
chapter will focus on the first third of the romance, wherein Madame de Belles Cousines
educates Saintré in the courtly arts of chivalry and love. This will include consideration
of, on the one hand, the models and lessons that are offered to guide Saintré as an
aspiring knight: the listed texts to read, the commandments he ought to follow, the
exempla upon whom he should model his life, the auctor citations offered to guide him.
On the other hand, this will also include the models and motivations that guide Madame
in her role as Saintré’s educator: the narrator’s comments on her reasoning and
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aspirations in taking Saintré’s education upon herself, and the literary/historical sources
of her didactic comments and approach. In both cases, this section will consider the
contrast between the frequent and explicit evocation of traditional auctoritas and the
usually tacit, but equally present references to romance authority. Finally, this chapter
will consider how Saintré’s education, with its heavy inclusion of exempla and citation, is
“historical,” and how Jehan de Saintré therefore participates in the romance genre’s long
tradition of deriving authority through historical claims.
A.

Madame as Roman Widow and Romance Heroine

The prologue of Jehan de Saintré proclaims that this “livre” will be the story “des
amours de une dame des Belles Cousines de France, sans aultre nom ne surnom nommer,
et du tresvaillant chevalier le sire de Saintré” (35). However, when the narrative begins,
Saintré is still many years away from knighthood, combat, and love affairs. Roughly the
first third of Jehan de Saintré is dedicated to the theoretical education of the young
protagonist. This theoretical education begins when Saintré is a thirteen-year-old page,
and concludes when he, as a valet of approximately sixteen or seventeen years, prepares
to leave the court for his first solo chivalric adventure (166-180). Much of this first third
of the book is filled with the didactic discourse of Madame de Belles Cousines, as well as
descriptions of Saintré’s initial efforts to apply these lessons. While the two eventually
become the courtly lovers described in the prologue, they do not fully assume these roles
until the end of Saintré’s education.
The narrative may begin with a brief description of the young Saintré, but it
quickly shifts focus to a much longer description of Madame de Belles Cousines. It is, in
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fact, Madame that largely guides the plot in the first part of the romance, as she proposes
and defines the terms of their relationship. As such, it is important to consider the models
she employs, both for her own behavior and that which she wishes to inculcate in Saintré.
Some of these models are overtly cited within the discourse of either the narrator or
Madame herself. Others are only hinted at within the text. The first models for Madame
are stated in the narrator’s introduction of her. He informs the reader that she was
widowed at a young age, and decided to never remarry, “pour sembler aux vrayes vesves
de jadiz, dont les hystoires romaines, qui sont les suppellatives, font tant de glorieuse
mencion” (38). He continues to affirm the wisdom of her decision, citing the Roman
tradition of honoring widows who remained dedicated to the memory of their husbands
“si comme les histoires dissent,” as well as the Apostle Paul’s exhortation in the fifth
chapter of his First Epistle to Timothy, “Honneure les vesves” (38). After these general
remarks on widows, the narrator then offers specific examples as both models and
counter-models. The first of these is a somewhat surprising reading of Dido. Although he
gives Virgil as his source, the narrator makes no mention of Dido’s intense and tragic
love for Aeneas, and instead focuses entirely on her faithful widowhood: “Ennee tant ama
Dido que il en moroit ; mais Dido de s’amour ne tenoit compte, car tant avoit amé et
encores amoit son mary tout mort, qu’elle ne le povoit oblier” (38). It is also noteworthy
that the text directly quotes Dido’s response to her sister Anna in which she affirms her
loyalty to her deceased husband against pressure to find a new husband in Aeneas. This
quotation is first given in Latin and then translated into French, establishing a common,
though not universal approach to direct quotation throughout Jehan de Saintré.
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Following this positive recasting of Dido, the narrator offers three more Roman
widow models, all taken, as he states, from the writings of Saint Jerome. The first of
these is Marcia, who, according to “saint Jherome, au second livre, parlant a Juvinien de
celles vesves” (40) – Jerome’s Adversus Jovinianum, Libri Duo – declared that her
grieving period over her husband would only end with her death. The Jehan de Saintré
narrator fails to mention that, according to Jerome’s source text, her grief has more to do
with the fact that, in her search for a second husband, she realizes that men want her
money more than her (Jerome 288). Nevertheless, the quote from Marcia, given directly
in French, is a faithful translation from Jerome, if somewhat decontextualized.
However, the next two stories’ attributions to Jerome are increasingly dubious.
The first of these is the story of Lucia, a Roman widow who devoted herself to mourning
her deceased husband and resisted her father’s encouragement to remarry. According to
the narrator of Jehan de Saintré, this widow, also mentioned in Jerome’s Adversus
Jovinianum, responds to her father’s encouragement to remarry, saying that a new
husband would bring her no joy. The narrator explains that she would live in constant
fear of losing this new husband as she did her first, and that if he were less kind than the
first, it would lead her life to a quick end. Modern editions of the Adversus Jovinianum
make no mention of a Lucia. However, her story and the quotations of her voice in Jehan
de Saintré – once again given in French rather than Latin –are highly reminiscent of the
story of Annia in the Adversus Jovinianum. As with Lucia in Jehan de Saintré, in the
Adversus Jovinianum Annia’s story is told alongside that of Marcia. Annia gives similar
reasons as Lucia for not remarrying, except that she is responding to an unspecified
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relative rather than to her father (Saint Jerome 288). Of course, it is possible that Lucia is
an alternative name, referring to the same person as Annia. In either case, Lucia seems to
be a citation of Jerome’s Annia, if a somewhat loose one. The citations, despite the
specific textual reference, are more of a paraphrase from Jerome with a name change.
The third example of widowhood that Jehan de Saintré attributes to Jerome is the
Roman woman widowed twenty-two times, who marries a twenty-timed widower. In this
“ryable” example of a woman “qui ne fust pas de ces tresparfaittes vesves” (de la Sale
40), the widower outlives the widow, winning him the laurel crown in a popular
celebration of his victory. According to the narrator, this story is to be found in Jerome’s
ninety-sixth epistle. However, the fabliau tone of this story is distinctly incongruous with
Jerome’s surviving and frequent commentaries on widowhood. At least in modern
editions of Jerome’s epistles, this story is totally absent, whether in the ninety-sixth
epistle or elsewhere. It is then quite possible that, in this case, the authority of Jerome is
attributed to a story that certainly is not his from a modern perspective, and quite possibly
was not really believed to be his in the mid-fifteenth century.
With the examples of these three widows attributed to Jerome, we see a
progressive degradation in the citation of traditional auctoritas, from accurate, if
decontextualized citation to (seemingly) totally falsified attribution. It is likely that only a
reader who was not familiar with Jerome or too careless to check the reference would be
taken in – in other words, a reader duped by the gestural reference to Latin auctoritas,
without the education or effort to realize that this gesture might be empty. Furthermore,
the citations of Jerome are highly specific, pointing to the exact text in which they can be
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confirmed as either accurate or false. It is hard to believe, given that this is the case, that
these dubious attributions are offered in full earnestness.
At this point, it is worth considering who, exactly, is offering these references to
Virgil and Saint Jerome. Marcel Lecourt, in his 1955 article “Une source d’Antoine de la
Sale : Simon de Hesdin,” revealed that large passages of Antoine’s works, including in
Jehan de Saintré, were directly copied from Simon de Hesdin’s translation of and
commentary on Valerius Maximus, often with very little alteration. In fact, this entire
passage on Roman widows, beginning with “les Rommains avoient une tresloable
coustume” (de la Sale 38) until the end of the story of the widow of twenty-two husbands
(de la Sale 42) is lifted directly from de Hesdin (Lecourt 200-202). This de Hesdin
passage contains all the initial references to traditional Latin-language written auctoritas,
including those to Paul’s First Epistle to Timothy, to Dido in Virgil’s Aeneid, and to
Jerome’s three widows. The only significant alteration from de Hesdin concerns Jerome’s
second widow. In de Hesdin’s commentary, this widow is unnamed and her response is to
“un sien prochain” (Lecourt 201) rather than her father. In this case, then, the de Hesdin
version is less in conflict with the Saint Jerome source text. Nevertheless, through Simon
de Hesdin, many of these referential stories are decontextualized – the rewriting of Dido
in this passage, as studied above, is more the work of Simon de Hesdin than of Antoine
de la Sale. However, as the example of the second widow demonstrates, Antoine is
perfectly willing to alter these stories further without concern for fidelity to those very
authorities that they are meant to evoke. In fact, the writer that Antoine cites the most
faithfully, Simon de Hesdin, is the only one whom he does not name – probably because
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de Hesdin was not really an auctor. As a compiler, translator, and adaptor who used
French rather than Latin and was certainly not an ancient (he died less than a century
before de la Sale wrote Jehan de Saintré), Simon de Hesdin was an acteur in every sense
of the word. What we have, then, in this passage, is a bit of an authority contradiction.
Auctores are openly cited in a way that is often decontextualized or flatly inaccurate,
while an acteur is – for the most part – faithfully cited without any credit. In this passage,
it is the acteur’s words that are actually read, trusted, and believed, whether by Antoine
de la Sale or his readers. Yet, they are (sometimes dubiously) credited to highly
respectable auctores. It is difficult, then, to determine who is really the written authority
here.
This brings us back to Madame de Belles Cousines. The narrator offers four
Roman widows as the models of her behavior. All of them are historical models, in the
medieval sense – women who were believed to have existed and are recalled and
remembered in Jehan de Saintré as examples to emulate (or, in the case of the final
widow, a humorous counterexample). However, these historical exempla rely on
references to authority that are, as we have seen, unreliable – at times obviously so. One
cannot help but wonder which version of these widows, which historical account – that of
the original auctor texts, that of Simon de Hesdin, or that of Antoine de la Sale –
Madame herself actually uses as a model, if any. Perhaps her idea of these widows is
something else altogether. Indeed, as we shall see, she offers her own model of
widowhood through her words and actions throughout the text. She is, herself, a rewriting
of the Roman widow with whom the beginning of Jehan de Saintré so insistently
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compares her. In any case, it is the narrator who, with regard to Madame declares that
“Me semble, de prime face, que enssievir voulloit les anciennes vesves de jadiz, si
comme les histoires disent” (38), right before he begins to quote Simon de Hesdin and
cite the auctoritates and exemplary widows listed above.
This “de prime face” is key, for, while Madame might wish to have the public
reputation of a Roman widow, there is little to truly connect her to these examples
beyond a refusal to remarry. The versions of Dido, Marcia, and Lucia presented in the
text all remain in a perpetual state of grieving out of an enduring love and fidelity to their
deceased husbands.86 Yet, Madame’s husband is never mentioned beyond the fact of his
death, nor is there any evidence that she still loves or grieves for him (or indeed ever did).
One possible reason initially offered for her decision to remain a widow is her desire to
“sembler aux vrayes vesves de jadiz” (38, emphasis is mine). However, as the narrator
reminds his readers, she had resolved to never remarry, “et non obstant ce, elle ayant son
cuer en diverses penssees,” particularly her desire to “en ce monde faire d’aucun josne
chevalier ou escuyer ung renommé homme ; et en celle pensée s’arresta totalement” (42).
It is curious that the narrator would note an almost contradiction (“et non obstant ce”)
between her resolution to remain a widow and her ability to pursue “diverses penssees.”
If we remember the examples of Dido, Marcia, and Lucia as cited by the narrator, their
hearts were so consumed with grief that there was no room left for anything else, not

In Virgil’s Aeneid, Dido is really only briefly presented as a Roman widow, as described in Jehan de
Saintré, before she quickly falls into an intense love-affair that ultimately leads to her destruction. The
attentive reader of Jehan de Saintré might object that the narrator’s description of Dido only applies to her
as she appears in the beginning of her Aeneid story arc, but that the poem later reveals an entirely different
woman. In this, however, the comparison between Dido and Madame is rather apt, and foreshadows
Madame’s evolution from Roman widow to courtly lover to disgraced and rejected noblewoman.
86
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even spare “diverses penssees.” At the same time, the narrator locates Madame’s
“diverses penssees” exactly within her heart. The reader might then well infer that she is
not quite as consumed by the grief of widowhood as were the Roman exempla that she
wishes to outwardly resemble. As we have seen, the narrator appropriates the authority of
classical texts to lend the appearance of auctoritas to his own narration, while
simultaneously altering their content to his own needs. Madame, it seems, may follow a
similar approach, seeking to place herself within a respected historical lineage and pattern
of behavior. She gives the public appearance of following the authoritative model of
revered Roman widows, while privately altering the terms of her condition so that they
will best suit her needs and desires.
What, then, is the model, if any, that Madame truly wishes to follow, even if she
cannot publicly do so? Appropriately, the first genuine hint of an answer to this question
is given not in the voice of the narrator, but in that of Madame herself. When Madame
and her friends first corner the young Saintré, they demand to know the name of the lady
he loves the best. He initially responds with the names of his mother and sister, to which
Madame responds that she is not speaking of familial love, but romantic love. The young
Saintré, in turn, replies that, outside of his family “sur ma foy, madame, je n’en ayme
nulle” (48). This response provokes from Madame one of the key moments of reference
in the text – the first references given in her voice, and the first overt references in Jehan
de Saintré that are not part of an uncited passage copied from Simon de Hesdin. While
somewhat lengthy, this passage bears repeating here in its entirety:
N’en amez vous nulle ? A ! failli genti homme ! Et dittes vous que n’en amez
nulle ? Ad ce cop congnoiz je bien que jamais ne vauldrez riens. Et, failli coeur
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que vous estes ! dont sont venues les grans vaillances, les grans emprinses et les
chevalereux fais de Lancelot, de Gauvin, de Tristram, de Guron le courtois, et des
aultres preux de le Table Ronde, aussi de Ponthus et de tant d’aultres sy
tresvaillans chevaliers et escuiers de ce royaume et aultres sans nombre, que je
bien nommeroye se je avoye temps, sy non pour le service d’amours acquerir et
eulx entretenir en la grace de leurs tres desirees dames ; dont j’en congnoiz
aucuns, qui, pour estre vrais amoureux, et de bien servir lealement leurs dames,
sont venus en sy hault honneur, que a toujours mais en sera nouvelle ; et se ils ne
le eussent esté, de eulx ne seroit plus de compte que d’un simple compaignon. Et
vous, sire, dittes doncques que vous n’avez dame, ne desirastes oncques de
l’avoir ? Et puis que ainssy est, comme le plus failli des aultres, vous en allez !
(48-50)
This scolding marks the beginning of Saintré’s chivalric education at the hands of
Madame, and will have a profound effect on his future. Clearly, the referenced literary
models of Lancelot, Gauvain, Tristan, Guron, and Ponthus are offered as exempla for
him. According to Madame, he is not yet like them, nor on the correct path to becoming
so. However, Madame’s subsequent efforts to help him find a ladylove mark her belief
that he has the potential to become such a knight. His enthusiastic acceptance of this offer
indicates his own desire to follow the model that Madame sets before him – that is, to
become an ideal knight, a new Lancelot, through devotion to the ideologies of courtly
love and chivalry. One can assume that Saintré is already well acquainted with these
literary characters, given that Madame cites them as household names without need of
explanation, as well as the intensity of Saintré’s emotional response to Madame’s
unflattering comparison: “Mais de ce tres crueulx congié, le povre Saintré, qui ne penssa
pas mains que de estre deshonnoré, se priste a plourer merveilleusement” (50).
It is notable that the emotional force of this exchange must be attributed, at least
in part, to the “historical” treatment of literary figures taken from romance. When
Madame evokes these figures, there is no hint of their fictionality, nor of their literary
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origins. No romance titles are given, and no acteurs are named. Instead, the knights alone
are named and their chivalric exceptionality, achieved through devotion to courtly love, is
offered as a statement of fact. They are referenced in a way that seems to tacitly accept
the historical pretensions of the romances which popularized or gave them life.
Admittedly, neither the narrator nor the characters of Jehan de Saintré make any explicit
assertion that these romance knights existed in factual history. However, if we remember
Mehtonen’s definition of medieval historia, the presence or absence of such an assertion
becomes somewhat irrelevant when considering Jehan de Saintré’s “historical”
presentation of them. What matters more is their digna memoria, which is on full display
in Madame’s evocation of knights “qui, pour estre vrais amoureux, et de bien servir
lealment leurs dames, sont venus en sy hault honneur, que a tousjours mais en sera
nouvelle” (48).
Incidentally, the idea that the listed knights achieved digna memoria through
devotion to courtly loves raises some questions about romance auctoritas, especially with
regard to the first listed and most famous knight, Lancelot. In presenting this character as
a historical exemplar who accomplished unparalleled chivalric feats through courtly love,
Madame ignores his character arc within the last two works of the Prose Lancelot, the
Queste del Saint Graal and the Mort le roi Artu, wherein his courtly love becomes a
source of failure and he ultimately repents and devotes himself to God as a hermit.
Instead, her words refer more to the character as he appears in the Lancelot Propre alone.
In this, we see the duality of Lancelot as a historical exemplar and as a contributing factor
to the social auctoritas of the romance genre. Taken in isolation, the Lancelot of the
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Lancelot Propre supports the auctoritas of courtly ideology, but does so in competition
with the Lancelot of the Queste del Saint Graal and the Mort le roi Artu. Madame’s use
of Lancelot as an exemplar of courtly chivalry suggests that the Lancelot Propre could
indeed be read in isolation from the rest of the Prose Lancelot as a courtly and social
auctoritates. In fact, for her and for the young Saintré, the name of Lancelot seems more
evocative of his exemplary role in Lancelot Propre than in the Queste or the Mort.
Despite the final outcome of the Prose Lancelot, his story still serves to enhance the
appeal of courtly ideology.
In the case of Saintré, he seemingly does not question this inclusion of Lancelot
as an authoritative support for the idea that dedication to courtly love leads to chivalric
greatness. In fact, this evocation of the authority of “historical” exempla strikes the young
Saintré with full force. His emotional reaction and eventual acceptance of Madame’s
guidance suggests that he truly believes what she says – that authoritative examples prove
that courtly love is the only way to chivalric honor and exceptionality, and that, as
matters stand, both remain inaccessible to him. There is no consideration that, as these
knights are fictional, the path to greatness that they exemplify might also contain
elements of fictionality. Madame cites these romance knights with an awareness that their
names carry a historical weight and authority, one that belies the fictionality of the
historical pretensions of the romances that made these knights famous.
Of course, one must consider why Madame wishes to impress this idea upon
Saintré in the first place. The reader cannot help but feel a bit of sympathy for this
thirteen-year-old boy who knows nothing of love, in tears from embarrassment and
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frustration, alone before a group of adult women who are laughing at him. However, as
Madame makes quite clear in this quotation, there is more to her approach than a desire
to amuse herself and her friends through the public humiliation of an adolescent boy. She
wants to convince him, based on the models of Lancelot and other romance knights, that
the only path toward true chivalric success is courtly love.
Nor does she see herself as playing the sole role of disinterested and benevolent
educator. As the narrator explains, she is delighted to see him take her assertions about
chivalric greatness to heart with such humility and innocence, “penssant que se elle
povoit par bonne façon en son service le concquerre, que elle le metteroit bien a son ploy
et le feroit tel que elle vouldroit” (54). The idea of “par bonne façon en son service le
concquerre” is nothing short of romance terminology. If she wishes to make of him a sort
of Lancelot or Tristan, then this sentence, along with so many of her actions throughout
the romance, suggest that she herself aspires to be a sort of Guinevere or Isolde, to use
these romance heroines as behavioral models. However, there would be one great
difference between her and them: Madame is a widow – not just a widow, but, in the eyes
of the world, a Roman widow. Her public life and reputation will act as a citation of
virtuous, historical widowhood according to the great auctores of both sacred and secular
texts. Her private life, however, will function as a hidden reference to French acteurs,
romances, and their courtly heroines. Madame, then, does not remain a widow out of
grief for her departed husband, or out of a conviction that she will never love again.
Indeed, her heart seems fully focused on molding a lover that will fit her desires exactly
in the person of her future ami, Jehan de Saintré.
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For the reader, it is hard not to admire the ingenuity of Madame’s plan. She is
designing a new system in which she can participate in courtly love, but in a way that tips
the advantages in her favor as a woman. At best, courtly love traditionally offers its
female participants a precarious position of honor. Even in the idyllic worlds of romance
literature, these women are highly ambiguous: beautiful, noble, and inspiring, but also
deceivers and adulteresses. While the courtly love affair might be pleasant for its
duration, the long-term consequences could be disastrous, especially for a woman. One
only has to think of the Guinevere of the Prose Lancelot, whose affair with Lancelot
constantly threatens her reputation and even her life. She is spared only through the
fidelity and prowess of Lancelot, who time and time again defends her honor and life
through feats of arms. Even then, their love affair is at the base of the final ruin of
Arthur’s kingdom.
Even two hundred years after the composition of the Prose Lancelot, courtly love
remained a dangerous game for women, in literature as much as in real-life. Christine de
Pizan offered telling warnings to her readers, from a female perspective, on the dangers
that women in the fifteenth century faced by engaging in a courtly love affair. In
particular, in the Livre du Duc des vrais amants, Sebille de Monthault, dame de la Tour
offers a prophetic warning to the female protagonist. She advises her to discontinue her
courtly love affair, reminding her that while courtly love may work to increase the
chivalric reputation of a man – just as Madame herself said to Saintré – it holds little
promise of reward for women beyond short-term pleasure, but carries many risks. She
notes that the courtly promises of men are rarely sincere, and that even when they are,
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this kind of love does not last very long, even for the most faithful (346). She further
indicates a sort of conflict of honor – that the man gains social prestige through the
revelation of his participation in a courtly affair, while such exposure ruins a woman’s
social standing and that of any children she might have (338). In any case, such a secret is
difficult to keep, and such women “sont mises de franchise en servitude” (346) as they
attempt to persuade their lover, servants, and general entourage to keep the secret.
Finally, Sebille reminds the lady that the deception and adultery put her immortal soul at
risk (336).
Jehan de Saintré does not contain any references, obvious or subtle, that I am
aware of, to the Livre du Duc des vrais amants specifically or Christine de Pizan
generally. However, these statements by Sebille de Monthault are worth mentioning
because they offer a woman’s perspective on the imbalance of the courtly love system
against women, especially during the century when Jehan de Saintré was written.
Madame de Belles Cousines is clearly very worldly and clever, and undoubtedly aware of
the risks for her were she to openly engage in a courtly affair. However, she is likely also
highly aware that a new marriage would not offer her a love affair in which she would
remain in control of her life to the degree that she enjoys as a widowed member of the
high aristocracy. In short, the most prominent social models do not offer her a viable path
in which she can maintain her independence and social standing while also engaging in
the courtly relationship she desires.
Yet, Madame’s plan allows her the potential to rewrite the authoritative models,
to combine them in such a way that she can achieve all of her goals. On the one hand, she
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will maintain the public persona of the historical Roman widow that Scripture, the
authoritative writings of Church Fathers, and classical poets all so highly praise. On the
other hand, she can pursue a fantasy amorous relationship as prescribed by the love
“authority” of romance literature and heroines. Greater still, her plan mitigates nearly all
of the risks for a woman associated with courtly love. She will mold her ami from youth
so that she need not worry about his sincerity or long-term commitment. After all, she
plans to make a knight whose very identity is tied up in his relationship and dependence
on her – something that begins with her public humiliation of Saintré when she
unfavorably compares the boy to Lancelot and the knights of the Round Table. As for her
reputation, she designs a plan where the only one aware of her relationship with Saintré is
Saintré himself. Since she provides his entire amorous education – she carefully assures
herself that he is completely ignorant of love before choosing him – and renders his
success entirely dependent on her financial support, she leaves him with no reason to
wish to divulge their secret, nor to believe that public exposure will be to the benefit of
his reputation. Finally, as a widow, she does not have to worry about a watchful or
controlling husband to deceive. Nor will the intellectually and financially dependent
Saintré be the controlling agent in their relationship. Backed by her cunning, patience,
and fortunate social position, Madame can achieve something inaccessible to most
women in the Middle Ages: she can remain an independent and socially powerful
woman, while engaging in an amorous relationship where she is totally in control, all
with relatively little risk to her reputation. Her ability to rewrite textual models in order to
take control and achieve all of her goals in a nearly impossible situation is admirable for
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the modern reader, as it may well have been for the fifteenth-century reader. This
admiration might, however, be significantly tempered by her unsettling manipulation of a
child that she hopes to mold into her ideal lover.
Madame, then, uses the historical Roman widow as the model for her appearance,
which masks her private aspiration to live as a courtly romance heroine. It is as if she has
understood an important lesson of romance auctoritas – that historical pretensions
authorize the courtly narratives of romance. However, at this point in Jehan de Saintré,
her behavior toward Saintré doesn’t truly correspond to either the Roman widow or the
romance heroine. She offers to become Saintré’s lady eventually, at once casting off
(privately and only in the presence of Saintré and the reader) her Roman widow façade
and indicating that she is not yet the romance heroine that she hopes to be. At this point,
her role with regard to Saintré is that of educator and pseudo-mother. Unlike with her role
as Roman widow, Jehan de Saintré does not offer any explicitly stated model for these
roles. She does, however, associate herself with numerous auctores through citations that
lend moral authority to and confirm her lessons to the young Saintré. She also furnishes
Saintré with lists of authoritative works that he should study on his own as textbooks for
his courtly and moral education. The manner in which she evokes auctoritas does suggest
a few potential models for Madame’s role as educator. However, before exploring these
potential models, it is necessary to examine how she evokes authority during her
educational discourse.
B.

Citation of Auctoritas in Saintré’s Education

Once Madame has unfavorably compared Saintré to romance protagonists, the
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humiliated boy finally seems to accept the need to identify a ladylove, as Madame has
been telling him since their initial encounter. Cornered a second time by Madame and her
entourage, the young Saintré desperately selects the first girl outside of his family that
comes to his mind, the ten-year old Matheline de Courcy. Madame responds by
questioning the ability of a ten-year-old to function as a courtly lady: “Mais quel bien,
quel prouffit, quel honneur, quel subcide, quel avantaige, quel conffort, quel ayde et quel
conseil pour vous mettre sus et faire ung vaillant homme ?” She continues by suggesting
a rather different type of woman:
Vous, sire, devez choisir dame qui soit de hault et noble sang, saige, et qui ait de
quoy vous aidier et mettre a vos besoignz ; et celle tant servir et lealment amer,
pour quelque payne que en ayez a souffrir, qu’elle congnoisse bien la parfaitte
amour que sans deshonneur vous lui portez. (60)
In short, he needs to find a woman who has money and education, and who is an expert in
matters of courtly love and chivalry – something that Madame has already demonstrated
herself to be through her earlier analysis of romance knights. When such a woman is
found, Saintré should, according to her words, suffer all things to prove his love to her,
ostensibly by obeying any counsel that she has to offer him about how to serve her
loyally. Yet, for all this, Madame does not yet overtly suggest herself as his potential lady
– instead, she proceeds to further demonstrate her knowledge of courtly love and
chivalry, her ability to help and guide him in appropriate behavior. It is to this end that
she begins an extended educational discourse wherein she brings to bear the authority of
numerous auctores. This includes a barrage of citations that functions less to convince
him of the necessity of choosing a lady – the romance references have already
accomplished this – than to guide him in his choice and to teach him how to behave as a
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knight in the service of said lady.
Curiously, however, the first citation in her educational discourse does not
reference an auctor, but a poet who is simple referred to as “le Maistre.” Madame
directly quotes an entire ballade from this maistre, beginning with “C’est tout que d’amer
loyaulment / en ung tout seul lieu c’est assez” (60). The identity of the maistre in
question remains a mystery, as there are no known sources for this ballade that predate
Jehan de Saintré. In all likelihood, the maistre who composed this ballade remains
unnamed because he is none other than Antoine de la Sale himself. For obvious reasons,
Madame cannot cite Antoine de la Sale in a work that claims to take place in the court of
Jean II approximately one hundred years before the composition of Jehan de Saintré. Of
course, the narrator could cite Antoine de la Sale, but then the ballade could not
participate in the education of Saintré with the goal of instructing him in the importance
of unfailing fidelity to a single woman without disrupting the work’s historical
pretensions. Even if there were a way to credit this ballade to its author, Antoine might
reasonably hesitate to place his own name at the top of a list which includes, from a
general medieval perspective, many of the most respected and authoritative auctores. In
the end then, this ballade remains the work of an unnamed maistre, a text which might
not be attached to an authoritative name, but which can derive some authority from a
vague authorial title and its proximity to a mountain of much more direct auctor citations.
In a way, anonymity allows some of the auctoritas of the auctor list to seep onto
Antoine’s own words, granting them and the behavioral lesson they teach an authority
that they might not have if he claimed them as his own.
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Another possible way to read this anonymous citation is that, on an intradiegetic
level, Madame herself is responsible for the composition of this poem. She intentionally
includes the ballade as the opening citation for her formal educational discourse, and uses
it to support her version of courtly love when presenting it to the young Saintré. Clearly,
she feels the need to offer it what authority she can by attributing it, not to “ung maistre,”
but to “le Maistre,” a title that is somewhat reminiscent of Aristotle’s “le Philosophe” or
Saint Paul’s “l’Apôtre.” The young Saintré does not question this attribution, perhaps
because he does not care. Alternatively, he might feel too embarrassed to admit that he
neither recognizes the poem, nor knows the identity of “le Maistre.” A final possibility is
that he recognizes the poem and knows the identity of “le Maistre,” and that the question
therefore does not require any elaboration. Incidentally, the first two possibilities are
attitudes that the reader may well share with Saintré. The final possibility proves a bit
more difficult. As stated above, the true author of this ballade is likely Antoine de la Sale,
an individual that, if we accept the historical pretensions of the romance, Madame cannot
quote and Saintré cannot recognize. If Antoine did in fact write this ballade, its inclusion
ruptures the historical pretensions of the romance, unless both the reader and the
characters accept the identity of “le Maistre” as belonging to someone else, something
that is most easily achieved by allowing it to remain anonymous.
Madame is generally very precise and clear in her citation of authority, especially
during the didactic discourse that this ballade initiates. This exception is rather notable,
especially when one considers the importance of the ballade’s message in confirming her
version of courtly love and her efforts to lay exclusive and total claim to Saintré’s loyalty
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and obedience. Given the utility of this poem to her message, its lack of an identifiable
source, and Madame’s attribution to vague authority, one can easily believe that, on an
intradiegetic level, she is simply passing off her own words and philosophy, cast in the
poetic language of a ballade, as the authoritative words of “le Maistre.” Even if this
reading is not certain and Antoine did not wish to imply that Madame was quoting her
own work under the pretentious pen name of “le Maistre,” she is undeniably the source of
this ballade.87 Jehan de Saintré is the earliest known source of the ballade, and Antoine
de la Sale wrote it in a way that it first finds expression in the voice of Madame. While on
an extradiegetic level, it is likely that Antoine de la Sale is the author of this poem, on the
intradiegetic level, this poem’s source is Madame. Moreover, like Antoine de la Sale,
Madame places her ballade at the head of a lengthy list of auctor citations, confusing the
authority of her words with theirs, or her teachings with theirs.
Madame’s strategy of appropriating traditional auctoritas to support her courtly
love indoctrination of Saintré only begins with her vague attribution of the ballade of “le
Maistre.” Following her recitation of the ballade, she teaches him the doctrine of
salvation through courtly love, relying heavily on citation of traditional auctoritas. In
total, following this ballade, Madame bombards Saintré with no less than 118 citations88
and references to written and otherwise verbal authority. Most of these are included in

Unless Antoine de la Sale was truthfully quoting a poet known as “le Maistre” whose identity and
original ballade have been lost and forgotten.
88
There is some level of variation between the various surviving manuscripts. For this study, I have relied,
like most recent critical additions, upon BnF, nouvelles acquisitions fr. 10057, more commonly referred to
as the Barrois Manuscript, as well as the modern Blanchard edition primarily derived from it. This
manuscript has few gaps, and is widely considered to be an author manuscript. This includes numerous
marginal editorial notes that are probably in the hand of Antoine de la Sale (Introduction 23, “Description”
from Gallica).
87
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her initial discourse, though some come later in Saintré’s adolescent education, especially
in follow-up lessons. The 118 include citations of classical auctores (pagan, Biblical, and
patristic), Scripture, Church decrees, established Church doctrine, French royal law,
popular sayings and proverbs (both French and Latin), and a handful of general nods to
vague authority. Seventy-four are offered as full citations in Latin. Of these, in fifty-one89
cases, Madame then translates or paraphrases the Latin into French for the benefit of both
Saintré and the reader. In the remaining twenty-three, the Latin remains untranslated for
Saintré and the reader to decipher.90 For another thirty-one of the 118, Madame either
quotes them directly in French translation, or paraphrases them in French without direct
Latin citation. The final twelve of the 118 are simply references to authorities on a given
subject, but without citation or significant paraphrase of the words or arguments backed
by the authority in question. Rather, these twelve compose a reading list of historians,
with each author referenced as the authority on a specific historical subject, period, or
place.
As for the individuals whose words are cited, there are twenty-five classical,
pagan auctores:91 Thales of Miletus (2), Socrates, Trimides, “Le Philozophe”/Aristotle
(9/3),92 Pittacus of Mytilene, Cato, Seneca (4), Solon of Athens (2), Plato, Chilon of

89

In the number of Latin citations that are paraphrased (both the total number of seventy-four and the
partial one of fifty-one), I have included Church decrees (4) and royal laws (10) which Madame lists by
title or opening line (all in Latin) before offering a general paraphrase in French of their contributions in the
debate between Church and State over the admissibility of judicial combat.
90
Most often, Madame translates/paraphrases citations from classical and patristic authors, while leaving
Biblical citations untranslated – perhaps with the assumption that even the relatively uneducated Saintré
(and reader) should be familiar with and able to follow common Scripture citations in Latin, just as they
would in Mass. In the case of some of the untranslated Latin citations, French translations are provided in
the marginal editorial notes of the Barrois Manuscript.
91
Listed in order of first citation, with the number of times cited, if more than once, in parentheses.
92
One of the citations attributed to “le philozophe” is a repeat of an earlier citation in the same discourse.
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Sparta, Periander of Corinth, Bias of Priene, Epicurus, Theodorus the Atheist, Valerius
Maximus (2), Vegetius,93 Livy, Suetonius, Sallust, Lucan, Dares Phrygius, Polybius,
Aurelius Victor, Pompey Trogue, and Claudian; four Biblical auctores: “l’Apostre”/Saint
Paul (1/1), Saint Peter (2), “Nostre Seigneur”/“Dieu”/”Dieu par la bouche de David”
(6/3/3),94 and David; ten patristic or medieval theological auctores: Saint Augustine (5),
Saint Bernard (2), Saint Gregory (2), Cassiodorus (2), Boethius, Urban V (as the
authority, though not source for five listed Church decrees), Saint Francis, Albertus
Magnus, Orosius, Arnobius, Alain de Lille; two Arab or Jewish auctores, Avicenna and
Josephus; one French King, Jean II of France (as the authority though not source for ten
listed French laws); and one unidentifiable auctor, Mathastrius. Another four citations are
not attached to the name of a particular auctor, but rather to their source text:
“l’Euvangille” (p. 64), “l’Escripture…Ecclesiastici, xiiij° capitulo” (70), “la sainte
Escripture…Secundum Esdre, .iij.° capitulo” (104), “Politicques, au tiers livre et au .ix.ᵉ
chappiltre” (108) – assumedly because the authority and authors of these texts were so
well known and accepted that there was no need to state them explicitly. Madame
likewise cites nine theological lists in French, whose authority as aspects of Church
doctrine are great enough that paraphrase in French is sufficient without the added need
for citation in Latin or an explicit reference to an auctor or source text. These are: the
Seven Gifts of the Holy Spirit, the Eight Beatitudes, the Seven Principal Virtues, the Four
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Vegetius was Christian, not Pagan. However, as his writings are not theological in nature, I have chosen
to include him alongside the other pagan, classical auctores.
94
Half of the six citations attributed to “Nostre Seigneur.” are repeats. Matthew 5:7 is repeated a second
time within the discourse, as support for a different subject. Further, during the initial discourse, Madame
cites Number 6:24-26 as a prayer that Saintré must memorize. At the end of his adolescence, she concludes
his education by reminding him of the necessity of using this prayer, and, in so doing, twice repeats her
citation of it.
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Gifts of the Body, the Seven Spiritual Works of Mercy, the Seven Corporal Works of
Mercy, the Seven Sacraments of the Church, the Seven Deadly Sins, and the Seven Sins
against the Holy Spirit. In the case of all these lists, the unstated sources are some
combination of Scripture, Church decrees, and other writings by patristic auctores and
theologians. Finally, Madame’s discourse also includes nine references to vague authority
or that of popular wisdom: “tant d’aultres auctoritez” (p. 64), “comme dit est” (68), “le
dit du saige” (86), “le versiffieur” (104, 106), “le commun dit des maistres” (104), “le
proverbe” (104), “le proverbe commun” (142), “le versifficateur” (156).
This extensive series of auctor citations, then, serves as the foundation of
Madame’s discourse and Saintré’s education. During this segment of Jehan de Saintré,
the number of citations of auctores and written authority reaches such a high frequency
that it begins to take on a scholarly tenor – as if the reader had stumbled into a
compendium or florilegium rather than a romance. This dazzling display of erudition, in
turn, has a powerful effect on the young and naïve Saintré and even possibly on the
reader. These references position the speaking character – and the author who has placed
these words in her mouth – in a position of authority. In other words, this didactic and
scholarly discourse increases the potential auctoritas of both Madame’s educational
program and Antoine’s romance. Moreover, they offer some insight into what sort of
educator Madame wishes to be, and what models she might be following in this
transitional role between Roman widow and courtly heroine.
C.

Chivalric Biographies and Jacques de Lalaing

One of the most obvious models for Madame is the educator figure of the
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chivalric biography. Chivalric biographies were a popular form of literature in midfifteenth-century France, and they often contained education scenes like this, complete
with long lists of auctor citations. While not absolutely participating in this genre, Jehan
de Saintré certainly relies on95 and resembles it in its historical claims. At the very least,
Madame bears a striking resemblance to the father and educator in the Livre des faits de
Jacques de Lalaing.96 Both works share an extended passage within their respective
educational discourses concerning chivalry and the Seven Deadly Sins. While there are
some key differences, this is largely a word-for-word shared passage. This is remarkable,
given the considerable length97 of the passage in both works, and the fact that neither
mentions the other work or another external source. In fact, both Madame and Guillaume
de Lalaing – Jacques’ father and educator – speak this passage in their own voice as if it
were their own original discourse. Given that both of these works were written around the
same time, there is lingering uncertainty over the original source of this passage.
Catherine Emerson suggests that Madame’s discourse is drawn from Jacques de Lalaing
even while conceding that no “firm conclusions” have been reached in the debate over
the chronology of these two works (431). This being the case, it is difficult to assert with
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In Jean de Saintré, Saintré is notably friends with Boucicaut, a famous historical knight who serves as
the protagonist of the widely-disseminated Livre des faits du bon messire Jehan le Maingre, dit Boucicaut,
written in 1409. In reality, Saintré died in 1368, only two years after Boucicaut’s birth. However, this
impossible friendship suggests Antoine de la Sale’s reliance on chivalric biography and his desire to equate
his historical protagonist with the historical protagonists of well-known chivalric biographies, like that of
Boucicaut.
96
The authorship of the Livre des faits de Jacques de Lalaing remains uncertain. There is a strong degree of
consensus that it was composed by a herald for the Burgundian court, which has led to this work being
frequently attributed to either Jean Le Fèvre de Saint-Rémy or Georges Chastellain.
97
In the Barrois Manuscript of Jehan de Saintré, this passage covers folios 10v (line 7)-17r (line 14) for a
total of 365 lines of prose (single column). In Ms. BnF. fr. 16830 of Livre des faits de Jacques de Lalaing,
this passage covers folios 8v (line 2)-14v (line 45) (two columns of 30 lines, for 60 lines per folio) for a
total of 725 lines of prose.
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certainty that Madame is modelled off of Lalaing’s father as he appears in this particular
text. Jehan de Saintré is generally accepted to have been first written in 1456 (Blanchard
“Chronologie” 31), three years after the real-life Lalaing’s death in 1453.98 The
composition date of the Livre des faits de Jacques de Lalaing is far less certain, but most
frequently dated in the 1460s. However, this does not exclude the possibility that
Lalaing’s father or a figure like him might have served as a model for Madame’s
educational discourse, given the popularity of chivalric biographies at the time. It is in
this mindset that Black – who dates the composition of the Livre des faits de Jacques de
Lalaing to 1468-1470 – argues that, “the sections on the Seven Deadly Sins in each work
correspond so closely that either the author of the Livre des Faits is borrowing from
Saintré, or, more plausibly, both derive from a common source, now lost” (353). Given
that other lengthy – and especially didactic – passages of Jehan de Saintré are copied,
word-for-word from other uncited sources like Simon de Hesdin, it is highly believable
that Madame’s lesson on the Seven Deadly Sins – or portions of it – was taken from
another text and reworked to fit this particular romance, and that Jacques the Lalaing
draws from this same source either directly or indirectly via Jehan de Saintré.
Regardless of the original source, it is undeniable that the romance of Jehan de
Saintré and the chivalric biography of Jacques de Lalaing share the same extended and
largely identical passage. This portion of Madame’s educational discourse then, fits either
genre, and is the sort of speech that one could seriously imagine in the mouth of a

As Krueger and Taylor (xv) and Poirion (“Ecriture et réécriture” 110) point out, the recently deceased
Lalaing probably served more as an inspiration for Jehan de Saintré than the historical life of the actual
Jehan de Saintré did.
98
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chivalric biography educator. This is significant since, in a way, the chivalric biography
is a form of historia par excellence. It preserves and narrates a memory of things past –
often without unduly burdening itself with the factual verifiability of the events it records
– in order to offer an exemplum of digna memoria to future generations. Such works and
their educational scenes serve a dual educational function, with the model of the parental
tutor figure on the one hand, and the model of the student on the other. They also allow
the writer to educate the reader directly, with the promise that the application of such an
education leads to exceptionality, as in the case of the protagonist whose deeds merit
recording. Of course, the success of a chivalric biography in its attempts to educate
through the presentation of exempla requires some level of auctoritas – an auctoritas that
is most easily achieved as the extradiegetic author and the intradiegetic educator prove
their erudition through masterful citation of the most authoritative texts and authors. Both
Madame and Guillaume de Lalaing do this, the former thereby demonstrating her
resemblance to the chivalric biography educator.
In a way, then, this educational discourse serves to strengthen the “historical”
mask that covers and authorizes the romance elements of Jehan de Saintré. Swept up in
the current of auctor citations and a chivalric biography-reminiscent education, the reader
almost forgets that this is a romance centered not around student and teacher, but dame
and serviteur. Certainly this discourse is far more typical of a chivalric biography with an
overtly didactic function than of a romance whose obvious primary function might be to
entertain, and, by so doing, incidentally instruct its reader. However, even behind the
historical mask, romance elements shine through. It is here that the few differences
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between this passage as found in Jehan de Saintré and Jacques de Lalaing become
significant. Most notably, while both discourses maintain the expected religious tenor of
a discussion about the Seven Deadly Sins, Madame is, in reality, preaching a gospel of
courtly love to the young Saintré. According to her lessons, chivalrous and courtly
behavior will lead to spiritual salvation: “que cil qui entend a loyalment une telle dame
servir, je dis que il peult estre saulvé en ame et en corps…pour soy garder de pechier
mortellement, se il ayme ainssi qu’il s’enssieut, il est saulvez” (62). Her educational
discourse, then, serves the dual function of teaching Saintré how he ought to behave and
explaining how courtly love encourages moral behavior and even saves the lovers’ souls.
Of course, such teachings hardly align with the official doctrines of medieval
Catholicism. This is perhaps most evident in her discussion of the seventh Deadly Sin,
lust. She argues that, “ce pechié est au coeur du vray amant bien estaint, car tant sont
grandes les doubtes que sa dame ne en prende desplaisir, que ung seul desoneste pensser
n’en est en luy” (76). She proceeds to cite six auctores (Saint Augustine, Saint Peter,
Aristotle, Cassiodorus, King David and Boethius) on the spiritual dangers of lust, using
their words to equate this sin with “deliz carnelz” and “folles femmes,” especially
prostitutes (76). Yet, Madame cannot totally ignore the sexual aspect of courtly love,
surely in contradiction with Christian beliefs about chastity and spiritual salvation. Here,
however, she offers a rather ingenious justification:
Et se, par vive contrainte de amours, aucunement il y encheoit, tant, tant et sy
trestant sont les tresangoisseuses paines et dangiers et les grans perilz qui s’en
poevent enssievir, que les tresangoisseux cœurs des loyaaus amans ont a souffrir,
que ce ne leur doit point estre compté a pechié mortel ; et se aucun pechié y a,
vrayement il doit bien estre estaint par lesdittes paynes qui ilz en ont tant a
souffrir. (78)
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This argument does rely on the orthodox medieval Catholic belief in obtaining
forgiveness through penitence, and Madame’s liberal uses of “tant” and “tres” forcefully
emphasize the extent of the courtly lover’s suffering. On the one hand, her argument
obviously distorts Catholic belief and would likely have failed under the scrutiny of
almost any reader. For an uneducated adolescent boy, on the other hand, it might be
convincing enough. Madame, then, has appropriated and distorted the educative model of
the auctores that she cites here. In form, she respects her literary model and cites reliable
authority in support of Christian principles. Yet, on closer inspection, she is undermining
them, suggesting that an ambiguous or even sinful practice, the courtly love affair, will
lead to spiritual salvation.99
In the Jacques de Lalaing version of this passage, many of the comments about
courtly love, and especially those that are the most in opposition to Catholic doctrine, are
absent. This includes the lust passage cited above. Despite this, Jacques de Lalaing does
not totally purge the discourse of any hint of courtly love. Guillaume still exhorts his son
to avoid the Seven Deadly Sins with the repeated theme of “se vous voulez venir a bien et
acquerir la grace de vostre tresdesiree dame” (folio 8v, line 15-17).100 Such language,
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As Madame preaches salvation through courtly love, the reader is almost inevitably reminded of Genius
in the Roman de la Rose. Jehan de Saintré never overtly cites or includes any definite reference to the Rose.
However, in the Rose, Genius preaches a “Gospel of Procreation,” in which spiritual salvation is achieved
through one’s efforts to engage in procreative sex. All of this is couched in seemingly orthodox Christian
language and symbolism, even as Genius fails to mention the sacrament of marriage and rejects the
Catholic belief in the supremacy of celibacy. Of course, Madame’s version of love differs significantly
from that of Genius. Nevertheless, both distort Christian principles, language, and written authority to teach
that salvation is found through a version of sexual love that, in both cases, is quite at odds with medieval
Catholic doctrine concerning sexuality.
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This study will refer to Ms. BnF, fr. 16830 when citing Jacques de Lalaing. This is the oldest surviving
illuminated manuscript, perhaps the oldest of any, and one of the most complete (Legaré 151). Moreover,
given the lack of modern critical editions of this text, this digitized manuscript remains one of the most
accessible ways to read Jacques de Lalaing. I have lightly edited the punctuation and capitalization of these
manuscript citations for clarity.
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while quite logical in Jehan de Saintré, is rather out of place in Jacques de Lalaing. Up to
this point, there has been no discussion of the need of a ladylove to inspire chivalry, and
the young Jacques has no romantic attachments or even interests. Nor is courtly love a
central theme in this chivalric biography as it is in Jehan de Saintré. The simplest
explanation for these phrases is that the author of Jacques de Lalaing, in copying this
passage from either Jehan de Saintré or their shared source, simply neglected or did not
see the need to edit out the more innocuous references to courtly love, despite their
incongruency with his narrative. Instead, he only removed those that most openly
contradict Catholic doctrine.
Similarly, while Madame always calls Saintré “mon ami” in accordance with
traditional courtly terminology, Guillaume de Lalaing appropriately refers to his son as
“mon fils” in the same instances. He only uses the phrase “mon ami” as a part of two
auctor citations: “Et a ce se accorde le philosophe qui dist : mon amy avarice est cause de
laurchin…” (folio 11r, lines 18-21), and “Et encorre de ce mechante pechie de preche dist
saint bernard : Mon amy jay vue aucuns folz eulx excuser…” (folio 11v, lines 19-23).
Curiously, when Madame uses these same citations, her uses of “mon ami” are not part of
the auctor quotation, but her own speech to Saintré. This is clear because, unlike
Guillaume de Lalaing, she first utters these quotes in Latin – without any form of “mon
ami” – before translating them into French with the introductory phrases “C’est a dire,
mon ami, que…” (70), and “C’est a dire mon ami” (72). In this case, it seems likely that
the author of Jacques de Lalaing, when copying either Jehan de Saintré or their shared
source, after having removed the Latin, mistakenly took the two uses of “mon ami” as
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part of the auctor quote, and therefore did not change them to “mon fils” as he did in all
other cases.101 Madame’s discourse was acceptable for inclusion within a chivalric
biography, but acceptance was, as we have seen, not absolute. Her doctrine of courtly
love, in particular, needed to be scaled back.
There is one other significant difference in this passage between the two works,
namely in how they both employ auctor citations to authorize their teachings. Guillaume
de Lalaing evokes far fewer auctores and only includes sixteen direct auctor citations.
Ten of these are only given in French translation, two only in Latin, and four in Latin
followed by French translation. Moreover, these citations are all attached to the names of
ten very well-known and prestigious auctores: Socrates, Aristotle, Saint Augustine, Plato,
Our Lord (Gospel of St. Matthew), Saint Bernard, Saint Gregory, Saint Paul, Avicenna,
and Cassiodorus. This same section in Jehan de Saintré includes fifteen of the sixteen
Jacques de Lalaing quotes and all of the same auctores,102 plus an additional twenty-one
direct quotes and fifteen cited auctores, many of whom – though not all – are more
obscure (Thales, Pitticus, Cato, Solon, Chilon, Periander, Epicurus, Theodorus the
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Given the lack of any known shared source and the probability that Jehan de Saintré was written earlier
than Jacques de Lalaing, it is my personal belief that the author of Jacques de Lalaing copied and edited
this passage from Jehan de Saintré. It remains highly plausible that Antoine de la Sale copied much of this
passage from an unknown source or sources, especially the auctor citations. However, he would surely
have edited any copied passage(s) to better fit his work. The use of these auctor citations to teach the
doctrine of courtly love is highly consistent with the rest of Madame’s discourse, and indeed, the whole
romance. It seems unlikely that Antoine de la Sale found and copied, with little to no editing, a tailor-made
and complete passage for his work, that we have now lost. Since these passages are nearly word-for-word
identical over several pages and since incongruous elements of the doctrine of courtly love remain in
Jacques de Lalaing – including the two instances of “mon amy” – it seems highly plausible that its author
copied this passage directly from Jehan de Saintré, rather than another unknown shared source.
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In the case of the sixteenth quote, both texts cite Socrates in Latin at the same moment within the
discourse, but Guillaume de Lalaing gives a simplified version – “Quantumcu(m)q(ue) potes fili non esto
suberbus” (Jacques de Lalaing 9r 2-4) – of the more developed citation given by Madame:
“Quantumcumque bonus fueris, essendo superbus, totum depravat, te sola superbia dampnat” (Jehan de
Saintré 64).
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Atheist, Seneca, Saint Peter, Boethius, Bias, Ecclesiasticus, King David). Furthermore,
Madame uses far more Latin. Of her thirty-eight direct citations in this passage, twentyseven are in Latin followed by French citation, seven are only in Latin,103 and just four
are only in French. Even in the cases of the fifteen shared citations, in five cases
Guillaume drops the Latin whereas Madame gives the Latin before a French translation.
Of the twenty-one citations that only Madame offers, fifteen do appear in Guillaume de
Lalaing’s discourse, but not as auctor citations. In these fifteen cases, Madame attributes
the quote to an auctor and gives it in both Latin and French, whereas Guillaume de
Lalaing speaks the same French words without Latin or attribution, as if they were his
own. Guillaume lets these words and the message they convey stand on their own, and
seemingly takes credit for any wisdom that they might contain. Madame, on the other
hand, seems compelled to enhance the message of these citations with the added authority
of auctor attribution and Latin.
Even though Madame and Guillaume de Lalaing give a nearly identical sermon
on the Seven Deadly Sins to their respective students, the above mentioned differences
reveal the differing ends of their discourse. According to Guillaume de Lalaing,
avoidance of the Seven Deadly Sins has the primary benefits of spiritual salvation and a
reputation of chivalry, and the secondary benefit of pleasing one’s lady. For Madame,
love of one’s lady is the primary motivation for avoiding the Seven Deadly Sins,
developing the attributes of chivalry, and ultimately living in a way that leads to spiritual
salvation. Furthermore, Madame’s discourse has a far greater frequency of auctor
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As previously stated, some of these quotes that are only in Latin are translated into French in marginal
notes of the Barrois Manuscript.
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citations and, as stated above, quantity of cited auctores. In Jacques de Lalaing, auctor
citations are given as occasional supports for a rather uncontroversial discourse on the
avoidance of sin and the rewards of doing so, both spiritual and social. In Jehan de
Saintré, the auctor citations nearly overwhelm the discourse. This, however, makes
sense, as the content of her discourse is far more controversial than that of Guillaume and
therefore requires more support to fortify it against counterargument. It seems that in
removing controversial elements from the template discourse, in rendering it appropriate
for inclusion in a chivalric biography, the author of Jacques de Lalaing could also tone
down its almost excessive level of auctor citation.104
Paradoxically, Madame’s discourse has a higher density of auctor citations
because it is found in a work of an arguably less serious genre, in a romance. Madame is
not truly a historical figure in a historical work. She is a romance heroine in a romance
that is masking itself as historical – both in its dubious claims to be the chivalric
biography of a historical knight,105 and in its pretensions to offer exemplary models of
digna memoria for readers. Madame fits the model of educator in a chivalric biography to
the point that a large part of her discourse can be copied, word-for-word, into an actual
chivalric biography. Nevertheless, she does not perfectly fit the model. She is not a male
educator, the father figure – or even the mother – of the typical chivalric biography.
Instead, she is a would-be courtly heroine attempting to train her chosen serviteur. Her
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Assuming that Jehan de Saintré is the template upon which they based this discourse. It is also possible
that Antoine de la Sale added both the controversial elements and many of the auctor citations to what he
copied from a shared source template, rather than the Jacques de Lalaing author removing them.
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For while Jehan de Saintré was a real person, this work has very little to do with the actual historical
figure.
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discourse and its gospel of courtly love are ultimately only appropriate for a romance,
and her overelaborate “historical” mask only reveals how much she is trying to cover.
D.

Madame as acteur

Just as Madame appears to follow, to a limited degree, the model of the chivalric
biography educator, she also resembles a real-life educator, the author of Jehan de
Saintré himself. Antoine was an educator of young knights and noblemen and certainly
seems to have inserted elements of his own real-life pedagogy into the discourse of
Madame. In this vein, Jane Taylor has argued that, “Madame’s sermons to her young
protégé…constitute a virtual chivalric compendium, to the extent that the authorities
cited rather incongruously by the heroine are all adopted directly from La Sale and La
Salade” (“The Pattern of Perfection 255). Certainly, many of the authors and texts that
Madame cites are of the highest auctoritas and correspond to the pedagogical program of
these two educational treatises that Antoine wrote in the 1440s. One could therefore read
Madame as an educator modelled on the author, or even as a sort of literary avatar of
him.
At the same time, it is difficult to reconcile the similarities between her discourse
and his treatises and the fact that Madame’s educational program is rooted in a courtly
love plan that ends in disaster. Antoine de la Sale seemingly considered himself a
successful educator. The very act of composing two treatises suggests that he thought his
approach worth sharing and offering as material to emulate. Of course, even if Madame’s
discourse does emulate Antoine’s, hers most notably differs by the addition of a courtly
love ideology. Despite surface similarities, this key difference is the simplest explanation
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for the end of the romance. It is, after all, not Saintré’s chivalric career that fails, but only
the courtly love affair. In learning to excise courtly love as a foundational element from
his approach to chivalry, Saintré both aligns himself more closely with the teachings of
Antoine as set forth in his educational treatises and sets himself on the path to be
remembered as the greatest knight who has ever lived.106 Nevertheless, Madame and
Antoine employ strikingly similar discourses, and even cite many of the same auctores to
teach chivalric philosophies that are, despite surface appearances, deeply dissimilar. How
can the same auctores and the same citations, whose words are supposed to be reliable
and even guarantors of truth, be employed to such differing ends? The answer is not so
much in Antoine and Madame’s shared practice of auctor citation, but of auctor
miscitation.
Madame’s discourse, for all that it mimics the scholarly tenor of a chivalric
biography, compendium, or florilegium, is riddled with instances of dubious or even
demonstrably erroneous citation. For example, Madame’s first citation of an auctor is
when she quotes Thales of Miletus, one of the Seven Sages of Greece, as having said “Sy
tibi copia, sy sapiencia formaque detur, sola superbia destruit omnia, sy comitetur” (62).
In reality, this quote’s authorship was likely as unknown in the mid-fifteenth century as it
is today. Antoine de la Sale certainly did not compose the quote himself. It was notably
inscribed in stone – where it remains today – as part of the architecture of two crusader
fortresses, roughly two hundred years before the composition of Jehan de Saintré (the
Knights Hospitaller fortress of Krak des Chavaliers in Syria and the Teutonic Knights’
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For a more detailed analysis of the failed courtly affair at the end of Jehan de Saintré, see chapter five of
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Malbork Castle in Poland).107 However, in both of these cases, the inscription does not
include any attribution of authorship. Albertanus of Brescia similarly includes this quote
in his 1245 Ars loquendi et tacendi, without attribution beyond an introductory statement
of “quod multum egregie testator quidam dicens” (CIV). These are just some of the most
prominent of many possible examples of unattributed citations of this quote in the Middle
Ages. Jehan de Saintré is therefore not unique in citing it; it does appear to be unique,
however in attributing it to an auctor. One is left to wonder, then, how and why Madame
– and Antoine de la Sale by extension – came to associate this quote with a Greek
philosopher who has no surviving writings, and whose surviving words – which do not
include this quote – are only remembered through citation in the works of other,
sometimes much later Greek philosophers, especially Aristotle and Diogenes Laertius.
This sort of dubious attribution is a frequent occurrence among Madame’s citations as
she educates Saintré, sometimes with well-known sayings of unknown authorship like the
one attributed to Thales, sometimes with citations that seem to be much more obscure.
Her citations of Greek philosophers tend to be especially dubious.
Yet, there is a potential explanation behind the attribution of this quote to Thales
which also helps explain some of the other dubious citations of Greek philosophers.
During the first portion of her discourse – in which she establishes her foundational
doctrine of salvation through courtly love by explaining how it functions as a defense
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Curiously, these inscriptions suggest a possible association between this quote and orders of crusading
knights in the century before the life of the historical Jehan de Saintré. This misattributed quote is a fitting
first evocation of auctoritas within an educational discourse aimed at a future knight in a pseudo-historical
romance whose chivalric career will peak with his participation in a fictional crusade against the Muslims
of Eastern Europe.
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against the Seven Deadly Sins – she is careful to employ citation to evoke a wide variety
of auctores, including pagan philosophers, Church fathers, and Scripture. Early on in her
discourse special emphasis is given to Greek philosophers, with what appears to be an
attempt to include at least one citation from each of the Seven Sages of Greece. While
she does not refer to the group as such, within this section she does offer one or two
citations from Thales of Miletus, Pitticus of Mytilene, Solon of Athens, Chilon of Sparta,
Periander of Corinth, and Bias of Priene. The final sage – variable according to different
lists – may well be represented by either Theodorus the Atheist or Trimides, an auctor
with a Greek-sounding name that Madame cites, but who remains difficult to identify. In
any case, most, if not all of the Seven Sages of Greece are present, with their names
attached to consistently dubious citations. The point, then, of these citations is not to
teach Saintré the actual philosophies of the Seven Sages of Greece, but to bring the full
weight of their authority to bear behind her own courtly love philosophy. With the
totality of this group, Madame can create an illusion of complete unanimity, whether in a
homogenous, closed group of auctores like the Seven Sages of Greece, or a
heterogenous, open group that includes all auctores, synecdochally represented by the
various pagan philosophers, Church fathers, and Biblical authors that she names and
cites. Essentially any and every auctor seems to agree with her lesson on salvation
through courtly love, as her citations demonstrate. Of course, there is some risk that an
educated observer might see through this illusion, but there is little risk of this with the
young Saintré. He is quite overwhelmed by this display of erudition and accepts her
lesson without any resistance.
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It should be noted that as Madame continues her discourse and includes other
auctores beyond the Seven Sages of Greece, there are occasional moments of accurate
citation. She reaches her highest level of reliability when quoting Scripture. For example,
she accurately places her quote of “Beati misericordes, quoniam ipsi misericordiam
consequentur” in “l’Euvangile de Nostre Seigneur…Mathei, Ve capitol” (70). She never
misquotes Scripture quite as egregiously as she does the Seven Sages of Greece. Yet,
there are still moments of notable citation error. For example, Madame quotes Genesis
9:6, but curiously places the citation “ou premier livre de la Bible, in Deutronomii” (100).
Another questionable citation is when she asserts that God addressed the following words
to David: “Non edifficabis michy domum, quia vir sanguinum es” (100). Madame
appears to be referencing 1 Chronicles 28:3, when David indeed asserts that God spoke to
him and expressed the idea contained within Madame’s citation: “Deus autem dixit mihi :
non aedificabis domum nomini meo, eo quod sis vir bellator, & sanguinem fuderis”
(Biblia Sacra). However, in terms of word-for-word citation, she seems to be mixing this
quote with a different Old Testament passage, where Shimei curses David: “dedit
Dominus regnum in manu Absalom filii tui : & ecce premunt te mala tua quoniam vir
sanguinum es” (Biblia Sacra, 2 Samuel 16:8). Similarly, Madame quotes God, affirming,
“dist il en sa Passion : Qui gladio percuscit gladio peribit” (100). This seems to be a
variation of the poplar expression, “Qui gladio ferit gladio perit,” itself a paraphrase of
Matthew 26:52, when Jesus speaks to his apostles in the garden: “Tunc ait illi Iesus:
conuerte gladium tuum in locum suum omnes enim, qui acceperint gladium, gladio
peribunt” (Biblia Sacra).
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As these examples demonstrate, Madame’s auctor citations throughout Saintré’s
education are consistently problematic. Even with the highest written authority, the Bible,
she is often careless in citation in ways that could be quite obvious to the attentive reader.
Furthermore, even when her citations are accurate, they are totally decontextualized.
None of them actually engage with courtly love ideology in their original context, but
appear to offer full-throated support of it once carefully grafted into Madame’s discourse.
Overall, it seems that for Madame, the evocation of auctoritas in support of her
educational program is more important than accuracy in citation. For the reader who
recognizes her misuse of citation, Madame’s role as the exemplar educator becomes
highly questionable. Her discourse may achieve the desired result of inducting Saintré
into a courtly love system, but his acceptance is based, to some degree, on his trust in the
wisdom of the auctores that she has misquoted. This is certainly the very reason that she
cites them. One might then read this portion of Antoine’s work as a warning about the
misuse of citation of authority. For the teacher, misusing auctoritas might seem an easy
path to promoting one’s own ideology, but the long-term negative effects of such an
education far outweigh any convenience – as Madame’s final humiliation suggests. For
the student, the example of the naïve Saintré might seem to caution against blind
acceptance of the evocation of auctoritates, which can be used to mislead, either through
decontextualization or even pure fabrication. In other words, in hindsight at the end of the
romance, Madame and Saintré may be counter-exempla in their respective roles as
educator and student, especially the way in which they engage with the citation of
auctores.
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Yet, despite the ultimate outcome of this education within the romance, many
fifteenth-century readers did not read it as such. Excerpts from Madame’s discourse –
whether the auctor citations or Madame’s comments on them – are also found in other,
later texts, including florilegia and serious chivalric biographies. Of course, some of these
later texts may not have ultimately derived the common excerpts from Jehan de Saintré,
but from some other shared source.108 However, Madame’s discourse – the product of
excerpts that Antoine de la Sale borrowed from other authors (cited and uncited) and then
edited and combined with segments of his own composition – must have directly
inspired some, even many, of the Jehan de Saintré excerpts that appear in later texts.
Beyond this, it is hard to believe that Antoine de la Sale is offering a wholescale
criticism of the misuse of auctor citation in order to make an educational argument when
he himself was so often prone to do so in his own voice in La Salade and La Sale. Both
were written prior to Jehan de Saintré and both include the frequent citation of
auctoritates. More importantly, in them Antoine cites many of the same auctores and
texts that Madame does, including sometimes identical citations and passages. In other
words, within her educational discourse Madame often speaks words that Antoine had
previously written in his capacity as an educator.
One of the most notable of these passages is the reading list that Madame offers to
Saintré, comprised of twelve auctores as experts and historians of important individuals
and past civilizations: Livy and Orosius on the Romans, Suetonius on the Caesars, Sallust
on Catiline’s conspiracy, Lucan on the war between Caesar and Pompey, Mathastrius on
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the Egyptians, Dares Phrygius on the Trojans, Polybius on Ptolemy, Arnobius on the
diversity of languages, Josephus on the Jewish people, Aurelius Victor on the history of
Africa, and Pompey-Trogue for the oldest global history (Jehan de Saintré 156). Antoine
de la Sale first suggests this list to his readers in La Salade (22) before Madame does the
same in Jehan de Saintré in almost identical terms (Lecourt 203). Of course, Madame
does not cite Antoine de la Sale as the source of this list, but rather offers it as if the list
were her own compilation of texts. In a way, she has plagiarized the very author who
gave her voice; or, perhaps more accurately, Antoine has self-plagiarized through her.
In so doing, she is, in fact, rather faithful in following the educator model of La
Salade and La Sale’s Antoine de la Sale. In La Salade, Antoine also offers this reading
list as his own – a gesture that acts as a display of his erudition and connects the
educational program of his treatise to the auctoritas of recognized auctores. However,
this is not actually his book list, but one that he has copied from a source that he also fails
to name. As Marcel Lecourt demonstrates in his article “Une Source d’Antoine de la Sale
: Simon de Hesdin,” this book list was copied from Simon de Hesdin’s French translation
of and commentary on Valerius Maximus (Lecourt 43-44). Lecourt goes so far as to trace
the evolution of this list through its various iterations. Antoine de la Sale repeats Simon
de Hesdin’s original list of auctores in La Salade, but removes Freculphus, Ovidius
Sabachides and Celse and adds Lucan. Madame then copies the Salade version of the list
in the earliest 1456 Jehan de Saintré manuscripts,109 but she drops Methodius. Finally, in
the 1459 manuscript of Jehan de Saintré, Madame further alters the list by replacing
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Polybius and Mathastrius with Macrobius (Coville 78, Lecourt 203). Generally, these
changes appear to eliminate some of the more obscure – and therefore less authoritative –
auctores and replace them with more recognizable names. They also reassociate the
scholarly specialties, the historical civilizations, of the removed auctores with the new
ones, seemingly without much regard for accuracy. In any case, even with these changes,
Antoine did not compose this list any more than Madame did. It is the list of Simon de
Hesdin, who, as a compiler, commentator, and acteur, is not cited alongside the names of
the many auctores. In both La Salade and Jehan de Saintré the primary goal of this
passage seems to be to convince the student of the teacher’s erudition and connect their
educational program with auctoritas rather than providing the student and reader with a
useful booklist for independent study.
It should also be noted that the list of authors is not the only part of Jehan de
Saintré, La Salade, or La Sale copied from Simon de Hesdin’s commentary on Valerius
Maximus. As previously mentioned, the entire passage in which the narrator compares
Madame to a Roman widow – which includes the first evocations of auctores in Jehan de
Saintré – is nearly a word-for-word quote of Simon de Hesdin. Despite the considerable
length of this passage,110 the narrator makes no mention of Simon de Hesdin any more
than Madame does when she cites his booklist. Jehan de Saintré also quotes almost word
for word from Simon de Hesdin in a third unattributed passage, once again in Madame’s
discourse, when she cites Seneca’s On Benefits and Aristotle’s Politics to Saintré (Jehan
de Saintré 106-108, Lecourt 203). Taken together, these Jehan de Saintré passages
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constitute a surprising level of unattributed citation of de Hesdin, both in the voice of the
narrator and Madame. However, they pale in comparison to the plagiarism of de Hesdin
in Antoine’s own voice in his two educational treatises. In the particularly egregious case
of La Sale, Lecourt asserts that of its 167 chapters, a strong majority are directly copied
from de Hesdin, a smaller number are reworked de Hesdin material, and only the fortyfour shortest chapters, representing just sixty of 550 pages, are original work (Lecourt
205).
Beyond the simple fact that Antoine never mentions Simon de Hesdin – just as
Madame never mentions either de Hesdin or Antoine – the Simon de Hesdin passages in
Jehan de Saintré all share the commonality of evoking auctoritas. It might seem from her
discourse that Madame is educating Saintré with knowledge derived from first-hand
readings of the great auctores. However, she is actually offering her interpretation of
Simon de Hesdin’s readings of these authors. Nor are the Simon de Hesdin passages the
only instances where her citations of authority are borrowed, without attribution, from
other second-hand sources. Antoine de la Sale ostensibly lifted many of the citations of
her educational discourse from florilegia in much the same way that he borrowed from de
Hesdin (Blanchard Jehan de Saintré 62 fn. 8).111 These citation loans are difficult to trace
– they often have no verifiable connection to their stated auctor sources and Madame and
Antoine rarely cite their actual sources. Even though miscitation cannot be proven in
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every case, the pattern exists. As the booklist alterations demonstrate, both Madame and
Antoine were not above altering citations and auctor attributions when functionally
useful for promoting an aspect of their educational program.
More often than not, there appear to be multiple degrees of separation between the
sources that Madame – and Antoine by extension – claims to cite and the citations
offered, if there is any real connection at all. This also includes what appear to be willful
alterations. However, Madame is careful to erase any evidence of these alterations,
fabrications, or degrees of separation, as their presence would potentially undermine the
very purpose of her auctor citations. She trusts that Saintré will believe her because of the
auctor names that she attaches to her speech, that he will not bother verifying her stated
sources, and that even if he attempts to do so, he won’t find much to confirm or disprove
her attributions. In this, her confidence is not misplaced. In so doing, she is following the
lead of Antoine de la Sale. As Alfred Coville explains, Antoine’s writings reveal him to
be “un bien pauvre humaniste” (78) who confuses authors and cites writers who were
inaccessible in France in his time. Perhaps the most serious criticism of Antoine’s citation
practices is the accusation of plagiarism – for while it was common in the mid-fifteenth
century to quote auctores, even without naming them, Antoine is far outside the norm in
his habit of copying lengthy passages, nearly word-for-word, from acteurs like Simon de
Hesdin without attribution and as if the words were his own original commentary on the
auctores in question (Coville 79).
In the end, it seems that Madame’s dubious citation practices are simply a
reflection of the use of the same practices by the author and educator who wrote both her
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being and her discourse into existence. This seriously undermines the otherwise
appealing argument that Antoine wrote Madame’s discourse as a subtle critique of the
misuse of auctoritas in education. If his intent was to parody poor pedagogy, he likely
wouldn’t have done so with a character who so closely follows his own real-life behavior.
Instead, both compile citations in support of their educational programs in very similar
ways. In this way, Madame is the acteur of her discourse to Saintré just as Antoine is the
acteur of his two educational treatises. Within the limits of this scene, she compiles the
(alleged) words of both auctores and acteurs and weaves them together to form a new
argument and educational ideology of her own. She educates following the model set
forth by Antoine de la Sale in La Salade and La Sale. If her educational practices
ultimately fail to produce a successful long-term result while Antoine’s ostensibly
succeed, it is not because his approach to auctor citation is any more faithful than hers. It
is not her pedagogical methods, but only the content of her lessons that differentiates her
from her author and model. She distorts auctor citation to promote a chivalry based
motivated by courtly love. Antoine de la Sale is equally willing to distort auctor citation,
but, as the ending of Jehan de Saintré strongly suggests and as I argue in chapter five of
this study, only in support of the “correct” form of chivalry, one motivated by service to
the Crown and Church.
It is this difference between the educational discourses of Antoine de la Sale and
Madame that reflects the tensions, within Jehan de Saintré, between romance
conventions and historical pretensions. On the one hand, the content – that which
differentiates Madame’s discourse from the educational program from Antoine de la Sale
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– is that which also makes this work a romance. It is courtly love ideology, the idea that a
man can only become a legendary knight, a Lancelot, through devotion to a lady. On the
other hand, this courtly love ideology is couched within a discourse that could have been
taken, and indeed partially was, from fifteenth-century educational treatises (La Sale and
La Salade). If Antoine’s pedagogical practices were typical of his time – and there is
nothing to suggest that it was especially out of the ordinary – then fifteenth-century
readers might well have recognized aspects of their own education in that of Saintré. In
other words, Madame uses what were, in the fifteenth century, standard and widely
accepted methods to educate Saintré. This includes, most notably, a heavy dose of auctor
citations, both verifiable and dubious, to back the words of the educator.
Many, if not most romances make historical claims. Jehan de Saintré, however, is
unusual as a romance that does not claim to tell the true story of a legendary figure of the
distant past. Instead, it claims to tell the story of an exceptional knight of relatively recent
memory, one who had, in reality, died less than a century before. Saintré may be a
romance protagonist, but lives in a world that, for fifteenth-century readers, was
undoubtably far more recognizable and less fantastical than the worlds that surround
many of the most famous romance protagonists like Lancelot. This historical realism, for
lack of a better term, is what causes readers even today to classify this as a work of
historical fiction in a way that most other medieval romances are not. It masks the
romance features that are at the heart of this work. In the same way, Madame’s use of
real-world pedagogical practices masks the romance ideology around which her discourse
is centered. Her discourse, built on an impressive and massive structure of auctor
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citations, is ultimately a Trojan horse, designed to deliver her unorthodox gospel of
courtly love safely into the minds of both Saintré and the reader. Her methods help to
make the historical claims of the work believable. This could almost be the chivalric
education that a knight really did receive from an educator. It could feasibly serve as a
model for a real-world educator who hopes that their student will follow the exempla of
Saintré, were it not employed in the promotion of a courtly-love-based chivalry that will
eventually lead to disaster. Yet, in spite of this insurmountable difference in ideology,
Madame and Antoine’s educational and discursive practices are formally very similar.
They are both ultimately artificers as much as they are acteurs. Their discourses are not
what they seem, and many of the authorizing citations are no more reliable than the text’s
historical pretentions. This is a fictional romance education, no matter how real it might
seem.
E.

Madame as Lady of the Lake and Guinevere

These first potential models for Madame as educator suggest a sort of historical
realism to her pedagogical practices, identifying her with both the educators of chivalric
biographies and the real-life educator figure of the author himself. However, alongside
these tutor models based on historical figures, her role and characterization in this
passage also recall more purely literary models. The most significant of these are the
Lady of the Lake and Guinevere.112 Neither of these romance characters is ever explicitly
mentioned in Jehan de Saintré. Nevertheless, both remained popular figures in the

See Sylvie Lefèvre (“Jean de Saintré et les modèles arthuriens”), Jane Taylor (“Courtly Patronage
Subverted”) and Daniel Poirion (“Valeurs du rire”), all of whom read Madame as a combination of the
Lady of the Lake and Guinevere.
112
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general mid-fifteenth-century French literary consciousness, and frequently reappeared
throughout various retelling of the Arthur and Lancelot stories, including playing major
roles in the Prose Lancelot. Unsurprisingly, we find echoes of them, especially as they
appeared in the Lancelot Propre, in Jehan de Saintré.
We have already seen how Madame unfavorably compares Saintré to Lancelot
and other Arthurian knights, how she uses this to manipulate him into believing that he
needs to find a ladylove, how she offers to fill this role, and how, in so doing, she reveals
her desire to become a sort of Guinevere. The mention of Lancelot, however, is not the
only moment during Saintré’s education that pushes the reader to associate Madame with
Guinevere. In “Courtly Patronage Subverted: Lancelot en Prose, Jehan de Saintré,”
Taylor notes some of the striking similarities between Guinevere and Lancelot’s early
interviews in the Lancelot Propre and those of Madame and Saintré. Both women insist
that the man before them must have some secret ladylove, both demand to know her
identity, both conduct the interview in the presence of a group of their own ladies, and
both do so with a tone of mockery. Finally, both Lancelot and Saintré respond with a
progression of a denial, silence, and eventually crying from frustration and
embarrassment (277-279). Taylor is right to insist that these similarities cannot be
coincidental, especially given the enduring popularity and influence of the Lancelot
Propre. They act as a reference to Guinevere, and they mark Jehan de Saintré as
participating in the same courtly tradition as the Lancelot Propre, both as an imitation
and a response. It is in this regard that Taylor’s analysis of these similarities is
particularly significant. As she aptly argues, Lancelot and Guinevere are two
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accomplished adults who are playing a “recognizable courtly game” on relatively equal
footing. The adolescent Saintré, on the other hand, has nothing to offer Madame, has no
idea what is happening, and will become totally dependent on Madame in matters both
material and intellectual (279-283). Madame, we are reminded once more, is preparing
her own courtly love affair – both following the most authoritative models in this domain
while also altering these models to maximize the benefits and minimize the risks for her.
This careful preparation, of course, does not allow her to immediately take on the
role of Guinevere in its entirety. Once Madame has shamed Saintré into accepting her
guidance, she begins her educational discourse in earnest and temporarily takes on a
parental role. Saintré’s biological parents, overseeing their country estate, are far from the
noble court. Even if they were present, their comparative lack of wealth and courtly
knowledge would not allow them to guide their son toward the courtly knighthood that
Madame describes. We have already seen how, in a way, Madame steps in as Saintré’s
father, filling the role that Guillaume de Lalaing occupies in the chivalric biography of
his son. As the same time, Madame becomes a sort of substitute mother.113 She finances
Saintré’s needs and gives him detailed instructions about which clothing to buy for
himself, and what gifts to offer others. Even if she offers to become his courtly lady,
Saintré initially views her as a sort of mother. He even goes so far as to hide the financial
support he receives from Madame – which she has ordered him to keep secret – under the
fiction that it is his mother who sends him money (Emerson 436). In this same vein, he

See Catherine Emerson’s article “No Way to Treat your Mother: Understanding Petit Jehan de Saintré’s
Rage,” in which she argues that Madame takes on the role of Saintré’s absent mother and retains this role,
more than that of courtly lover, throughout the romance.
113
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attributes the colors and embroidered number on the clothes bought with this money to
his mother and family; in reality, they are those that Madame has given him and which
symbolize their secret relationship.
Yet, this mother-son relationship is only a temporary dynamic. Madame and
Saintré’s relationship begins because she “voulloit en ce monde faire d’aucun josne
chevalier ou escuyer ung renommé homme” (42). According to her plan, she will use that
position to mold him into the kind of man, lover, and knight that she desires. Clearly, her
maternal role is not meant to last. This is further strengthened by her initial efforts to
define the type of love that she will later promise to him. When the thirteen-year-old
Saintré first naïvely replies that the lady he loves the most is his mother, followed by his
sister, Madame firmly explains that this is not the kind of love that she has in mind: “Sire,
je n’entendz point de vostre mere ne de vostre sereur ; car l’amour de mere, de sereur et
de parens est toute differente a celle de dame par amours” (48). It is this second kind of
love that she is offering, but conditionally: “”Et quant je verray que ainssi vous vous
gouvernerez, ou au moins de toutes choses au mieulz que vous porrez, et alors je vous
ameray, ferez des biens, et serez mon ami” (108). In other words, the love of Guinevere
for Lancelot. This offer of love is clearly for the future, and their mother-son reminiscent
relationship is only meant to prepare for that. It is perhaps for these reasons that Madame
never refers to Saintré as “mon filz” as so many other ladies do during this portion of the
text, nor does he ever call her “ma mere,” as he does Dame Ysabel (56) or Marie de Lille
(116). Instead, they most frequently refer to each other as “mon amy” (a title that
Madame reserves for Saintré alone, even as a thirteen-year old and before having offered
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him her love) and “Madame” (a title which Saintré uses for multiple women at court, but
most frequently for Madame de Belles Cousines).
Despite Madame’s long-term goal of becoming a Guinevere, for much of
Saintré’s education, her role is far more reminiscent of the Lady of the Lake. Like her,
Madame steps in as a mother to her student in the absence of his real mother, from whom
he has been separated. The Lady of the Lake provides for the material needs of her
adopted son, just as Madame does in furnishing Saintré with the funds that he publicly
attributes to his “mother.” Above all else, both women provide direct instruction on the
rules and behavior of correct chivalry. As in Jehan de Saintré, in the Lancelot Propre the
educative discourse of the mother-educator figure to her son-future ideal knight is
faithfully recorded within the pages of the romance and in her own voice, so that through
her words, the acteur can instruct the reader as much she does her adopted son and
student.
Both Madame and the Lady of the Lake focus their discourse on the lofty spiritual
motivation that must inspire chivalric greatness, and the code of conduct that he must
adopt with regards to this motivation. According to the Lady of the Lake, “Chevaliers fu
establis outreement por Sainte Eglize garandir…et se Sainte Eglise est assaillie ne en
aventure de rechevoir cop ne colee, li chevaliers se doit avant metre por le colee soustenir
comme ses fiex, car ele doit estre garantie par son fil et defendue” (250-251). True
knighthood, then, exists for the defense of a metaphorical woman, the Church. After
instructing Lancelot on the fundamental motivation of knighthood, the Lady of the Lake
continues to instruct him in a chivalric code of conduct, in which behavior, even in
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warfare, is based upon spiritual considerations. The ideal knight, as she explains, must be
both a skilled warrior and a dutiful Christian. Chivalry, then, is the conjunction of these
two identities, with the devotion of the latter motivating and justifying the violence of the
former. Without chivalry, as she has defined it, knighthood has little value: “qui ensi ne
veut ouvrer com je vous ai chi devisé bien se gart d’estre chevaliers, car la ou il ist de la
droite voie hors, il doit estre tout premierement hounis au siecle et aprés a Dame Dieu”
(254). Improperly motivated knighthood, it seems, must ultimately fail and bring shame
upon those who practice it.
While Madame does not cite the Lady of the Lake, her educational discourse
incorporates the same fundamental elements. Both women present chivalry as an effort
toward perfection, both in skill as a warrior and in moral behavior. Both define moral
behavior by the standards of medieval Catholicism. Both cite written authority in support
of their behavioral lessons. Finally, both teach that chivalry should be motivated by love
and in defense of an idealized feminine figure. However, the key difference between the
two approaches to chivalry is localized in this feminine figure. In Madame’s discourse,
the figure who inspires chivalric behavior is no longer a metaphor for the Church, but a
literal courtly lady. There is, in a way, some irony in this twist. After all, the Lady of the
Lake’s comparison of the Church to a woman whose defense will motivate pure
knighthood foreshadows the central chivalric conflict of the rest of the Lancelot en Prose.
Rather than defending the Church, Lancelot will find inspiration in the love of and devote
his service to a courtly woman, Guinevere.
This will be the source of Lancelot’s ultimate failure in the Queste del Saint Graal
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and Mort le roi Artu and the fault that sets him apart from his son, Galahad, who shuns
the love of earthly women to devote himself entirely to the spiritual defense of the
Church. It is Galahad who consistently follows the behavioral code set forth by the Lady
of the Lake. Yet, it is Lancelot that Madame cites as an example to the young Saintré
without consideration of the fact that Lancelot eventually learns to reject courtly love, to
recenter his life on devotion to the Church as the Lady of the Lake first taught him. At the
same time, Galahad is conspicuously absent from Madame’s list of exemplary Arthurian
knights. The examples of both Galahad and Lancelot in the Queste and Mort confirm the
Lady of the Lake’s Lancelot Propre teaching that knighthood must be motivated by
dedication and service to God and the Church. However, within the Lancelot Propre
itself, Lancelot rejects this without serious consequences, and becomes the world’s
greatest knight through dedication to courtly love. It is this version of Lancelot that
Madame cites as a historical exemplar to Saintré. As we have seen, the Lancelot Propre,
rather than the entire Prose Lancelot, therefore functions as the auctoritates for
Madame’s ideology of courtly chivalry and love.
In spite of this, for Madame, as for the Lady of the Lake, true chivalry can only be
achieved through proper motivation, while shame is all that awaits any other knight. The
only real point of disagreement is over the identity of the “woman” who should inspire
this chivalry. Yet, even with this fundamental point of conflict between the two
discourses, the prescribed behavioral codes are mostly compatible. While the Lady of the
Lake’s discourse is much shorter, she makes it clear that a knight, motivated by his desire
to defend the Church, will live in obedience to the principles of medieval Catholicism.
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This includes the defense of orthodoxy and the common people (especially the clergy,
widows, and orphans), frequently offering prayer and alms, a devotion to honesty and
oathkeeping, and finding a proper balance between the seemingly competing ideals of
justice and mercy (248-258). Such behavior, it would seem, follows as a natural
consequence of a life devoted to spiritually-motivated chivalry, and will assuredly
enhance a knight’s skill as a warrior.
As for Madame, her discourse on proper knightly behavior is far longer and more
detailed. In a way, the relative brevity and length of the Lady of the Lake and Madame’s
respective discourses is unsurprising. The Lady of the Lake has little need to enter into
the details, acting, as she is, under the assumption that a knight who has devoted himself
to the service of the Church and its principles will necessarily seek to learn and act in
accordance with them. Madame, on the other hand, takes great care to enumerate very
specifically the Catholic doctrines that should guide Saintré’s actions and to demonstrate
to both him and the reader just how orthodox her system almost is. She especially
organizes her teaching on proper behavior into easy-to-follow enumerated lists of key
virtues and commandments.114 She also covers individual topics, including the Church’s
stance on judicial combat, proper observance of holy days, prayer, attendance of Mass,
and almsgiving. Whereas the Lady of the Lake supports her teachings with a general
reference to “l’Escripture” (254), Madame’s discourse, as we have seen, is rich with
citations attributed to specific Biblical books and authors, as well as the writings of

114

As previously mentioned, these lists cover the Seven Deadly Sins, the Ten Commandments, the Twelve
Articles of Faith, the Seven Gifts of the Holy Spirit, the Eight Beatitudes, the Seven Principal Virtues, the
Four Gifts of the Body, the Seven Works of Spiritual Mercy, the Seven Works of Corporal Mercy, the
Seven Sacraments of the Church, and the Seven Sins against the Holy Spirit.
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Church Fathers, classical poets and philosophers, and other auctores. For the most part,
Madame teaches Saintré to live a rather orthodox Catholic lifestyle quite in keeping with
the sort of behavior that the Lady of the Lake recommends to Lancelot. The exception to
this is her encouragement to engage in a courtly love affair, where love of a noble woman
will replace love of the personified Church. Her numerous lists and mountain of citations,
however, help to soften or even mask this glaring contradiction in her otherwise orthodox
discourse.
Several recent critical studies have pointed out the model relationship between
Madame and the Lady of the Lake. As with Guinevere, Taylor’s “Courtly Patronage
Subverted” offers a particularly insightful comparison of Madame and the Lady of the
Lake, especially with regard to how they provide for the material needs of their adopted
son and student. In particular, she notes that both women end their educational discourse
by providing their student with proper attire for their role in the court. This moment,
however, distinguishes the two women as much as it brings them together. The Lady of
the Lake sends Lancelot out in white armor, which color marks both his purity and his
potential to define his own identity as he begins his career. Madame, on the other hand,
sees to it that Saintré’s clothing is marked with her colors and letters, “labelled as her
possession” (Taylor 286). Madame’s teaching and actions may be superficially
reminiscent of the Lady of the Lake, but she has no intention of sending him off to forge
his own path. Madame is not a disinterested educator and benefactor, or even purely
maternal figure. She wishes for Saintré to become a Lancelot, not as he is when he first
sets out in his white armor, nor as he is at the end of the Prose Lancelot, but as he is after
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he has committed himself to Guinevere.
As the stand-in mother and educator, Madame resembles the Lady of the Lake; as
the noble lady who inspires near-perfect knighthood and teaches the art of courtly love,
she resembles Guinevere. While neither of the women is ever explicitly mentioned in
Jehan de Saintré, their presence is still felt, especially through the overt references
linking Saintré to Lancelot, and therefore pushing the reader to link Madame to the
female protagonists of Arthurian romance. At the moment of Saintré’s education,
Madame has not yet started to fully follow the model of Guinevere. After all, Guinevere
does not use didactic discourses like this one to instruct Lancelot in how to behave as a
courtly lover. Yet, Madame’s speech, even as it resembles the Lady of the Lake’s, makes
it clear that this role is only a temporary one that will allow her to eventually transition to
the role that she truly desires, that of Guinevere.
This transition seems to finally occur as Saintré’s education comes to a close and
he sets out on his first chivalric adventure. Following a jump forward in time within the
plot, Madame and the now sixteen-year-old Saintré’s relationship has already lost much
of its early son-mother dynamic. The two meet secretly in a “preau,” the courtly locus
amoenus of numerous romances. Here, Madame greets Saintré “en le tresamoureusement
baisant,” a phrase that is repeated several lines later, at their moment of separation (138).
This is the first of their kisses that is mentioned in the text, but likely not the first they
have shared. On the contrary, the lack of further commentary or reaction from either the
narrator or characters suggests that this has become the standard greeting at their private
meetings. Nor is this a chaste kiss of maternal love. The qualifying adjective leaves no
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doubt that there is now an erotic element to their relationship. Nevertheless, Madame has
not yet entirely abandoned her role as the Lady of the Lake. This kiss occurs four years
after the bulk of her educational discourse, delivered to the twelve-year-old Saintré, but
before the final addendum, given only a few months later, in which she offers him the
Simon de Hesdin booklist. Following this short, final sermon, she seems to fully abandon
the role of maternal educator and embrace that of the courtly lady, as she prepares for
Saintré’s departure.
These preparations are centered around a golden bracelet that Madame offers to
Saintré as a present. The bracelet is made according to Madame’s instructions, enameled
with her colors and emblem. She asks him to wear it “pour amour de moy” (160), as it
will act as proof of the doctrine she has been teaching him for four years: that courtly
love leads to chivalric exceptionality. She instructs Saintré never to remove the bracelet,
except when, in the foreign courts that he will visit, he encounters “aucun chevalier ou
escuier de nom et d’armes sans reproche” (162). In this circumstance, he is to give the
bracelet to the knight in question, with the promise that the knight will return it if Saintré
can defeat him in single combat on foot. In other words, Saintré must wear this bracelet
as proof of his love for Madame, but can only keep wearing it, and therefore maintain the
proof of his love, by defeating other renowned knights. Should he lose, he will not only
demonstrate his failure to become the greatest warrior, but also his lack of worthiness to
carry the symbol of their love, of his devotion to her and her ownership of him.
In centering Saintré’s first chivalric adventure on this object, Madame confirms
him as her serviteur. He will openly travel to several courts in Western Europe as a
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member of the French court and warrior in the service of Jean II. The King, naturally, is
officially the one to send Saintré off and to sanction his voyage, but without knowledge
of the bracelet and the meaning of the markings on it. Contrary to public appearances,
Saintré will begin his official chivalric career with a quest whereby he will win the right
to retain an object that secretly proclaims his love for Madame that motivates his
chivalric excellence.
Of course, this first quest, as Saintré begins to transitions from student to knight,
from boy to man, is highly reminiscent of other initial quest scenes within the Arthurian
romance tradition. Unsurprisingly, Lancelot begins his chivalric career in similar fashion
in the Lancelot Propre. After clothing her student in white armor, the Lady of the Lake
escorts Lancelot to Arthur’s court. She gives Lancelot strict instructions that he is to be
knighted by the King, and no other, on the day of the quickly approaching feast of Saint
John. She even goes so far as to speak with the King himself and make the arrangements
before returning home. Lancelot, however, once he first sees the Queen, begins to form
plans of his own. Most notably, in this moment, his primary loyalty shifts from the
maternal figure of the Lady of the Lake to the courtly lady, Guinevere: “ne de la biauté sa
dame del Lac ne de nule qu’il onques veist mais ne prise il rien envers chestui…il ne
prisoit envers la roine nule autre dame” (274). Lancelot causes such a stir by taking on a
particularly challenging quest that the King forgets to gird him with a sword, the final
step in the knighting process. Lancelot knows that he will not be a knight until he has
been girded with a sword, and that he will be the knight of the person who, in so doing,
completes the knighting ceremony. With this in mind, he intentionally leaves his sword
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behind, “car il bee a estre chevaliers d’autrui main que de la main le roi” (284). He
decides to slip away without completing the ceremony, but not before taking leave of
Guinevere. He then makes his first request to be her knight: “Dame, fait il, se vous
plaisoit, je me tendroie, en quel que lieu que jou alaisse, a vostre chevalier” (285). She
accepts and refers to him as “biax dous amis” (285). We later learn that Lancelot takes
these words much more seriously than she meant them (vol. viii, 111). However, this
confirms his plans. He leaves and, a few days later, sends a message to the Queen asking
that she send him a sword “por moi gaaignier a tous jors, que ele me fache chevalier”
(298). Naturally, this sword is not just a weapon, but a symbol of his devotion to
Guinevere and that he owes his status as a knight to her. As the primary tool with which
he will accomplish chivalric feats, each victory he achieves with it will symbolize the fact
that it is Guinevere and his devotion to her that make his exceptional chivalric exploits
possible. Of course, all of this is done in secret, and he is publicly viewed as a knight in
the service of King Arthur. It is only Guinevere that knows the true meaning of the
sword, as Lancelot explains this to her in private when they are finally reunited. When
she marvels at his exceptional feats and asks, “toutes les choses que vous avés faites,
pour qui les feistes vous?” he can respond, “Dame, por vous” (vol viii 110). It is during
this interview that they share their first kiss.
In both the Lancelot Propre and Jehan de Saintré, as the protagonist transitions
out of the role of student, he prepares to depart from the royal court to accomplish his
first chivalric exploits. In both cases, these preparations are centered on an object that
will mark the protagonist as the serviteur of his courtly lady. Each time he engages in
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combat, this object will be present and central to his task, will remind him of the woman
to whom he owes his status, and will motivate him to accomplish exceptional feats of
arms out of devotion and love of her. However, there are some key differences. In Jehan
de Saintré, it is Madame who establishes the courtly relationship, just as it is she who
commissions the object and plans Saintré’s chivalric debut in such a way that this object
will play a central role. Saintré does not choose to owe his knighthood to her due to his
own independently developed feelings of love. His bracelet, unlike Lancelot’s sword, is
not just a symbol that he owes his chivalric greatness to his lady because she inspires
him. Saintré owes everything to Madame, who has educated, clothed, and equipped him.
She is not his muse, but his creator. His debt to her is not metaphorical, but very real and
material. Moreover, Madame expects to be repaid this debt with unfailing obedience,
courtly love, and chivalric exploits. Saintré, beginning at age twelve, has, under
Madame’s guidance, happily accepted this courtly relationship and its unique terms. He
does seem entirely devoted to Madame, and expresses his love for her at any possible
occasion. However this debt makes for a significant point of contrast between Jehan de
Saintré and the more traditional courtly romance. Lancelot begins his career as he does in
order to initiate a courtly relationship with Guinevere, to gain the kiss that he only
receives after numerous exceptional exploits dedicated to her. Saintré has already
received his kiss when he first leaves the court to perform the chivalric feats that Madame
chooses, the only currency that she will accept as payment for this kiss and so many other
gifts.
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F.

Chapter Conclusion

Within Jean de Saintré, the education of Saintré, which accounts for roughly the
first third of the romance, is particularly dense with literary citation. In fact, this portion
of the text accounts for the vast majority of the direct, explicit citations within the work.
Nearly all of these are traditional auctor citations, or at least appear to be so. These
include the citations employed by the narrator to compare Madame to a Roman widow
and those used by Madame to educate Saintré in the courtly arts of love and chivalry.
These citations, in both their great quantity and their general specificity, are largely out of
place in a chivalric romance. They pull Jehan de Saintré away from the romance genre,
and closer to that of the educational treatise, the florilegium, and the chivalric biography.
Similarly, within this portion of the text there is a relative lack of explicit
references to medieval romance. The only explicit romance reference is the list of knights
with which Madame begins her discourse. While the knights seem to occupy a position of
historical authority within Jehan de Saintré, the question of how Saintré, an aspiring
knight, might follow their example is initially poorly defined beyond the prerequisite of
identifying an inspiring ladylove. While the young Saintré certainly seems to have a preexisting awareness of the listed knights and their cultural authority in the domains of
chivalry and courtly love, his attempts to model his behavior on them are clearly filtered
through the teachings of Madame. The historical authority of these knights is increased,
paradoxically, through a lack of specific citations of their behaviors as recorded in the
romances through which they became so well-known and first achieved cultural
auctoritas. Madame cites these knights as authoritative historical examples in order to
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convince the young Saintré to sign on to her project and submit to her way of thinking,
and then never mentions them again. This is perhaps because these knights are not in fact
historical in the modern sense. Any prolonged reference to them and the details of their
exemplary behavior, as recorded in romances, risks exposing their fictionality, and
therefore the fictionality of the very principle upon which Madame bases her project and
her control over Saintré: the idea that a knight can only achieve true greatness through
total devotion to the courtly love of a lady. Similarly, any direct references to Arthurian
romance might risk exposure, if Saintré were to consult the romances directly and
discover the contradictions between them and Madame’s discourse, and how she has
altered the terms of the courtly contract to suit her needs. Madame, therefore, withholds
the names of the source texts and cleverly switches track by employing a different sort of
authority in her continued education of Saintré: this single example of clear reference to
romance is buried beneath a mountain of 118 traditional auctor citations. In so doing,
Madame conflates the cultural authority of romance protagonists, evoked in a manner
where she can modify it according to her needs, with the moral authority of auctores in
Saintré’s young mind. She offers romance knights as exempla, as historical figures, who
prove her point that chivalric greatness can only be achieved through courtly devotion to
a ladylove. She then uses auctor citation – accurate, altered, or dubious – to define how
their example is to be followed.
On closer inspection, behind all of these auctor citations, the reader catches
glimpses of subtler romance references in addition to the isolated list of knights. Just as
Madame openly pushes Saintré to become a new Lancelot, her own behavior appears to
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follow the unmentioned models of the Lady of the Lake and Guinevere. Of course, as
with the auctor citations, Madame has altered these literary references and their teachings
in order to create a new version of courtly love, wherein she reaps maximum benefits
with minimum risk or social cost. In other words, she remodels the behavioral models of
Guinevere and Lancelot that she and Saintré will follow.
Throughout all of this, romance is strikingly coded and authorized as historia. The
memory of romance characters, carefully curated, is preserved and evoked as a
behavioral guide. That is to say, they are exemplary. This is certainly true in the case of
the knights that Madame lists to Saintré; it is equally true for the Lady of the Lake and
Guinevere. Even without mentioning them, it is clear that Madame models her behavior
after the memory of these women as it is recorded in romances. Similarly, even from the
beginning, Antoine de la Sale’s protagonist is offered as an exemplary, historical figure.
Not only is his story anchored in the historical court of Jean II, but the preservation of his
memory is linked to his chivalric exceptionality, as the prologue of the work reminds us:
“a son trepassement de ce monde, il fut tenu des chevaliers le plus vaillant, ainssy que
d’une partie de ses faiz cy après l’istoire fera mencion” (p. 36). Like the knights of
thirteenth-century romance, Jean de Saintré is exceptional, unmatched as a knight in his
lifetime. As with them, his deeds are recorded not only to preserve the memory of his
greatness, but also so that this memory might serve as a guide and inspiration for future
readers.
Within Jehan de Saintré, this potential for literary exemplarity is maximized, both
on an intradiegetic and extradiegetic level, by the erasure of fictionality. Madame’s
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discourse is filled with fictions that she constantly presents as historical truths. This
includes her list of romance knights, completely divorced of their romance origins, and
offered as real figures whose examples can and should be applied to real-life behavior. It
also includes her numerous auctor citations, which, just as often as not, are not nearly as
reliable as they may seem. For Madame, the important thing is to make fiction appear
real, reliable, and authoritative. In this, she follows the example of the narrator, who takes
a similar approach with his auctor citations comparing Madame to a Roman widow. She
also follows the example of Antoine de la Sale himself, who, in both Jehan de Saintré
and his educational treatises, was quite given to creative citation. However, unlike
Antoine, her practice of miscitation has a rather different end goal. She overwhelms her
student with auctor citations in order to convince him to become a romance protagonist –
to make him forget that the knights of romance are fiction, and to convince him that their
fictional behaviors as practitioners of courtly ideology can and must be applied to reality.
Antoine de la Sale, as the reader can already see in the first third of the text, is performing
a similar trick, to a degree. Both the narrator’s and Madame’s numerous citations allow
him, in addition to the work’s historical setting and lack of obvious fictions, to authorize
Jehan de Saintré. He is arguing for the protagonist’s exemplarity, and therefore the
romance’s utility, by offering the text as a historical work. At the same time and as we
shall see in the next chapter, the remaining two thirds of Jehan de Saintré undermine
Madame’s teachings about chivalry and love even while employing similar authorizing
strategies, exactly because the protagonist acts as a historical exemplar, even in his
amorous failure.
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As a historical exemplar, Jehan de Saintré is furthering a long romance tradition,
present from the earliest stages of the genre. True, in early romances, assertions of
historical veracity were often brief and flimsy. Nevertheless, they were clearly an
effective route to authorizing one’s fictional work. The Lancelot Propre notably built off
the historical pretensions of early romances, employing more elaborate strategies and
transforming them into an integral part of the work. It is not a surprise, then, that Jehan
de Saintré references the Lancelot Propre more than any other romance. The Lancelot
Propre was among the most authoritative romances in the fifteenth century, and Jehan de
Saintré confirms this not only by citing it, but also by mimicking its authorizing
strategies. Antoine de la Sale, though, like Madame, is not content to simply mimic. He
alters, in order to serve his purposes more effectively. He anchors his work and masks its
fictionality so well that there remain, even today, doubts about its genre and assertions
that this is the first French-language historical fiction novel. In the end, though, this is a
romance or even anti-romance, a fictional work about chivalry and courtly love, even if
only to condemn the former’s dependance on the latter. This participation in the romance
genre is simply well-hidden behind auctor quotes and claims of historical veracity.
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V.

REMEMBERING SAINTRÉ: KNIGHTHOOD AND LEGACY

In the dedicatory letter to Jean de Calabre that serves as a sort of prologue to
Jehan de Saintré, Antoine de la Sale offers a compilation of four texts to his dedicatee.
He explains that this offering will be divided into two volumes. The first volume will
contain three of the texts: a first love story about Jehan de Saintré and Madame des Belles
Cousines, a second love story about Floridan and Elvide, and an excerpt from the
Chroniques de Flandres. The second volume, he adds, will tell a third love story about
Vienne d’Alençon and Paris de Roussillon. Jehan de Saintré, then, is not composed to be
read as an isolated work, but as part of a larger compilation wherein three of the four
works are courtly love stories.
The first of the two proposed volumes with its three texts survives in several of
the ten extant Jehan de Saintré manuscripts, including the Barrois “author” manuscript,
BnF, naf 10057. Working from these manuscripts, Sylvie Lefèvre has more narrowly
identified the three works contained therein. The first of the texts is, of course, Antoine
de la Sale’s very own Jehan de Saintré. The second is Rasse de Brunhamel’s French
translation of Nicolas de Clamange’s Historia de raptoris raptæque virginis lamentabili
exitu, better known as Floridan et Elvide, a copy of which Rasse de Brunhamel
personally gifted to Antoine (Lefèvre “Jean de Saintré et les modèles authuriens” 272).
The third and final text in the first volume, as stated in the prologue, is an “adicion”
(Jehan de Saintré 34), a chronicle excerpt of unknown authorship that mediates and
transcribes an exchange of letters between Philippe VI and Edward III in which they each
assert their opposing claims on the Kingdom of France (Lefèvre 272).
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As for the second volume, there are unfortunately no known surviving copies. The
proposed story of Paris and Vienne might correspond to one of the various versions by
other authors that survive in other fifteenth-century manuscripts.115 Alternatively,
Antoine might be referring to a version that is lost to us or one that he himself intended to
write and never completed. Without a copy of Antoine’s proposed second volume, we
cannot be fully certain of the details of the story as Antoine would have offered it to Jean
de Calabre. Even so, the surviving versions do agree on the basic plot of the story of the
two lovers in question even if they vary in the details. As such, they give us some idea of
how a version of this story might have interacted with the three works in volume one.
Of the four texts that Antoine groups together and dedicates to Jean de Calabre,
then, only one is definitely of his own composition, while at least two are not. Of the
four, the chronicle excerpt remains an outlier: much shorter and lacking a clear narrative
plot and an obvious thematic connection to the others.116 The other three, however, all
have the strong connection, as framed in the dedicatory letter, of being stories about the
courtly love affair of a noble man and woman. As Lefèvre points out, each of these
stories illustrates the three different outcomes that one typically finds in Medieval courtly
love narratives: love that ends in failure and separation through the complications of
infidelity (Jehan de Saintré), love that ends in death (Floridan et Elvide), and love that
leads to a happy marriage (Paris et Vienne). Furthermore, Lefèvre argues that these
Lefèvre (“Jean de Saintré et le modèles authuriens” 272) lists three possible surviving versions of the
story, all from the early fifteenth century.
116
Lefèvre’s analysis attempts to connect this work to the others, pointing out that it deals with questions of
titles, identity and authority. She argues that, with the dedicatory letter, it frames the first volume wherein
Antoine asserts his ownership over a work (Floridan et Elvire) that he did not himself write, but that was
given to him by its translator. At the same time, she recognizes the competing theory that this work was
included simply to fill a few blank pages at the end of the manuscript (273).
115
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stories reflect courtly outcomes that were respectively best known in the fifteenth century
through three particular romance couples: Lancelot and Guinevere, Tristan and Isolde,
and Ponthus and Sidoine (273). Unsurprisingly, Lancelot, Tristan, and Ponthus account
for three of the five knights – along with Gauvain and Guiron – that Madame later lists in
her unflattering comparison between Saintré and romance protagonists. According to
Lefèvre’s analysis, this dedicatory letter suggest parallels and therefore situates Jehan de
Saintré as a sort of rewriting or response to the Lancelot and Guinevere love story.
Whether or not this parallel is intentional as Lefèvre suggests, it is clear that
Antoine’s collected offering to Jean de Calabre is deeply concerned with questions of
courtly love and its generally accepted potential outcomes. The surviving first volume is
especially focused on its potential to end in tragedy and disaster. This is, after all, the
outcome of the love affairs in both Jehan de Saintré and Floridan et Elvide. It is
significant that the one of the three stories where courtly love leads to a happy ending,
Paris et Vienne, is isolated from the other works in a volume of which there are no
surviving copies. It is possible that this volume was indeed completed, sent to Jean de
Calabre, and then lost. Of course it is equally possible that, despite Antoine’s assurances
to Jean de Calabre that “je besongne tant comme je puis” (34) to finish the second
volume, the compilation never reached its happy conclusion. If this second possibility is
true, then Antoine’s incomplete work only offers two possible outcomes for the courtly
love affair: failure and separation as the consequence of infidelity or death.
Yet, the dedicatory letter gives no indication that the volume of which it is a part
will be a volume of failed courtly love. True, in the case of Floridan et Elvide, it does
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refer to their “tresloyalles amours et trespiteuses fins.” However, in the case of Jehan de
Saintré, Antoine only evokes the “amours de une dame des Belles Cousines de France,
sans aultre nom ne surnom nommer, et du tresvaillant chevalier le sire de Saintré” (34).
Nor does the introductory commentary of the narrator following the dedicatory letter
suggest the disastrous ending of the work. It instead focuses on Saintré’s memorable and
successful career as a knight: “a son trespassement de ce monde, il fut tenu des chevaliers
le plus vaillant, ainssy que d’une partie de ses faiz cy aprrés l’istoire fera mencion” (36).
For the first-time reader, then, the eventual collapse of the courtly affair at the center of
this romance and Madame’s public disgrace have the potential to come as a surprise.
Even so, the dedicatory letter and the narrator’s introductory commentary do not make
any promises, with regard to Jehan de Saintré, that the romance does not fulfil. It does
tell the love story of Madame and Saintré, and it does recount some of the latter’s
exploits that lead to his reputation at the time of his death not as the most faithful lover,
but the most valiant knight.
The previous chapter examined Saintré’s education and Madame’s use of
auctoritas and historical presentation of romance as part of her plan to live out a courtly
fantasy as a sort of Guinevere, while Saintré would play the role of Lancelot. This
chapter will focus on the results of this education, as Saintré pursues his chivalric career,
both before and after the disastrous end to his love affair with Madame. This will be done
with particular attention to the question of Saintré’s memory as an exemplary and
historical figure. More specifically, this chapter will examine how Saintré comes to be
remembered as the greatest knight despite – and even thanks to – the failure of his courtly
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relationship with Madame. Indeed, this chapter will argue that while Madame’s education
and courtly patronage of Saintré set him on the path to become an exemplary figure, the
authoritative courtly model that she wishes him to follow ultimately proves unstable in
Antoine de la Sale’s fifteenth-century romance. Instead, Saintré achieves exemplary
status in the discipline of chivalry as he liberates himself from his courtly affair with
Madame. In this way, Jehan de Saintré is not simply a romance, but a correction of
courtly ideology, a challenge to it auctoritas. As the dedicatory letter at the beginning of
the work states, this is the story of the “amours” of Madame and Saintré. In this, it is a
romance. Yet, as the narrator’s prologue suggests, this is a work of historia, the memorypreserving account of an exemplary figure from the past. As the end of the work reveals,
this exemplary status is not achieved as the result of a life dedicated to courtly love as
prescribed by the most authoritative works of medieval romance, but from the experience
of a knight who learns, as a man, to free himself of his childhood courtly illusions.
A.

Saintré’s Love Affair and Early Career

Following Saintré’s education under Madame, the narrative focus of Jehan de
Saintré shifts towards a series of initial adventures that define his early chivalric career.
During this time period, Saintré engages in four tournament-based competitions, all of
which help to establish his international reputation and act as precursors to the
culminating event of his career: his participation in the crusade against the Saracens of
Lithuania. Throughout these adventures, the reader witnesses how Saintré puts his
theoretical education into practice, how he relies upon the auctoritates of that education
as detailed in the previous chapter, and how the application of this education contributes
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to his exemplary and historical career. At the same time, certain tensions within this
education begin to manifest themselves. Notably, while courtly love acts as the primary
motivating force in Saintré’s early career, the narrative increasingly hints at its
unsustainability as a motivation for a knight who would reach historical, exemplary
status. In other words, these early adventures demonstrate Saintré’s dedication to building
a chivalric career in line with romances auctoritas, with the idea that courtly love is the
only possibly motivation for chivalric excellence. Yet, as Saintré’s career transitions from
the theoretical to the practical, from pretend to real, from fabula to historia, this proves
increasingly untrue. These early adventures, then, help to prepare Jehan de Saintré’s
ultimate challenge to courtly love as established, supported and disseminated by
romance, even if they alone are not enough to convince Saintré of the need to break free
from this ideology.
Saintré’s first four adventures are all tournament competitions in which Saintré
participates under Madame’s direction. In two cases, Saintré travels beyond the French
court to issue challenges that are taken up by foreign knights; in the other two, Saintré
takes up challenges issued by foreign knights visiting the French court. The first
adventure is centered on a golden bracelet, which Madame has made for Saintré with
instructions that he is not to remove it during the space of a year unless he can find a
worthy knight who will accept his challenge and therefore fight him for it.117 He takes
this challenge beyond the French court to Iberia, with instructions to first seek a worthy
competitor in the Kingdom of Aragon, and then passing, if necessary and in order, to the

For more information on how the preparation for this adventure constitutes then end of Saintré’s
theoretical education from Madame, see chapter four of this study, pp. 315-320.
117
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Kingdom of Navarre, the Kingdom of Castille and the Kingdom of Portugal. Fortunately
for Saintré, the challenge is immediately accepted by the first knight that Saintré’s herald
meets in the Kingdom of Aragon, a certain Enguerrand de Cervillon. While this fight
proves a challenge for Saintré, he is ultimately victorious against Enguerrand.
As the first and most detailed of Saintré’s tournament adventures, this episode
offers significant insights into his attempts to apply his education from Madame.
Unsurprisingly, Saintré’s actions and words repeatedly reaffirm his conviction that
courtly love is the primary motivator of chivalric success. Nor is Saintré alone in this
thinking, which seems to have also taken hold in the court of Aragon. Enguerrand, for
example, on the day before their joust, expresses his confidence that he will win the
bracelet for his own lady – the symbol of devotion to courtly love, even if he does not
know its origins or significance: “j’ai espoir en monseigneur saint George que ma dame y
aura bonne part” (208). Following his loss, he congratulates Saintré in these terms: “[Je]
prie … a vostre tresbelle dame, qui le vous vueille meriter, a laquelle humblement je me
recommande, qui, en tesmoing de toutes ces parolles, je me acquitte vers elle de ce ruby,
qu’elle vous a fait lealment gaygnier” (226). This commentary is remarkable, given that
Saintré keeps his relationship with Madame a secret, and has said nothing of his lady, or
even mentioned that he has one, to Enguerrand. Nevertheless, Enguerrand makes this
assumption, since he prescribes to the same belief and attributes his own successful
chivalric career to the motivating love he feels for his own lady.
As for Saintré, he also does not hide his enthusiastic agreement with this
ideology. He maintains his courtly manners, suggesting that Enguerrand let him win, and
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offering him a diamond, “adfin que vostre tresdesiree dame ne perde son droit” (226).
Having found a kindred spirit in his adversary, Saintré no longer bothers to hide the
motivation that has been so accurately guessed, even if he does, in accordance with
courtly rules, abstain from revealing her identity. As they begin the second portion of the
tournament, the axe fight, Saintré offers a battle cry of “A ma tresredoubtee dame a qui je
suis” (236), expressing both his fear that failure would cost him her love and his
acceptance of her ownership of him.
Following this fight, Saintré is awarded the bracelet, confirmation that his love for
Madame was great enough to secure him victory and therefore the right to retain her love.
Ironically, in winning the bracelet, it largely loses its symbolic significance for him, as
the terms of the contractual letter that endowed it with meaning have been fulfilled. He
offers it to Enguerrand as a gesture of courtly humility and appreciation. Enguerrand,
given his loss, insists that he cannot take it, and that it should go to Saintré’s lady, as the
prize for her victory in the fight. Yet, Saintré cannot give it back to Madame, as such an
act could be read as a repudiation of her love and contribution to his successful first
chivalric adventure. He therefore offers it to Alienor de Cardone, wife and ladylove of
Enguerrand. She initially refuses as well, arguing that it should go to “celle par quy
[Saintré] a ce jour tant de grace et de honneur acquis” (244). However, she eventually
accepts, following the suggestion of the Queen of Aragon. To compensate, Alienor sends
Saintré a pearl, diamond, and ruby necklace for his lady who “se doit sentir de l’onneur
qu’il a ce jour acquis” (246). Finally, both Saintré and Enguerrand assess their injuries,
with the latter humorously asking, “vostre dame vous a elle commandé que vous servez
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de telz viandes les compaignons ?” (246), as if their ladies were the authors of every
minute action they performed during the combat.
Despite his own statements of humility, Enguerrand is held up as an exceptional
knight, among the best that Aragon has to offer and therefore worthy to take up Saintré’s
challenge. In defeating him, both in his courtly comportment and exceptional skill,
Saintré proves himself to be “la monjoye et le adresse de tout honneur et de humilité”
(240). Furthermore, in terms of courtly love, his ability to overcome a fellow adherent
proves the strength of his own motivating love, which ostensibly surpasses even that
which Enguerrand feels for his own lady. In terms of chivalric prowess, this victory is the
first step in Saintré’s journey to establish himself as the greatest knight in the world. As
the knight to take up the challenge to be issued at the courts of Aragon, Navarre, Castille,
and Portugal, Enguerrand functions at the representative of knighthood in Christian
Iberia. In beating him, Saintré can claim his chivalric superiority over this part of the
Christian world for both himself and the French court that he represents.
The international component of this adventure is also essential in establishing the
universal presence and authority of courtly love ideology. As we have seen, Enguerrand
not only believes that his own chivalric prowess is motivated by courtly love, but also
correctly assumes that Saintré shares this same belief and motivation. This is therefore
not an ideology that is limited to Madame and Saintré’s relationship, or even to the
French court. This adventure gives the impression that Saintré and Enguerrand’s shared
view on chivalry and courtly love is universal. Even more than universal, their views on
courtly love and chivalry are authoritative. The two knights integrate these beliefs into
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their chivalric practices, even publicly, as they exchange jewels for each others’ ladies in
front and with the enthusiastic consent and approval of the King and Queen of Aragon.
No one challenges this belief system or how it affects tournament practices. There is, at
this stage in Jehan de Saintré, no mention of the source of these beliefs, of how they
came to be so widely disseminated and accepted. There is no need for this – Madame
identified the source when she first introduced this belief system into the text. This
courtly ideology is the byproduct of the stories of knights like Lancelot, Tristan, Gauvain,
Guiron, and Ponthus, stories primarily recorded in and disseminated through the medium
of romance. This first chivalric adventure in Jehan de Saintré demonstrates the cultural
auctoritas of these romances, whose ideologies have been integrated into the standard
practices of certain chivalric activities, including tournaments.
On this point, one should remember that Jehan de Saintré is a romance with
unusually strong historical pretentions. Of course, by modern standards, it is easy to
identity many points in which this work deviates from what we know about the verifiable
facts and possibilities of the life of the historical Jehan de Saintré. However, this romance
does an excellent job of presenting itself as a medieval historia. It tells the story of an
individual who really existed, and it does so in a way where everything seems, at the very
least, historically possible. In Jehan de Saintré, the mid-fifteenth century reader finds a
recognizable representation of their own world. This tournament is a particularly relevant
example of this. The romance’s narrator provides numerous details that anchor this scene
in the lived reality of his courtly readers. He covers the expenses associated with the
tournament, the materials from which clothing and arms are made, the structures present
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in the field, the blazons and retinues attached to the participants. Antoine is careful to
demonstrate his real-world knowledge of this milieu – gained from years of service in the
court of Anjou, including participation (Blanchard “Chronologie” 30) in some of René
d’Anjous’s famous tournaments118 – and to recreate recognizable scenes in his romance.
The incorporation of courtly love ideology into the tournament is part of this. One only
has to think of René’s famous 1446 Saumur tournament, themed as l’Emprise de la
Joyeuse Garde, a key courtly episode of the Lancelot Propre (Bouchet “Introduction” 12,
Lefève 281-282). The presence and authority of courtly ideology within the tournament
in Saintré’s first adventure is not, then, simply a fanciful element of a fictional narrative.
It is historical, a reflection of a real-world fifteenth-century experience.
At the same time, there is something artificial about this historical experience, just
as there is in Jehan de Saintré. The union of courtly love and chivalry is not played out
on the battlefield, but in the courtly tournament. As Jehan de Saintré demonstrates,
tournament participants were at risk of serious bodily injury and even death. Knights
would willingly take on these risks in order to practice and display their competence in
various chivalric arts, which, at least in theory, would be put to more practical use on the
actual battlefield. It is this question of display, however, that truly separates the
tournament from the battlefield. The tournament is a fundamentally performative space,
an imitation of the battlefield in idealized terms. While risk is still present, the rules and
social pressure enforced courtly, chivalric behavioral codes to mitigate the risk as much
as possible while still allowing for performative displays of courage and combat skill. If,
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These tournament scenes are famously illustrated in the Barthélemy van Eyck illuminations of René
d’Anjou’s Traicté de la forme et devis comme on fait un tournois (Ms. BnF fr. 2695).
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due to the influence and authority of romance, chivalry motivated by courtly love had
become the ideal, then there is no surprise that we would find it acted out in the
tournament. This is as true in the case of real-life tournaments like those of René d’Anjou
as in the case of fictional ones like those in Jehan de Saintré.119 Of course, whether or not
this idealized chivalry based in courtly love still found a place on the actual battlefield,
where risk was so greatly heightened, where there was no audience of ladylove observers,
is an entirely different question. Saintré, however, does not discover the answer to this
question until his crusade to Lithuania. This crusade only happens following his victory
over Enguerrand and participation in three more key tournaments.
Before turning our attention to the three remaining tournaments, it is important to
note one final aspect of Saintré’s tournament behavior as established during his fight with
Enguerrand. Before both the first and second rounds of combat, Saintré prays, “en disant
sa ditte beneisson que Madame luy avoit monstré, comme dit est” (218). This prayer
formed a key point of Saintré’s education, cited three times in Latin by Madame,
including twice at their final private meeting before his departure for Iberia. The prayer is
a simple recitation of Numbers 6:24-26 in Latin, asking that God watch over, bless, and
grant peace to the speaker – an unsurprising and appropriate choice for a Christian knight
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Nancy Freeman Regalado has demonstrated that romance accounts of tournaments preceded the earliest
narrative accounts of actual “historical chivalric festivities,” and that “[r]omances provided the literary
models for the authors of the historical accounts” (252) of tournaments. She goes on to explain that in the
early thirteenth century – incidentally, around the time when the Prose Lancelot was written – that the early
“violent pitched battles rampaging across the countryside” that had previously served as tournaments were
“tamed and reconfigured by romance models…to become the orderly, colorful, pageants and spectacular
displays of prowess we know” (253). She also cites the example of the real-life 1278 tournament in
described in the Roman du Hem, wherein the participants took on the roles of characters from Arthurian
romance (253), something that was clearly still occurring two hundred years later under René d’Anjou. In
this, we see the evolution of the tournament from a space that attempted to imitate and prepare for the battle
field to one where the values and fantasies of romance literature could be enacted.
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who is about to put his life at risk in combat. However, the reader should not forget the
context in which he learned this prayer. As demonstrated in the previous chapter of this
study, Madame reinforced her attempts to inculcate Saintré with her version of courtly
love ideology by associating it with salvation from God. Her attempts included, as we
have seen, over 100 auctor citations, both spiritual and secular. This prayer is a plea for a
portion of that salvation, almost a statement that, as Saintré is living in accordance with
Madame’s teachings, he merits divine intervention to assure him safety and victory in
combat. More to the point, he says this prayer before every fight because Madame told
him to, and because he swore to live his life in strict obedience to her teaching about
proper chivalric behavior. Saintré remembers his education, and he applies it rather
exactly in his budding career. Moreover, he remembers, has even memorized in some
cases, the auctor citations that Madame used to reinforce her teachings. However, there is
nothing here to suggest that he thinks about the meaning of these auctor citations on a
deeper level. On the contrary, they take their place in his life exactly as Madame
instructed. While this prayer may externally manifest itself as an act of sincere religious
devotion – and it may be that too – it is primarily confirmation of Saintré’s devotion the
ideology of courtly love as taught by Madame. Madame told him that a true knight and
courtly lover ought to say this prayer before every combat, and so that is what he does.
His remembrance of the auctor citations at the base of his education is further
confirmed upon his return to the French court. Here, Jean II is so impressed with his
victory that he invites Saintré to join the privileged group of men who sleep in the King’s
chamber, and even makes him First Chamberlain. Despite these honors, Saintré remains
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humble: “Saintré, qui ja bien avoit retenu les doctrines de Madame, quand elle en son
enffance l’adressoit a estre vertueulx et bien moriginé, recordant le dit de Albertus, qui
disoit…et encores du tresbel ver que Aristote dist ainssy…” (260). The citations are
given in Latin without French translation, mirroring the manner that Madame cited them
during his youth (106). These are the last instances of direct and explicit auctor citations
in Jehan de Saintré before those in the final episode of the work. They are also
repetitions from Madame’s citations. They do not suggest that Saintré makes any
additional effort to further his understanding of proper chivalric behavior through
independent study, including reading the booklist that Madame offered him. Rather, they
display his enduring trust in the auctoritas of Madame’s citations, as she used them in his
courtly education. He does not question them or how they were used, but simply
remembers them, because of which, “a ung chascun plus doulz, plus aimables, et plus
courtoiz se monstrait tous les jours” (260, emphasis mine). In other words, the
remembrance of these citations and their authority reinforces his commitment to
performative courtly behavior as taught by Madame.
Madame herself, in her reception of Saintré upon his return from Aragon, reveals
her own pleasure with his obedience, his application of his education, and his efforts to
become the knight that she intended. During his education, it should be remembered, she
had promised that if he would follow her teaching to the best of his ability, she would
love him and he would be her “ami.” (108). Up to this point, this condition has been only
partially fulfilled – she has called him “mon ami” since she first began teaching him, and
they meet and kiss in the courtly préau even before his departure. The joy of their
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reunion, however, suggests the full consummation of their courtly relationship:
[I]lz se trouverent au jardin, et lors commencerent l’un l’autre a festoier, ou furent
maintz baisiers donnez et maintz baisiers rendus. La furent leurs joyes, la furent leurs
desirs, et la furent leurs cœurs de tous leurs maulx garis, ausquelx delis ilz furent,
depuis les .xj. heures jusques a deux heures apprés myenuit, que force leur fut l’un
de l’autre departir. Et atant laisseray a parler de leur parfaittes joyes, et diray de
l’avancement de Saintré et de la compaignie du premier dit Bourciquault. (258)
There is continued scholarly debate over whether Madame and Saintré’s relationship ever
passes to the sexual act. Emmerson (432, 440) and Lefevre (275-276) in particular break
with the majority and argue that, since there is no explicit mention of a sexual act in the
text, the two maintain a mother-son dynamic throughout the entire course of their
relationship. It is true that the language is this passage is less sexually explicit that that of
the passage describing Madame’s sexual encounters with the Abbé near the end of the
text. Yet it is equally true that the end of the text shifts into a fabliau tone where the
humorous, sexually explicit language that irreverently compares Madame and the Abbé’s
encounter to a confession is more tonally appropriate. When Saintré returns from Aragon,
however, the text still firmly adheres to a romance tone. The indirect courtly language,
with its heavy doses of euphemism and suggestion, is highly typical of the romance
genre. The narrator even changes the subject using a common romance transitional
formula, “atant laisseray a parler de,” suggesting that there is more that could be said on
this subject. Even if there remains debate on this subject, this is certainly not the meeting
of a mother and son, but of two adults without any blood or legal relation, sharing in
nocturnal “joyes,” “desirs,” and “delis.” Madame, it seems, has fully accepted Saintré as
her ami in recognition of his victory in Aragon, itself a manifestation of his efforts to
apply the education that she gave him. He is well on his way to becoming the courtly
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knight and lover that she dreamed of from the beginning. His three subsequent
tournaments only serve to solidify him further in this trajectory.
The second tournament sees Saintré fight against Loissellench, Baron of Poland,
who travels to the French court to issue a general challenge a year after Saintré’s return
from Aragon. Madame instructs Saintré to take up the challenge, assuring him that “Dieu
et nous pourverrons a tout” (266), once again blurring the lines between courtly love and
religious devotion. Despite her confidence, Madame has serious regrets after seeing
Loissellench, frequently qualified as a giant, especially compared with Saintré’s notably
slight stature and youth (he is approximately seventeen or eighteen at this point).
However, she consoles herself and encourages Saintré in spiritual terms:
[N]e doubtez la grandeur ne la force de ce jeant au regard de vous, car Dieux est
par sur tous et aide a ses amis qui en ont besoing, et la raison est ceste, car les plus
fors mesprisent les plus foibles et combattent en leur orgueil, et les les foibles
requierent l’aide de Dieu qui les conforte et est pour eulx. (275)
While King David is not explicitly mentioned as the exemplar for Madame’s words, the
implicit reference is undeniable. Her assurances are historical in nature – history has
shown, through the Biblical account of David and Goliath, that a youth who trusts in and
fights for God will be given victory over a giant who fights with his own strength for
worldly glory. Within the narrative of Jehan de Saintré, a work with its own historical
claims, Saintré’s victory will then act as a confirmation of this Biblical and historical
story.
Of course, Madame’s argument here is not entirely coherent. Loissellench is a
Christian as much as Saintré. While he is initially ashamed at the thought of fighting
someone “sy menu et sy josne,” he quickly concedes that such adversaries can at times
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prove the most challenging (270). Finally, unlike in the Biblical narrative of David and
Goliath, Saintré will not be fighting Loissellench for the freedom of God’s chosen
people, but for the glory of a tournament victory. Spiritually, there is no real reason to
believe that God should favor Saintré over Loissellench in this fight. Yet, in the end,
Saintré seemingly proves the legitimacy of Madame’s words, defeating his Polish
adversary in both the joust and the subsequent combat on foot.
God’s choice of Saintré over Loissellench, it seems, functions as a realization of
Madame’s gospel of courtly love. During his education, she promised him salvation if he
would become her ami and obey her teachings. As mentioned above, this is why he
repeats Numbers 6:24-26 before both parts of his fight in Aragon, and why he does it
again before fighting Loissellench. The courtly and religious registers intersect once more
following his joust victory over Loissellench. When the Queen congratulates him and
expresses her wish that God continue to bless him with victory and chivalric growth,
Saintré responds not just to her, but to all of her ladies as well, including Madame: “Ha!
mesdames vostre bonne mercy ! Mais je ne l’ay pas a Dieu servy, et ce qui en est me
vient de lui par voz bonnes prieres” (290). Saintré is using the Queen’s compliment as a
chance to publicly but subtly thank Madame and attribute his success to her. His response
is at once courtly and surprisingly theological. He recognizes that God gave him victory,
but attributes this blessing not to his own merit, but to the intercession of intermediary
prayers, as if Madame was a sort of patron saint as well as his ladylove. He reinforces
this idea with his battle cry leading into the combat on foot: “A Nostre Dame, et ma
tresredoubtee dame” (296). This is the first of several instances where Saintré uses
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language that associate his lady with Our Lady, that combines the two as one, the female
intercessor to God who secures him salvation, whether amorous, physical, or spiritual.
Indeed, Saintré makes no real distinction between these three types of salvation, seeing
them all as interdependent and springing from the same source. Madame’s use of
theological citation during his education has had its long-term desired effect. Saintré sees
her as the final authority for all things courtly and spiritual, which, for him, are
essentially the same.
With regard to Madame, this tournament demonstrates how she has fully
transitioned into her long-desired role as a secret romance heroine. While she was not
able to accompany Saintré to Aragon, this particular tournament takes place at the French
royal court and she is therefore present and can act out her chosen role. At first, she
assures Saintré that she won’t attend the joust, saying that she cannot bear to watch him
put his life in danger, even though she is the one who instructed him to do so.
Unsurprisingly, she does attend, but faints at the sight of her ami entering the lists before
his first run. It is only with great difficulty that the Queen and her ladies are able to revive
her. She spends the rest of the tournament blaming her fainting on unrelated illness and
secretly praying for Saintré, all while hiding on the ground where she cannot see him and
he cannot see her. When the two are reunited after his victory, she assures him that she
did not merely faint, but that her heart gave out for fear of his life, that “vrayement je
rendoye mon esperit” (292), had it not been for the quick assistance of the other women
around her.
This reaction seems almost comically dramatic at a tournament joust before the
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fighting has even started, especially in a work that offers itself as a historical narrative.
However, the ladylove who faints at the sight of her knight in combat is a long-standing
romance trope. A particularly notable and early example of this is in Chrétien de Troyes’s
Cligès, wherein Fénice faints while watching Cligès duel the Duke of Saxony (289). Of
course, Fénice faints right when Cligès has been struck and brought to his knees in an
episode of mortal combat that will decide her personal fate, as well as the entire war
between the Saxons and the Byzantine Empire. In fainting, she nearly gives away their
hidden love, and has to subsequently devise elaborate excuses for fainting at such a
moment. This scene in Cligès is emblematic of this trope in romance and far from a
unique occurrence. Throughout romance, the dramatic gesture of the woman fainting
while watching her ami fight is generally consistent with the tone of such moments, when
it seems that the hero is about to die and the fate of the text’s central conflict is on the
line. Compared to such high-stakes episodes, Saintré’s joust seems like play-acting the
role of a romance hero. In a similar manner, Madame’s faint alerts the reader that she is
doing the same thing – acting out the romance-prescribed motions of the role in which
she has cast herself. For her this means publicly fainting, almost giving the secret away,
covering it up, and then secretly meeting with Saintré at night to celebrate the success of
the whole piece of theater.
Saintré’s third and fourth tournaments are recounted in far less detail and largely
serve to reinforce the themes of the first two in addition to expanding the geographical
breadth of Saintré’s greatest-knight claim. Just as Enguerrand functioned as a
representative for knighthood in Iberia, so does Loissellench synecdochally represent
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knighthood in Eastern Europe. Incidentally, courtly love seems to have also taken root
there as an authoritative ideology. Loissellench journeys to France under very similar
conditions as when Saintré went to Iberia. Even his challenge mirrors Saintré’s, except
that the bracelet has been replaced by two gold rings, each about his left elbow and ankle,
connected by a chain. He does all of this to “acquerir honneur et la tresdesiree grace de sa
tresbelle dame” (262-264). In defeating him, despite his physical disadvantage, Saintré
proves himself to be a greater knight than this champion of Poland, ostensibly because he
is a more devoted courtly lover.
Once Saintré has confirmed his superiority over Iberia and Eastern Europe, he
moves to claim two other important parts of Europe. His victories at the Pas de Calais
tournament and in his later duel with the Baron of Tresto demonstrate his superiority over
the knights of Britain. Similarly, when Saintré and Bouciault successfully meet the
tournament challenge of Nicollo de Malatesta and Gallias de Mantoue, he can claim
victory over the Italian peninsula that they represent. At this point, he has shown his
chivalric superiority over all great courts of Christian Europe, with the exception of that
of the Holy Roman Emperor.120 This glaring gap in Saintré’s resumé returns to the fore
later on in the romance, but not before Saintré is faced with a far greater chivalric
challenge: the crusade against the Saracens of Lithuania.
Despite their relative brevity in the narrative, these final two tournaments against
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the English and two Italian knights serve the important function of confirming the pattern
of the first two tournaments and setting the stage for the Crusade. Although courtly love
is not as frequently mentioned – a side effect of the far less detailed narration – it remains
central. Saintré continues to act only under Madame’s orders and in service to her. She, in
turn, rewards him with courtly rendezvous, hidden from both their fellow courtiers and
the reader by a double veil of night and the subtlety of courtly language.121 It is also
notable that the narrator concludes his retelling of the final tournament with a reminder
that, despite Saintré’s numerous chivalric and amorous victories, he has not yet formally
achieved the rank of knight. The King of France, the narrator assures us, has often offered
to knight Saintré, who has of his own volition refused the King’s offers: “mais a toutes se
excusa, disant que jamais ne le seroit se ce n’estoit soubz sa baniere ou encontre les
Sarrasins” (326). He is seemingly waiting to attach his knighthood to an event of greater
significance, and deems these tournaments to be insufficient to merit that lofty status. It is
almost as if, in spite of his devotion to Madame and his dedication to their courtly games,
he instinctively realizes that the chivalric feats that they have so far inspired are
insufficient to make him the knight he wishes to be. The crusade to Lithuania provides
the antidote to his concerns.
When news of the crusade first reaches the French court, it is unsurprisingly
Madame who encourages Saintré to seek the King’s leave to participate. While she
realizes that Saintré will be putting himself at great risk by engaging in a real war, her
fears for his life are extinguished, in her own words, by “l’amour sayne et entiere que j’ay

“Des dons, des resconffors et des beaux parlers que Madame lui fist, je me passe, pour abregier” (Jehan
de Saintré 312).
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en vous pour vous faire le meilleur et plus vaillant du monde” (330). She expresses her
regret that he has as of yet refused any offer to be knighted – revealing that Saintré’s
refusals have been his own – but sees this as a chance for him to achieve this goal, since
the Crusade will lead him into combat against the Saracens.122 Saintré heartily agrees
and, to his surprise, he is not only granted leave by the King, but chosen to lead the
French banner into battle – thereby fulfilling the other condition under which Saintré said
he would accept knighthood.
The King’s choice of Saintré to lead his troops to Lithuania marks a notable shift
in the thematic tenor of the romance. For the first time, we see a version of chivalry that
does not quite correspond to the one which Madame taught to the adolescent Saintré.
After the initial encouragement to approach the King, Madame plays a rather minor role
in the episode. Whereas she was Saintré’s principal advisor, organizer, and motivator
during the tournaments, the King and the Church take over these roles in the crusade. The
King finances the campaign and gives Saintré command over his men “pour le service de
Dieu et de la sainte religion crestienne” (332). This remains the primary motivator for
Saintré’s chivalric feats throughout the crusade, displacing Madame from the role she had
filled during the tournaments. Rather than reciting Numbers 6:24-26, suddenly no longer
mentioned in the text, Saintré’s pre-battle routine now centers on attending formal
Masses. When he leaves Paris, unlike with his departures for Iberia and the Pas de Calais,
there is no mention of a private meeting with Madame in the courtly préau. Instead, he
meets with the Bishop of Paris for confession and absolution of his sins. Madame is

Antoine de la Sale, like many Medieval writers, use the term “Saracen” to refer inaccurately to all
Muslim and even all non-Christian peoples generally, as if they were all one.
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present at his departure, but she is grouped with the other ladies of the Queen’s entourage
and they do not speak to each other.
Finally, just before the crusading knights leave, the King reminds them of the
purpose of their quest: “Ores que vous allez au service de nostre vray Dieu, JhesuCrist,
ou vous porrez acquerir le vray saulvement de voz ames et a tousjours maiz honneur, sy
vos recommande a tous nostre tressainte foy, ma banyere et voz honneurs” (354). The
twice repeated qualifier of “vray” ostensibly contrasts the God and salvation of the
Christian soldiers with what is presented as the false religion of their Saracen adversaries.
Yet, in light of Saintré’s education and earlier chivalric activity, the King’s words can
also be read as a commentary on courtly love. Up to this point, Saintré has sought
salvation through adherence to courtly-love-based chivalry as taught by Madame –
something he consistently demonstrated throughout the tournaments. This has been his
religion and Madame has been his god. Indeed, the very last time that he speaks to her
before his departure for Lithuania, as recorded in the text, is right after she instructs him
to request leave from the King. He addresses her as “ma tresnoble et souveraine deesse,
celle qui me puet et doit commander, et celle que je doy et vueil plus obeïr plus que a tout
le demourant du monde” (332). Now, however, as Saintré sets out for his first real battle,
in a crusade where courtly love plays little to no part, the King reminds him that acts of
chivalry only leads to true salvation when performed in the service of a true God. In the
words of the King, this is something he can only now acquire thanks to the opportunity
that the crusade presents him to risk his life for the true God, Jesus Christ. Within these
words, there is the implication that he has not yet done so, not yet achieved salvation, that
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in the service of Madame and courtly love, he has only served false gods and achieved
false salvation.
Saintré does not, as of yet, forsake Madame and courtly love. Nevertheless, it is
clear from his preparations that even before his departure, he realizes that courtly love
has little place in real battle. It is an authoritative ideology throughout Europe, but only in
artificial, courtly settings that match the artificial, courtly narratives of its source
romances. In the tournament, one can pretend that the courtly love ideology is real, that
the historical exemplarity of romance protagonists is reliable and applicable, just as one
pretends that the jousting and melee combats of tournaments are real. Perhaps there even
is something real – something truly motivating about competing in the presence and for
the favor of one’s lady, just as there is some real risk and training value in the chivalric
feats of the tournament. Yet, when the risk is heightened to the level of real war, the
authority of romance ideology seems to collapse. Instead, even Saintré sees the need to
revert back to truly reliable authority, that of Christian theology as supported and taught
by the Church and the Crown.
The events of the crusade further confirm this shift, within both Saintré and the
text, away from Madame and toward a more orthodox view of Christian chivalry.
Following her initial instructions to Saintré to seek leave of the King, she is only
mentioned once more during this entire episode, at the moment of departure. The narrator
explains her deep grief at watching him leave. As for Saintré, there is no indication that
he so much as thinks of her or courtly love until his return. Nevertheless, an absence of
concern with courtly love does not equate an absence of concern with chivalry and his
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career as a knight. On the contrary, Saintré waits until his arrival in Lithuania to ascend
officially to the rank of knight. As many of the great Christian monarchs of Europe,
including the Kings of France and England and the Holy Roman Emperor, do not
personally participate in the crusade, Saintré seeks out one of the only kings present, John
of Bohemia. He then offers this king his sword and “de par Dieu, de Nostre Dame et de
Saint Denis, l’ordre de chevalerie luy demanda” (374). John of Bohemia gladly accepts,
and Saintré is therefore knighted on the eve of the battle with the Saracens.
In choosing this time, these conditions, this person, and this place, Saintré is
irrevocably connecting his knighthood with Christianity and service to God. This gesture
marks a huge break with the first exemplar of chivalry that Madame cited for him during
his education, Lancelot. It should be remembered that Lancelot, according to the Lancelot
Propre, carefully prepared a plan wherein his knighting would be completed by
Guinevere and he would literally be her knight.123 Saintré, despite all of his actions in the
service of Madame and courtly love, has surprisingly refused to follow this example and
to owe his knighting to Madame or even to the King of France. He only accepts being
knighted when in religious combat. Nor does Saintré truly link his knighthood to the
Kingdom of Bohemia. As the highest ranking individual present at the crusade, John of
Bohemia represents the pinnacle of chivalric service to God, and is therefore the one
Saintré allows to knight him, but only in the name of God, Our Lady, and Saint Denis. It
is therefore not surprising that, the following day, Saintré leads the French into battle
with a cry of “Jhesus ! Nostre Dame ! Monjoye ! Saint Denis !” (380), instead of some
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variation of his tournament cry of “A ma tresredoubtee dame” (236).
On this same note, everyone, including Saintré, entirely attributes physical
salvation and victory in the crusade to God. For example, when Saintré strikes down the
Saracen leader, the Grand Turk of Persia, and fells his banner, he is nearly overwhelmed
by the enemy soldiers that surround him. The narrator, however, explains that he is saved
by divine intervention: “se ne fust l’ayde de Dieu et bien tost secouru, sans nul remede, il
estoit mort” (380). Likewise, when news of the successful crusade reaches France, “lors
tous crestiens, de quelque part qu’ilz fussent, incontinent acoururent aux esglises, a grans
sons de campanes, remercier Nostre Seigneur” (386). Victory was granted to the
Christians as a result of God’s favor and their faithfulness to Him, as both the King and
the Church had promised before the fighting began. All of this is in stark contrast with
the general reaction at Saintré’s first tournament victory against Enguerrand de Cervillon.
There, we have seen, it was widely assumed that Saintré’s prowess was the result of some
motivating courtly love affair, rather than from any particular favor from God. The
difference between the two episodes once again confirms that even in the same cultural
milieu, the operative auctoritas behind the concept of chivalry is a matter of
circumstance. In the tournament, it is courtly-love-based chivalry, inspired by romance.
In a crusade, it is Christian chivalry based on the teaching of medieval Catholicism. Of
course, there is a key difference between the two circumstances: the tournament is just a
game, while the crusade is an event of historical significance, an event for which
Saintré’s name will be remembered.
On this subject, it is important to consider the historicity of Jehan de Saintré’s
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crusade to Lithuania. There was indeed a sort of crusade to Lithuania, spanning from the
late thirteenth century to the early fifteenth, and certainly covering the historical reign of
Jean II and the life of the real Jehan de Saintré. However, as the extent of this time period
suggests, the historical crusade bears little resemblance to the one depicted in Antoine’s
romance. It was not a single great battle of a united Christian army against a united
“Saracen” army. Instead, it was a prolonged campaign, led by the Teutonic Order, with
the support of German and eastern-European states, to conquer and forcibly impose
Christianity on the mostly polytheistic peoples and rulers of The Grand Duchy of
Lithuania. While there were certainly many French knights who joined the Teutonic
Order and participated in the crusade, historical evidence places Saintré’s military
activity in northern France against the English rather than in Lithuania (Knudson 272,
Krueger and Taylor xxii). There are some elements of historical reality in Jehan de
Saintré’s crusade, including the presence of one of its most famous and high-ranking
participants, John of Bohemia. By and large, however, much of this campaign as it
appears in Jehan de Saintré was imagined by Antoine de la Sale. In a modern sense, this
crusade is certainly more an act of fictional narration rather than a historical account of
the Lithuanian Crusade.
Nevertheless, it is important to consider how this crusade is presented as historia,
and what effect this has on Jehan de Saintré’s commentary on romance ideology and
auctoritas. The level of attention to heraldry in this episode is remarkable, and attests to
Antoine’s desire to make this crusade “look” real. Most of the narration in this episode
does not actually focus on the details of the battle or even the preparation or aftermath,
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but instead lists the participants. In total, the narrator names 386 individual lords who
participate in the crusade as military leaders. This includes 161 from France and
Burgundy and eight from England; for each of these, he describes their coat of arms and
their family battle cry. The remaining 217 participants come from the Holy Roman
Empire, the remnants of the Byzantine Empire, Bohemia, Poland, and Hungary.124 For
these, he simply lists the lords by name without a description of either battle cry or
banner. The three exceptions to this are John of Bohemia, the Duke of Lettonen, and the
Duke of Misgrave, who carry the banners of Bohemia, Poland and Hungary, which are
described.
As for the Saracens, they are simply grouped by three bewildering major regions
of origin. The first is Asia Minor, said to contain the six provinces of India, Persia, Syria,
Egypt, Assyria, and Asia. The second is Persia, also called Turkey, which contains the
provinces of Africa, Media, Persia, and Mesopotamia – itself subdivided between the city
of Nineveh, also known as Babylon, and the regions of Chaldea, Arabia, Saba, and
Tarsus. The third region is Assyria, with its provinces of Damascus, Antioch, and
Phenicia, which itself includes many important Biblical sites like Jerusalem and the ruins
of Sodom and Gomorrah (372-374). He later list by name a small number of the top
Saracen leaders with the description of some of their banners, including the Grand Turk
of Persia, the Emperor of Carthage, the Sultans of Babylon and Mabaloch, and the Kings
of Armenia, Fes, and Aleppo.
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Between the two armies, the listing can become a bit overwhelming for the
reader. At the very least, it disrupts the narrative flow of the text. In this, it is reminiscent
of the listed auctor citations during Saintré’s education. Much like the citations, these
listed names, banners, and battle cries serve an important authority-building function. On
the one hand, Antoine de la Sale is demonstrating his extensive knowledge of heraldry, a
respected military art in the Middle Ages. That is not to say that Antoine is here reciting
banners and battle cries from memory. He was almost certainly copying from a roll-ofarms, a document to which he would have had access as a heraldry specialist with
administrative functions in some of the most important noble courts of France (Blanchard
Jehan de Saintré 336-337 fn 91, Knudson 273). However, the demonstration of
knowledge is not so much in the capacity to recite from memory, but the ability to
organize and preserve these markers of noble identity in a time when heraldry was
becoming increasingly complex (Knudson 273). Antoine de la Sale is reminding his
readers that he is an expert in this art, something he would further emphasize a year after
the completion of Jehan de Saintré with his composition of the Traité des anciens
tournois et faictz d’armes. Through this list, Antoine is asserting his expertise in the
chivalric arts, not just as an educator who has written two didactic treatises, but as an
expert in military organization and heraldry. In so doing, he strengthens the authority
claims of Jehan de Saintré and its reaction to the courtly-love-based chivalric ideology of
romance.
This listing also strengthens the historical claims of the work, even in an episode
of clear historical fabrication. The crusade, in its verifiable fictionality, serves as an
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important reminder that this work is a romance (or an anti-romance), and not a true
chivalric biography or chronicle; it is not a work of historia. However, it looks like one
on a surface level. The detail and general accuracy of the lists of Christian soldiers
resemble what one might see in a chronicle. It seems out of place in a romance, and
temporarily pulls the work away from this genre. Likewise, the inclusion of real, wellknown Lithuanian crusaders like John of Bohemia and Gadiffier de la Sale add to this
illusion that this work is a reliable historical narrative. Incidentally, the presence of
Gadiffier de la Sale – a past relative of Antoine who shared his family name (Krueger and
Taylor xxi) and the one who physically carries the King of France’s banner into battle in
Jehan de Saintré – certainly adds to the impression that Antoine is an authority on this
subject. The episode might be obviously fictional, but, in large part thanks to the heraldic
listing, the narration does not read like that of a work of fiction, like a traditional
romance.
At the same time, it might seem that the detailed but nonsensical description of
the origins of the Saracen armies fighting in Lithuania risk undermining this effort.
However, this description, unlike the lists of lords, acts as part of an appeal for a different
form of literary authority. Jehan de Saintré sets up the crusade battle as a decisive combat
between the forces of good and evil. When Antoine abandons the appearance of historical
and geographical reality in describing the Saracens, it is because he is depicting this
crusade as a continuation of the never-ending Biblical struggle between the forces of
God’s chosen people and those of Satan’s followers. It is little wonder, then, that the
Saracens are associated with Egypt, Nineveh, Babylon, Persia, Syria, Assyria, Chaldea,
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and Sodom and Gomorrah – kingdoms, regions, and cities that conquered, warred with,
and otherwise persecuted God’s people throughout the Old Testament. Likewise, he is
careful to list, among their origins, sacred Biblical cities and sites which were, from a
Medieval Christian perspective, being held captive by Saracens: Mount Sinai, the River
Jordan, Jerusalem, Nazareth, Judea, Galilee.
Of course there is nothing historically realistic about the largest army of Muslims
“depuis la loy de Mahommet” (372) gathered to defend Lithuania against the united
forces of Christendom. Yet, this description allows the crusade to function as a recent
parallel with the great military conflicts of the Bible and to cast Saintré, the French, and
all of Christian Europe in the role of God’s chosen people. It is perhaps not historically
believable, but the association with the Bible far compensates for any such loss. After all,
the Bible remained the greatest source of written authority, both in matters spiritual and
historical. In other words, while this crusade might not have literally occurred like this, it
is a historical account in as much as it illustrates what should be the outcome of religious
warfare, because this has always been its ultimate outcome according to the most
authoritative written source.
It is in this vein that this fictional crusade should be read against the historical
Battle of Nicopolis of 1396.125 Even sixty years later, European Christians struggled to
grapple with this crushing defeat of the united Christian army at the hands of the Ottoman
Empire. Reliable historical authority, especially the Bible, was read as carrying the
assurance that God would grant victory in battle to his chosen, righteous people –
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Christians – over “Saracens.” Furthermore, Islam was largely viewed as the greatest
Saracen threat especially the Ottoman Empire which finally captured one of the two
centers of European Christianity, Constantinople, in 1453, just three years before the
composition of Jehan de Saintré. Jean II gives voice to much of these beliefs in Jehan de
Saintré on the eve of the crusade:
Les gens combattent et Dieu a ses amis donne les victoires, dont n’est point à douter
que se vous et les aultres princes et seigneurs chrestiens, et ceulx qui combattre
doivent, que se vous estes bien avec Dieu, que il ne soit assez mieulz avec vous, pour
quelconques grant puissance que les Sarrasins soient, qui sera telle que le nombre ne
s’en porra estimer. (354-356)
This sort of thinking made the loss at Nicopolis, which helped set the stage for the final
collapse of the Byzantine Empire, difficult to accept and to explain. Antoine corrects this
historical anomaly by combining it with a more reassuring, but far more extended
historical religious combat, the real Lithuanian Crusade. Like the real Lithuanian
Crusade, Antoine’s crusade ends with a Christian victory and the conversion of
Lithuania. At the same time, he rewrites it with elements of the Battle of Nicopolis: a
single great battle of the united forces of Christianity against the forces of Islam, led by
the Ottoman emperor, here called the Grand Turk of Persia (remembering that Persia and
Turkey are the same place according to Antoine’s geography). According to the most
authoritative historical examples, especially those of the Bible, Nicopolis shouldn’t have
happened. Yet, it did. The fictive Lithuania crusade of Jehan de Saintré is the opposite of
this, the correction. It didn’t happen, at least not exactly like this, but it should have.
While it might not have happened, it is historical in that it aligns with the lessons of
exemplary, historical, Biblical battles better than Nicopolis does.
In any case, the crusade is a very real occurrence within the romance, and, within
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the narrative, serves as the high point in Saintré’s career and his romance with Madame.
She observes his growing popularity at court and must sense how far this crusade has
taken him from her orbit and the version of chivalry that she has sought to instill in him
from his youth. When he returns, she publicly asks about the effect this has had on him:
“Estes vous point, a cause de voz vaillances, et que estes dit monseigneur et nouvel
chevalier, point changié ne mué?” He reassures her that he is still hers, as much as he was
during his youth and the tournaments: “Madame, quoy que soit en moy, ne quel que je
soye, depuis que ne me veistes, je suis tout tel et cellui que j’estoye par avant” (390).
Despite his independence126 and religious focus during the crusade, he seems to have
returned to her both physically and spiritually. He spends the evening convincing the
King and Queen to sleep together, therefore relieving himself of his duty as chamberlain
for the night and allowing him to spend that time with Madame in the courtly préau. This
reunion initiates fifteen months of amorous bliss for the couple.
The crusade episode introduces a new version of chivalry, based in Christian
religious devotion, that threatens to upend, within Saintré, the courtly-love-based chivalry
that Madame taught him and that he practiced in tournaments. Yet, as Saintré declares in
his own words, he considers himself unchanged in his day-to-day life and he attempts to
revert back to his former self. This ostensibly requires him to keep these two forms of
chivalry separate and employ them when appropriate. At court, including in tournaments,
he will continue to base his chivalric identity and activity on Madame’s courtly love
ideology, while Christian chivalry remains reserved for relatively infrequent instances of
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real warfare. These two versions of chivalry may seem incompatible within the identity
of one knight, but for fifteen months, Saintré is able to maintain the balance and return to
his role as Madame’s serviteur. However, this tension is ultimately untenable. The
romance model of chivalry was only applicable so long as Saintré remained within the
idyllic, artificial world of the court. Now, he has become a real knight who has engaged
in chivalric activity of historical consequence. He may think that he is unchanged, but
even he cannot forever maintain an equal balance between the two opposing types of
chivalry that now compose his identity. It is for these reasons that, fifteen months
following his return, it is his very efforts to increase his chivalric reputation that destroy
the delicate balance he has managed to briefly create in his own life.
B.

The End of Saintré and Madame’s Courtly Love Affair

Fifteen months after his return from the crusade, Saintré feels the need to
reengage in visible chivalric activity. This desire is notably motived by a feeling of lack
within himself, as revealed by his own self-deprecating thoughts:
Hellas ! povre de sens, povre d’avis et povre de tous biens que tu es ! Oncques par
toy aucum bien d’armes ne fut emprins que ta tresnoble et doulce deesse ne te y
ait mis ! Ores vraiement je me concluz et deslibere que pour l’amour d’elle je
vueil faire aucum bien. (396)
While Madame remains his goddess, he is no longer content to await her direction to
guide his chivalric feats. On the contrary, he feels that she would be better served by a
knight with independent initiative, a knight who seeks out chivalric opportunities on his
own, but who still chooses to do so out of love for her and in her name.
In these thoughts we see that Saintré, despite his assurances to Madame upon his
return from the crusade, has indeed changed. It may have been she who suggested that he
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depart on the crusade and the king who gave him leave to do so. However, following his
departure, it was he who independently led his troops and made decisions, both on and
off the battlefield, about how to conduct his own chivalric activity. This experience was
clearly different from his tournaments where, even when he left the court without
Madame, she had already planned out his every move, down to which weapons he would
use and in how many fights he would participate. Because of the crusade, he comes to see
independent initiative and decision-making as a positive chivalric trait.
At the same time, he fails to see how this is at odds with the absolute obedience
he promised Madame in exchange for her love. Their arrangement is based, from the
beginning, on the assumption that she knows better than he what it means to be a great,
historical knight and how to become one. It is with this reasoning that she rejected his
first choice of the ten-year-old Matheline de Courcy as his ladylove and offered herself
instead (60). Her role has ever been to guide, think, plan, and provide. His has been to
obey and perform. Her role as motivator has not just been an abstract one – she has
literally motivated all of his actions, prior to the crusade, by telling him to do them and
providing the material means to do so. Saintré may think that he is better serving her by
taking independent initiative, but, in reality, he is usurping her role in the courtly love
system that she designed. In integrating this element of his identity as a crusading knight,
he is tearing at the fabric of his courtly knight identity.
Incidentally, this way of thinking actually brings him closer, in some ways, to the
romance exemplars that Madame first used to set him on his path as a courtly knight.
Lancelot certainly obeys Guinevere on the rare occasions that she gives him instruction.
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However, he undertakes most of his actions on his own initiative, and then subsequently
attributes success to Guinevere, saying that her love inspired his exceptional
performance. This is clearly demonstrated from the very beginning of his chivalric career
in the Lancelot Propre, where he, incognito and without the knowledge of Guinevere,
performs numerous extraordinary feats including the conquest of the Dolorous Guard. It
is only after he has built a considerable reputation as an anonymous knight that he reveals
his identity to Guinevere and explains that he did all these things for her. She, in turn,
accepts this dedication and offers him her love, a courtly contract that is sealed by their
first kiss. Guinevere may receive credit as the motivator for Lancelot’s deeds, but her role
in his chivalric career is actually largely passive, with only occasional episodes where she
actively guides his actions.
From the beginning, Madame has pushed Saintré to become a sort of Lancelot,
implying her own desire to become a sort of Guinevere. However, her desire to imitate
has always coexisted with an impulse to rewrite the models in a way that empowers
herself and corrects some of the gender inequality of the established courtly love system.
This means not only ignoring Lancelot’s repentance in the Queste and Mort, but also his
independent initiative in the Lancelot Propre. In a sense, Saintré hasn’t directly
disobeyed Madame – he hasn’t done something that she forbade or failed to do something
that she commanded. Yet, his actions threaten the corrective measures that she set in
place when redesigning the courtly love system. They threaten to reduce her to a passive
role, and center their love affair entirely on the promotion of masculine desires and
reputation.
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Even if Saintré believes that his actions will please Madame, his own words
expose some level of self-serving motivation in all this. Before he reveals his plans to
Madame, he gathers a group of friends to participate with him in his chivalric challenge.
He wins them over with the assurance that his plan “n’est que pour acroistre noz
honneurs, ainssy que tous nobles coeurs sont tenus de faire.” He later qualifies that this
undertaking is “pour l’amour de noz dames et de noz honneurs” (398), but his emphasis
on male honor hints at a shift in his vision of courtly love. This system is, for him, not
primarily about winning Madame’s love by obeying her; it is about increasing his own
reputation through the socially acceptable, even celebrated, means of a performance of
courtly love. Performing feats for the love of one’s lady is an acceptable reason to seek
out and create tournament opportunities to win chivalric glory for oneself in the absence
of real military conflict. Fifteen months after Lithuania, Saintré feels that idleness is
taking a toll on his reputation and Madame hasn’t offered him any instructions of how to
further build his career. So, using the initiative-taking skills he learned in Lithuania, he
creates his own opportunities and justifies it to himself and the world as acting in the
service of his ladylove.
If Saintré’s initiative brings him closer to the model of Lancelot, his emphasis on
increasing his personal reputation does not. Lancelot nearly always hides his identity
when performing feats, which are, at least theoretically, fully dedicated to serving
Guinevere rather than building his own reputation. One of the hallmark traits of the
Lancelot character is his willingness to humiliate himself and tarnish his reputation in
order to better serve Guinevere. Indeed, this is the idea most prominently represented by
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the title of the first romance in which he plays a major role, Chrétien de Troyes’s
Chevalier de la Charrette. Saintré, however, is not so willing to do so. When he tells
Madame of his plan, he is surprised by her angry response. She demands that he cancel
the whole adventure, but he refuses. He instead tells her that his plans are too far
advanced and begs her forgiveness and support, all while assuring her that she is “celle
que sur toutes je doy le plus obeïr” and that if he could, he would cancel “se fust ma mort
ou ma vie” (406). Of course, the only things preventing him from cancelling are the
expenses he has already undertaken and that he would have to inform his male
companions who have already signed on by his instigation – obstacles that are hardly
greater than the death that he claims he is willing to suffer. The real issue is, once again,
male honor and reputation. If he cancels, he will have to explain himself to his male
companions, an act that would undoubtedly make him look cowardly, submissive, and
bring him shame. For Saintré, this is ostensibly worse than death.
Unlike Lancelot, Saintré is not willing to accept dishonor for the love of his lady.
After all, Madame convinced him, as a child, that chivalry motived by courtly love was
the only way to achieve the reputation and legacy of a knight like Lancelot. It is little
wonder then that Saintré is so surprised by Madame’s reaction. He cannot understand
how courtly love would require him to risk his considerable chivalric reputation when
obtaining it was the whole point of engaging in courtly love in the first place. He might
understand, if he were a student of authoritative romances like the Lancelot Propre, that
in romances, such sacrifices are always temporary and ultimately serve to increase the
reputation of the knight in question. However, he is not. Madame was careful to divorce
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the chivalric exemplars that she offered him from their romance context, to render them
into historical supports for her teachings. Saintré does not directly follow the complete
model of Lancelot as recorded in the Prose Lancelot, but instead associates the chivalric
greatness and reputation of figures like Lancelot with the version of courtly ideology that
Madame taught him, as well as his own observations about the world in which he lives.
Up to this point, courtly love and chivalric reputation have progressed in tandem,
supporting each other. This is the first moment of conflict between the two for him, the
first time that the ideology fails to function correctly in his lived reality. In this moment
of contradiction, he responds with confusion and some level of denial. He refuses to take
an action that will hurt his reputation, and instead simply asks for forgiveness from
Madame, assuming that she will withdraw her demand and forgive him, thereby negating
the contradiction, and that they will carry on as before. He willfully ignores her continued
demonstrations of anger and sorrow, the less-than-subtle signs that this moment of
contradiction has sparked a chain reaction that will cause the whole unstable ideology
upon which he has built his life to crumble.
It is noteworthy that Madame is not the only authority figure to react negatively to
Saintré’s plan. The King is similarly angry, though for entirely different reasons. When
Saintré presents his fully-formed plan to the King and asks for his leave to execute it, the
King “ne fust pas bien contens” and tells him that “vous faittes comme cellui qui espouse
sa cousine, puis demande dispensacion !” (412). In taking his own initiative and
executing his plan to such a degree without permission, Saintré has committed a slight
against royal authority. Furthermore, the King is concerned about the motivating force of
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Saintré’s actions, which he identifies not as courtly love, but as personal vanity:
Saintré, qui vous a esmeu de ceste entreprinse fere sans mon congié ? Ou sont les
seellez des promesses de Fortune, qui tant a esté pour vous, que elle ne vous puist
revocquier ? Et d’autre part ne creigniez vous pas la ire de Nostre Seigneur qui
nous deffend telles choses vaines ? Et se Il vous en a par tant de foiz enrichy, de
tant lui en estes vous plus atenu, et vous devez garder de plus le offendre, se vous
estes bon crestien ! (414)
This response is of particular note, given how the King has, in the past, responded to
Saintré’s requests for leave. Before the crusade, whenever Saintré wished to depart for
foreign courts and offer tournament challenges, the King always lamented the impending
absence of one of his favorites, but quickly granted leave with the recognition that such
projects were necessary for the progression of Saintré’s career. He never accused Saintré
of excessive and sinful vanity. Yet, this planned challenge is essentially the same in form
as those he offered during his voyages to Aragon and the Pas de Calais. The issue is
therefore not so much that the King considers tournament challenges to be vain and sinful
in all circumstances. They were appropriate for Saintré before, but are not now. The
difference, of course, is that Saintré is now a knighted crusader. Of all the gifts with
which God has “enriched” Saintré, two of the greatest are that He allowed him to
participate and lead in a successful crusade and that He miraculously saved his life during
the battle. Because of these gifts, Saintré can enjoy a life at court with a reputation as a
knight who has performed exceptional chivalric feats in the service of the highest and
most noble cause, that of God and the Christian religion. After having received such
remarkable opportunities, a return to self-promoting, courtly tournaments is
inappropriate. Saintré’s sin is the vanity of reverting to a self-centered, lower order of
chivalry out of concern for his reputation, rather than recognizing that such relatively
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trivial feats can hardly add to the reputation of a knight who was chosen to lead the
earthly forces of God.
Despite his criticisms, the King recognizes the difficult situation in which he
would place Saintré by ordering him to cancel. Out of love for him, the King relents and,
unlike Madame, willingly offers him both leave and forgiveness on the condition that he
never again plan an adventure without first obtaining royal permission. It appears that for
the King, while Saintré has made a false step, it has not caused irreparable damage to his
chivalric career, so long as he learns from his mistake and does not repeat it in the future.
A seemingly repentant Saintré happily accepts the King’s correction, asks forgiveness,
and continues his planning with the assumption that upon his return, all will be as it was
before with both the King and Madame. For the former, he is correct; for the latter, he is
deeply mistaken.
Upon Saintré’s refusal to cancel his plans, Madame’s anger is eclipsed by an
attitude of passivity and sorrow. Without any verbal response to Saintré’s pleas for
forgiveness, she does accede to his request to arm him with the visor that will serve as the
emblem of his challenge, and “moitté sy et moitié non, souffrist que il la baisast” (406).
This is their last interaction in the narrative before his departure, her final words being
her earlier demand that he cancel. Her passivity reflects the loss of her role, which has
been usurped by Saintré. From the beginning of the romance, she has been actively
building, maintaining, and enjoying a courtly love system. Now that Saintré has seized
control of it, she becomes a character without an active role, one who passively suffers
Saintré’s actions and does not even speak. In this, she temporarily comes to resemble
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many of the ladyloves in the romance system that she sought to correct for her own
benefit.127 This role was the main marker of her identity, and without it, her character
suffers an existential crisis.
This loss of self is so severe that she begins to languish, to the point that she seeks
leave to retire to her lands in the countryside (418-420). As the narrator explains, she can
no longer bear to remain at court, being particularly afflicted by the sight of the amorous
couples and their pleasures in which she can no longer participate “jusques a la venue de
son tresparfait amy” (422). The language of this description of Sainté as a “tresparfait
amy” leaves some ambiguity as to what Madame now thinks of him. It is unclear if the
narrator – who increasingly intervenes in support and defense of Saintré as the romance
reaches its conclusion – is voicing his own opinion of Saintré or that of Madame. In
either case, Madame is clearly mourning the loss of her role within the courtly love affair
that she had carefully designed, and desires to escape the courtly atmosphere altogether.
For this reason, with the help of the doctor, she obtains leave from the Queen to return to
her long-neglected lands for two months.
Despite several months of absence, the narrative of Saintré’s final foreign
adventure is relatively brief and largely follows the pattern set out by the earlier
tournaments. Unsurprisingly, this adventure takes Saintré to the court of the Holy Roman
Emperor, the last great court of Christian Europe over which he has not yet demonstrated
his superiority. As always, there is a great amount of specific detail that helps create a
recognizable tournament scene for the medieval courtly reader, including the names of
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the ten German opponents that the ten French companions will face, along with a
description of each of their banners. Perhaps the only truly significant difference between
this tournament and the others is that Saintré does not make any references to his
ladylove, either through a battle cry or in conversation with the other participants. This
could, of course, be an effect of the highly abridged narration during this episode.128 At
the same time, this lack of reference to Madame is largely in keeping with Saintré’s shift
in focus toward a chivalric reputation built on his own initiative rather than on obedience
to Madame. In fact, he does not seem too concerned with their argument or her despair at
the time of his departure. As we later learn, upon his return from this adventure, he is
completely unaware of her life-threatening illness and departure from the court, despite
her highly visible social position in court. This unawareness suggests a total lack of effort
to correspond with her or keep himself informed of her well-being during the several
months that this journey lasts. Clearly, he is entirely focused on the adventure at hand and
on how it will boost his reputation, rather than the state of his lady and courtly love affair.
This is not to say, however, that the tournament space has been divorced from
courtly ideology. The French quickly gain the upper hand in what becomes a rather
violent fight. Concerned for the well-being of the participants, the Emperor puts an end to
the combat before the French can secure their victory. He declares the match a draw and
orders the knights of both sides to offer their opponent a diamond as if they had lost,
“affin que voz tresbelles dames ne perdent point leurs droiz” (462). Even if Saintré does
not vocally proclaim himself to be motivated by courtly love, this remains the
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predominant assumption even in German lands, just as was the case with the other
tournaments against representatives of the other European courts. The Emperor’s
statement serves to reaffirm the universal authoritative status of courtly love ideology
within the performative space of the tournament. At the same time, this tournament helps
to secure Saintré’s place as the greatest knight in Europe. Even if the combat officially
ends in a tie, both the Emperor and the narrator acknowledge that the French were on the
path to victory. Saintré could already claim dominance over the other European courts
and all non-Christians, synecdochally represented by his defeated opponents: Enguerrand
de Cervillon, Loissellench of Poland, Nicollo de Malatesta, the Baron of Tresto, and the
Grand Turk of Persia. Through his initiative in preparing this adventure, Saintré can
claim dominance over the last remaining great European court, and therefore the title of
the greatest knight in the world.
If this adventure serves the purpose of confirming Saintré’s exemplarity as a
knight, it simultaneously and primarily acts as the catalyst for his separation from
Madame. While the narrator greatly abridges the narration of Saintré’s adventure in the
Empire, he offers a detailed account of Madame’s new life in her lands. Here, “son
tresgrant dueil commença a passer” (424), especially once she meets the Abbot of the
nearby abbey for which she is the patron. This Abbot is described as being twenty-five
years of age – only a few years older than Saintré – and the picture of physical virility:
“grant de corps, fort et deslivre; luittier, saillir, geter barre, pierre et a la paulme jouer, ne
trouvoit moisne, chevalier, escuier ne bourgoiz, quant estoit en son privé, qui avensist a
lui” (424). He is also described as being especially bon vivant, even during the period of
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Lent, which happens to coincide with Madame’s visit. Already the Abbot represents an
almost contradictory union of spiritual authority and physical pleasure. He confirms this
by sending a considerable offering of high-quality food from the abbey to Madame. She,
impressed by this welcoming gift and “esprise d’une grant devocion,” decides to visit the
abbey “pour gaignier les pardons” (424-426).
While these initial actions might strike the reader as signs of sincere religious
devotion from Madame and feudal respect from the Abbot, the narrator quickly makes it
clear that their religious interactions serve as a cover for the procurement of physical
pleasure, including their eventual amorous liaisons. Religious language accordingly
persists, but gradually transitions into euphemism for sexual activity. When Madame
arrives at the abbey, he kindly offers her “l’abbeye, les corps et les biens.” She gladly
accepts and asks to “veoir les relicques” (426). At this point, their relationship has not yet
taken on an amorous aspect, and so this exchange and the religious terms should be read
in a literal sense. At the same time, this exchange initiates their practice of using religious
activity as a pretense to spend time alone together, at first to simply enjoy each other’s
company as they perform these religious activities, which are progressively abandoned
and replaced with increasingly sexual activity. In this way, his offer of “les corps” and
her request to see the relics129 take on a sexual meaning that foreshadows their future
behavior.
This transition from religious to sexual behavior happens rather quickly. Even on
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the first day, they break their Lenten fast with two copious feasts. At the first meal of the
day, their eyes meet in a moment of innamoramento, and they caress each other with
their feet under the table. By the second meal, Madame, “qui jeunoit et ne penssoit
prendre que des espices et du vin” fully surrenders her spiritual convictions in favor of
bodily desire: “car le traittre dieu d’amours a son disner l’avoit sy fierement assaillie que
de ses amoureux dars l’eust de mengier tout remplie, neantmains nature se vault
acquittier, qui luy donna tel appetit qu’elle ne se fist gaires prier” (438). By the end of the
first day, she is already deeply in love with the Abbot and informs him of her intention to
return the following day, “car nous entendons acquerir nostre part de voz pardons plus
largement” (438). After a sleepless night of feverish desire, she tells her ladies at
daybreak of her need to go to the abbey to once again “gaignier les pardons” and confess.
This confession is nothing less than a cover for their first sexual encounter:
Madame en sa chambrette de attour entre, bien tendue et tappissee, a tresbon feu,
et damps Abbé devottement la suit ; puis fust close la porte, et, deux heures, elle
de ses biens faiz et amours loyalles tresrepentant et contrite, en tout bien et en tout
honneur et gieu sans villenie, damps Abbés la confessa tresdoulcement. (442)
Madame, then, feels quite sorry for the “sin” of her faithful love for Saintré, and
“repents” of this by allowing the Abbot to “confess” her – engage in a sexual encounter
with her – for two hours. With this “confession” and the events leading up to it, the work
takes a sharp turn in tone from romance to farce or fabliau.130 This is especially evident
through the decision of Madame, a high-born woman, to replace Saintré with a lusty
monk, a stock character of the fabliau genre. Even so, the narrator continues to use
euphemism to describe the pleasures of their amorous rendezvous, just as he always did
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during the secret préau meetings of Madame and Saintré. However, the tone of the
euphemism has changed. As Poirion so aptly explains, we have gone from the subtle
courtly smile to the vulgar farcical laugh (“Valeurs du rire” 93).
At the same time, this is a parody of romance, hence the continued use of
euphemism, but taken to a degree where there is absolutely no subtlety and where the
narrator’s tone is highly ironic. This irony, of course, is largely the result of the use of
religious language to describe an action that – as the narrator makes quite clear through
numerous interventions – both he and courtly society consider to be sinful and shameful.
However, the use of religious language to describe a sexual encounter is not at all out of
place in the romance genre. Indeed, as mentioned above, this euphemism is highly
reminiscent of the relic language used to describe the penetration scene at the end of the
Roman de la Rose, the greatest of all romance authorities on the subject of courtly
behavior and language. The Rose, of course, famously debates the question of
euphemism to describe sex and genitalia, with Amant taking the position that direct
language is shameful and should never be used. This position is eventually taken to an
extreme at the end of the work when male and female genitalia are respectively described
as a pilgrim’s staff and a holy relic. The work describes – at length and in great detail –
the pilgrim’s effort to access the relic by forcing his staff into the keyhole of the
reliquary, using sacred imagery and language in a way that is far more erotic than
Raison’s blunt use of direct terminology. Of course, the Rose is not the only romance to
use religious terminology as euphemism for sex. It simply provides the most famous
example – one that was widely known and remained highly controversial for centuries,
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even during the mid-fifteenth century.
Jehan de Saintré never overtly cites the Rose. However, there can be no doubt
that Antoine de la Sale knew this highly authoritative work. His determined avoidance of
explicit sexual description in Jehan de Saintré, even to point of adopting blunt, comical,
irreverent euphemism is in keeping with Amant’s arguments about appropriate language
and the Rose narrator’s own practices. This moment in Jehan de Saintré does mark a shift
from romance tonality to that of the fabliau or farce. However, it is not an abandonment
of romance for farce, but a shift to parodying romance practices. It is in this spirit that the
works refers to Madame’s devotional desires using terminology that stays the same, but
becomes increasingly sexual. The prime example of this is the phrase “gaignier pardon,”
given as the reason for Madame’s desire to visit the abbey in the first place, before she
had even met the Abbot (426). However, after roughly half a dozen repetitions, it is clear
that this phrase has a different meaning. When the narrator affirms that “[n]e passa
sepmaine de Karesme que, comme tresdevotte, ne allast les pardons gagnier,” the reader
now fully understands that this phrase was never about a desire to seek forgiveness for
sins, but a desire for bodily pleasure.
Since the beginning of the work, Madame has desired to become a sort of
romance heroine. As we have seen, her project was to rewrite the terms of courtly love in
a way that allowed her to maintain her social position at court, her freedom and
independence as a high-born widow, while simultaneously engaging in a courtly love
affair based on the idealized narratives of romance. Ironically, at the end of the work, her
relationship with the Abbot functions not only as a parody of a romance relationship, but
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leads to the loss of nearly all the things she was seeking in a courtly affair. In terms of
independence, her relationship with the Abbot is quite unlike the one she had with Saintré
where she was in total control. Following their two-hour confession, she offers her ring to
the Abbot in a symbolic marriage, even going so far as to proclaim: “pour mon tout seul
ami je vous espouse huy de cest anel” (442). The Abbot accepts the ring, thanks her,
offers her absolution for her sins, kisses her, and leaves. He notably does not offer his
own marital vow of fidelity. Likewise, his actions tend to suggest that it is he, and not
her, who is the governing force in their relationship, a total reversal of her relationship
with Saintré. Even during their first few days together, the Abbot decides when Madame
will leave the abbey, how they will spend their time, and what they will eat, often in
direct contradiction of her expressed plans. Yet, unlike with Saintré, Madame is not angry
when the Abbot positions himself as the authority figure within the relationship. On the
contrary, she always quickly gives in to his insistence in moments when their plans
diverge. This pattern continues after the arrival of Saintré, with whom they interact only
because the Abbot insists. Were it up to Madame, they would have simply ignored and
excluded him. However, in the end, it is always the Abbot who makes the final decision
for both himself and Madame.
Madame is also quite willing to sacrifice her reputation and standing in court for
her love affair with the Abbot. After her two-month leave of absence expires, she resists
the Queen’s repeated attempts to recall her to court, and even discourteously dismisses
the Queen’s secretary and her friend from court, Julien de Broy. Her behavior provokes
the Queen’s anger and fuels negative rumors about her at court, to the point that when
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Saintré returns and asks a lady about the missing Madame’s health, she replies, “Mallade
? Dist Madame de Saint More, elle est bien mallade quant au cuer de la royne : elle a bien
pissié en son jacque de soye…” (466). The reason for this behavior, of course, is
Madame’s desire to remain in the country with the Abbot, and she assures him that she
will never leave him if she can help it (456). For the love of the Abbot, she is willing to
sacrifice her control, her independence and her reputation: all the things that she sought
to preserve in her redesign of the courtly love system. It is clear, then, that the Abbot is
not simply a replacement for Saintré within the same system. In other words, Madame
does not simply reject Saintré as a malfunctioning cog in an otherwise salvageable
mechanism. Rather, her love affair with the Abbot is a rejection of the courtly love
system and even of courtly society as a whole. She dedicated years of her life to
constructing a corrected version of courtly love that would benefit her as a woman. While
she was able to enjoy it for several years, Saintré’s actions demonstrated that it was on a
path to revert back to a more traditional version of courtly love, that her corrections were
being undone. It was becoming a courtly love centered on the promotion of male
reputation and honor at the expense of the woman. Since Madame’s careful corrections
have failed, she rejects the system as a whole. She rejects love as set forth by romance
auctoritas, having discovered that this ideal cannot function long-term within her lived
reality and the historical setting in which it takes place. If she is so deeply in love with
the Abbot, it is because he is the exact opposite of Saintré. He is big, direct, takes charge
(not a serviteur), an unrefined seeker of pleasure, even a little vulgar. His masculinity is
defined by prowess in decidedly uncourtly arts and his status as a monk absolutely
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excludes him from the possibility of filling the role of romance hero. For Madame, a love
affair with this anti-Saintré constitutes a total rejection of courtly love.
That this love affair is a total rejection of courtly love and society becomes
increasingly apparent upon Saintré’s reunion with Madame. When he returns to the
French court, he is warmly received by all, including the King, and is surprised by
Madame’s absence. When he learns of her illness and departure, he tellingly assumes that
these are the results of their separation and that their reunion will infallibly heal her:
[S]y s’appenssa, ainssy que vray estoit, que, pour oublier ses amoureuses dolleurs,
elle s’en estoit allee. Lors fust assez plus joyeulz que n’avoit esté, sy se penssa
que vraiment avant que elle seust sa venue, par laquelle aussi tost que elle la
sauroit tantost elle retourneroit. (466)
At the same time, he assumes that once reunited, their love affair will resume as before.
He therefore requests and receives leave from the King to depart for the country, where
he hopes to “deviser” with Madame away from the prying eyes of the court (468).
Upon his arrival, however, Madame quickly disillusions him. From the beginning,
she is very clear that she does not wish to see Saintré and that their love affair is over.
Her first words to him are: “A ! sires, que le tresmal venu soyez vous !” (470). Saintré
once again responds to her anger with denial and confusion. He initially guesses that she
is testing him and reasserts his loyalty to her, as well as the fact that he, in his own words,
has never disobeyed her. In this, he references the promise that she made to him years
before, when she first took him under her wing: that if he would obey her entirely, she
would love him. By asserting his unfailing obedience, he is reminding her that he has
upheld his part of the courtly love pact, and that she must therefore uphold hers and grant
him her love. He is also confirming that he still does not consider his initiation of the
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quest to the Holy Roman Empire and his refusal to cancel it as a breach of that pact on
his part. At first, he is totally incapable of understanding or accepting what Madame is
clearly signaling – that she has not forgiven him and wants nothing more to do with him.
This reaction from Saintré is rather predictable in a way. His love affair with
Madame is, by Madame’s own design, the foundation of his adult identity. Saintré cannot
yet understand who he is if he is not her courtly lover. However, he does finally begin to
understand that Madame is quite serious when he overhears the Abbot suggest to her that
they invite Saintré to dine with them. Madame is against this, but quickly relents before
the Abbot’s insistence – he is, as we have seen, the governing force in their relationship –
and agrees that he can invite Saintré, with the caveat that he “ne lui deschire pas sa robe
de trop prier!” (474). Saintré, for his part, realizes that he should not politely decline the
first invitation because he will not get a second. Instead, he immediately accepts the
Abbot’s offer “pour veoir bien la farsse” (474). He may not fully understand what has
happened, nor realize that his relationship with Madame is irrevocably severed. However,
he has noticed the shift in the world in which he exists. He is no longer in a true romance,
but a farce, and he, much like the reader, is curious to see how his character will fit into
this new world.
This farce begins with open mockery of the archetypal romance hero, the courtly
knight, by a typical fabliau character, the lusty monk. Such mockery serves as an
additional reminder, that this is not just a simple farce, but specifically a parody of
courtly romance. The Abbot – the Anti-Saintré, as we have seen – begins his mockery by
asking how it is that all knights always claim to have won when they return from combat.
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He then deplores the naiveté of courtly ladies who believe the claims of loyalty, service,
and devotion from knights who publicly adhere to the ideal, but who secretly “s’en vont
de l’un[e] en l’autre, lors prendent une emprise de jarretiere, d’un brachellet, d’une
rondelle ou d’un navet” (478). He adds that this is all part of a performance that allows
knights to gain the praise and financial support of the royalty and high nobility. Finally,
the Abbot concludes with the supposition that when knights leave on adventures, they
simply spend that time in idleness and merriment, and then return home in great triumph,
accompanied by minstrels that they have paid to proclaim their victory (480).
With these critiques, the Abbot is claiming that the ideal of courtly chivalry is a
fiction, one that exists in the real world, certainly, but only as part of a social
performance. Not every knight can realistically be the greatest in the world and can
always win. Courtly love affairs never really live up to the ideal, even when so many are
based on promises to do so. In short, the Abbot is mocking and critiquing the auctoritas
of the romance-derived ideology. It is important to note that his criticism of courtly
ideology necessarily includes an implicit recognition of its very real auctoritas in courtly
society. If what the Abbot says is to be believed, courtly ideology has a considerable
effect on how people behave and perceive each other. However, this effect is not the
positive flowering of chivalry and courtly behavior that romances promise, but, on the
contrary, something rather negative. For him, its auctoritas may be real, but it is not wellfounded and is, in fact, primarily employed to manipulate those naïve enough to be
deceived by its false claims.
Of course, despite the potentially valid social critiques couched within the
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Abbot’s farcing mockery, Saintré’s life – at least prior to his rupture with Madame –
appears to live up to this ideal, to prove that it can be achieved. Everything about him
seemingly validates the auctoritas of courtly ideology. Saintré really is the world’s
greatest knight, really has always won, and really has been sincerely devoted to a single
lady as her serviteur. He is perhaps the only one who can truly and fully object to the
Abbot’s mockery. While he arguably broke his courtly contract with Madame in carrying
out his most recent adventure, none of the Abbot’s criticisms correspond to this infraction
and therefore do not actually apply to him or his courtly love and chivalry. Saintré, then,
is infuriated by the Abbot’s implication that he is not who he says he is, that his
considerable reputation is the result of a manipulative performance rather than any real
merit. Worse, the Abbot’s words threaten his reality, the belief system upon which he has
built his whole life since the age of twelve. This would not be so serious if Madame – the
very person who taught him these beliefs and pushed him to center his identity on them –
did not wholeheartedly agree with the Abbot against Saintré. This is the greatest threat,
since, for Saintré, the auctoritas of courtly ideology has always been centered on the
person of Madame. Her support of the Abbot, then, is nothing short of a crisis of
authority – and therefore a crisis of identity – for Saintré. Confronted by this, Saintré is
desperate to resolve these crises the only way he knows: through combat. He clings to the
idea, based in the ideology of courtly chivalry, that a physical victory is tantamount to a
moral and ideological one. He believes that by defeating the Abbot, he will disprove his
critiques and demonstrate the positive effect – exceptional chivalric prowess – of his
devotion to courtly love. Saintré trusts in this system. It is absolutely in keeping with his
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education and career up to this point, proven time and time again through his numerous
tournament victories.
However, Saintré’s access to this one venue for potential resolution is blocked,
paradoxically, by the behavioral restrictions of courtly ideology. He cannot respond to the
Abbot with a direct challenge since it would be far outside the limits of acceptable
courtly behavior for a knight to initiate combat against a member of the clergy. Still, he
needs to defeat the monk to show both that he really does always win and that true
courtly love does exist. Since he cannot challenge the Abbot directly, he instead does the
next best thing. He lays out the challenge that he would offer if he could, how he would
prove the rightness of his beliefs against the Abbot, if only the Abbot were an acceptable
opponent:
[J]e responds a voz paroles, qui avez chargié les chevaliers et escuiers, que, se
vous fussiez homme a qui je deusse repondre, que vous trouveriez a qui parler ;
mais attendu la dignité et cellui qui vous estes, je ne diz plus riens ; et par
aventure quelquefoiz vous sera recordé ! (480-482)
This hypothetical challenge and threat, however, does not silence the Abbot, who clearly
does not agree that the dignity of his station prevents him from engaging in combat with a
knight, so long as there is no real threat of bodily injury. He accepts Saintré’s challenge,
but with a twist. First, he recognizes his status as “ung povre simple moisne,” untrained
to do weapon-based battle with Saintré. At the same time, he does suggest another type of
combat: “s’il estoit homme, pour batailleur qu’il soit, qui vaulsist dire le contraire sur
ceste querelle, je luitteray a lui.” When Madame marvels at the Abbot’s bravery for
issuing such a challenge, he declares himself sure of victory: “j’espoir en Dieu et en ma
bonne et sainte querelle que je en vendroie au dessus.” (482). He later adds that the
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combat will also reveal he who “amast plus loyalment sa dame” (486).
With these words, the culminating moment of the “farce de l’Abbé” (486) begins
to take shape. Clearly, he has issued this challenge based on and as a pardoy of the
precepts of the courtly tournament, like the ones in which Saintré has claimed victory. As
part of the farce, however, he has chosen an uncourtly form of combat, one in which he
knows that he has the advantage and which, since it carries far less danger than armed
combat, does not require the same level of bravery. Still, if Saintré is right, if true courtly
chivalry really does exist and if Saintré is such a knight as he claims, then, the precepts of
this ideology should hold true, despite this minor change. His love and courtly devotion
should still carry him to victory in this performative fight, despite his disadvantage. If,
however, the Abbot is right in denouncing the claims of those who promote this
authoritative ideology, then he, at advantage, should win. As a bonus, this also gives him
an opportunity, in the presence of his lady, to publicly demonstrate his own virility by
defeating a famous knight from the royal court. Despite his criticisms, it seems that the
chance at a performative demonstration of his own still appeals to the Abbot.
Saintré, on the other hand, does not see this challenge in quite the same way.
During this double crisis of authority and identity, his certainty is somewhat shaken.
While he does believe that his devotion to courtly ideology has carried him to victory in
the past, he is unsure if this applies to uncourtly, non-chivalric combat, such as wrestling
with a monk. He realizes that this is not a proper courtly challenge, despite the close
external resemblance. Instead, it is only a farce of one, a mockery of what he believes and
who he is. He attempts to refuse this farcical challenge, arguing that, given his lack of
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training in wrestling, “contre lui je ne porroye riens” (482). However, Madame mocks his
attempts to refuse, calling him a coward if he does not accept. Saintré, who feels now
more than ever the need to demonstrate that he has ever been a faithful and obedient
serviteur to his lady finds it impossible to refuse the challenge in light of Madame’s
mockery: “Hé ! que dittez vous, Madame? J’ay assez plus fait pour aucune dame, a
laquelle Dieux pardoinst ; mais puisque ainssy est, je acompliray vostre plaisir” (486). He
finally accepts, only to experience clear defeat. In the moments that follow, Saintré is
almost immediately floored in a first match, pressured into accepting a second, and
quickly floored again. All of this is done under the continual ridicule of Madame and the
Abbot, both of whom mockingly plead with Saintré to spare his opponent. In the end, the
two triumphantly declare, using the precepts upon which courtly ideology is based, that
the Abbot has been proven right about knights and that he has shown himself to be a
more faithful lover than Saintré.
Saintré, in the humiliation of his defeat, has two important realizations that initiate
his final rejection of courtly love and of chivalry based in courtly ideology. First, he
finally accepts that Madame no longer loves him and that the courtly contract that has
existed between them since he was twelve is now totally void. According to the terms of
this contract, if he obeyed and loved her, she would love him and he would become an
exceptional knight with a reputation worthy of historical memory. It is clear to him now
that she does not love him: she repeatedly insults him and he observes that her favor has
passed to the Abbot (482). Moreover, she maintains that he is not an exceptional knight,
and in fact pushes him into humiliating circumstances and rejoices in his failure (484).
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Secondly, Saintré realizes that he can no longer trust the auctoritas of courtly ideology.
Even though the battle was a farce, it was a successful one. He only agreed to participate
out of strict obedience to Madame, which obedience, theoretically, should have led to an
honorable outcome and an increase in his chivalric reputation. Instead, it led to the most
humiliating moment of his career, where, in front of an audience of courtly ladies and his
own men, he was twice soundly defeated in combat by a monk with no chivalric training.
It is in light of these two realizations that Saintré begins to plan his vengeance. As
his own squire tells him, “Vous ne serez pas homme, se vous ne vous en vengiez” (490).
Saintré, who may be in the process of rejecting courtly love, has not lost the ambition that
pushed him to accept Madame’s offer and teachings in the first place. He still wants to be
known and remembered as a great knight. As his squire’s words signal to him, he cannot
allow a monk, especially one who openly criticizes knights, to continue to claim combat
superiority over him. Saintré has made a name for himself as the greatest knight not only
in France, but, thanks to the crusade and his tournament victories, in all of Europe and
even the world. The Abbot’s victory, so long as it stands, places him above Saintré and
validates his criticisms against all knights. Saintré, of course, must demonstrate that this
victory was meaningless, that it was only a farce. He must silence the Abbot through a
real chivalric victory over him.
At the same time, he wishes to avenge himself against Madame, not just for her
decision to transfer her love to another, but also for the courtly teachings that she instilled
in him. From his childhood, he has always believed that his exceptional chivalric prowess
was the result of his unmatched love and obedience to her. However, his loss to the
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Abbot has disproved this. Saintré therefore conceives a plan wherein he will defeat and
silence the Abbot through a victory that will be clearly attributable to his chivalric
training and skill alone. More specifically, he will, in her presence, disprove the victorygranting power of her love be defeating the man who currently has that love. So long as
he still believed in the power of her love, he clung to the need to recover it, even as
Madame insulted him and sought to humiliate him. Now, he no longer wishes for her
love; rather, he only wants to prove that he is still the greatest knight in the world, even
without it:
Saintré, qui tout cler veoit la chose comme estoit, ne desiroit pas en sa grace
retourner, ne a la requeste d’elle n’eust jamais plus daignié le amer ; mais bien
remonstrer lui voulloit le villain tort que elle luy tenoit, sans riens dire ne
appercevoir de ses nouvelles amours. (498)
Saintré’s revenge includes multiple steps, and, given its importance to
understanding how Jehan de Saintré responds to the romance genre, bears explaining in
some detail here. Following the wrestling match, the other monks at the abbey send a
delegation to the Abbot, reproaching him for his conduct with Saintré. A partially
repentant Abbot therefore offers his excuses to Saintré, explaining that it was all just in
jest and apologizing for any offense that Saintré might have taken – never mind that he
quite openly mocked Saintré and the institution of knighthood. This apology presents
Saintré with the ideal opportunity to put his revenge plan into motion. Pretending to
accept the Abbot’s apology, Saintré asks that he and Madame join him for a meal the
following day as a reconciliatory gesture. The Abbot takes the liberty of accepting on
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behalf of them both and, when Madame later tries to refuse the invitation, the Abbot
convinces her that she must accept, since he has already done so for her. Satisfied, Saintré
leaves them and spends the evening procuring two sets of armor and weapons – one in his
size, one in that of the Abbot – and giving instructions to his men. The following day, he
enacts his revenge. After a sumptuous meal, he asks the Abbot if he has ever worn armor,
to which he replies in the negative. Saintré then observes that it would be “belle chose” to
see him armed, and asks for Madame’s opinion. Her reply suggests that she may well
suspect a part of Saintré’s plans, for she answers: “je cuide bien et suis certaine que se il
se trouvast armé que tel y a qui de lui se mocque, qui n’y gaigneroit riens !” (504).
Saintré then has the larger set of armor brought out, which the Abbot is delighted to see
and, mistaking this for a generous gift, profusely praises. Saintré offers it to him, and
suggests that he put it on, to which the Abbot happily agrees. Once Saintré’s men have
finished arming the Abbot, he asks Madame’s opinion of her monk, to which she replies
with the insinuation that, so armed, he can hardly be labelled a monk: “Moisne? dist
Madame, telz moisnes sont bien clers semez !” (506).
At this point, the Abbot has the misfortune to think that they are still in the farce:
“Puis en farsant dist: ‘Ha ! Madame, vraiement cest hernois poise plus lourd que le mien ;
mais il me souffist, puis que je l’ay gaignié !” (506). Saintré seizes on this final insult to
reveal his plan. He tells the Abbot that he has not yet won it, but is about to. He quickly
arms himself, and challenges him: “Madame, de vostre grace tresvolontiers voullustes
estre juge de la luitte de damps Abbé et de moy ; or vous prie je treshumblement que le
vueilliez estre de la luitte dont j’ay aprins a luittier, et que avec moy soyez a faire la
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requeste a damps Abbé” (506-508). He has his men lock the doors, and, addressing
Madame’s ladies and the other monks in attendance, threatens to kill anyone, man or
woman, who attempts to interfere. The Abbot pleads and Madame threatens Saintré in
turn, even reverting to the language of a feudal order, the same language she had used
during his education: “nous voullons et vous commandons que…” However, Saintré
remains intrangient about the duel, “a celle fin qu’il vous en souviengne, et a l’exemple
de tous aultres.” In his rage, he nearly gives her “un coupple de soufflez,” but stops
himself, “ayant memoire des grands biens que ly avoit faiz” (508).
He then returns to the Abbot who, seeing Saintré’s resolve, attacks first, but fails
to land his blow. Saintré then attacks in turn, easily striking the Abbot and flooring him.
He is about to kill the Abbot, who is pleading for his life, but stops because “en memoire
lui vint les tressains vers.” The narrator then quotes, in Latin and without translation, six
Biblical citations. These six citations, along with the narrator’s mediation in French,
constitute a nearly word-for-word single block quote from Madame’s educational
discourse to Saintré as a boy (100). With the full weight of Biblical auctoritas in mind,
Saintré spares the Abbot but, “fust pour vengeance ou pour voullenté divine, a cause du
sy tresevident et manifest pechié, eust permis les faire ainssy pugnir…lui [l’Abbé] percha
de sa dague la langue au toutes les deux joes.” Having taken away the Abbot’s capacity
to speak – and therefore to insult knights and claim superiority over him – Saintré leaves
him with the armor. Before departing, he notices that Madame is wearing a blue and gold
belt, which he takes since “Coulleur de bleu signiffie loyaulté ; et vous estes la plus
desloyalle” (512). His vengeance complete, Saintré then departs and returns to the royal
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court.
This highly violent episode includes decidedly uncourtly behavior from a
character who has, until this point, largely adhered to the ideals expected of a romance
protagonist. However, that is exactly the point. This is the moment in which Saintré
finally and totally rejects the courtly chivalry that has defined most of his early career and
begins to forge a new path as a knight. Of course, even beyond the bounds of courtly
restrictions, it remains inappropriate for a knight to fight and commit violence against a
monk. However, it seems that Saintré justifies his actions against an individual who is,
after all, not very monk-like: he feasts during Lent, carries out a love affair with a noble
lady, and challenges a famous knight to tournament-style combat. Saintré’s revenge plan
requires the Abbot to first confirm his unmonkness by once again stepping out of his
station and willingly equipping the armor. Despite all of his critiques of knights and
courtly ideology, the Abbot seems quite eager to abandon an appropriate lifestyle for his
title and to adopt the pleasures of courtly life – only without the same risk of bodily
injury that knights carry. Saintré attacks him, then, not as a monk, but as an imposter who
takes on the pleasures of knighthood without the risk. This is why he specifically pushes
Madame into confirming that the Abbot, once armed, is not really a monk. Accordingly,
Saintré’s plan allows for the Abbot to win the right to wear a knight’s armor and enjoy a
knight’s pleasures, but only after having faced and suffered the risk of bodily injury that
attends real chivalric combat.
At the same time, as previously stated, Saintré is anxious to prove that he can still
win, that he is still exceptional as a knight without Madame’s love. He is still greatly
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concerned with his chivalric reputation and how he will be remembered. It is for this
reason that he engages in violence against the Abbot and Madame, who are untrained,
unwilling opponents. In this, Saintré makes a break with his old self, the adherent of
courtly chivalry who only ever used violence against trained, willing opponents in the
prescribed settings of the tournament lists and battlefield. In addition to violence, Saintré
employs fear tactics, not just against Madame and the Abbot, but also against their
entourages, whom he threatens with violence even if he does not carry out those threats.
As he himself declares just before attacking the monk, he commits these acts of violence
as something to be remembered, as an example to others. In other words, he sees this as a
moment of historia. He implies that there will be some level of preservation and diffusion
of the story of this moment and that it will have an effect on the behavior of those that
hear it. As such, he is careful to control the potential resulting narrative.
Despite his threats, he does not inflict serious bodily injury on any present except
for the Abbot, whom, we have seen, he first attempts to reclassify from monk to pretend
knight. Moreover, the injury in question is not the result of randomly inflicted violence. It
is carefully thought out and highly symbolic. By piercing the Abbot’s tongue, he is
punishing the site of greatest offence. Saintré was humiliated by his physical defeat in the
wrestling match, but mostly because this defeat seemingly confirmed the insults and
injurious claims about knights that originated from the Abbot’s mouth. Saintré has now,
in turn, disproven the Abbot’s words by defeating him in physical combat and
administering a punishment that is at once physical and verbal. Between the two
opponents, only Saintré retains the capacity to speak, meaning that only his words will
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remain, while the Abbot’s will fade away and be forgotten. This applies not only to their
past argument about the virtue of knights, but also to the future memory of this particular
“historical” encounter. The Abbot cannot tell the story, leaving Saintré totally in control
of the narrative. Of course, there are others who were in attendance, but Saintré has left
them with an example – an example of what happens to those who insult knights and an
example of how he will physically silence any who oppose his narrative of this episode.
The historical significance of this episode also extends beyond threats of violence
against verbal dissent. As the narrator describes Saintré’s thoughts and motivations
throughout this episode, it becomes clear that there is a concerted effort, between the
narrator and Saintré himself, to cast Saintré in the role of historical exemplar. In other
words, the audience of the future historical narrative resulting from this episode is not
only meant to avoid the mistakes of the Abbot and Madame – counter-exempla whose
appropriate punishments act as a warning – but also to actively follow the example of
Saintré. He is depicted as being filled with a justified, even righteous anger, while at the
same time demonstrating an admirable level of restraint and Christian chivalry. For
example, when he nearly strikes Madame, the narrator’s explanation that he stops due to
the memory of her past kindness serves to reframe the act of not striking a noble lady –
under normal conditions, a base behavioral expectation for any knight – as an act of
mercy and self-restraint, almost as if he is repaying a debt to her. Similarly, committing
violence against a monk would normally be considered as not only unchivalrous, but also
sacrilegious, an affront the Church. Instead, the narrator suggests that it is an act inspired
by both justified vengeance and divine will, that Saintré is acting as the instrument
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through which God is punishing the sin of defaming knighthood. Finally, when Saintré
takes Madame’s blue belt from her body, this is not presented as an act of violent theft,
but pious prevention of the misuse of religious symbolism. Blue, as Saintré says, is the
color of loyalty. As most any medieval reader would know, the association between blue
and loyalty results from the association between blue and the Virgin Mary in religious
imagery. In removing Madame’s belt, then, Saintré is almost protecting the Virgin Mary
from being sullied by association with a sinner like Madame. Saintré’s apparent misdeeds
and uncourtly actions, then, are reframed in the narrative as examples of his chivalry and
religious devotion.
Additionally, Saintré is cast as a positive example of allowing memory to govern
proper behavior. As mentioned above, he remembers Madame’s past kindness, and
therefore spares her what is presented as the deserved punishment for her recent
misdeeds. Likewise, he spares the Abbot’s life, as we have seen, upon recollection of six
Biblical passages that he learned as part of his education from Madame. Each of these
passages includes some condemnation of violence and bloodshed. Four reference the
historia of King David, the Biblical archetype for (proto-)Christian chivalry. It is notable
that while this entire vengeance episode marks Saintré’s rejection of courtly chivalry and
love, this does not constitute of total rejection of chivalry itself, nor of the totality of his
education from Madame. Rather, the inclusion of these six passages indicates a transition
from courtly to Christian chivalry. As a Christian knight, his behavior will be modelled
on the example of Biblical “knights” like King David, as well other authoritative Biblical
pronouncements on proper chivalric behavior.
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It is worth recalling that while Madame’s citation practices during Saintré’s
education were at times dubious or even blatantly falsified, she was generally at her most
accurate when citing Scripture.131 However, she distorted or decontextualized even these,
so as to make it appear that they supported her educational program and the ideology of
courtly love. Up until this point, whenever Saintré has referenced his own education
during his career, it has been to mechanically recite and recall decontextualized
authoritative statements in support of courtly chivalry and nearly blind obedience to
Madame’s instructions. Now it seems that Saintré has finally learned to apply auctoritas
appropriately. He correctly prioritizes Biblical citation as the highest and most reliable132
form of authority, he divorces it from Madame’s courtly ideology, and he actively
considers its teachings and how to apply them to his behavior in becoming a knight
dedicated to Christian chivalry based on a Biblical, historical model. Following this
model, he allows God’s word to guide him in violently punishing sin or graciously
offering mercy as appropriate. Just as he follows the Biblical, historical model, he himself
offers his own historical example. Future audiences of Saintré’s story can rely on his
digna memoria to guide their application of violence and mercy according to appropriate
circumstances, of how to reference auctoritas correctly when making decisions about
proper chivalric behavior.
At the beginning of his chivalric career, Saintré, in accordance with his education
and Madame’s instructions, dedicated himself to building a reputation through
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See pp. 298 of this study
Reliable in both a theological sense (the highest form of written auctoritas) and a citational sense (the
most accurately cited quotations from his education, and therefore the best to revisit at a moment when he
learns to appropriately apply authority).
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participation in tournaments. Within this performative setting, his diligent application of
courtly ideology helped him to flourish. Here, in this artificial setting, he could take on
the role of a fictional model, the romance hero. Both the setting and the model, widely
appreciated, even respected, for their ability to entertain and inspire a courtly audience,
allow Saintré to establish himself as one of France’s greatest knights without ever
engaging in actual warfare. When Saintré does finally participate in real warfare, the
crusade, he temporarily abandons, though perhaps inadvertently, courtly chivalry in favor
of a more Christian chivalry. After this, his attempts to return to the courtly chivalry of
the tournament scene are no longer acceptable – not to the King who sees this as a vain
regression, not to Madame who sees Saintré’s independent initiative as a violation of
their amorous contract, not even to Saintré who, whether consciously or not, now
primarily seeks to use courtly chivalry to promote his own reputation rather than to win
Madame’s favor and love. Following the crusade, the instability of courtly ideology, of
its long-term application to a “real-world” setting has become evident. It only takes a
small farce to bring about its total and final collapse.
The Abbot’s farce is, in a way, a double farce. On the one hand, it is physically
enacted as a farce of the tournament scene. On the other hand, it is an ideological farce of
romance-based courtly chivalry and love. It uses courtly ideology’s own mechanics to
disprove its existence, and therefore the reliability of those very mechanics. Faced with a
crisis of authority, Saintré – consciously and permanently this time – rejects courtly
chivalry in favor of the Christian chivalry that he first started to learn on the crusade. The
Abbot’s farce teaches him that courtly chivalry, like the fictional works on which it is
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based, like their auctoritas, is totally artificial, and, accordingly, only functions properly
in artificial settings where it is adopted by tacit, general agreement. In this, it is totally
different from Christian chivalry, which, as Saintré comes to realize, is based in
indisputably divine text and unshakable auctoritas. From childhood, Saintré has always
been concerned with becoming a great knight, one who would be remembered as an
example to future generations. It is in this farce that he realizes that the model of Lancelot
as presented by Madame and the authority and historical claims behind it, appealing,
powerful, and ubiquitous as they are, are a work of fiction. He accordingly changes track,
adopting the Biblical King David as his model. The Bible, with its unquestionable
auctoritas and historical claims, offers the only totally reliable path for Saintré to become
a historical figure himself.
C.

The Histoire of Saintré: his story and history

The conclusion of Jehan de Saintré is centered on the preservation, exemplarity
and diffusion of his histoire, his story and history. This conclusion is, then, the
summation of Jehan de Saintré’s commentary on the romance genre and its use of
historical claims as an authority-building strategy. This occurs through two separate
retellings of Saintré’s histoire: one on the intradiegetic level by Saintré himself, the other
on the extradiegetic level by the narrator. Both explain how Saintré’s story was
preserved, confirm the need to continue to do so, and assert the exemplarity of its hero
and the historical status of the narrative. Finally, both guide the reader in how to interpret
this story and apply it as a behavioral example, even perhaps to the exclusion of other
readings that the otherwise unmediated work might offer.
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Not long after Saintré’s return to court following his vengeance, Madame is
herself compelled, through royal intervention, to return to court against her wishes. The
moment of her return marks the first of only two narrator interventions significant enough
to have been marked with the red-ink rubric “l’acteur” in the Barrois manuscript (516).133
Placed at the end of the work, this sudden use of rubrication to mark narrative
intervention serves to moralize the work, to guide the reader toward a sort of official,
narrator-endorsed reading of the whole romance. Quite on theme with Saintré’s recent
transformation, the “l’acteur” rubric immediately precedes a condemnation of courtly
love in religious terms:
Hé ! amours tresfaulces, malvaises et traistresses, semblerez vous tousjours enffer
qui de englouttir ames oncques ne fust saoul ? Ne serez vous aussi jamaiz saoulle
de traveillir coeurs et les murtrir ? Dieux et nature vous ont ilz donné telle
puissance que de prendre en voz las cuers…que d’aucuns en avez prins les cuers,
ainssy que en maintes ystoires se treuve en escript, dont vous en estes
tresfaulcement et malvaisement servy, et puis a la fin confuse abandonnez, et
meritez d’avoir perdu leurs ames, leurs vies, se Dieu n’en a mercy, et leur
honneurs, temoingz ceulx cy… (516-518)
Courtly love is, then, a figurative hell that can lead to a literal Hell, unless God himself
intervenes to save the seduced individual from both love and Hell. This implies, of
course, that Saintré has been saved, both temporally and spiritually, that the end of his
relationship with Madame was nothing short of an act of mercy from God. It also
confirms his new-found status as a Christian knight, chosen by and aligned with God, in
opposition to the courtly knight that he was before. At the same time, this authorial
133
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They fulfil a much more limited function than the red-ink acteur rubrics in that they, in a time before
quotation marks, simply help to differentiate between extradiegetic narration and intradiegetic dialogue.
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intervention is offered just after the narrator has explained that Madame was forced,
against her will, to leave her monk behind. It then also reads as a condemnation of their
enduring desire to continue in their love affair, and as a suggestion that their forced
separation is another act of mercy from God.
This intervention also notably supports its argument with an appeal to general
written authority. What the acteur says is demonstrably true because it is written in so
many “ystoires.” Histoires, then, as both stories and historical narratives, establish
patterns that are both reliable and morally instructive for the reader/audience. In other
words, they have a degree of auctoritas. This suggestion by the acteur is significant, as
his intervention leads directly into Saintré’s public retelling of his own histoire. Only a
few lines later in the text, about a month after Madame’s return to court, Saintré offers to
tell the Queen and her ladies, including Madame, “une vraie nouvelle et merveilleuse
ystoire, que l’en m’a de bien loings escript” (520). The Queen, calling Saintré “Maistre
des Nouvelles” enthusiastically authorizes his promised narrative. Saintré then proceeds
to tell a story taken, as he claims, from “unes lettres de une ystoire vraye et nouvellement
advenue,” and which recounts events that took place in Germany. The story is, of course,
that of himself and Madame, only rendered anonymous.
In the midst of Saintré’s retelling appears the second of the two narrator
interventions marked by the red-ink “l’acteur” rubric. This intervention is somewhat
curious in its form and placement. It is comprised entirely of a fourteen-line lyric poem in
rhyming octosyllabic couplets. The poem itself is in black ink, like the body of the text,
but still set apart from the rest by the red underlining that links it to the rubric. In terms of
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content, it is an invective against Fortune, complete with a reference to “le bon Boesse”
and his famous wheel. As for placement, the rubric is immediately preceded by the
dialogue of Saintré’s narration to the Queen – “plus loyaulx amans ne fut (520) – which
resumes directly after the poem134 with the phrase “Ainssy fut il, Madame, de ce povre
malleureux, qui tant estoit en grace de sa dame” (522). This poem is therefore part of
Saintré’s discourse to the Queen and her ladies, as an explanation of how the knight in his
story – Saintré himself – was betrayed by Fortune, who had previously been kind,
generous, and faithful. In other words, Saintré is employing the authority of an auctor,
Boethius, and applying his authoritative and well-known statements on fortune to his own
situation as a means of explaining his own fall from amorous grace.
At the same time, the rubric attributes this poem to the acteur, a term that
somewhat conflates the work’s narrative voice with the figure of its author, Antoine de la
Sale. In this moment, then, Saintré, the narrator, and Antoine de la Sale are all in a way
simultaneously speaking the same words, presenting a united interpretation of Madame’s
betrayal at the conclusion of the romance. Then again, as Saintré is actively narrating this
“histoire” to the ladies of the court, he is, on an intradiegetic level, its acteur. This rubric
could therefore accurately refer to Saintré alone if it only existed within the intradiegetic,
spoken register of his narrative. However, the red-ink rubric only exists as an
extradiegetic note to the reader of the manuscript. The black ink of the poem, with its red
underlining, cause the poem to hover in an ambiguous space between the extradiegetic
and intradiegetic levels. Saintré speaks these words to the Queen and her ladies as the

Between the poem and the continuation of the body of the text, a rubric of “Saintré” in the black ink of
the second hand appears (f 175v).
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intradiegetic acteur, but he does so in unison with the extradiegetic narrator, who is
directly addressing the reader.
In terms of content, this lament against a cruel and feminine lady Fortune, who
gave much to the knight and raised him on high before throwing him down into the
depths and mocking his descent, is highly reminiscent of the treacherous lady in Saintré’s
story, who the reader already knows to be Madame. Just as Saintré is here conflated with
the acteur, Madame is conflated with Fortune and condemned with the authoritative
citation of Boethius. This condemnation is quickly confirmed by the ladies of the court –
with the exception of Madame, who remains silent – at the conclusion of Saintré’s
anonymous story: “la dame fust la de tous tresgrandement blasmee, et fust l’amant de sa
bataille tresgrandment loé” (524). Despite the apparent uncourtliness of Saintré’s actions
during his vengeance, the court does not disapprove. His efforts to control the narrative
seem to have largely succeeded. When he asks for the ladies in attendance to give their
individual opinions, they all take the side of the anonymous German knight. The Queen,
who suspects the true origin of the story, simple states that, “se il est comme vous dittes,
nous disons que telle dame est faulce et malvaise” (524). She is the only one to hint at a
possible lack of reliability in Saintré’s story. The other ladies, ostensibly taken in by the
letter claims, enthusiastically suggest increasingly horrible punishments for the lady,
beginning with social ostracism and ending with having her head shaved and being
paraded through the streets naked while covered in honey to attract flies. Madame du
Perche gives voice to the general final consensus with her proclamation of “benoit soit
l’amant qui ainssy les pugnist” (526). The ladies of the court offer an example of proper
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reader response to the “histoire” and, as members of the court itself, hold up Saintré as
the instrument of divine punishment.
As for Madame, she is finally pressured into giving her own opinion of the story,
despite her uncertainty of what to say. When she does speak, it is after all the others and
to break with the group consensus. However, she does not offer a full-scale critique, but
instead focuses solely on his act of physical violence against her, the high-born lady of
the story, while maintaining the anonymity that he introduced into the narrative: “celluy
amant, chevalier ou escuier qu’il soit, fust tresmal gracieux de avoir deschaint celle dame
et emporté sa chainture, comme vous avez dit” (526). Saintré, then pulls the belt in
question from his sleeve and, placing it on her knees, has the last word of dialogue in the
romance: “Madame, je ne vueil plus estre ce tresmal gracieux” (526). The women of the
court, including the Queen and Madame, react to this revelation with shocked silence,
leaving Saintré in narrative control as the story comes to a close.
This revelation marks Saintré’s final rejection of courtly chivalry and love.
Secrecy is a primary tenet of the courtly love affair, for, as we have seen, while exposure
might enhance the chivalric reputation of the male participant, it is almost inescapably
destructive to the woman’s reputation in courtly society. Curiously, this has never been a
significant issue in Madame and Saintré’s relationship. She carefully designed their love
affair to protect herself, ensuring that they were the only two who knew. She also swore
him to silence and educated him in a way that he had no reason to think that exposure
would be to his benefit. In the end, though, he breaks this cardinal rule of courtly love not
so much to cast himself as an exemplary courtly knight and thereby boost his reputation,
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but to cast himself as a great Christian knight and administrator and enforcer of divine
justice. True, he does begin his narrative by describing his German persona as a deeply
faithful lover who lived in bliss with his lady and did not deserve the misfortune and
betrayal that befell him. However, his narrative focuses on the revenge aspect of the
story, on whether the knight acted well and if the lady and monk deserved their
punishment. This is certainly the focus of the ladies’ responses. When Saintré reveals
Madame to be the lady of the story, he is totally breaking with the protocol of courtly
love. Yet, this action is highly uncourtly exactly because Saintré is no longer a courtly
knight. He wants his audience to know that he is the knight of the story – a knight who
was an ideal courtly knight, but who has learned to reject this system, to no longer place
his chivalric career in the hands of cruel lady Fortune, but to further his career as an
executor of divinely-inspired justice.
Saintré’s public narrative and sudden final revelation destroy Madame’s
reputation. As the anonymous German lady of the story, she has already been judged and
condemned, her deserved sentence decreed by the ladies of the court. The removal of
anonymity does nothing to lessen these pronouncements; rather, it simply transfers them
from the abstract and anonymous lady to the very real Madame de Belles Cousines. In a
similar fashion, Saintré claims the role of the knight in the story. As we have seen, part of
his revenge plan was ensuring the creation and control of a narrative that he saw as
exemplary and worthy of remembrance, historical even. His retelling of the story before
the court is an important step in rendering his narrative historical. He first confirms its
veracity, explains what happened, and asks his audience to draw moral conclusions from
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it, implying its utility as an ethical guide. Finally, he reveals the belt, confirming with
physical evidence that it really happened, and associating the characters with specific,
known individuals. In so doing, he marks himself as uncourtly, but also links himself to
the exemplary knight of the story. He marks himself as the protagonist of a story that is
no longer a romance, but which is certainly a history.
Once Saintré’s narrative comes to a close, the acteur resumes speaking – without
a red-ink rubric in the text – on the very subjects most central to historia, exemplarity and
the preservation of past events worth remembering. First, he addresses a general audience
of women, explaining what they should take away from this history:
[D]ames, demoiselles, bourgeoises et aultres, de quelque estat que soient, que
toutes pren[d]ent exemple a ceste sy [tres]noble dame oyseuse, qui par druerie se
perdit et veuillent bien pensser au dit commun qui dist : « Oncques ne fut feu sans
fumee, tant fust il soubz terre parfont ». (528)
He goes on to explain that this means that both good and bad deeds will always
eventually be revealed by God, “pour meriter les justes et les bons, et pour pugnir les
pecheurs et les malvais, soit en ame, soit en honneur, ou soit en corps, ainssy qu’il fist de
ceste [tresnoble] dame et de maintz aultres hommes et femmes, pugnis par leurs
desordonnees voullentez” (528). Madame, then, is confirmed as a moral counterexample,
whose sins were revealed and punished by God in soul, honor, and body. Of course, it is
Saintré who directly punished her, who exposed her actions to the world and destroyed
her reputation. Saintré’s vengeance, by this reasoning, was the work of God, the work of
an uncourtly, but Christian knight.
As for Saintré, the narrator offers a brief summary of his career as a conclusion to
the narrative. He explains that he participated in many battles and accomplished so many
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chivalric feats before his death that they cannot be listed:
[M]e seroit treslongue chose a voulloir tout reciter, fors que, quant le plaisir de Dieu
fust voulloir a soy prendre son ame par la mort qui n’espargne nullui, le jour que elle
clost la porte a la clarté de ses yeulx, il estoit le plus vaillant chevalier tenu du
royaume de France, lequel de sa vie naturelle fina ces jours en la ville du Saint
Esperit sur le Rosne, ayant prins tous ses sains ordres, ainssy que a tout vray chrestien
se appartient ; et fut enterré en laditte esglise, dont, pour amour de ses vaillances, j’ay
pris plaisir de veoir ou son corps gist, et la lasme couchee sur luy prins en mémoire
les lettres entaillees qui en lattin disent ainssy… (528-530)
This is followed by the transcription of a Latin epitaph, giving his name, titles, and date
of death. The narrator reveals here not only how Saintré should be remembered, but also
how he came into contact with this historical figure whose life he has preserved in this
text. Saintré’s deeds merit remembrance of him as both the best knight in France and also
as a true Christian who was ostensibly received into God’s Paradise at the time of his
death. His life therefore serves as an example of temporally and spiritually rewarding
behavior, specifically for those destined to a chivalric career, which includes so many of
the male readers of Jehan de Saintré’s courtly audience.
There are two sides here to how Saintré’s exemplarity contributes to his memory.
On the one hand, his deeds were so significant, that they are already remembered – the
narrator was aware of his existence and admired his life enough to visit his memorial
tomb as if it were a site of pilgrimage. Whether on this pilgrimage or before, the narrator,
without ever claiming to have met Saintré, knows his historia well enough that he can
record it. This is perhaps partially in thanks to Saintré’s own public narration of the
events recorded in the text, a potential source for an oral tradition that inspired the
narrator to visit his tomb and write his story. On the other hand, the very act of writing
this work implies a continued need to preserve and disseminate this story in order to
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increase the utility of Saintré’s exemplarity. In other words, Saintré is remembered
enough that the narrator can accurately recount his story, but not so well-remembered that
there is no need for him to do so. This is because historia, if it is to serve its purpose as a
behavioral guide, requires continual narration. That is why Saintré told his own story at
court, and why the narrator is now retelling it here in his letter to Jean de Calabre.
Narrating is an act of remembrance, the evocation of digna memoria that inspires
exemplary behavior or discourages the opposite.
With regards to this final remembrance of Saintré at the site of his tomb, it is
important to note a significant marginal addition in the Barrois Manuscript, generally
accepted as written in the author’s hand (Blanchard “Introduction” 23, Lefèvre 281):
Duquel sy tresvaillant chevalier ay a plusieurs aultres vaillans et anciens chevaliers et
escuiers oÿ recorder que ceulz qui faisoient sa sepulture trouverent ung petit escrignet
ens lequel avoit ung escript qui disoit : « Cy reposera le corps du plus vaillant
chevalier de France et plus, qui pour lors sera. » Duquel plus, ilz disent que ce plus se
doit entendre le plus vaillant du monde, ainssi que de son temps il fust.” (530-531 fn
125)
This comment rather usefully confirms what the body text only implies – that the narrator
has informed himself of Saintré’s life story through conversation with other, older
knights who are well-informed on the subject, and that the act of writing this text serves
to render this oral historia into a written one. Furthermore, this comment includes an
undeniable reference to Lancelot, a bookend to match the reference with which Madame
put Saintré on his career path.
The tradition of Lancelot’s prophetic tomb, marking him as an exceptional knight,
began with Chrétien de Troyes’s Chevalier de la Charrette. In the case of Jehan de
Saintré, however, this is almost certainly more a direct reference to Lancelot’s tomb as it
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appears in the Lancelot Propre.135 Here, Lancelot’s tomb is described as follows:
[E]l mi lieu de le chimentiere si avoit une grant lame de metal tres merveilleusement
ouvree…et si avoit lettres qui disoient « ceste lame n’iert ja levee par main d’omme
ne par esfors, se par chelui non qui conquerra cest doloros castel et de chelui est li
nons escris ci desous. » (331)
When Lancelot succeeds in lifting the slab, he finds a second inscription which reads,
“Chi gerra Lancelos del Lac, li fiex au roi Ban de Benoÿc” (332). In both cases, a future
tense inscription destines the tomb for an exceptional knight, whose identity is later
revealed to be and attached to the name of the work’s protagonist.
Saintré first accepted Madame’s guidance, his whole career path, out of a desire
to become like Lancelot. This tomb confirms that he did become a Lancelot, though
perhaps not as Madame intended. She set before him the model of Lancelot as he appears
in the Lancelot Propre, a man who becomes the world’s greatest knight out of love,
devotion, and obedience to his courtly lady. However, as we have seen, Madame, in
presenting this version of Lancelot as a historical model, divorced it from its romance
source texts, including not only the Lancelot Propre, but also the subsequent Queste del
Saint Graal and Mort le roi Artu. Her model focused on and employed Lancelot as a
model only as he appears at the height of his chivalric glory, ignoring the fact that within
the totality of the Prose Lancelot, Lancelot’s courtly love eventually becomes the source
of his chivalric failure, and he only achieves true spiritual greatness through the painful
experience of repentance.
Ironically, in rejecting the courtly models that Madame set before him, Saintré
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better aligns himself with the complete character arc of Lancelot. As described on his
tomb stone, Saintré achieved true greatness, the status of a historical knight, by learning
to reject courtly chivalry and love, and by becoming a Christian knight. He does become
Lancelot, in that like his model, he becomes the world’s greatest knight through courtly
love, then fails as a knight because of this love, and finally achieves true exemplarity
through repentance and devotion to God. Like Lancelot, he is remembered as the greatest
knight, not just in France, but in the whole world. More than this, he corrects an enduring
and influential idea of Lancelot, one that focuses upon his portrayal in the Lancelot
Propre and ignores the events of the Queste and Mort. As a boy, Saintré himself was
taken in by this idea as Lancelot. In fact, it seems to be this version of Lancelot, rather
than that of the Queste and Mort, that has social auctoritas. As a man, Saintré has learned
to place his trust in the auctoritas of Scripture rather than romance, and in so doing, has
ironically better fallen in line with the complete model of the protagonist of the Prose
Lancelot. In so doing, Saintré, like Lancelot has become exemplary and his name and
story will be remembered forever.
Madame, on the other hand, occupies the opposing side of the spectrum. Saintré
might be uncourtly enough to reveal the identity of his former ladylove, but the narrator
is careful never to identity her specifically. At the beginning of the work, he says that “de
son nom et seignourie l’ystoire s’en taist, a cause de ce que après pourrez veoir” (38).
This is just before he makes his initial comparison between her and Roman widows, who
receive such “glorieuse mencion” in Roman histories. The reader might guess that her
name remains hidden out of respect for her status, to protect her family name from the
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shame of her deeds. If this is the reason, then the narrator is more courtly than Saintré and
a greater respecter of courtly conventions. However, the narrator repeatedly implies that
her punishment, including exposure and the ruin of her reputation, are deserved and even
divinely inspired. Instead, her name likely goes unmentioned not for courtly reasons, but
for historical ones. Unlike Saintré, she did not perform deeds of digna memoria and does
not offer an example to be remembered and to follow. Her actions may live on as a
counterexample, but her name does not. Unlike Saintré’s, it receives no “glorieuse
mencion” in this history. Unlike her model, Guinevere, she does not repent of her courtly
ways. Part of her punishment is that she is forgotten, for her memory to fade away as the
ahistorical figure in opposition to Saintré.
D.

Chapter Conclusion

Jean de Saintré is a work of mixed genre. However, above all else, it is a response
to medieval romance. If so much of the work reads as a romance, it is because Madame
and Saintré are attempting to live a romance, to apply fabula-based courtly ideology to
their real lives. They are not alone in their efforts. Throughout Saintré’s participation in
tournaments, it becomes clear that courtly chivalry as exemplified as the protagonist of
the Lancelot Propre is a widespread, even ubiquitous ideology, one that is authoritative
throughout the courts of Europe. As a boy, Saintré himself was won over by the mention
of romance protagonists alone. While Jehan de Saintré includes very few explicit
references to specific romances, romance auctoritas is everywhere.
Beyond this, it is also a work that the narrator often tells like a romance. Perhaps
one of the most romance-reminiscent aspects of his narration is his use of historical
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claims in an attempt to bolster the authority of his work. This is especially true in how
Antoine portrays his protagonist, a perfect knight and, for most of the work, a perfect
courtly lover whose deeds were both really performed and merit remembrance through
textual record due to their ethical exemplarity. Yet, just as the Prose Lancelot heightened
its own authority claims by imitating and then furthering the relatively weak historical
claims of earlier romances, Jehan de Saintré continues the tradition of pushing these
claims even further. Jehan de Saintré not only claims to be a historical work, but applies
the romance ideology of courtly chivalry to a specific historical setting not too far
removed from the reality of the author and his readers. It shows the attempts of two
individuals to live a courtly romance in a world that resembles that of the reader – a
world where courtly ideology is authoritative and appealing, where knights and noble
ladies alike aspire to live out this fantasy, where courtly love is seen as a way to achieve
digna memoria for oneself, where Antoine de la Sale himself participated in René
d’Anjou’s tournament reenactment of the taking of the Dolorous Guard. This world is
believably historical, because it is, in a way, still the world of the reader in mid-fifteenthcentury courtly society.
Yet, in the end, courtly ideology fails, leading to Saintré’s humiliation and broken
heart at the hands of the Abbot and Madame, and eventually the destruction of Madame’s
reputation. The narrator pushes the historical claims – once such an important feature for
allowing romance protagonists to act as exemplary – too far, and the entire ideology
crumbles. Saintré is exemplary and historical, exactly because he realizes that the
historical claims of courtly romance are empty, that courtly love is an ideology for
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fabula, not historia. In the end then, Jehan de Saintré is a social critique of courtly
society, not just during the reign of Jean II, but also of the mid-fifteenth century. It shows
a society that has accepted the historical claims and therefore the auctoritas of courtly
romances and the exemplarity of its characters. It also demonstrates the morally and
socially destructive end of attempts to apply this ideology to real life. Instead, Jehan de
Saintré offers a different sort of exemplum: a knight who tried to become the Lancelot of
the Lancelot Propre and failed, but who succeeded in truly becoming a sort of Lancelot
once he, like his former model, rejected courtly ideology and romance auctoritas as the
foundation of his chivalry and replaced it with Christian devotion and Scriptural
auctoritas. Like so many romances before it, Jehan de Saintré uses historical claims to
build its own authority, but it pushes them farther and, in so doing, attempts to recenter
the genre’s presentation of exemplary knighthood on Christian rather than courtly
chivalry.
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CONCLUSION
By the end of the Middle Ages, the romance genre had gained a considerable
level of cultural auctoritas, especially within courtly society and with regard to the
disciplines of courtly love and chivalry. As this study demonstrates, the authority of
certain romance works and traditions had become so great, especially those of the Roman
de la Rose and the Prose Lancelot, that they were not only frequently imitated and cited,
but essentially inescapable in any discussion of these disciplines. Indeed, this authority
was great enough by the end of the Middle Ages that authors like René d’Anjou and
Antoine de la Sale felt the need to use the authority-building strategies of these very
works in order to respond to and criticize the socially engrained courtly ideology that
they had inspired. In other words, these authors felt that Rose and Prose Lancelotinspired courtly ideology136 was socially pervasive and harmful enough to require
correction, but that at the same time, that the most effective way to communicate their
criticisms to the adherents of this ideology would be through imitation of these very
works.

136

It may seem problematic to refer to the Roman de la Rose and Prose Lancelot as works that inspired
courtly ideology, when they themselves can be read as criticisms of courtly love as found in earlier works
like Andreas Capellanus’s De Amore and Thomas of Britain’s Roman de Tristan. Nevertheless, the
message of these works concerning courtly love is ambiguous and can certainly be read as much in support
of courtly love as in criticism of it. The moral message of the Roman de la Rose is notoriously impossible
to define, and one has to look no further that the Querelle de la Rose to see that there was significant
concern about the influence of this work in promoting morally harmful beliefs and behavior with regard to
love and sex in courtly society. As for the Prose Lancelot, while the Queste del Saint Graal seems to
positively condemn courtly love affairs, the other sections of the work potentially contradict this message.
This is especially true of the Lancelot propre, wherein Lancelot achieves unparalleled chivalric greatness
through his love affair with Guinevere. Likewise, in the Mort le roi Artu, their love affair may end in
calamitous tragedy, but arguably in a sympathetic and appealing way, similar to the conclusion of the
Tristan and Isolde story. In short, even if these works can be read as criticism of courtly ideology, it seems
that they were often seen to increase the appeal of courtly behavior and functioned as cultural authorities in
support of this ideology to the moral detriment of courtly society – hence Francesca reading the Lancelot
Propre in Hell in Canto V of the Dante’s Inferno.
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Of course, the romance genre did not achieve this auctoritas by random chance.
As we saw in the introduction of this study, many of the defining characteristics of the
romance genre – its relative recentness, its use of French, its often fabular content – are
diametrically opposed to the base requirements for traditional auctoritas: ancientness, use
of Latin, and content that is truthful, reliable, and useful. If romance had achieved
auctoritas by the end of the Middle Ages, it is because over several centuries its authors
conscientiously developed strategies to reconcile the contradictions between the defining
elements of their genre and those of traditional auctoritates. In other words, they worked
to convince their readers that despite their use of French, their recentness, and especially
their fabular content, their works could still be considered truthful, reliable, and useful.
The Rose and the Prose Lancelot were in part so widely and enduringly influential
because of their significant contributions in developing authority-building strategies for
the romance genre. However, these two romances did not single-handedly create these
strategies. Instead, they are notable contributors in two long-standing romance traditions
that slowly and progressively established two major authority-building strategies. These
strategies, it seems, were so successful that overtime they themselves became
authoritative, with one or both inescapably present in virtually any new romance work.
As works that so overtly reflect on and respond to the courtly ideology of
medieval romance as established over the preceding centuries, the Livre du Cuer and
Jehan de Saintré shine an especially illuminating light on the use and development of the
romance genre’s two major authority-building strategies. Indeed, as these works attempt
to challenge the auctoritas of courtly ideology, they confirm its very existence through
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citation; they consciously attempt to identify its source and turn it to the advantage of
their criticisms. They seek to retain and even build upon these strategies in order to
criticize the courtly ideology with which these strategies had become associated within
the romance genre. Of course, the Livre du Cuer and Jehan de Saintré, while united in
their efforts to challenge courtly ideology, do so in radically different ways. This is
because each of these works focuses on and employs one of the two major authoritybuilding strategies of the romance genre. The Livre du Cuer, following the tradition of
the Roman de la Rose, embraces its fabular content and seeks to present the resulting
narrative as an ethically instructive allegory. Jehan de Saintré, on the other hand, denies
its own fictionality and, following the tradition of the Prose Lancelot, presents itself as a
work of historia, whose narrative presents reliable and ethically useful exempla to the
reader.
The Livre du Cuer imitates and cites the tradition of allegorical romance both in
its narrative structure and it choice of characters and objects to populate the narrative’s
dreamscape. Each of the four frames that compose the narrative structure of the Livre du
Cuer – those of je, René, the dreamer, the acteur, and the speaking characters – is highly
referential, especially attaching this work to the allegorical mechanics of authoritative
romances and, like them, employing allegory as a means for the work to justify its own
existence as a morally useful and instructive text. In particular, these frames alert the
reader to the fact that this work’s narrative structure is modelled on and a sort of
synthesis of the allegorical traditions embodied by the Roman de la Rose and the Prose
Lancelot. As in these works, the utility of the text lies in creating a world wherein the
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reader has the ability to find hidden truths underneath the cover of the fabular surface
narrative. These narrative voices, as in the source texts from which they are derived, play
an essential role in establishing these dual layers of meaning and helping the reader learn
how to move between them. At the same time, these narrative frames do not simply
imitate and reference the Rose and Prose Lancelot, but they respond in often critical
ways. While the Livre du Cuer uses narrative frames to link itself to the authoritative
allegorical structures of these texts, even these very structures are subtly altered as part of
a larger effort to correct the “hidden truths” of romance allegory, even while maintaining
a deceptively similar surface narrative.
However, the Livre du Cuer’s evocation and imitation of allegorical romance in
order to challenge courtly ideology is not limited to René’s use of his four narrative
frames. Much of the challenge comes from the words and actions of the work’s
allegorical characters and objects themselves. Within the dream of the Livre du Cuer,
objects and character give life and voice to courtly love allegory. The characters –
including Pitié, Dangier, Amours, Bel Accueil, Largesce, Esperance, Desir, Cuer, and
Doulce Mercy – each represent different abstract concepts within the courtly love system
or traits and emotions of the two lovers and those that might surround them in a realworld setting. Alongside the acteur and his prose narration, they speak using their firstperson verse and allow the reader to access the internal register of the allegorical world
directly. As for the objects, they inhabit the allegory as much as the characters. Of the
dozens of objects detailed in this study – including the Column of Amours, the Fountain
of Fortune, the cemetery shields, tombs, and relics, and the palace trophies, statues,
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mirror, and tapestries – all of them either represent a real-world (historical or
contemporary from the perspective of René d’Anjou) or literary figure, or else a
personified abstract concept, following the same allegorical mechanics as the characters.
Like them, many of these objects speak in first-person verse, though generally through
the acteur’s transcription of inscriptions attached to them.
As the inhabitants of the allegory, these objects and characters offer some of the
greatest insights into its meaning – both at the surface and depth levels, whose
coexistence is necessarily implied by the allegorical genre itself. On the surface level,
both characters and objects all serve to define and promote the twin ideals of courtly love
and chivalry. This includes the positive examples of the courtly characters and objects, as
well as the counterexamples of those that are uncourtly. More specifically, this romance
allows the reader to follow Cuer as he interacts with the various allegorical objects and
characters, and, in so doing, learns how to practice the arts of courtly love and chivalry
correctly, and how to adhere to them even in the face of great opposition.
In order to fulfill their function of teaching courtly and chivalric behavior to Cuer
– and, by extension, the reader – these characters and objects rely heavily, as with the
narrative frames, on reference, primarily literary, but occasionally historical as well.
When Cuer (and the reader) encounters and interacts with various other characters and
objects over the course of his journey, he simultaneously comes into contact with the
entire literary history that they reference. Sometimes these references are explicitly
stated. At other times, they are not, and it is left to the reader and Cuer himself to
recognize and identify them individually. However, such references are omnipresent in
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the text. Virtually every character, every object within the dream – and certainly all those
studied in this chapter – are tied back to previous written authority in the domains of
chivalry and courtly love, and have meaning, in part, through reference to this authority.
Not only do these characters reference authoritative writing on courtly love and
chivalry, but, in many ways, they seem to confirm this authority. At a minimum, the very
act of referencing past works suggests René’s perception of these works’ authority.
Similarly, in referencing them, he maintains and builds this authority, for an authoritative
work is, at least in part, a work that is referenced. Furthermore, if the act of referencing is
tied to authority, then, for the ideologies of courtly love and chivalry with which the
Livre du Cuer is concerned, the frequent references point to two authoritative literary
traditions in particular. These are, as with the narrative frames, primarily the courtly
dream allegory tradition of the Roman de la Rose and the chivalric Arthurian romance
tradition of the Prose Lancelot. The referentiality of the characters and objects of the
Livre du Cuer brings to life a world in which the courtly ideologies contained within
these two traditions are of the highest authority, far above the auctoritas of more
traditional auctores. For the characters and objects of this dream world, the literary works
contained within these two traditions, along with their teachings on courtly love and
chivalry are, to return to the words of Minnis, “not merely to be read but also to be
respected and believed” above all else.
Yet, this authority is not entirely limited to this fictitious dream world. Given how
René ties his character and objects to the real word through biographical association and
reference to real-world historical and contemporary figures, it is not hard to imagine that
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the authoritative position of the courtly love system in the allegory is offered as a
reflection of René d’Anjou’s own aristocratic milieu in mid-fifteenth-century France. The
shields on the cemetery archway certainly suggest this, as René and his contemporaries
are included alongside the most illustrious courtly figures of literature and history (or,
rather, illustrious historical figures who have been rewritten to fit the literary courtly
model). René’s Livre du Cuer confirms what was already obvious from centuries of
success for the romance genre: while perhaps not taken as seriously in an academic
setting as the works of traditional auctores, in courtly society, the romance genre had
auctoritas. Romances, along with lyric poetry and dits, had established behavioral codes
that were held up as the ideal standard even when in contradiction with other
authoritative ideologies. As this romance suggests, in the mid-fifteenth century, this
authority was still in full force. For some, like Louis de Beauvau, the external forms of
these ideologies, as social norms, were adopted out of necessity, but with a heavy dose of
internal cynicism. For others, as for Cuer and perhaps René d’Anjou himself, these ideals
served as a genuine behavioral guide.
Yet, if the Livre du Cuer confirms the reality of this literary and social authority,
it does not necessarily follow that it supports the effects or continued existence of this
authority. For the Livre du Cuer does not use its characters and objects simply to
reference the auctoritas of the Rose and Prose Lancelot traditions. It also rewrites them
and undermines central tenets of the ideologies that they had played such a fundamental
role in establishing. Within the Livre du Cuer, such challenges to authority are subtle at
first, perhaps even imperceptible. Yet, they grow increasingly visible and frequent as the
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text progresses, ultimately culminating in the final failure of the love affair between Cuer
and Doulce Mercy. Throughout the romance, Cuer encounters allegorical and referential
characters and objects though whom he learns the behavioral codes of courtly love and
chivalry. He – and quite possibly the first-time reader with him – is completely taken in
by their appealing external appearances and their status as accepted social norms based in
authoritative written traditions. Yet, he fails to see the signs of impending doom beneath
the surface. He forgets that this is an allegory, and that beneath the fictitious narrative,
there is a deeper meaning: in this case, that these ideologies ultimately lead to failure and
suffering. Only at the end does the appealing surface of the allegory collapse, allowing
Cuer to finally understand the futility of his quest and the need to turn his heart toward
religious devotion.
The Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris is a curious work, in so much as it is
essentially constructed through reference to and imitation of the greatest works of the
romance genre all while criticizing the authority of this genre’s two principal ideologies.
It is a romance that criticizes fundamental elements of romance. Yet, the Livre du Cuer
does not totally reject the genre to which it belongs. It may reject the authority of courtly
love and courtly chivalry, but it deeply embraces the authority of romance allegory. This
is a work that recognizes the utility and appeal of allegory. Allegory, after all, is arguably
the single greatest contributor to the success of the Roman de la Rose and its successors,
even more than the choice of courtly love as a subject. The allegorization of Arthurian
legend is certainly part of what allowed the Queste del Saint Graal and Prose Lancelot to
achieve a level of success unparalleled by Arthurian romance both before and after.
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Allegory is undoubtedly, from a medieval perspective, what allows many romances to
use fanciful and fictitious tales to deal with serious, ethical messages worthy of study. In
other words, it is part of the foundation of romance auctoritas. Clearly, René recognized
the general appeal of the ideologies of courtly love and chivalry, and the danger that this
could hold for those who adhered to them too strongly or too blindly.
Through allegory, he gives us one such example in Cuer, through whom he
reconciles the appealing surface of a fictitious courtly tale with a serious message about
the negative effects of adherence to it. Cuer is an individual who is so taken in by the
appealing surface of romance allegory that he does not even attempt to read the depth or
recognize the increasingly obvious warning signs masked by that surface. He is an
individual who lives in a world of references – both in objects and characters – that he
recognizes and yet does not understand. A certain “depth reading” of romance allegory
has become so authoritative and commonplace that he makes no individual effort to read
this allegory for himself, to consider that a different deeper meaning might be there to be
uncovered. Blinded by his deference to authoritative readings of romance allegory, Cuer
– and potentially the reader who has unwittingly followed his example – is blindsided by
his final failure. The Livre du Cuer uses reference to recognize and discuss the dual
authority of the romance genre: that of its ideologies and that of its use of allegory.
However, if the case of Cuer is any indication, in the mid-fifteenth century, these strains
of authority had become incompatible. The authority of the ideologies had become so
strong that the allegory no longer served its function of providing a deeper meaning
behind a fictitious narrative. However, the example of Cuer offers hope for the future of
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the genre: a final-hour rejection of an identity based on the ideology of courtly love and
chivalry allow for a continued allegorical existence where genuine hidden truths might be
found if uncovered during a life spent in the post-courtly pursuits of “prieres et oraisons.”
Like the Livre du Cuer, Jehan de Saintré tells the story of a knight who attempts
to live out his life as a romance protagonist only to fail and come to the final realization
that courtly ideology will not guarantee his chivalric and amorous success. Like Cuer,
Saintré is swept up in the social belief, backed by romance auctoritas, that chivalric
greatness and success is achieved through devotion to courtly love. Yet, romance
auctoritas manifests itself in an entirely different way in Jehan de Saintré. Madame
begins Saintré’s education by evoking a list of fictional knights who, according to the
romances in which their stories are contained, achieved chivalric greatness through
devotion to the courtly love of their lady. However, Madame does not present these
knights as fictional characters, but historical figures entirely divorced from their literary
context and instead rendered into exemplars for the young Saintré to imitate. After this
evocation of the social and courtly authority of romance, she then conflates this authority
with the moral and academic authority of traditional auctores, as she bombards Saintré
with 118 citations. At the same time, Madame, while externally presenting herself as
following the historical example of the Roman widow, in reality casts herself in the role
of romance heroine, first as a Lady-of-the-Lake-reminiscent educator, then as courtly
ladylove inspired by Guinevere.
In conjunction with this education, both Madame and Saintré try to apply the
examples of fictional characters to the reality of their lives as if these characters were
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historical beings that one could imitate in order to reliably achieve similar results in the
real world. Nor are they alone in this. Saintré’s tournament interactions with all the great
courts of Christian Europe reveal a widespread effort among the participants of courtly
society to apply courtly ideology as a daily behavioral guide. In this, Jehan de Saintré
confirms the very real auctoritas of romance and courtly ideology in late medieval
Europe. Yet, as Saintré slowly learns, this ideology, which is derived from artificial
works, only functions in artificial settings. When applied to real-word settings like a
crusade or even wrestling with a monk, devotion to courtly love is not a reliable
guarantor of chivalric success. Instead, Saintré, much like Cuer, eventually rejects the
auctoritas of romance and courtly love in favor of the far more reliable path of religious
devotion. In his case, true chivalric greatness is derived through reliance on the much
greater auctoritas of the Bible, freed from the service of courtly love.
Jehan de Saintré, unlike the Livre du Cuer, does not evoke, imitate or respond to
romance auctoritas derived from the use of allegory. Instead, it reveals a second path
through which romances achieved auctoritas: that of presenting themselves as works of
historia rather than fabula. Just as Madame masks the fictionality of the romance
exemplars that she sets before the young Saintré, Antoine de la Sale presents his own
romance as the historia of a real and exemplary knight from the relatively recent past of
the French court. Madame’s attempts to present romance protagonists as exemplary
historical figures are neither surprising nor particularly innovative. Instead, she willingly
accepts the historical claims of the source texts of these characters, which, over the
centuries had increasingly used these claims to mask their own fictionality and thereby to
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fortify their own claims of ethical utility as behavioral guides. In other words, historical
claims were an increasingly reliable way for romance authors to achieve auctoritas for
their works, an approach perhaps best exemplified by the Prose Lancelot. Madame
accepts these claims and teaches Saintré to do so as well.
Likewise, Antoine de la Sale imitates this authority-building strategy in the
creation of his own work, while at the same time using it to criticize the effect it has had,
when wielded by romances, on courtly society. In his own work, the characters accept the
historical presentation of romance protagonists and model their lives on them to
disastrous effect. Yet, this very message is conveyed by Antoine de la Sale through a
fictional romance narrative that presents itself, often very convincingly, as a work of
historia that is both reliable and exemplary for this very reason. Antoine de la Sale may
reject the largely romance-derived authority of courtly ideology, but in so doing, his work
recognized the very real existence of its authority in his society. At the same time, he
recognizes one of the great sources of that authority: presenting a fictional, chivalric
narrative as a work of historia. He therefore claims this strategy as his own, and in so
doing, uses a romance path to auctoritas to criticize the central ideology of this very
genre.
As two works standing at the end of what we now call the Middle Ages and
looking back, Le Livre du Cuer d’Amours espris and Jehan de Saintré offer remarkable
insight into a mid-fifteenth-century perspective on Medieval French literature, especially
the romance genre. They allow us to understand better how medieval readers of that time
read some of the most significant works of our current medieval literary canon, especially
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the Roman de la Rose and Prose Lancelot, but also intermediary works by Machaut,
Froissart, Christine de Pizan, Alain Chartier, as well as the anonymous Prose Tristan.
The Livre du Cuer and Jehan de Saintré demonstrate the significant cultural auctoritas
that the romance genre and its corresponding ideologies of courtly love and chivalry held
by the end of the Middle Ages. They suggest a society in which many individuals sought
to apply these fiction-based ideologies to their lives in the real world, often to the point to
disregarding, distorting, or neglecting the behavioral lessons contained within much more
authoritative works, including the Bible itself.
Their works are far from the only ones to pinpoint this concern. Christine de
Pizan and Guillaume de Deguileville notably respond to and correct the Rose by
appropriating its allegorical mechanics to write Christian allegories of their own
(something René himself does in the Mortifiement de Vaine Plaisance). Yet, in the two
works at the heart of this study, René d’Anjou and Antoine de la Sale are doing
something radically different. These texts respond in a much more subtle way, creating
stories that initially seem to fall in line with and support courtly ideology. With their
narratives, the courtly-love-struck reader can identify with the protagonist and, like him,
anticipate a happy ending as a result of diligent service to courtly ideals. With the
protagonist, they can experience the shock of failure and of the resulting revelation that,
despite all appearances, courtly ideology is not reliable and its heroes do not offer
behavioral examples that can be applied in the real world. This method of responding to
romance, more than that of Christine de Pizan or Guillaume de Deguileville, suggests the
significant authority of the romance genre. Their direct criticism decades earlier, it seems,
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was ultimately insufficient to deal a fatal blow to the cultural authority of courtly
ideology. René d’Anjou and Antoine de la Sale’s approach, therefore, submits even more
to the authority of the romance genre, recognizing that the only way to potentially fight
its ideology is to embrace fully the very tools that it used to build its own auctoritas in
the first place.
Together, the Livre du Cuer and Jehan de Saintré illustrate the two major paths to
auctoritas for the romance genre: presenting a fictional work as an allegorical fabula, or
as an exemplary work of historia. There is something oppositional about these two
approaches, as in one, a work must embrace its own fictionality, and in the other, it must
deny it. Yet, René d’Anjou and Antoine de la Sale’s works demonstrate how both
traditions developed within the romance genre and were employed to stunning effect.
These two romances are remarkable exactly because they truly are romances. They use
romance mechanics and tell romance stories focused on the pursuit courtly love and
chivalry. All of this is done, as in many romances, in conjunction with a larger attempt to
secure auctoritas for their work and the moral message contained therein despite their
true status as works of fiction. However, the narratives of both of these works end in the
shocking failure of courtly chivalry and love and a radical rejection of the authoritative
ideology that had become associated with the romance genre. These two authors reveal
the auctoritas of the romance genre in their imitation of them. More than that, they
confirm the auctoritas of the genre in the very fact that they felt the need to respond and
correct its primary ideology, but only felt that they could do so effectively by subtly
appropriating and repurposing its narrative matter and authority-building strategies.
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